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Editors’ Introduction
Selected Papers from Back to Bloomsbury:
the Fourteenth Annual International Conference on Virginia Woolf

The year 1904 brought the Stephen siblings to Bloomsbury from Hyde Park Gate,
following the death of their father, Leslie Stephen. Moving to Bloomsbury contributed
enormously to Virginia’s future as a writer, and Bloomsbury therefore became more than
just a place. It became an environment in which literary and artistic energies could thrive
freely and fruitfully, not just for Virginia Woolf, but also her friends that came to be
known as the Bloomsbury Group. As 1904 brought Virginia to Bloomsbury, one
hundred years on, in 2004, the annual Virginia Woolf conference took place in London
for the first time, and brought scholars and common readers back to Bloomsbury.
The centennial was marked not only by a conference at the University of London,
involving over 300 delegates from 17 countries across 5 continents, but also by the Local
Authority of Camden who endorsed the installation of a Virginia Woolf memorial in
Tavistock Square. The unveiling of the Stephen Tomlin bust of Virginia Woolf,
elegantly mounted atop a column of Portland stone, was made possible through the
efforts of the Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain. The event took place as the
conference finale, and Woolf enthusiasts gathered in Tavistock Square to witness the
unveiling by Anne Olivier Bell, who was married to Virginia Woolf’s nephew, Quentin
Bell, and recalled visits to the Woolfs’ home when they lived in Tavistock Square. The
memorial is engraved with Woolf’s words: ‘Then one day walking round Tavistock
Square I made up, as I sometimes make up my books, To the Lighthouse; in a great,
apparently involuntary, rush’. The influences of Bloomsbury generally, and Virginia

Woolf in particular were celebrated by conference delegates through this event and the
range of other activities, including a performance of Orlando at the Bloomsbury Theatre,
a visit to Monks House in Rodmell and guided Bloomsbury walks.
With delegates haunting the same streets of Bloomsbury that Woolf did, and
staying in Tavistock Square, the importance of place and a sense of return marked the
conference, and is reflected in papers collected in this volume. The programme of
conference presentations spanned three and a half days, during which 152 speakers across
48 panels engaged delegates in a range of stimulating discussions, reflecting the diverse
array of interests amongst Woolf scholars and common readers. This collection includes
32 of the papers which were presented at the conference. The selected papers have been
organised into seven sections: “Woolfian Aesthetics and Politics”, “Woolfing Around
Town”, “Woolfian Economies and Production in Bloomsbury”, “Bloomsbury Aesthetics
and the Self”, “Bloomsbury Influences and Affiliations”, “Teaching Woolf” and
“Remembering Carolyn Heilbrun”. Cecil Woolf’s welcome address precedes the papers
and the conference programme concludes them. The seven sections represent the range
of approaches to and interests in Woolf’s work presented at the conference. Each paper
includes its own individual list of works cited, and a comprehensive bibliography for the
whole volume is included at the end, providing insight into the range of sources used and
influencing those researching and writing on Woolf.
The conference was opened with a poignant and witty lecture by Cecil Woolf, in
which he told of his childhood memories of his Aunt Virginia and Uncle Leonard, and
their influence on him as founders of The Hogarth Press. Delegates were moved by such
a rare opportunity to hear personal insights into the lives and work of Virginia and

Leonard and members of their families. Many were also struck by the remarkable
resemblance of Cecil Woolf to his uncle. We are very pleased to be able to publish this
piece in this volume.
The section that follows, “Woolfian Aesthetics and Politics”, considers how our
historical moment marks us and our cultural products. The papers in this section offer
political readings of Woolf’s aesthetic choices. Rebecca Rainof juxtaposes Percy
Lubbock’s theory of the novel in The Craft of Fiction with Woolf’s review of in “On Rereading Novels” and her own experimentation with the realist form. Masami Usui
uncovers the history of Hansen’s Disease and Father Damien in relation to women
coming to writing in Woolf’s texts. Michael Payne reads Woolf’s “To Spain” and Three
Guineas alongside Susan Sontag’s Regarding the Pain of Others to consider the ways in
which Woolf chose to understand and present the suffering of others. Judith Allen
examines the current war situation and recent events at the New York Times in light of
Woolf’s comments about the newspapers of her time and their function in the war
machine. Jean Mills draws on personal experience to consider the ways in which women
contribute to violence in her paper “Violence into Speech—Lessons from the Home Front
in Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas”. Melba Cuddy-Keane juxtaposes T.S. Eliot’s
“Notes on Civilization” with Woolf’s internationalist perspective and her use of Thomas
Browne.
The papers included in “Woolfing Around Town” consider Woolf, the city and
her engagement with politics and culture. In “Who let the dogs out? Dogs, Statues, and
Suffragettes in Virginia Woolf’s London”, Jane Goldman examines the political
significance of dog imagery in Woolf’s oeuvre. Elisa Kay Sparks’ analyses of the

Woolfs’ London books offers a new way of reading Mrs Dalloway, and this paper is
supplemented by the PowerPoint presentation given by Sparks at the conference. Anna
Bogen interrogates the ways in which Woolf plays upon the aesthetics of the University
Novel in A Room of One’s Own. Caroline Marie highlights the influence of pantomime
on ontological considerations in Orlando. Steven Putzel continues the examination of
Woolf and the performing arts in “A Woolf Theatre Calendar: 1931-32” with a particular
focus on Woolf’s performance of “Professions for Women” and Arthur Schnitzler’s Der
Reigen.
“Woolfian Economies and Production in Bloomsbury” collects together papers
which examine the political and personal aspects of economics and production. Kathryn
Simpson reads “Moments of Being: ‘Slater’s Pins Have No Point’” using Marcel Mauss’
gift theory in order to consider sexual politics and economic exchange in Woolf.
Craufurd Goodwin addresses the influence of Bloomsbury with particular reference to
Roger Fry and John Maynard Keynes. Elizabeth Willson Gordon’s paper examines the
conflict between artistic credibility and the capitalist enterprise of the Hogarth Press. In
““The Book is Still Warm”: The Hogarth Press in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”,
Drew Patrick Shannon examines Walter Benjamin’s notion of aura in relation to the
books printed by the Hogarth Press.
Questions of the representation and construction of the self are addressed in the
papers in the next section, “Bloomsbury Aesthetics and the Self”. Maggie Humm
considers the idea of return, and photography as a prosthetic of memory in light of Woolf
and Freud’s individual visits to the Acropolis. Benjamin Harvey examines the influence
of Roger Fry on Woolf’s understanding of psychoanalysis through a compelling reading

of “Solid Objects.” Elizabeth Hirsh argues that Woolf’s biography Roger Fry creates a
new historiography. In “Who’s Afraid of Oscar Browning?: Woolf’s “Poppycock””,
Mark McBeth revises Woolf’s portrait of Oscar Browning in A Room of One’s Own and
the portrait’s enduring legacy in Woolf studies by noting what Browning did to further
the cause of women’s education.
The section on “Bloomsbury Influences and Affiliations” includes papers which
look at Woolf in relation to Bloomsbury and other literary movements. Christine Reynier
examines Leonard Woolf’s approach to autobiography and argues that the form of
Beginning Again reflects his political beliefs. Kathryn Laing reads the similarities
between Virginia Woolf’s Melymbrosia and Rebecca West’s The Sentinel in order to
demonstrate the impact of historical conditions on both texts dealing with women’s
sexual and professional lives. Beth Rigel Daugherty traces the influence of Annie
Thackeray Ritchie on Virginia as a professional woman writer through an exploration of
Ritchie’s work for Atalanta, and topics held in common in their oeuvres. In “Sketches of
Carlyle’s House by Two Visitors, a Young Virginia Woolf and a Japanese Novelist,
Natsume Sōseki,” Makiko Minow Pinkney uses the two writers’ reactions to Carlyle’s
House as a starting point from which to consider the notion of “sketching” as a form of
writing. Kristin Czarnecki analyses similarities in Virginia Woolf’s and Zora Neale
Hurston’s literary group affiliations and themes in their oeuvres to suggest the need to
read British Modernism and the Harlem Renaissance together.
The two papers that comprise the “Teaching Woolf” section offer new ways of
reading and teaching of Virginia Woolf. Lisa Coleman uses Hèléne Cixous’s Three Steps
on the Ladder of Writing to examine the reading of cultural objects through one’s own

writing and using Woolf’s writing as a lens. Coleman’s paper quotes work by her
students in order to demonstrate the possibilities inherent in her approach. Joanne
Campbell Tidwell asks scholars to reconsider the uses that Woolf’s diaries can be put to
in the classroom, and their significance for the teaching of composition, literature and
women’s studies.
The importance of returning and remembering was foregrounded during the
Carolyn Heilbrun memorial panel, and most of the papers given during that session are
published in the “Remembering Carolyn Heilbrun” section. Heilbrun was remembered as
a friend, mentor, scholar and first president of the International Virginia Woolf Society.
Her influence on Woolf studies is difficult to overstate, and the personal memories
presented in this section recollect this and her with affection.
Throughout this collection of selected conference papers, the war in Iraq can be
felt leaving its mark. Few of the papers make no mention of it, and it is an issue which
reminds us of Virginia Woolf’s continuing relevance to the present day. In a macabre
and tragic turn, in the summer of 2005, Tavistock Square, a square populated by
memorials for victims of violence and of peace activists including Mahatma Ghandi, was
bombed. In the gaze of the Woolf memorial from the southwest corner of the square, one
could not help being reminded of Woolf’s arguments against war and societies which
divide people. The war in Iraq was used as justification for killing civilians in Britain on
7 July 2005, just as differing ideologies continue to divide different cultures and result in
war, violence and death in Iraq and elsewhere in the world. It seems fitting in reflecting
on the conference, Bloomsbury and the present, to let Woolf have the last word: “Unless
we can think peace into existence we—not this one body in this one bed but millions of

bodies yet to be born—will lie in the same darkness and hear the same death rattle
overhead” (DM 243).

Lisa Shahriari and Gina Potts
Editors

Back to Bloomsbury Conference: Welcome Address
By Cecil Woolf

Of the one or two questions in life that I prefer to duck, perhaps the most frequent comes
from the daunting and amiable creature, the Bloomsbury enthusiast. What was she like?
they ask.
In an essay on Dr Johnson’s friend Mrs Hester Thrale – one of the last things she
wrote – Virginia says “The more we know of people, the less we can sum them up. Just
as we think we hold the bird in our hand, the bird flutters off”. You won’t be surprised
when I tell you that it never crossed my mind, all those years ago, that one day I should
have to stand up in front of an illustrious audience, some of them ‘Woolf specialists’, and
add my two cents worth to the Niagara of words about those pivotal members of
Bloomsbury, Leonard and Virginia Woolf.
I wonder if, by an effort of imagination, we can go back mentally nearly seventy
years to the late 1930s, the eve of the Second World War. Let us visit the small Sussex
village of Rodmell where Leonard and Virginia had their country house. Most of the
village consists of The Street, as it is called, which runs off the main Lewes-Newhaven
road. On either side, The Street is lined with flint garden walls, behind which are
cottages, most of which are inhabited by farm workers. This is a time before Rodmell,
like so many such villages, became gentrified dormitories, whose residents commute
daily to London. Then it had a Post Office, a general store, a blacksmiths and a pub.
Only the pub has survived.

After a few minutes’ walk we reach a long, two-storey clapboard house on the
right which lies a few yards back from the road. Pushing open the garden gate of Monks
House is the signal for what seems like a pack of furiously barking dogs to descend upon
us. A brick path leads past the end of the house to a huge garden and orchard. The
garden is a kind of patchwork quilt of trees, shrubs, flowers, vegetables, fruit, roses and
crocus merging into cabbages and gooseberry bushes. Here and there are fish ponds and
peeping from the undergrowth are garden statues.
From one of the several greenhouses my uncle emerges to welcome us. He is
delighted to see us. Knowing what children are like, on arrival, he fumbles in a
capacious pocket and produces a bag of his favourite mint humbugs.
Leonard is in his sixties, tall, lean, tanned and with a shock of silver hair. His
eyes are grey, deep-set under bushy eyebrows and his face is deeply lined. His head,
which juts forward, is chiselled, long and spare: he has the rugged profile of an Old
Testament prophet smoking a pipe. He is wearing ancient corduroy trousers and a
poacher jacket of coarse tweed. His shoes are heavy and made of good leather, like Mr
Ramsay’s, and one notices that round his woollen tie is an opal ring. His voice is very
tremulous – the voice of a man perhaps twenty years older. I almost forgot to tell you
that on his shoulder is perched a tiny monkey, a marmoset called Mitzi. I grew very fond
of Mitzi.
He takes one round, proudly showing his Worcester Permains, Cox’s Orange
Pippins, his prize marrows, the extensive collection of succulents, the poppies,
Canterbury bell, large yellow daisies, the lupin flower that had become a tree and so
much more. He is a huge enthusiast and an expert horticulturalist.

In the small wooden hut on the far side of the garden where she writes, the watch
propped against the inkpot and the barking dogs tell my aunt that it’s time to break for
lunch. Virginia strolls across the garden and looking back I wonder what she was writing
that day. Was it her biography of Roger Fry, or her last novel, Between the Acts, or
perhaps just notes for a talk to the Rodmell Women’s Institute, of which she was
honorary treasurer?
I remember her figure as tall and slim. Her pale face is very pointed and
dominated by large, hooded eyes which fix one and penetrate, sometimes uncomfortably.
Her hair is grey and wispy. Her clothes are long, dark and dowdy; here in the country her
stockings have large holes and she wears a dreadful long mackintosh. If that sounds like
the stage version of the goose-girl, let me say that her bearing is unmistakably that of the
grande dame. The impression is of an intense personality. Her manner is friendly and
undemonstrative; she looks at you directly, her speech is incisive. It is an individual
voice, developed before the great British flattening, when people’s manner of speaking
might, apart from any affectation of class, become personal speech. Her talk is shrewd
and speculative, withholding nothing. She is unhurried in what she says – confident, very
confident: I wonder if memory mistakes me here, but perhaps that apparent confidence
covers deep insecurities.
As we go into the house, the impression one has is how cluttered and untidy it all
is. The walls are lined with books, there are books on the tables and chairs and piles of
books on the floor. Between the shelves are pictures, mainly by Vanessa, Duncan and
Roger Fry. The books even climb up the stairs to the upper floor. Monks House always

seemed an appropriate name for such a chilly house, though it wasn’t until his last year
that Leonard discovered that no monk had ever lived there!
At a time when grown-up relatives expected their well brought-up nephews and
nieces to address them as uncle, aunt or cousin, it was a mark of Leonard and Virginia’s
lack of formality or lack of stuffiness that they were just plain Leonard and Virginia.
At lunch, which was not boeuf en daube or even haddock and sausages, but
perhaps ham or a small portion of white fish, Virginia eats very little. Conversation is
lively, boisterous, even, full of surprises, of unpredictable questions, fantasy, books,
politics and laughter. I’m reminded of Ezra Pound in his Cantos: “And they want to
know what we talked about? Of letters and tragedies and music, Both of ancient times
and our own, And men of unusual genius. Both of ancient times and our own, In short,
the usual subjects of conversation between intelligent men.”
We talk of everything, everything, that is, except Virginia’s own writing. She has
enormous curiosity about other people’s lives. Observe perpetually, Henry James
advised the aspiring novelist. She fires salvos of questions at one and is genuinely
interested in the answers. Despite her rather sombre appearance, Virginia could be
extremely funny. The image she has in some people’s minds of a sad and deeply
depressed woman is false. (Nicole Kidman in The Hours springs to mind.) Depressed,
she certainly was at times, but she was not generally sad. Quite the contrary. Leonard
remembered that during the First World War when they sheltered in the basement of their
London lodgings from enemy bombing, Virginia made the servants laugh so much that he
complained he was unable to sleep. My own recollection of her is of a fun-loving, witty

and, at times, slightly malicious person. Leonard himself had a dry and laconic sense of
humour.
To many people Virginia appeared an intimidating and formidable figure, and
they were mortally afraid of her. Certainly she had an unfortunate way, at times, of
causing acute embarrassment. Virginia was writer and woman, but first and foremost
writer. In one of her diary entries she says, “I want fun. I want fantasy.” New
acquaintances were sometimes devastated when she had fun and fantasy at their expense.
She might pick on some innocent fact concerning themselves and blow it up into a story
they could barely recognise. Let me give you an example.
A woman called Mrs Easdale, whose daughter had been published by the Hogarth
Press, had a son who was a talented musician. Leonard and Virginia had attended a
concert at which his music was performed. The mother had told Virginia that she
mentioned her son to Sir Henry Wood, the famous conductor of the period. Later, when
the Easdales came to tea at Monks House, Virginia announced to the assembled party –
“Mrs Easdale is the bravest woman I know – she went into a big restaurant straight up to
Sir Henry who was surrounded by a crowd of ladies and said ‘Sir Henry my son is a
genius!’ Now you go on with the story.” Virginia continued in that charming, playful
way of hers, “You see – she has a son who is an unknown distinguished composer.”
Next she talked of the recital – the most interesting she had ever attended – the Easdales
were the most advanced family in the world – setting to music words no one else would
dare, and the most modern music – and delivered in a half serious, half humorous way.
This trick of blowing up a few facts into something quite different and then inviting a

bystander to ‘go on with the story’ was not uncommon with her. And whilst friends may
have thought it was amusing, to the uninitiated it was excruciatingly cruel.
I don’t think she was aware of the cringing embarrassment such behaviour
caused. Neither can I recall ever being the victim of what Leonard called her ‘taking off’
– using a prosaic incident or statement to create a mountain of fantasy. I never remember
being ‘afraid’ of her, only impressed by her wit, insight and fertile invention. The takings
off were, I think, partly the novelist giving free reign to her imagination and partly a
manifestation of that child-like freedom from everyday banality, which was part of her
nature.
Staying at Monks House or Tavistock Square one never felt exactly pampered,
but the other side of that coin was that one was left to entertain oneself. Hospitality can
sometimes become oppressive. Monks House, which the Woolfs had bought in 1919 was
not a comfortable house even twenty years later, after they had made a good many
alterations. By then they had electricity installed, mains water and a flush lavatory
replaced the traditional sanitation of an earth closet. They never had central heating.
Leonard and Virginia were naturally frugal and my uncle undoubtedly carried this
carefulness, this abhorrence of what he perceived as waste, to the point of eccentricity. I
remember, for example, that in the lavatory printers’ proofs were hung up for use as toilet
paper. One used to hear people say, ‘look after the pennies and the pounds will look after
themselves’. Leonard was almost obsessive about looking after the pennies, but I will
talk a little more about that in a moment.
In those pre-war days and early in the Second World War, I also stayed with them
on several occasions in London, at 52 Tavistock Square, where they lived over the offices

of the Hogarth Press. As in Sussex, so in London, Virginia was an energetic walker. I
had the strong feeling, however, that London was where she belonged naturally. I
remember a number of regular walks we took together, notably to the British Museum
Library and to the London Library in St James’ Square. She made friends with one of the
staff at the London Library who had known Thomas Carlyle.
I was a schoolboy at Stowe when I learnt of Virginia’s death. I had been
privileged to be taught by and become a friend of an outstanding English master, the
Shakespearean and Miltonian critic, G. Wilson Knight. It was he who told me of that
last, lonely walk along the swollen River Ouse and her decision to end it all. In 1941,
Virginia Woolf’s death was not headline news, particularly at that stage in world history.
When an author dies obituaries are published in the papers and those who had dealings
with him or her write to The Times to place on record their memories. In a short time he
or she is no longer news and is quietly consigned to oblivion. Then, if he or she is
fortunate, after a certain number of years, perhaps a few, perhaps many, depending often
on circumstances having nothing to do with literature, he or she will be remembered and
restored to public favour. Virginia Woolf is of course a notable example of this. In her
case, it was twenty years before her writings were rediscovered by a multitude of readers
worldwide.
The end of the Second World War found me a young soldier. When I eventually
resumed life as a civilian, Leonard offered me a flat in his London house – the house he
leased in Westminster after Mecklenburgh Square was bombed and Virginia had died.
The Hogarth Press was about that time to become an imprint of Chatto & Windus.
Leonard still worked several days a week at the press. I saw him daily and to some

extent he came to regard me as a surrogate son. After business he would knock heavily
on my door at teatime and we would indulge in the ritual of tea and buttered toast. All
his life, he and other members of my family suffered from a pronounced inherited tremor,
which particularly affected his hand. As he raised the teacup, his hand would shake to
such an extent that at times he would put his handkerchief round this neck and use it to
haul his tea to his mouth. (As children this procedure was something that had caused a
great deal of suppressed amusement.) Sometimes we would go out for a hot curry in an
Indian restaurant, or to the theatre. He was always very good company.
I have already referred to his carefulness and austerity and no one who writes or
talks about him can avoid the subject. It has to be admitted that my uncle did not enjoy a
worldwide reputation for doling out largesse. Everyone who knew Leonard has stories of
his overdeveloped sense of economy, particularly with money, and most of us came to
regard this as an endearing foible. We were at the theatre one evening and sitting next to
Leonard was an elderly clergyman who throughout the first half of the play was eating
from a box of chocolates with unusually noisy wrappings. When the lights went up for
the interval and his neighbour left his seat, Leonard noticed that one chocolate had fallen
to the floor at his feet. He promptly produced a handkerchief, dusted down the chocolate
and popped it in his mouth.
When Leonard wrote a letter or paid a bill, I don’t think he ever used a new
envelope. He invariably crossed out the old address, wrote in the new one, pasted it
down at the back, and posted it. Even the blank back of the letter you had sent him
would be recycled for the carbon copy he often kept of his correspondence. I was staying
at Monks House in the late 1950s I suppose, and after a particularly austere supper I

strolled out to the village pub in search of nourishment. I asked the landlord if he could
provide a sandwich or a pie – anything – and in the course of conversation he asked if I
happened to be staying at Mr Woolf’s. When I told him I was, he wagged his head
knowingly, “Yes, they all come here for a bite after dinner.”
It must have been about this time that I accompanied Leonard to Brighton, where
he went round a number of book shops soliciting orders for Hogarth Press publications.
After a long morning tramping round the town, Leonard asked me if I was ready for
lunch. When I said that I was, he disappeared into a nearby baker’s shop. He came out a
few moments later and produced from his pocket a notebook in which he wrote in a
shaky hand what he bad bought for lunch – “Two bread and butter roles, 2 pence”. I
mentioned this incident not only to illustrate Leonard’s carefulness with money, but also
to show his obsession with accounting for his expenditure. Everything was recorded.
The yield of every fruit tree in his orchard, the score of games of bowls on the lawn, the
profit or loss of every Hogarth Press publication, the cost of every holiday, less, of
course, the notional expenditure had they stayed at home. Was this a habit he had formed
when he was a district officer at Hambantoto, or was he one of nature’s administrators,
with the heart and soul of an accountant?
But these are trivia. Without withdrawing a word of what I have just said, I must
tell you that Leonard was not a mean man. I believe he did a great deal of good by
stealth over many years. During many talks I learned the deep integrity of Leonard’s
passion for truth. Leonard was a practising socialist. And under a rather solemn exterior
was a great sense of fun.

As the years passed, he spent less time in London and more at Monks House with
Trekkie Parsons, the wife of his partner at Chatto & Windus. His diaries for those last
years indicate that he continued to work – day after day occurs the one word ‘work’. In
the 1950s he began to write his autobiography. The first volume, Sowing, received
discouraging reviews, but the second won him a prestigious literary prize, and by the fifth
and final volume he was becoming well-known in his own right. Virginia’s reputation,
which had passed through something of a trough, was now burgeoning, particularly in the
United States and Japan. Leonard himself had been the subject of a long and successful
television interview with the well-known British journalist and writer, Malcolm
Muggeridge, and he was something of a celebrity.
Leonard was nearly ninety when he suffered a cerebral haemorrhage at Monks
House in 1969. (I had seen him in London a week or two before, running down Victoria
Street to catch a bus to his office.) I had arranged to have lunch that day with a young
woman, who is now my wife, the mother of our five children and the author of a number
of very fine books, including several on Virginia, Leonard and Bloomsbury. After that
stroke, Leonard was calling out for me. Lunch with Jean Moorcroft Wilson had to be
cancelled. I went at once to Rodmell and it was the first of several visits I paid over the
months he hung on. His great pleasures in life – books, politics, gardening and, of
course, Virginia – were no more. Virginia had died twenty-eight years earlier and now
he could no longer read or write or tend his garden.
Leonard has been represented occasionally as a penny-pinching and tyrannical
husband and employer. The truth is that he was an extraordinarily good, warm-hearted

and generous man – a loveable man – whose unstinting devotion to his wife not only kept
her alive, but happy and enormously creative for some thirty years of their marriage.
I have talked of two people almost every details of whose lives has become public
property. But it is sometimes forgotten, I think, that these were ‘real’ human beings, not
characters in some upmarket ‘soap’. Their marriage was a very loving one: it was very
productive, but how far it was happy is another matter and beyond an outsider’s
knowledge. Happiness can be ruined by children, or lack of children, by too much or too
little sex, by financial anxieties, by so many secret things. Love too can be ruined, but I
think their love withstood the pressures of Virginia’s recurring illness. They kept busy.
They both worked enormously hard, writing their books, sitting on all those committees,
building a fine publishing house. When I think of Virginia as I remember her, rather than
as I have read of her, I know that a great deal eludes me, as it eludes all of us who have
ever thought of the strangeness of being. At fourteen and less, few, very few people are
sufficiently mature to take in and fully treasure the experience of meeting and enjoying
the company of someone touched, if not by the hand of God, then at least by genius. But
what is important, above all else, is that her books have given her a future she could have
never imagined.

Rereading Realism: Woolf, Percy Lubbock, and the Politics of Modernist Form
Rebecca Rainof

“But now—at last—Mr. Lubbock applies his Röntgen rays. The voluminous lady
submits to examination. The flesh, the finery, even the smile and witchery, together with
the umbrellas and brown paper parcels which she has collected on her long and toilsome
journey, dissolve and disappear; the skeleton alone remains” (E 341). Here, Woolf depicts
the novel as a victim, and Percy Lubbock as a sexualized aggressor intent on penetration
and reduction. In doing so, she takes a memorable stance not just against Lubbock, but
against those novel theorists who would follow to embrace the skeletal beauty of form.
Her review of Lubbock’s The Craft of Fiction in her 1922 essay, “On Re-reading
Novels,” gives his work a singular, if not painful, pride of place in the emerging formalist
movement inspired by Henry James. As she writes, “To say that it is the best book on the
subject is probably true; but it is more to the point to say that it is the only one” (E 338).
With such compliments, one may ask, who needs criticism?
And yet, while making the dangers of early formalism graphically clear, Woolf
sincerely approved Lubbock’s foresight in pursuing a much-needed theory of the novel.
For Woolf, Lubbock’s error lies not so much in his treatment of the novel, as in his
treatment of the novel reader. To quote Lubbock, he laments that, “Nothing, no power,
will keep a book steady and motionless before us, so that we may have time to examine
its shape and design. As quickly as we read, it melts and shifts in the memory; even at
the moment when the last page is turned, a great part of the book, its finer detail, is
already vague and doubtful” (1). In developing his method from an anxiety about the

novel reader’s fallible memory, Lubbock includes the reader as an entity sadly inadequate
to the demands of the genre—and for Woolf, champion of the common reader—this
underestimation quite simply will not do.
Instead, Woolf presents alternative theories of how reading works, and as I will
argue, both forgetting and the practice of re-reading become central to her project. Woolf
grounds her stance against Lubbock on the belief that—as the novel is a genre concerned
with a character’s changing consciousness, it is also a genre unusually suited to
accommodating the changing consciousness of its reader, and re-reader. She begins to
theorize a model of reading less based on single consumption, or “bolting” as she calls it,
than on the devotions of habitual readers, those individuals who return to a text many
times seeking a different gustatory experience. Despite the time that has passed since
both Woolf and Lubbock were writing, the project of theorizing a habitual readership
may still be considered worthwhile. Woolf’s fans, Dickens’ devotees and Janeites,
though not alone, still find themselves in a strange middle ground between critics and
their fellow readers. Woolf herself had the foresight to make room for these and other
common re-readers, instructing them to defy a passive or unrecognized role and to bring
“to bear upon the novelist”—and perhaps the novel theorist— “who spins his books in
solitude the pressure of an audience” (E 344).
In turn, as a writer Woolf maintains her identification with the common re-reader
even as she takes up the mantle of the solitary spinner. We can perhaps view her writing
process as anticipating, if not itself performing, the fluctuations of a reader’s thoughts
over time. In a diary entry, she notes that writing is a “tunneling process by which I tell
the past by installments… This is my prime discovery so far; and the fact that I’ve been

so long finding it, proves, I think, how false Percy Lubbock’s doctrine is… One feels
about in a state of misery … and then one touches the hidden spring” (D II 272). In this
quotation, Woolf demonstrates her unique ability to intertwine acts of writing with those
of reading. In an anti-Lubbockian maneuver, she suggests that forgetting can positively
infuse both the writing and the reading process. Indeed, her emphasis on the “hidden”
and unexpected action of the spring connects epiphany with the state of having forgotten,
as much as with the act of remembering. I argue that Woolf succeeds in exploring rereading as a practice, partly by redeeming forgetting as a practice as well—and that
Lubbock’s work may surprisingly shed light, and not just a maligned Röntgen X-ray
gleam, on some of Woolf’s concerns.
In analyzing Woolf’s diary entry more closely, we begin to find unexpected
sympathies between her viewpoint and Lubbock’s, which perhaps speak to the challenge
of balancing private anxiety and public purpose. In the description of Woolf’s tunneling
process, the allusion to the “misery” of revising—a form of authorial rereading—and the
apparent contradiction of gathering the past “as I have need of it” while protesting the
impossibility of doing “this sort of thing consciously,” belies a surprisingly Lubbockian
distress over wavering memory. Indeed, approaching novel writing in the period
following the reign of the “voluminous lady” filled Woolf with anxieties reminiscent of
Lubbock’s own, and these concerns become particularly apparent in her writing about
one of her longest novels, The Years. Several of her letters during this period express
apprehension over how readers would react to a long novel spanning several decades.
“I’m afraid it’s too ambitious, too dull, too long, … it’s not my line a very long book—to
be worth anyone, reading,” (L VI 35) while in another letter she writes, “I loathe it and

see a sweat stain, a tear stain, a gash—200 pages cut—on every existing page” (L VI
216). This vision of editorial brutality betokened an actual event, and a year later Woolf
tells how “I got sick to death of it; and took Leonard’s garden scissors and cut out patches
and flung them on the bonfire” (L VI 360). Contrary to her public criticism of Lubbock,
her private writings reveal a strikingly familiar concern that size matters, perhaps
recalling Lubbock’s Röntgen ray treatment, this time more violently and literally enacted
upon her own text.
Woolf’s concern over novel size, though contained in her private writings and not
openly declared in “On Re-reading Novels,” can nevertheless be detected in her choice of
explicating Flaubert’s “Un Coeur Simple” in the essay, which she does to “discover what
it is that bothers us in Mr. Lubbock’s use of the word form” (E 339). By choosing this
text, Woolf glides over an important generic difference between the novel and the short
story. The anxieties over reader memory that Lubbock addresses and that Woolf parodies
in her essay are uniquely produced by having to understand a long text. Woolf excuses
her choice of a short story by asserting, “it is one that we have practically forgotten,” and
seems to say that as short stories and novels can be forgotten alike, this observation
justifies her focus on a shorter form in an essay explicitly about the novel. After
analyzing the story, Woolf offers a caveat: “But that is one detail in a short story. Can
we sharpen our impressions of a long and crowded novel in the same way?” (E 342). Yet,
already the choice of a short story over a long and crowded novel partly confirms
Lubbock’s anxiety about the novel being hard to remember, for she chooses the short
story not because “it is one that we have practically forgotten”—but for precisely the
opposite reason. Woolf is not alone in using a short work of fiction as a vehicle for her

novel theory. Works ranging from Viktor Shklovsky’s The Structure of Fiction to
Roland Barthes’ treatment of Sarrasine in S/Z also take this approach, perhaps in the
belief that the short story allows one to explore the novel better than the novel itself, as it
can be more completely remembered and more intricately analyzed in a short space.
Yet, despite this trend of absenting the novel as the main case study in novel
theory, it is important to recognize that some of Woolf’s best novel theory can be found
in her novels themselves—and notably in one of her longer works, The Years. Of all
Woolf’s novels, The Years most closely resembles the voluminous lady in size and in its
representation of time passing, starting in the Victorian era and progressing through to an
unspecified “Present Day” in the 1930s. Its form, as Lubbock would call it, appears at
first oddly conservative when compared to the more overtly experimental approach taken
in her earlier Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. And yet, I would argue that this
surface project of preservation hides a deeper mission of radically revising both the
realist form and theoretical ideas about how one should read it. Woolf’s autobiographical
writings collected in Moments of Being, lead us to understand that her invocation of
nineteenth century realism in The Years was—if at times disconcerting, as evidenced by
her bout with the gardening shears—also nothing if not deliberate. In “A Sketch of the
Past,” she addresses the question not only of how to capture her trademark moments of
being, but of how to create a novel that will endure and embrace many different moments
of reading—including moments of rereading and moments of forgetting, for which she
introduces an enigmatic term, “moments of non-being.”
Applying Woolf’s writing on moments of being versus those of non-being to the
discussion at hand allows for a different look at her relationship both to early formalism,

and to her re-reading of the Victorian period. In “A Sketch of the Past,” she describes
The Years as trying and failing to capture a quality she admired in what she terms the
“real novelist,” citing Austen, Trollope, Thackeray, Dickens and Tolstoy as examples, all
nineteenth century writers. She explains that when writing her novels “I have been
baffled by this same problem; that is, how to describe what I call in my private
shorthand—‘non-being’” (MB 70). She goes on to remark that, while moments of being
are necessarily embedded in “a kind of nondescript cotton wool,” which we are to
understand as non-being, these exceptional moments do not qualitatively differ from
those we may forget (MB 70). Any moment could potentially be a lark and a plunge
depending on how it is experienced, remembered and represented—and yet, most are
relegated to the status of cotton wool. She laments that, “The real novelist can somehow
convey both sorts of being,” and that although “I tried—in Night and Day; and in The
Years,” “I have never been able to do both” (MB 70). Woolf faces a peculiar double bind.
She seeks to represent a quality typical of daily life, the unextraordinary, the habitual,
that which often eludes both memory and representation. The difficulty with capturing
these elusive if non-remarkable moments seems to be that once Woolf illuminates the
prosaic instants that we live unconsciously, they immediately bloom into meaningful
moments of perception instead. Non-being disappears. We find, in its place, the match
alight in a crocus. And yet, Woolf insists that this evanescent “non-being” can be
represented—that fiction extends the possibility of finding a valence at which non-being
registers without irreversibly converting itself into epiphanic significance. As proof, she
directs us to Jane Austen and company. Humorously, with this move Woolf seems to
imply that the real triumph of the nineteenth century novel is an ability to capture the

quality she attributes to having a bad day—for she clearly states, “When it is a bad day
the proportion of non-being is much larger” (MB 70). This connection between realism,
non-being, and having a bad day, perhaps fits with her assertion in “On Re-reading
Novels,” that “The genius of Victorian fiction seems to be making its magnificent best of
an essentially bad job” (E 344) —the bad job perhaps of dealing with non-being.
Now, the first impulse that one might have upon hearing Woolf’s description of
her failure to capture non-being in her “so-called novels,” might be to take her selfdeprecation with a good-sized chunk of salt. Far from a failure, her move away from
realism and towards an elevation of the moment has been understood as her triumph of
modernist form. However, much as we may generally appreciate the direction Woolf
took, it is still valuable to examine the path that she did not take—and not for lack of
trying. It becomes a curiosity why Woolf, a writer overwhelmingly valued for her
moments of being, would want to pursue non-being when it was a stylistic quality she so
evidently wished to avoid. Nineteenth-century methods of capturing non-being involved
writing long and crowded novels, and this form filled Woolf with an admiration
complicated by the anxiety that modern readers would not finish her books, or would
finish them while consigning vast portions to cotton wool. While Woolf was right in
believing that she did not capture “non-being” in The Years so much as “moments of
being,” having this goal of exploring non-being at the outset changed the course of her
novel and distinguished it from her other works. I would like to propose that The Years
uniquely expresses and performs Woolf’s theoretical ideas about reading, specifically
how reading necessarily includes rereading as a productive and recuperative form of
forgetting and revisiting a text anew.

Whereas Lubbock’s The Craft of Fiction relies on a harsh binarism, pitting
forgetting against remembering, and loss against secure grasping, Woolf adopts a less
absolutist way of thinking about how the mind works. Forgetting is not absolute, nor is
remembering a definitive salvaging, a way of gripping the moment and never letting go.
Consequently, in The Years, it perhaps is a welcome failure that Woolf gentles the
opposition between being and non-being, that these categories become so hard to keep
apart. Non-being does become being in Woolf’s writing, but we are to understand that
moments of being inevitably move in the other direction as well. Memories slip back
into one’s unconscious, but not irrecoverably. They submerge and resurface
unpredictably, always reappearing changed in new contexts. Eleanor in The Years
displays this flexible model of memory, and Woolf portrays her as consistently
misunderstood by younger family members around her, in particular her niece Peggy. In
the “Present Day,” younger family members describe Eleanor as “just the same, he
thought: more erratic perhaps” (TY 308), as having “wandered” (TY 326), as not being
able to “stick to the point” (TY 310) or “stick to her childhood” (TY 327) to give listeners
a clear linear narrative of the past. From the taxi ride through to arriving at the party,
Peggy finds “her aunt’s habit of adding unnecessary details” irritating, and she supposed
this had to do with age which had “ loosened screws and made the whole apparatus of the
mind rattle and jingle” (TY 325). The frustrated mention of Eleanor’s old age appears
repeatedly in Peggy’s quoted thoughts, and Peggy comes to represent an uneasy and rigid
conception of memory and storyline, somewhat akin to Lubbock’s inflexible ideas about
how readers should remember a text. Indeed, Peggy’s tendency to classify Eleanor as
senile, parallels Lubbock’s negative classification of forgetting as well.

Yet, Woolf employs a form of dramatic irony in portraying Peggy’s impatience
with Eleanor. Readers of The Years are positioned to recognize and value Eleanor’s
perception, woven through the text from 1880 to the festive finish. Woolf writes of
Eleanor’s vision of the sky, which had been
laid with pictures… any one of which might come uppermost when she looked at
it. Now, because she had been talking to North, it brought back the war; how she
had stood there one night, watching the searchlights … she had been dining in
Westminster with Renny and Maggie. They had sat in a cellar … (TY 329)
Here Eleanor performs a rereading of events previously chronicled in the 1917 chapter,
and in Eleanor’s rereading, we begin to see Woolf’s complicated and non-hierarchical
depiction of memory unfold – the sky laid with pictures. The question is not, did the
most important memory come when called, perfectly intact? Did it appear exactly as
before? Instead, in Eleanor we see remembering and forgetting lovingly bound together,
and not set in opposition. This productive model of forgetting allows for characters to
come to new understandings, to arrive at the present moment and question as Eleanor
does on the last page, “’And now?’” without having to violently bury the past to do so.
As Woolf asserted in a letter, her goal in The Years was not to show a violent break with
the past as a way of defining her modernist project. Her goal was to “envelop the whole
in a changing temporal atmosphere … shift the stress from present to future; and show
the old fabric insensibly changing without death or violence into the future—suggesting
that there is no break, but a continuous development, possibly a recurrence of some
pattern” (L VI 116). This ideal of writing change without violence becomes an
astonishing goal, understated in its success, for a novel encompassing both World War I

and multiple deaths in a family. The Years thus provides readers with a gently continuing
pattern that extends past the close of the book and one’s first reading. Revisiting
becomes part of the novel’s integral style, as The Years both looks back to the nineteenth
century novel, and quietly and steadily reinvents it. In this way, The Years defies a
simple model of first and only readings, lending itself in its “extraordinary beauty,
simplicity, and peace” to many returns.
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Virginia Woolf’s Encounter with the Oppressed in Silence:
Father Damien and Hansen’s Disease
Masami Usui

I: Introduction
Virginia Woolf’s strong and consistent objection to imperialism and colonialism, led her
to identify with oppressed people and their silence. Her identification with them is
intense enough to be felt in her description of various kinds of people from different
social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds, even though most of them are minor
characters. The oppressed people’s or outsiders’ lives shed light on these important
subjects because they have been neglected and unrecorded in history, as Woolf insists in
A Room of One’s Own. Moreover, it is significant to trace the unknown or forgotten
writers’ works that illustrate and consequently register the lives of oppressed people
throughout history. In The Voyage Out and Jacob’s Room, Woolf unveils an unknown
and neglected woman poet who intends to write poetry on Father Damien. Woolf
associates the subject of the oppressed people represented by the solitary priest, Father
Damien—a man who sacrificed his life to Hansen’s disease patients and became a victim
himself—with the unknown woman writer / poet who dares to write on the subject.
Woolf’s encounter with Father Damien (1840-1889) within a creative frame by a woman
artist embodies the backbone of Woolf’s literature. Woolf places Father Damien as a
borderless activist against Hansen’s disease caused, infected, and prejudiced by
imperialism and colonialism and the prolonged battle of the outcast patients as outsiders
in terms of women writers’ challenges and conflicts.

II: Hansen’s Disease as the Imperial and Colonial Disease
Woolf’s reference to Father Damien in her early journal is the first stage where Woolf
asserts the significance of the subject of the victims of imperialism from the nineteenth to
the twentieth century. Father Damien is a Belgian priest who, in 1873, established and
operated a colony for patients with Hansen’s disease in Kalawao, an isolated peninsula in
Molokai, one of the Hawaiian Islands.[1] It is important to note the historical
background of Hansen’s disease, whose origin can be traced back to Ancient Egypt,
China, India, and Mediterranean countries such as Greece and Italy. Though there are
even now various assumptions, it is often said that the oldest document regarding
Hansen’s disease is recorded in Egypt in BC 2000 (Boyd 64-65; also see Trautman).
Between 1000 and 1400 AD, Hansen’s disease was quite prevalent in Europe where
“lazar houses” were built; however, during the Middle Ages it declined partly because the
plague killed the Hansen’s disease patients and partly because the standard of living
improved (Trautman). It was around 1800 when Hansen’s disease almost disappeared
from Europe, with a few exceptions. In the nineteenth century, however, it was
transfigured into the wide-spread and most feared disease in the non-European tropical
countries owing to European imperialism and colonialism.
Hansen’s disease, which is sometimes labeled as “the oldest disease known to affect
humans” (Trautman), and which is still now a global disease even in the twenty-first
century, is equivalent to AIDS.[2] It is widely thought that Hansen’s disease was
“brought to the Western Hemisphere by the sailors of Columbus and was further spread
during later explorations and by immigrants from Europe and other areas,” and in

addition, slaves from West Africa brought the disease (Trautman). During each stage of
colonialism, explorers, sailors, merchants, and immigrants spread the disease to the
Pacific islands. Hawaii, especially, was defenseless, so that the islands “provided fertile
ground for the spread of diseases,” especially epidemic infectious diseases, and Hansen’s
disease already spread rapidly by 1865 so that the Hawaiian population dropped from
124,049 to 66,894 between 1832 and 1860 (Law et al 9-11). Since the European
imperialists in the nineteenth century brought not only their economical, political, and
legal power but also Hansen’s disease to such places as Africa, Asia, and the South
Pacific, “Western imperialism was creating an empire of leprosy, in which Westerners
themselves might be consumed” (Daws 7) and “imperialism was building up a kind of
free trade in disease” (Daws 8).
Hansen’s disease is one of the most remarkable examples of the negative and destructive
consequence of imperialism. Meyerowitz summarizes that Leonard Woolf insists, in
Economic Imperialism in 1920, that “the ruthless changing of the economic system to
adjust and assimilate it to that of European nations has destroyed the bases of the nonEuropean civilization” (83). Delineated in Growing: An Autobiography of the Years
1904 to 1911, Diaries in Ceylon, and such creative works as The Village in the Jungle
and other short stories, Leonard Woolf’s duty as assistant government agent in Ceylon
during 1908 – 1911 involved him in agricultural, judicial, educational, and health matters
(Meyerowitz 30-31). Leonard Woolf’s involvement in imperial administration eventually
transformed him into an anti-imperialist because of his awakened objection to the deeplyrooted prejudices of class, race, and economic divisions.

Regarding imperialism, Leonard Woolf later said that after the year 1870, when
Europe reached the top of economic imperialism, the “Great Power” of Europe
victimized Africa and then Asia and it caused “Europeanization” in both spheres
(Economic Imperialism 29 36). As for the crucial trade rivalries among European
countries in Africa, especially between France and England, Leonard Woolf strongly
attacks their ill effects which led both French and English missionaries to be mistakenly
accused “as the agents of an Imperial policy” (Empire and Commerce in Africa 296). It
is also remarked that the early history of the Mission of Lepers in India (officially
founded in 1878) is “an interplay between politics, religion, and medicine in the context
of British imperialism of India” (Joseph 250). In the process of Europeanization, another
empire of leprosy was built without any specific medical treatment so that colonial
officials “might arrest and segregate the diseased, count up numbers of deaths, and write
reports” and consequently, leprosy “continued to control its own territory; it threatened,
indeed, to extend its domination” (Daws 8-9).
Hansen’s disease turns out to be a key to the code of imperialism and colonialism
that eventually not only destroyed the original characteristics of the colonized, their land,
and all the circumstances, but also deprived those victims of the sense of self-esteem and
pride as well as the shared family and social lives.
III: Hansen’s Disease Patients as Outsiders
Christian missionaries—whether they were Europeans or Americans—were the saviors
paying serious attention to the neglected and outcast patients of Hansen’s disease in their
missionary activities outside Euro-American spheres. It is generally said that Christians’
awareness of Hansen’s disease is strongly connected with its mention in the Bible.[3] It

is now widely acknowledged that biblical descriptions of leprosy do not represent
Hansen’s disease (Trautman).[4] The missionaries, however, are reminded of the
essential principle of the biblical account that Christ regards Hansen’s disease patients as
those who are worthy of salvation. In addition, it is more significant to acknowledge that
the missionaries’ actual encounter with the outcast patients, primarily in the nineteenth
century, was the crucial experience that awakened their pity to answer to the urgent needs
to save the patients and move them from the outside of society to inside shared life.
The common condition in which Hansen’s disease patients have been placed
throughout history on a global scale is that they are entirely expelled from society, as the
disease is considered divine retribution. Due to the disease’s deadly infection, the
patients even volunteered to be burnt to death, buried alive, or starved to death in ancient
China, Africa, and Europe (Boyd 65). Even in the nineteenth century, the same
conditions prevailed. Victims of Hansen’s disease “were still treated like lepers of Old
Testament times” (Guntzelman 27). All the victims, men, women, and even children,
were judged unclean because “the common belief tied leprosy to heredity or to syphilis, a
sexually transmitted disease” (Guntzelman 27). Because of the threat of the dreadful
disease of the Old Testament, even Bishop Maigret warned Father Damien that his priests
should not have any physical contact with a suspected leper (Stewart 67). In such
conditions, the missionaries thought it necessary to establish social reforms and a social
consciousness as well as the appropriate medical environment and treatment. It was in
1873 when Dr G. Armoire Hansen of Norway discovered the bacillus that causes the
disease, and its micro-organism was later recognized as Mycobacterium leprae
(Trautman).[5] However innovative this discovery was, the patients had to wait until

1941 for a practical medical remedy when sulfone therapy was found to cure the patients.
More significantly, even after their treatment was over, patients were segregated and
restricted from social activities and even marriage. Catholics initiated a missionary
activity abroad, Catholic priests and later nuns from France and Belgium, like Father
Damien of the Sacred Heart, launched wide social reforms including their sacrificial
devotion to the patients and the establishment of Hansen’s disease colonies and hospitals.
Damien’s late years, especially after he himself suffered Hansen’s disease, and died
from it, turned out to be a collective memory in a colonial period where some selfsacrificed missionaries located themselves against imperial and capital force. As soon as
it was widely known through the media that Father Damien was affected by Hansen’s
disease, Rev. Hugh B. Chapman of St. Luke’s Church, Camberwell, in London, played a
leading role to raise money and it became an open topic in The Times after Oct. 18, 1886,
and consequently, the Father Damien Memorial Fund was established. Damien’s death in
1889 was immediately cabled to England by way of America and The Times published
two articles entitled “A Scene of Loathesome and Despairing Riotousness” and “One of
the Noblest Christian Heroes” on May 13. The latter article links “the moral drama of
Damien’s life and death with the imperial theme of uplift accomplished in far places by
Europeans and observed approvingly from a distance by other Europeans” (Daws 10).
His deathbed photographs moved the citizens not only in Hawaii but also all over the
world as soon as they were released. In London, hundreds of people purchased copies,
and moreover, in Birmingham, many rushed to the store where the photographs were
displayed (Daws 10). Father Damien’s heroic and solitary death in a remote and

unfamiliar foreign island outside Euro-American spheres turned Father Damien into a
saint who was admired and worshiped on a global scale.
In spite of the fact that Father Damien received compassionate and positive
applause worldwide, the hostility to Father Damien spread and “Damien The Leper”
became a controversial issue. Although there were earlier supportive documents and
reports by Catholic churches and organizations, it is Robert Louis Stevenson who
defended Damien against Dr. C. M. Hyde, an American Protestant missionary in Hawaii
whose offensive published letter caused plans to erect a memorial to Damien to be
abandoned. Hyde blamed Damien for catching Hansen’s disease and called him
immoral, as Hansen’s disease was then believed to be sexually transmitted. Without any
appropriate medical specialist, Damien did practice medicine himself, even surgery, yet
had to do without appropriate facilities and equipment, such as gloves to protect him
from “the pus-filled limbs he was removing” (McNiven-Johnston 31).[6] At this time,
Stevenson had admired Father Damien for years and first visited the Kalawao colony in
Molokai in 1889 after Father Damien’s death. In “The Lazaretto,” Stevenson further
examines the horrible condition of the colony where “all are lepers, stripped of their land
and families, prisoners without offence, sick unto death, already dead in law, and denied
that chief regulator and moderator of men’s lives, a daily task” (81). Due to Damien’s
practical assistance and devotion, however, the victims, as Stevenson saw it, “coped in
remarkable ways with individual and collective suffering” (Mebane 115). During the
turning point from the end of the nineteenth century to the beginning of the twentieth
century, Father Damien received wide attention and was internationally known as a
legendary priest.

Influenced by Father Damien’s life-long self sacrifice to Hansen’s disease patients,
missionaries, both Catholic and Protestant, initiated the activities of saving and
supporting the ill-treated patients of Hansen’s disease in their appointed countries.[7] As
for the Anglican Church’s missionary activities, to give physical and psychological
support and cure the patients of Hansen’s disease became one of the major activities
abroad after Father Damien’s death. In 1874, The Mission to Lepers in India was
formally established by an Irishman, Wellesley Bailey, who had been working with
outcast victims of Hansen’s disease in Punjab, India, since 1869, with Rev. J. H.
Morrison of the American Presbyterian Mission. In 1893, an advertisement for MTL,
The Mission to Lepers, was first issued in The Times to announce that they had
established the mission to make financial assistance to the management of Hansen’s
disease colonies in India and the East. In 1889 when Father Damien’s death was
announced, the Mission’s urgently necessary work was assured when they had twenty-six
assisted stations in India and Ceylon (“The Leprosy Mission’s 125 Years of Caring”).
Since then, the Mission to Lepers has been spreading its chapter organizations in various
countries and still exists today.[8]
Among Christian missionaries, therefore, Father Damien is a forerunner of the
activity to rescue the socially outcast patients of Hansen’s disease, and his name became
a symbol of the salvation of those who had been oppressed, violated, and victimized both
in their physical and psychological conditions. The fact that Hansen’s disease patients
suffer both physical and psychological pains as outsiders cruelly expelled from their own
societies and communities throughout history on a global scale embodies the most
challenging subject not only in history, and sociology, but also in literature.

IV: Women Writers’ Search for Self and Subject
Woolf’s search for subject is always connected with women’s search for the subject in a
form of art. Woolf’s actual encounter with a woman named Mrs. Campbell, who wrote a
poem on the life of Father Damien, is the second stage where Woolf recognizes women
writers’ role of presenting long-neglected subjects in their own voices. According to
Woolf’s diary in April, 1909, she visited Florence with the Bells and met Mrs. Campbell,
then in her seventies, who wrote the life of Father Damien in verse (A Passionate
Apprentice: The Early Journals, 1897-1909). Mrs. Campbell is described by young
Woolf at age 27 as a well-born and well-educated Irish woman who had spent most of her
life in Mayfair and had already written books on religion. Unknown and even
unrecorded in the history of literature, Mrs. Campbell symbolizes a collective woman’s
voice in its attempt to encode and reveal neglected stories.
The fictional representation of unknown women artists in The Voyage Out and Jacob’s
Room is the tool with which Woolf ultimately challenges us in reconstructing the
voiceless people’s lives narrated in women’s literature. Both The Voyage Out and
Jacob’s Room examine the crucial aspects of imperialism and colonialism that Woolf
projects onto the deaths of two members of the young rising generations, Rachel Vinrace
and Jacob Flanders respectively. These two young English people whose lives are
constructed and well supported by the British Empire and its consequences, have to be
ultimately victimized as subjects of the Empire in Woolf’s anti-imperial and colonial text.
Rachel dies of a tropical fever in a former colony in South America, while Jacob is killed
on the battlefield in World War I.

In The Voyage Out, Rachel Vinrace’s death of a tropical fever in a jungle of South
America connotes the tragic consequence of colonialism as a male-centered power strife.
Terence Hewet says to Rachel Vinrace: “I have an aunt called Rachel, who put the life of
Father Damien into verse. She is a religious fanatic – the result of the way she was
brought up, down in Northamptonshire, never seeing a soul” (141-2). In 1913, two years
before the novel’s publication, it is remarked in The Times that “Father Damien’s story is
almost a household word” (“Another Father Damien” 5). Terence’s aunt’s serious
devotion to religion and literature is not, however, understood by Terence, given that he
is a representative male figure and a representative young male writer, who wishes to
write “a novel about Silence” (216). Rachel’s unexpected death of a tropical fever in
South America is intertwined with Father Damien’s death from Hansen’s disease in a
remote island of the Pacific. Rachel’s struggle against masculinity and its representations
of violence, especially against her father and also against Mr. Dalloway, cannot be
resolved in a former colony where the colonizers are ranked as superior to the colonized,
and in an imperial context where male power dominates female power.
In Jacob’s Room, the woman writer’s struggle is also suggested in such minor
characters as Mrs. Jarvis and Sally Duggan. Mrs. Jarvis, a clergyman’s wife in
Scarborough, secretly desires to express her innermost emotions freely in reading poetry
and walking on the moors, yet always suppresses herself in public. Her strife is indirectly
yet profoundly connected with Betty Flanders’ strife, which is caused by the male ego.
On the other hand, Sandra Wentworth Williams in Greece meets an American woman
named Sally Duggan, who had lost everything, including her husband and child, except
faith, and wishes to put “the life of Father Damien into verse” (153), and later in England

Sandra gets a copy of Sally Duggan’s Life of Father Damien (161). In the holograph
draft, Sally Duggan’s solitary struggle is implied in her remark to Sandra, “I have never
told anyone what I have told you” (Bishop 255), and it is even suggested that Sally
Duggan is ridiculed by everyone except Sandra (254-55). Her intention to write poetry
on Father Damien is a challenge to the public that does not admit a woman’s creative
activity. As one of the minor characters that reflect the society in that era in Jacob’s
Room, Sally Duggan embodies the woman poet as outsider. Only in the published
version of Jacob’s Room, is Sally Duggan’s poetry published, though there is no mention
whether it is widely accepted in society or not. In addition, Sally Duggan’s strife echoes
Sandra’s strife, which is virtually caused by male centered-power. Sally Duggan, as an
ambitious and challenging woman writer, encapsulates the women writers who have been
in search of their own voices throughout history. Jacob’s possession of his own rooms
can be reversed into women’s lack of their own rooms—rooms where they might have
freedom of thought and expression. There is an irony when Jacob’s room loses its
inhabitant because the loss also signifies the death of colonialism and imperialism. In
Jacob’s Room, the would-be women writers that are neglected in public can, however,
survive in the anti-colonial and anti-imperial ending, whereas Jacob, as a promising
subject of the Empire, is killed in the war.
In her representations of Father Damien and of women poets, Woolf embodies the
layered experiences of exclusion, displacement, and marginalization as she “was aware as
a woman of her exclusion from centers of power, and as a manic depressive, of the
constant threat of a violent change of mood” (Rosenfeld 16). In addition to severe
damage to skins and nerves, Hansen’s disease patients suffer depression, trauma, and in

the worse case, manic-depressive illness. In her famous radio broadcast,
“Craftsmanship,” in 1937, Woolf “links literature, inextricably, to the human capacity to
empathize, to recognize the other as our equal” and she also “relates it to our defiance of
conventions; conventions that forbid miscegenation, enforce matrimony, exclude the
‘illegitimate.’” (Rosenfeld 15). As an outsider herself, Woolf possesses a strong sense of
sympathy for Father Damien and the patients of Hansen’s disease who are literally
illegitimate in any society.
What Woolf connotes in the unknown women writers is her hidden message to
discover and evaluate women’s literature. From the end of the nineteenth century to the
beginning of the twentieth century, Father Damien became a subject of historical,
religious, and literary writings both by known and unknown writers. It was Damien’s
brother, Pamphile, who handed over Damien’s letters to the Congregation’s newsletter
for publication and the news was circulated by other papers all over the world
(MacNiven-Johnston 36-37). During his last years, Father Damien was also introduced
in a magazine article, which was read by such people as Ira Dutton, an American convert
who volunteered to assist Father Damien in 1886, and by Edward Clifford, an English
painter who visited Molokai to meet Damien on his way back home from India in 1887.
Clifford also gave Father Damien a large number of gifts from England, such as a
watercolor painting and a barrel organ, as well as medical supplies in 1887 (McNivenJohnston 42-44; Eynikel 281). Just after Father Damien’s death, the Rev. F. Philibert
Tauvel, Priest of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, had Father Damien published in
France in 1898 and it was translated into English in 1904. One year after Damien’s
death, “Father Damien” was written by B. Telling in American Catholic Quarterly on

Oct. 1890. In the same year, Clifford’s Father Damien was published by Macmillan. In
June 1909, Father Damien: Poems by Wilbur Underwood was published in London.
Those early writings were only by men and the readers had to wait for women to write
about Father Damien; for example, Irene Caudwell’s Damien of Molokai, 1840-1889, in
1932 and Ann Roos’s Man of Molokai: the Life of Father Damien in 1943. Women’s
tracing of Damien’s footprints has continued into our contemporary era. A young
American writer, Lisa Cindrich, who was inspired by the fate and life of Hansen’s disease
patients in Molokai, published her first novel In the Shadow of the Pali: A Story of the
Hawaiian Leper Colony in 2002.
V: Conclusion
In her own search for women writers, Woolf attempts to interconnect women writer’s
struggles with the subject of Father Damien and the oppression of Hansen’s disease
patients as the most remarkable example of victimization caused by imperialism and
colonialism. Father Damien and Hansen’s disease patients are what the woman writer
could project on her own marginalized self as an oppressed outsider who was ignored and
not even evaluated properly in the male-centered society.

Endnotes

[1] Kalawao, a district on the northern edge of the rugged Kalaupapa peninsula in
Molokia, was intentionally chosen as the most appropriate site for the colony because it is
geographically isolated: it is surrounded by the ocean on three sides, isolated from the
rest of the island by steep cliffs, and consequently, can be approached and landed only by
ship. See the related photos in Law and Levin’s Kalaupapa: A Portrait (Appendix).
[2] According to Wathen, Hansen’s disease “is a major international health problem” and
there were still an estimated 2.4 million cases worldwide in 1996 even though some
“advances in treatment have significantly reduced the disease prevalence.”
[3] In biblical account of leprosy in Leviticus, the word “tasraath” in Hebrew was
translated into Greek as “lepra” and it evolved into “leprosy” (Trautman).
[4] As for biblical accounts, see more in Farrow (108-109).
[5] In Norway, far away from the islands of Hawaii, Hansen’s disease had become
epidemic for “some inexplicable reason” and it infected “a staggering two percent of the
population—a prevalence similar to that being experienced in the Hawaiian Islands”
(Stewart 71). For that reason, a young physician, Dr Gerhard Armauer Hansen of
Bergen, Norway, started his practice of medicine at Lofoten, “where the nation’s heaviest
concentration of lepers resided” and finally made a remarkable discovery of the cause of
the disease (Steward 71).
[6] According to Damien: Servant of God, Servant of Humanity: “Medical care was
minimal. Even if decent care was provided, Hawaiians distrusted the white man’s
medicine, preferring their own witch doctors or kahuna. White doctors sporadically
appeared at the government’s expense. These physicians lived in terror of contagion.

One doctor examined a patient’s wounds by lifting their bandages with his cane. Another
left medicine on a table where patients could collect it without touching him” (13).
[7] It was in 1889, for example, that Fukusei Hospital, the first hospital for Hansen’s
disease patients in Japan, was founded by a French Catholic priest who settled in
Shizuoka in 1873. England especially played a leading part in introducing Father
Damien although, or even because Hansen’s disease had already been prevailing in her
colony, India. It was in 1799 when The Church Missionary Society for Africa and the
East was established and in 1869, they sent the first missionary to Nagasaki, Japan. In
1888, they made a decision to send single women missionaries abroad and as a result five
women missionaries were appointed to Japan. Among them, for example, Hannah
Riddell became widely known as a leading missionary to establish Kaishun (Resurrection
of Hope) Hospital in Kumamoto in 1893 with generous and consistent support from
Japanese Christians. When she accidentally encountered Hansen’s disease patients in a
Buddhist temple in Kumamoto, she was shocked and determined that they needed a
Father Damien, and she actually played that role (Boyd 60). Moreover, Riddell insisted
that to live with the patients in the hospital is the best way. She pointed to the remarkable
model of Father Damien and his fellow Catholic nuns, who shared life with the patients,
greatly improving the patients’ psychological difficulties (Boyd 87). It is believed that
Riddell, who was first expected to teach English and Christianity to the Japanese, played
a radical and initiative role venturing into the unknown area of Hansen’s disease among
Anglican missionaries. In spite of the fact that she won renown in Japan, and that the
Anglican Churches organized a special missionary body for patients of Hansen’s disease,
Riddell was ordered to return to England in 1899 as her activity to rescue Hansen’s

disease patients was not considered a lady-like activity according to Victorian ideals.
Riddell left CMS eventually and returned to Japan by herself to continue her work at
Kaishun Hospital (Mori 36-37). In spite of her independent activity in her later years,
Riddell remained well-known: her death was reported in The Times on 5 February 1932.
See more about the history of Hansen’s disease patients in Japan in Mori.
[8] Mother Teresa worked with all sufferers including the outcast patients of Hansen’s
disease in India, and the late Princess Diana was active in traveling as a “Patron of The
Leprosy Mission.”
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A 'Whiff of Shot in the Cause of Freedom': Woolf's Political Aesthetic in 1936-7
Michael Payne

In this brief paper I hope to do three things. First, I'd like to look back to Woolf's 1923
text "To Spain" in order to recover from it a sense of the importance for her of reaching
beyond one's own cultural and national identity, which is made possible there by a simple
and quite ordinary act of the empathic (or fictional) imagination. Second, I'd like to add
to that Susan Sontag's observation, in her book Regarding the Pain of Others, that Woolf
in Three Guineas had an incisive understanding of how photographs of the Spanish Civil
War made it possible to move beyond that earlier general empathy for humanity so as to
regard the particular reality of someone else's pain; and finally, I'd like to suggest that out
of her progression from a generalized sense of empathy to that more particular
identification, Woolf invented a performative language—a language that was intended to
make things happen—before that performative possibility of language was formally
described, ten years after her death, by the English philosopher J.L. Austin. Along the
way I will be departing from Sontag's reading in order to claim that at least as early as
Mrs. Dalloway, which was published just two years after "To Spain" and thirteen years
before Three Guineas, Woolf was already employing the political power of the empathic
imagination in anticipation of the question that prompted her to write Three Guineas:
"How in your opinion are we to prevent war?" (3).
Although it was written in 1923, something between an essay and a small piece of
fiction, "To Spain" is remarkably prophetic of how Virginia Woolf was later, during the
Spanish Civil War, to wrestle with the political currents of her time in the face of the twin

threats of fascism and Nazism. In that text of hers the reader is addressed as though she
is a half-conscious traveler crossing the Channel and then a passenger in a train crossing
France to Spain. As she watches the houses drift by, she is accused by the narrator of not
thinking about the ways these scenes of ordinary life are emblems of how civilizations
rise and fall. She wants to take refuge in the Hardy novel she has brought with her and in
her detailed recollections of the London streets she has left behind. She almost believes
that her remembrance of such details of home—while she is abroad—is necessary to
sustaining them in their actuality while she is not there to gaze upon them. Nevertheless,
having survived the Channel crossing, she stands trembling "for one intoxicating moment
upon the brink of the ideal society where everyone without fear or hesitation reveals the
depths of his soul" ("To Spain" 214). But this lucidity lasts for only a moment. Next, she
becomes a disembodied spirit who flutters at the window of her train compartment,
longing to lose herself in the "new society" she sees passing so quickly by. How to
sustain herself in the face of this other remains for her an unsolved dilemma. But after a
"methodical" crossing of France, she arrives at last in Spain. There our English traveler
leaves her train compartment and enters the world (the house, the room) of a Spanish
peasant woman. Don Fernando, who had a passion for pigeon pie, died last summer in
Granada. Outside is the cry of an old man selling chickens, the braying of a donkey, and
beyond the village, the African coast. Our traveler sees in the gaze of the Spanish woman
a look as timelessly enduring as Spain itself. Our traveler has acknowledged the other, as
best she can, in and for itself. Her achievement might be identified with what is
sometimes called the mystical, visionary, or ecstatic element of Woolf's imagination. But
"To Spain" also helps us to understand another aspect of the later significance of the

Spanish Civil War for her when her powers of empathy are extended to the act of
regarding the pain of others.
The Spanish Civil War was made inescapable for Woolf in ways that were both
personal and public. The personal story lies behind her assertion in Three Guineas that
"though many instincts are held more or less in common by both sexes, to fight has
always been the man's habit, not the woman's" (8). This she observed at first hand in her
nephew Julian Bell's abandonment of pacifism. In 1935 he introduced a volume of
essays entitled We Did Not Fight: 1914-18 Experiences of War Resisters with the
promise that his own generation will not be content simply to say no to war; it will also
"hit back as hard and shrewdly as possible, to bring down, by hook or by crook, any
government and any governing class that dares to make war" (xix). Within two years,
however, he had abandoned the pacifism of his family, a decision that Woolf attributed to
a generational divide that she could not understand. His decision to become a participant
in the Spanish Civil War, quickly led to his death at the age of 29. In a letter to E.M.
Forester explaining his change of heart, Bell was careful to explain that his motivation
was not just a determination to resist fascism. Instead, he acknowledges with stunning
candor, that he finds in himself a "barbaric lust for action of which war is the type. It is
this that makes me feel," he writes, "...that the soldier is admirable" ("War and Peace"
389.) Wherever some version of the phrase that war is man's habit appears in Three
Guineas, Bell's story is there too. Indeed, Quentin Bell was convinced that Woolf's book
"became in a large measure a kind of argument with Julian, or rather with what she
supposed to be Julian's point of view" (II 203).

Woolf was also profoundly affected by the publication of war photographs from
Spain. Although it was written more than a dozen years after "To Spain," Three Guineas
develops through allusions to those photographs the powers of empathy that are activated
in that earlier text. A unique feature of Three Guineas is its use of two sets of
photographs. One is a collection of five black-and-white archival photographs of a
general, four heralds, a university procession, a judge, and an archbishop, each of these
men wearing a costume (complete with wigs, medals, and embroidery) that represents the
educated man in his public capacity. These photographs actually appear in the text.
Helen Wussow has astutely pointed out that they "extend and reverse [Julia Margaret]
Cameron's penchant for portraying notable men and women in the clothes of greatness.
Their subjects become travesties of power, their photographic images contradictions of
significance" (51). This is, of course, a gallery of educated men whose habits make war
happen.
The other collection of photographs is not reproduced; it is the record of the
particular horrors of war. Woolf first describes them this way:
Here then on the table before us are photographs. The Spanish Government sends
them with patient pertinacity about twice a week. They are not pleasant
photographs to look upon. They are photographs of dead bodies for the most part.
This morning's collection contains the photograph of what might be a man's body,
or a woman's; it is so mutilated that it might, on the other hand, be the body of a
pig. But those certainly are dead children, and that undoubtedly is the section of a
house. A bomb has torn open the side; there is still a birdcage hanging in what
was presumably the sitting-room, but the rest of the house looks like nothing so

much as a bunch of spillikins suspended in mid air. ...War is an abomination; a
barbarity; war must be stopped. For now at last we are looking at the same
picture; we are seeing with you the same dead bodies, the same ruined houses.
(TG 14-15)
Reading this passage now, in 2004, it is clear why the American and British governments
are doing all they can to suppress the publication of images of the casualties of war in
Iraq. Each of such images—as Woolf knew so well—is an eloquent declaration against
war. There are excellent accounts of Woolf's deep interest in photography in such books
as Virginia Woolf in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction and detailed studies as well of
how it came to be that photographs of the dead in the Spanish Civil War came to her
attention, in such books as Emily Dalgarno's Virginia Woolf and the Visible World.
In her moving comments on Three Guineas in Regarding the Pain of Others,
however, Sontag helps us look at the photographs Woolf was looking at on the table
when she was writing her book. In 1982, Sontag edited an important collection of essays
by Roland Barthes that includes some of his most important ideas about photography.
For example, he thought that photographs are no more transparent than words or any
other signs; that they typically recall to us what is lost, dead, and otherwise gone forever
(thus their poignancy); and that they invariably say more than one thing about their
subject. That is, there's typically not just a literal subject of a photograph (a studium,
such as a bombed house) but also something else left over that pricks that subject (a
punctum, such as the bird-cage) that distracts our attention from the main subject, makes
us think about it in context, or makes us question whether there was more going on than
the photographer wants us to see (Camera Lucida 51-5.) Even the title of Sontag's book

suggests a Barthesian context for thinking about photographs. The verb "to regard" in
French is often translated "to gaze upon." But to gaze is not just to see or to look; it is to
look with engagement; it is to be fully present to the object of the gaze. Above all, it is
not an indifferent or casual looking.
Woolf wants her readers to see the specific horrors of war in the photographs that
she describes but does not reproduce. The bird-cage especially would seem to be an
emblem of a domestic life that is now destroyed: a dead man or a woman, children's
bodies, a shattered house, a presumably empty or silent bird-cage. Back in 1936/7 Woolf
was certainly already an alert witness to the horrors of war. But while admiring Woolf's
eloquent witness, Sontag nonetheless finds it, if not inadequate, at least partial or
incomplete. She reminds us that we may now too easily fall into the trap of regarding the
pain of others too abstractly or too generally. As terrible as Holocaust pictures still are,
or battlefield photographs from the American Civil War, we may regard them (perhaps,
understandably, defensively) in the abstract. But, distressing as it is, we need to regard
the pain of others individually, not in the abstract, if we are ever to put an end to war.
Kant taught us that we are fully moral only in our relationship to others, in their unique
difference from ourselves. He seemed to have in mind individual others, not, say, (as
groups) the Spanish, blacks, women, children, Muslims. Sontag writes near the end of
her book, "All memory is individual, unreproducible—it dies with each person. What is
called collective memory is not a remembering but a stipulating; that this is important
and this is the story about how it happened with the pictures that lock the story in our
minds" (115). Regarding others' pain, Sontag thinks, is what we do—when we do it
well—individually. Photographs help us do that. But they require of us that we not

forget that their images come to us mediated and that they can sometimes mislead us into
a general sense of suffering and pain, neglecting our most immediate individual link to
others' excruciating uniqueness. Perhaps that is one reason why Woolf wisely did not
reproduce the photographs of the war dead that she describes so powerfully.
Even though hers is a gentle criticism, Sontag implies that Woolf, too, was
slipping away from regarding the unique, particular, individual pain that war causes. But,
surely, that is not at all what's happening in the first description of the war photographs:
This morning's collection contains the photograph of what might be a man's body,
or a woman's; it is so mutilated that it might, on the other hand, be the body of a
pig. But those certainly are dead children, and that undoubtedly is the section of a
house. A bomb has torn open the side; there is still a birdcage hanging in what
was presumably the sitting-room..." (TG 14).
Although it is subsequently shortened into the phrase "ruined houses and dead bodies,"
this image recurs like a visual refrain throughout Three Guineas, just as Septimus'
suicide, though she did not witness it, is replayed in Mrs. Dalloway's imagination when
she hears the account of it at her party. Her ability to regard his pain and to imagine the
life of the woman in the house across from hers already suggests that Mrs. Dalloway has
a particularized, empathic imagination that is potentially a counterforce to war.
Woolf's particularized, empathic imagination became a political force--"a whiff of
shot in the cause of freedom," as she called it—because of her facility for producing a
performative language that not only captures the empathic imagination of her readers but
also keeps it focused on the situated moment of her characters, often in all their suffering
and pain. When, in her manifesto "Modern Fiction," she invites us "to examine for a

moment an ordinary mind on an ordinary day," she concludes with this rhetorical
question: "Is it not the task of the novelist to convey this varying, this unknown and
uncircumscribed spirit, whatever aberration of complexity it may display, with as little
mixture of the alien and external as possible?" (150). To borrow J.L. Austin's term, hers
is a performative language. Speaking on the BBC in 1956, Austin offerred his manifesto
for "performative utterances": "What we need," he said, "besides the old doctrine about
meanings is a new doctrine about all the possible forces of utterances..." (251). Perhaps
he would have been pleased to have been reminded that Virginia Woolf had already made
an art of such utterances, which enabled her to engage her reader not only in acts of
general empathy but also in particular moments of regarding the pain of others.
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Virginia Woolf, “Patriotism,” and those “damned newspapers”
Judith Allen
“Patriotism and its results—wars—give an enormous revenue to the newspaper trade, and
profits to many other trades.” -- Leo Tolstoy, “Government and Patriotism,” 1900

In a 1916 letter to Margaret Davies, Virginia Woolf wrote, “I become steadily more
feminist, owing to the Times, which I read at breakfast and wonder how this preposterous
masculine fiction [the war] keeps going a day longer . . .Do you see any sense in it?” (L II
76) Many of us could be asking this today, as we open our own newspapers, turn on our
televisions, and question our own countries’ decision for the pre-emptive war in Iraq.
This paper continues an investigation I began for the Woolf conference at Smith
College. While the Linguistics Association had chosen “weapons of mass destruction”
last year as the “term of the year,” I felt that the term “patriotism”—given its ubiquity in
the media—was surely running a close second, and was clearly a subject that permeated
many of Woolf’s writings. Three Guineas immediately came to mind, as well as diary
entries, letters, and many essays including “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid.” Woolf’s
comments regarding the reporting of her day were quite negative—and given the fact that
there were 414 London newspapers in 1910, her concerns were significant. Further
investigation of the newspapers of her time led me to the Northcliffe Press, a group of
newspapers controlled by the politically conservative Lord Northcliffe, a figure not
unlike Rupert Murdoch, with his equally conservative media empire. The connections
between these two powerful men emphasized the relevance of Woolf’s astute, and
sometimes scathing, commentary on the newspapers of her day and our own skeptical
assessments of today’s newspapers. And like Virginia Woolf, we, on both sides of the

Atlantic, have been absolutely bombarded with varied forms of the word “patriotism,” by
both governments and newspapers. It became the phrase most often used to rationalize
all kinds of violence, and, simultaneously, to stifle all kinds of dissent.
While Woolf denigrated both “patriotism” and “nationalism,” she clearly aligned
herself with “cosmopolitanism”. However, she would also agree that these terms are
constantly in flux and undergoing revision. We are reminded of her narrator in
“Craftsmanship” explaining that words should never be “pinned down to one meaning”
(DM 206). And we learn from Homi Bhabha in Nation and Narration, and from more
recent works, which refuse to define “cosmopolitanism,”[1] that terms such as these have
multiple meanings, each expressing and enacting complicated histories and varied
trajectories. What we gain from studying Woolf is the awareness that our governments’
strategic use of the words “nation,”[2] “patriotism,” and “freedom” have, to use a
Woolfian phrase, “pargetted” the information we are entitled to in our so-called
democracies, and fabricated new information—or “disinformation”-- in order to fulfill
their political agendas.
I’ll begin my discussion with an example from an American newspaper because
our current media problems resonate so clearly with what Woolf began to call “those
damned newspapers” (L II 90). Earlier this summer (2004), the New York Times
published a quasi-apology due to the shoddy journalism of several of its reporters; the
articles in question had to do with the lead-up to the war in Iraq. Although the
apology/explanation didn’t go far enough—and was buried on page 10—it did generate
some good critical discussions in other magazines and journals, such as The Nation and
The New York Review of Books; these articles served to precipitate an in-depth

investigation into the complete failure of the press during the lead-up to the war in Iraq.
One could only conclude from these discussions that the New York Times, the so-called
“newspaper of record” in the United States and around the world, was actually complicit
with the United States government in making the decision to go to war. The same paper
failed miserably during the primary elections, with its reporters never asking the
important questions that were actually being asked in its readers’ letters to the editor. A
terrible silence seemed to prevail—almost a fear of speaking out. Was there a need,
some other journals asked—post 9/11—to maintain a certain “patriotism,” or were these
newspapers (including the Washington Post) simply going for the scoop, getting any
story—without solid evidence—before a competitor did? What became and remains the
more significant story is the reporting about the reporting.
In one major example of the failure of the New York Times, one senior reporter,
Judith Miller, not named but referred to in the apology, wrote articles before the war
quoting government sources (Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, Douglas Feith, as well as
Ahmed Chalabi, head of the Iraqi National Congress) with whom she had long-standing
personal and professional relationships; many of these articles were about weapons of
mass destruction.[3] Following this, during television and print interviews, Vice
President Dick Cheney often referred to the information contained in the NYT articles
written by Miller in order to buttress his case regarding the presence of weapons of mass
destruction. This set up a loop in which Cheney’s minions got information into the NYT
and he gained credibility by essentially quoting himself and his colleagues and
disseminating false information to the world. With this unfortunate situation in mind, I
would like to show how the newspapers in Woolf’s time—especially leading up to war—

were as unreliable and unscrupulous as those we now read on a daily basis. Woolf
clarified this point for us in Three Guineas: “if you want to know any fact about politics
you must read at least three different newspapers, compare at least three different
versions of the same fact, and come in the end to your own conclusion. . . . In other
words, you have to strip each statement of its money motive, of its power motive, of its
advertisement motive, of its publicity motive . . . before you make up your mind about
which fact about politics to believe” (146-147).
Woolf, always a critical thinker, had her counterpart in Francis Meynell, a
conscientious objector in World War I, who anticipated her attack on militarist
conditioning in Three Guineas:
the martial music, the medals, the religious blessing of banners, the uniforms to
catch the eye of the child , the picture of the soldier always as a saviour, not as a
destroyer—it is by ruses and disguises such as these that the adult mind is
rendered childish, and the horror and pain and frustration and crippling of war are
made a schoolboy’s holiday. (Meynell 137)
More recently, Chris Hedges, a war correspondent for the NYT, spoke of war as a
simplistic attempt to make the world understandable, creating a black and white tableau
of them and us, a tableau that George W. Bush uses to great effect. In his recent work,
War is a Force that Gives us Meaning (2003), Hedges talks about “patriotism” as “often
a thinly veiled form of collective self-worship, that celebrates our goodness, our ideals,
our mercy and bemoans the perfidiousness of those who hate us” (10).
In an early 1915 diary entry, after attending a concert at Queen’s Hall—where it
was customary to open the concert with the National Anthem and follow it with a hymn

“O God our Strength”—Woolf wrote, “I think “patriotism is a base emotion. By this I
mean that they played a national Anthem & a Hymn, & all I could feel was the entire
absence of emotion in myself & everyone else” (D I 5). Regarding the same concert, she
wrote to Duncan Grant, “What hellish luck—to miss you—and all for the sake of a
queen’s Hall concert, where the patriotic sentiment was so revolting that I was nearly
sick” (L II 57). As Karen Levenback points out in Virginia Woolf and the Great War,
“What we see in her wartime writings . . . is a movement toward understanding that the
sense of immunity for the effects of war—shared by much of the civilian population—
was an illusion” (10). The war, Levenback also points out, for both civilians and wouldbe combatants, had been fictionalized through “the tyranny of the Northcliffe Press” (13)
and mythologized in a history that was, in Woolf’s words, “all morality and battles” (D II
115). Levenback also suggests that Woolf felt the government and the press were
engaged in a conspiracy aimed at hoodwinking the unthinking or searching young, such
as Rupert Brooke, and Cecil and Philip Woolf, into becoming players in the drama of war
(13).
The “damned newspapers” Woolf referred to were those owned and controlled by
Lord Alfred Charles William Harmsworth, Ist Viscount Northcliffe. Like Rupert
Murdock, who owns 275 newspapers on three continents, including the New York Post,
as well as Fox News Corp—which some define as an arm of the Republican Party—
Northcliffe tried to use his media empire, the largest up until that time, to impart his
conservative vision. For Woolf, as expressed in her Diary in 1918, “The Northcliffe
papers do all they can to insist upon the indispensability & delight of war. They magnify
our victories to make our mouths water for more; they shout with joy when the Germans

sink the Irish mail; but they do also show some signs of apprehension that Wilson’s terms
may be accepted” (D II 200). Propaganda supposedly dates back 2400 years to SunTzu’s The Art of War, but as Phillip Knightley suggests, “the willingness of newspaper
proprietors to accept this control [government censorship] and their co-operation in
disseminating propaganda brought them the rewards of social rank and political power.
But it also undermined the public faith in the press”(81).
Interestingly, Rupert Murdoch’s father, Keith Murdoch, was involved in fighting
the pervasive censorship of the British press during the battle of Gallipoli. He turned
over suppressed information regarding this disaster to the British government and tried to
rectify the serious problem of war correspondents at the time—for they were the first
victims of propaganda in World War I (Knightley 100-103). As Knightley points out,
many individuals were against World War I, and the Times city editor was reprimanded
by the financier Lord Rothschild for “hounding the country into war.” Cambridge
University remained neutral, but the Manchester Guardian clearly wanted to stop the
war. Thomas Hardy and many others all protested. All demanded a moral reason for the
war, of course, and the government simply had none (Knightley 81). The government
had to create animosity against the Germans, and their propaganda machine worked so
well that twenty years later Joseph Goebbels based his propaganda on Britain’s. Lord
Northcliffe, proprietor of the Times and the Daily Mail, and Director of Propaganda in
enemy countries, was known to the Germans as the “minister of lying”. And from
Woolf’s statements, one guesses that she agreed with them. As Knightley suggests, “The
war was made to appear as one of defence versus a menacing aggressor”(82). The Daily
Mail referred to the Kaiser in just one article as a “lunatic,” a “barbarian,” a madman,”

“monster,’ and a “criminal monarch”(82). Political leaders joined the propaganda
campaign. Atrocities were fabricated. Northcliffe told his editors: “The allies must never
be tired of insisting that they are the victims of a deliberate aggression”(83). The NYT
took action to stop a rumor that it was partially controlled by the Times of London and
that Lord Northcliffe was dictating NYT policy to make it friendly to Britain and hostile
to Germany (119). By 1919, Woolf wrote in her diary about the possibility of someone
buying back the Times, “to make it into a decent paper again”(D I 254).
The difficulties with the press were certainly not new, and Leo Tolstoy alluded to
“the lying patriotic press” in his 1900 essay, “Government and Patriotism”:
The ruling classes have in their hands the army, money, schools, churches, and
the press. In schools, they kindle patriotism in the children by means of histories
describing their own people as the best of all peoples and always in the right.
Among adults they kindle it by spectacles, jubilees, monuments, and the lying
patriotic press. (Tolstoy 4) [4]
In Three Guineas, Woolf, in contrast to this propagandizing effort, envisions a
woman-run newspaper that would be “committed to a conspiracy, not of silence, but of
speech”(103). Woolf implements this idea in “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid” as her
narrator speaks of “a woman in The Times this morning—a woman’s voice saying,
‘Women have not a word to say in politics’” (DM 244). Later in that same essay, this
woman is identified as Lady Astor who speaks of “‘women of ability’ and how they ‘are
held down because of a subconscious Hitlerism in the hearts of men’” (245).
Women and others excluded from what is considered to be a nation—have no
cause to be patriotic—“no wish to be English on the same terms that you yourself are

English”(TG 154). Woolf’s narrator calls for a different kind of connection to one’s
country, for this is definitely not her “civilization” (D IV 298). For women in countries
preparing for war, they are directed to withdraw, “to take no share in patriotic
demonstrations; to assent to no form of national self-praise; to absent herself from
military displays, and all such ceremonies as encourage the desire to impose “our
civilization” or “our dominion upon other people” (TG 166). With regard to her
nephew’s death in Spanish Civil War, she writes “I can’t feel, when [people] talk of the
encouragement Julian gave by his death, that they are right. They seem to me fire-eaters;
emotional, distorted in the way patriots are distorted by the emotional excitement of
death, glory, etc—all of which I detest . . .” (Zwerdling 273).[5] In Woolf’s works,
according to Alex Zwerdling, “militant patriots always seem ridiculous” (274). And as
Woolf reiterates in a diary entry in 1940: “I don’t like any of the feelings war breeds:
patriotism . . .all sentimental & emotional parodies of our real feelings” (D V 302).
Stating in Three Guineas that “as a woman I have no country; as a woman I want
no country; as a woman, my country is the whole world” (166), Woolf’s narrator was
identifying with women as cosmopolitan; and as Zwerdling suggests, “Woolf’s cultural
loyalties were European rather than British”(277). To think in narrow nationalistic terms
did not express who Woolf was. In her article, “Patriotism and Cosmopolitanism,”
Martha Nussbaum refers to the Stoics and their ideas for a citizen of the world; for them,
“one does not need to give up local identifications, but to think of oneself as surrounded
by a series of concentric circles . . . and work to make all human beings part of our
community of dialogue and concern, and base our political deliberations on that
interlocking commonality”(3).

In June of 1938, after the publication of Three Guineas, Virginia Woolf wrote a
letter to Ethel Smyth to thank her for her criticism of this work; she also wanted to
discuss young men and war, and to both defend and define her “patriotism”:
Patriotism. My dear E . . .of course I’m ‘patriotic’: that is English, the language,
farms, dogs, people: only we must enlarge the imaginative, and take stock of the
emotion. And I’m sure I can; because I’m an outsider partly; and can get outside
the vested interest better than Leonard even—tho’ a Jew. ( L VI 235)
As one who was not part of the patriarchal civilization, who was outside, Woolf would
agree with Tolstoy: “Patriotism and its results—wars—give an enormous revenue to the
newspaper trade, and profits to many other trades. Every Emperor and King obtains
more fame the more he is addicted to patriotism”(“Government and Patriotism” 4).
To counter “patriotism”, Woolf’s narrator in her 1940 essay, “Thoughts on Peace
in An Air Raid,” calls for “thinking against the current”(DM 243), against the
loudspeakers, the government, and the newspapers that may be the voices of that
government. We learn at the beginning of Three Guineas that the unanimity of this
“current”—this official story—must be resisted, and Woolf, in so many of her writings,
both expresses and enacts this resistance.
Always interested in multiple voices, in hybridity, in the kind of language, as
mentioned in “Craftsmanship,” where “Royal words mate with commoners; English
words marry French words, German words, Indian words, Negro words . . .”(205), Woolf
clearly resists simplistic dichotomies of good and evil, and likes the meaning of the
French-derived word, ‘nuance’—as the United States President does not. Woolf wants to
interrupt the unanimity of the “current” with questions, with dissent. She calls for speech

instead of silence, communication instead of isolation. “Patriotism,” in its negative
sense, labels, silences and isolates—and ultimately deprives people of freedom. As
Woolf’s narrator so poignantly points out in “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid,” “It is
not true we are free” (DM 245). Given the diminishing health of our democracies, we
may soon be echoing that line—

Endnotes

[1] See “Cosmopolitantinomies.” Cosmopolitanism. Eds. Carol A Breckinridge, Sheldon
Pollock, Homi Bhabha, and Dipesh Chakrabarty. Durham: Duke UP, 2002.
[2] Ernest Renan’s “What is a Nation?” was in Virginia Woolf’s library.
[3] See John Macarthur, “The Lies We Bought,” Columbia Journalism Review, May/June
2003, Frankline Foer’s New York Magazine article, “The Source of the Trouble,” June 7,
2004, and Michael Massing’s “Now They Tell Us,” The New York Review of Books Vol
51 (3) February 3, 2004.
[4] Tolstoy’s “Government and Patriotism” is collected in Essays and Letters, translated
by Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford UP, 1911). The page references are for the online
version of this article listed in Works Cited.
[5] Alex Zwerdling quotes from: Virginia Woolf, “Reminiscences of Julian”. Monks
House Papers A 8:9, University of Sussex Library.
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Violence into Speech—Lessons from the Home Front in Virginia Woolf’s Three
Guineas
Jean Mills

In any street fight in our working-class neighborhood south of Boston during the mid- to
late- 1960s, I was designated “ammo girl.” Whether the fight involved chains, blades,
boards, rocks, or snowballs (packed with nails and shards of glass), as the youngest and
only daughter in a family of three older brothers, and as ammo girl, I was forbidden to
shoot—to come up from behind the wall or from behind whatever “fort” we had
constructed to aim… and... fire! I recall trying to take a shot once (I had both a good aim
and a good arm) but my head was shoved back down behind the wall for my own
“protection” by the palm of my good brother’s big right hand. (I say “good” brother,
because like Virginia’s Thoby and to a lesser extent Adrian, I had two “good” brothers as
well. These as opposed to my one “bad” half-brother who was more in keeping with
Woolf’s two “bad” half-brothers, George and Gerald Duckworth). [1] In any case, I felt
myself roundly denounced by the absolute shock on my good brother’s face. He was
brother as “law-giver” (Ruddick 186), hero (though he couldn’t save me), and he was
charming and good-looking to boot. “Whose side are you on, anyway?” he scolded.
“You’re ammo girl.”
In the “ready, aim, fire” paradigm of war, I would be strictly confined to the
“ready” position. However, if one of my brothers went down in “the field”—usually a
littered, weedy patch of pavement in a vacant lot or a back alley behind the abandoned
Howe and French shoe factory—I would run out from behind the wall to nurse him and
escort him back to safety. Between the ages of 7 and 9, in addition to packing ammo, I

even had a nurse’s kit, but absolutely no awareness that to a certain extent without
“ready” there could be no “aim, fire” and consequently no wounded, no war. I certainly
had no idea that by the age of seven I was already in violation of the second duty of
Virginia Woolf’s “Outsider’s Society” as outlined in her visionary, anarchic polemic for
a peaceful world, Three Guineas. As Woolf writes, the first duty “not to fight with arms”
was “easy” for me to observe, as well, because like the “daughters of educated men” to
whom she addresses Three Guineas in England in the 1930s, in the working class
patriarchal structure of my own family in America in the 1960s, I was not allowed to
fight. The second duty, however, to refuse to make munitions for war or to aid the
wounded (TG 162), marked my complicity in the hierarchical structure of a patriarchal
worldview that Woolf sought not only to condemn (for its kinship with fascism), but to
overthrow. Her instructions also point to the unmanageability of my position as a girl,
and later a woman, in a culture and society that would persistently “sink the private
brother[ . . .] and inflate in his stead a monstrous male” (TG 160).
In Three Guineas, Woolf has articulated for me the feeling I had upon having my
head shoved down behind the wall. On the one hand, I experienced my role as being
dictated and defined by a social construct that both rewarded and validated my brother’s
power, while devaluing my own. I would only ever be ammo girl. It was a weakness,
among many others afforded me by the accidents of gender, as well as, social class,
historical moment, cultural context, and familial dysfunction, that I internalized, but
which also created in me a kind of violence of the mind set up by the dangling carrot of a
mythologized militarism.

In “A Sketch of the Past”, Woolf describes how a childhood wrestling match
changes into a beating she took at the hands of her good brother Thoby. She writes:
As a child then, my days, just as they do now, contained a large proportion
of this cotton wool, this non-being. Week after week passed [. . .] Then,
for no reason that I know about, there was a sudden violent shock; something
happened so violently that I have remembered it all my life
[. . .] I was fighting with Thoby on the lawn. We were pommelling each other
with our fists. Just as I raised my fist to hit him, I felt: why hurt another person?
I dropped my hand instantly, and stood there, and let him beat me. I remember
the feeling. It was a feeling of hopeless sadness. It was as if I became aware of
something terrible; and of my own powerlessness. I slunk off alone, feeling
horribly depressed. (MB 71)
In Virginia Woolf, Louise DeSalvo I believe rightly sees Woolf’s experience as an
internalization of her powerlessness—“that she should, simply, take it”—and as a marker
of the consequences of a failed, abusive social construction that outlines “the emotional
contours” (106) of her life. I see the experience also as a marker of Virginia Woolf’s
sanity and her brilliant use of a survival mechanism. Die another day. Lie down. Take
it. So you can live to tell the tale. In a sense I see much of Virginia Woolf’s writing as
her response to Thoby’s pommelling, her “fight [back] with the mind” (E IV 173), but
Three Guineas, in particular, an essay for which she begins to collect material at the age
of 46, and which she begins to write during her mid- to late- fifties, as her response not
only to Thoby, but to all her brothers, good and bad. The dramatic trajectory of Woolf’s
life from this early experience forward reveals a portrait of a woman who ultimately

becomes a “pacifist other,” but a woman also for whom physical “non-being” is an
imperative, as she finds a measure of peace in the sheltered concealment of the mind.
Jane Marcus writes:
Woolf came from a culture and a family obsessed with female chastity, and she
was obsessed with their obsession [. . .] it is a poignant and ironic measure of how
one’s politics can be more radical than one’s life to note that she seems to have
lived most of her life in physical chastity, and the powerful and moving images
for her own creative processes are of the chaste imagination retreating to a
nunnery.” (79)
In an endnote to her discussion of Woolf’s chastity, she points out that Woolf “celebrates
celibacy and the single life in contrast to other left-wing feminists of the time, Rebecca
West and Emma Goldman, who advocated free love” (199). I believe Woolf’s chastity,
however, was enforced by her early childhood experiences with violence and sexual
abuse. In a sense, Woolf’s sexuality was murdered when she was young, and, to my
mind, Three Guineas is her furious emergence from the nunnery meant to radically
transform all forms of violence into speech.
It is the aim of this essay to show that once Virginia Woolf realizes that in
response to war “all she could do was write,” in Three Guineas, she does so with a
vengeance, as she both challenges and expands our conventional notions of what it means
to be a “pacifist.” Contrary to the criticism that Three Guineas “did not deal with [. . .]
women’s capacity for martial belligerence,” (Lee 670), I believe Woolf demonstrates by
virtue of the force of her rhetoric and the nature of her argument calling for social
recreation, a deeply held understanding of violence as she condemns it as “hollow” and

instructs us to be “disinterested,” (Pawlowski 3) neither to “incite [our] brothers to fight,
or to dissuade them, but to maintain an attitude of complete indifference” (TG 163).
Furthermore, to deny the scope and breadth of Woolf’s undertaking in terms of genre or
the fury in the violent imagery of her rhetoric not only robs Three Guineas of its delicious
anarchism, but also silences Woolf’s personal history and the complexity of her pacifist
stance. In Three Guineas, she is at one and the same time pacifist and an aggressive,
biting anti-fascist. She seeks to expose patriarchy’s links to fascism, give primacy to
peace, but also to reject both an “enforced pacifism” or an “enforced feminism” (TG
269), questioning the efficacy of pacifist committee meetings as preaching to the choir.
Paying tribute to Woolf too narrowly as a pacifist, without exploring the nuances of that
moniker as it applies to Woolf’s life and her particular brand of rhetoric in the Three
Guineas project, I believe, also makes her increasingly easy to dismiss and ironically
plays into the hands of the fascist agenda she sought to destroy.
To the extent to which any book is an invitation to stand up and be shot at, then I
would characterize the Three Guineas project as an atom bomb in a homemade slingshot.
The pocket that holds the “stone” is intricately webbed and uniquely crafted by Woolf as
quintessential ammo-girl, or uber-ammo-girl, and took over a decade to build. The
“bomb” itself is the finished text complete with endnotes and photographs, but has yet to
hit its target or to be successfully launched as it has been dismantled by the removal of
the photographs, and by playing up an iconic image of Woolf as a crazy suicide, rather
than giving press to the brilliance, glee, logic and sanity of her revolutionary ideas.
Woolf’s argument in Three Guineas, that human rights begins at home, a notion that
streamlines the tenets of patriarchy with fascism, continues to make us uncomfortable

today, as her image is increasingly associated with madness and illness and the text of
Three Guineas continues to be published maimed.[2]
Like most bombs made in tubs, I think because they must be made in secret and in
private, the idea for Three Guineas begins in the bath. On January 20, 1931, she writes in
her diary that while bathing she had conceived of a “a sequel to A Room of One’s Own—
about the sexual life of women” (AWD 161-162). She calls it Professions for Women,
which I see as a kind of cloaking device, masking for now her larger project, which by
February 16, 1932 she had tied in to a fantastically aggressive desire to blow things up.
Woolf had begun gathering her facts, continued on with the Common Reader, and, by
February 1932, had “collected enough powder to blow up St. Pauls” (AWD 174).
Three Guineas has its origins in oppression and its fellow-traveler, abuse, for her
plan was to write “on being despised.” She “wanted—how violently—how persistently,
pressingly, compulsorily I can’t say—to write” (AWD 278). As late as October 12, 1937,
working on what she hoped were the last pages of Three Guineas, she writes, of how
“violently I have been galloping through these mornings! It has pressed and spurted out
of me. If that’s any proof of virtue, like a physical volcano. And my brain feels cool and
quiet after the expulsion” (AWD 276). What is significant here, and a relief for me to
realize, is that Woolf as she emerges from the nunnery feels no shame and no guilt. In
the process of writing Three Guineas, she has been satisfied, deserving, and renewed.
Three Guineas may begin from the point of oppression, but its violence and its
underlying aim of destruction, is life-affirming and long overdue.
Woolf’s Three Guineas project consisted of a decade long construction of an
apparatus, a secret weapon, with an intricate, unique, web-like design comprised of

twelve volumes of reading notes, “including three fat scrapbooks” (Three Guineas Before
and After 254) filled with news clippings, extracts, hand and typewritten notes, annotated
quotations and master lists. [3] These are all online now at The Center for Woolf Studies
thanks to the important work of Merry Pawlowski and Vara Neverow. In addition to the
finished product, she also crafted and re-worked a 12,000 word first serial excerpt of
Three Guineas for the Atlantic Monthly that overlapped with the publication of both the
British and American editions of the book. The endnotes in the book proper—there were
124 in all—were not yet completed at the time of serialization in May and June 1938
(Black 74, 76). Woolf was also writing her novel The Years, which initially was attached
to Three Guineas, as a novel-essay, but which she then split to make two separate but still
related texts by January 1933. When we think of Three Guineas, then, it is crucial to
understand the finished product as a piece of a greater whole, to acknowledge the scope,
breadth, and depth of Woolf’s project/weapon, and understand the work as being
radically outside or at the edges of genre.
Furthermore, the finished product itself is distinctive on a number of levels in
terms of its design. The text is buttressed by endnotes that turn the notion of endnotes on
its end? or rather ear? Generally speaking, endnotes in patriarchal texts function as a
marker of authority, but have no “autonomous significance.” The old cliché is that an
endnote is “the mediocre attached to the beautiful.” Woolf’s endnotes are a function of
women’s authority, however, and very often can function on their own as fragmented
essays. She advances the biographies of women in the endnotes in an attempt to
construct a new order, and a new way of reading history. The endnotes maintain a
sustained dialogue between the text and the kind of web archive Woolf has created in her

reading notes and scrapbooks. Woolf has re-invented the text yet again and created Three
Guineas as archive, or multi-leveled hypertext, where passages in the body link you to
endnotes, which lead you to clippings, to diary entries, annotations, and back again to the
text. As we digest Woolf’s radical argument in terms of content, then, in terms of form
we experience the text in a radically, some might say violently, different way.
When Woolf confronts one of the more controversial aspects of her argument,
exposing women’s complicity in patriarchy and thereby their “consent” to fascism, she
does so by sending us back and forth between endnotes, text, and her notebook archive.
While Woolf sympathizes with the powerlessness of women’s position in the home, she
labels the dependency that marriage fosters as demonic when she links its relationship to
the state. And she is gravely concerned with women’s unconscious efforts, as well, on
behalf of war. She wonders how:
we explain that amazing outburst in August 1914, when the daughters of educated
men who had been educated thus rushed into hospitals, […] drove lorries, worked
in fields and munition factories, and used all their immense stores of charm, of
sympathy, to persuade young men that to fight was heroic, and that the wounded
in battle deserved all her care and all her praise? […] Thus consciously she
desired “our splendid Empire”; unconsciously she desired our splendid war. (TG
58)
Here, again, my childhood experiences resonate, and I feel as one of those “ordinary
women” (Snaith) of the working class who wrote to Woolf in praise of Three Guineas
thanking her for expressing “so delicately and yet with such force” (Snaith L2) what they
could not say for themselves. For as I matured, in addition to seeing my role as ammo

girl as a consequence of an entrenched and deeply flawed socio-political system that
exalted both the “good” and “bad” brother over the girl, but which was “bad” for all, I
also came to reflect upon my status as a regrettable legacy of my mother’s, for she
worked at that time packing bombs in a munitions factory for $1.35/hour during the
Vietnam War, while my father was on strike.
In her analysis of the dialectical relationship between women and fascism, in
particular, the fascism of Mussolini, Hitler, and Franco, “Female Sexuality in Fascist
Ideology,” Maria-Antonietta Macciocchi cautions against keeping silent about women’s
roles in the political, social, and economic realities of tyranny. By keeping silent,
dismissing, exonerating, or absolving, Macciocchi writes that we create “another way of
sending women into a vacuum, or, on the contrary, of creating a theology of women
(which in any case runs into the same historical void).” She continues that “this vacuum
is all the more serious in that, on the reverse side, fascism lay solidly like a huge
disturbing carcass, on the politico-intellectual landscape” (67). In Three Guineas, Woolf
aligns the tenets of patriarchy with a Brechtian sense of fascism which compares the
relationship to “that between a protector, or pimp, and his whores […whereby] the state
acts as procurer and women become the prostitutes of capital” (Macciocchi 69). As she
sends us back and forth between text, endnotes, and notebook archive, Woolf brilliantly
connects the dots of the oppression of women’s sexuality in the home with her larger
concern, women as whores for the state. Woolf writes of the pimp/whore dynamic in the
private home in terms of marriage, the dependent relationship between husband and wife
in the 1930s, but the coinage also works seamlessly in the familial structure of an
incestuous household as well.

Ultimately, it is Woolf’s feminism, and her passionate accumulation of women
facts that give her the courage and confidence to “fight back with the mind,” to confront
violence, process it, and revel in it, as she uses her fierce rhetorical voice to her
advantage as a writer. She claims not to understand the militaristic impulse, “what
instinct compels him, what glory, what interest, what manly satisfaction fighting provides
for him—‘without war there would be no outlet for the manly qualities which fighting
develops’—as fighting thus is a sex characteristic which she cannot share” (TG 163). But
then she immediately includes a long endnote that speaks favorably and romantically of
the female amazon warrior. She is in essence answering herself in the back matter of the
book, when she writes “The following quotation shows, however, that if sanctioned the
fighting instinct easily develops” (TG 269). Woolf is impatient with injustice, and the
conflagrations that precede this contemplative qualification, this fence straddling between
an essentialist and constructivist view of gender, further reveal her brilliant use of fire to
start new growth.
When it comes to argumentation, Woolf likes violence. She likes to blow things
up. She also likes to burn things to the ground. The first thing she wants to blow up, if
we turn to the notes that predate the text, is religion, as we have seen, “St. Paul’s.” The
next thing she wants to destroy is the university. She likes matches. She writes that
“education, the finest education in the world, does not teach people to hate force, but to
use it?” (TG 43). And because the university is tied to the war machine, she wonders if
she shouldn’t suggest students “buy rags and petrol and Bryant and May’s matches and
burn the college to the ground?” (48). The outrageousness of the content of this scene is

brilliantly offset by Woolf as a casual suggestion, and yet we are now in a land of
extremes where we suddenly prefer to “track a killer than a thought” (DiBatistta).
Certainly, when Woolf’s persona is suggesting violence, she is the most fun to
follow around. When the narrator considers the aims of education and the kind of society
and human beings that would result, she states that she will only make a donation if she is
satisfied that it will be used to “produce the kind of society, the kind of people that will
help to prevent war” (49). Women’s colleges are complicit as well, and tied to
patriarchy. Therefore, the narrator states that she will not give any guineas to help
rebuild the Women’s college “on the old plan; just as certainly none could be spent upon
building a college on a new plan.” The money instead “should be earmarked “Rags.
Petrol. Matches.” Then, in one of the most assertive, punctuating, satisfying moments in
creative nonfiction, she writes:
Take this guinea and with it burn the college to the ground. Set fire to old
hypocrisies. Let the light of the burning building scare the nightingales and
incarnadine the willows. And let the daughters of educated men dance round the
fire and heap armful upon armful of dead leaves upon the flames. And let their
mothers lean from the upper windows and cry, ‘Let it blaze! Let it blaze! For we
have done with this “education”!’ (49)
Following along the scorched path of our killer/hero, we begin to see Woolf’s attraction
to pyrotechnics as a lens outlining the figure of Woolf as “pacifist other.” And rhetorical
fire becomes the means by which she can achieve her goal of social replacement,
anarchy, and starting anew.

In my own childhood-battles on the home front, it wasn’t until I took a nailball in
the calf as ammo girl, and witnessed during the same confrontation a neighborhood boy
lose the tip of his finger, when the weapon of choice somehow came to involve a
pitchfork, that the visible evidence of “war,” the real physical effects of war on the body,
trumped the militaristic impulse inside. I quit being ammo girl, but because the missing
fingertip made the boy both more and less of a man, I remember feeling sorry for some
time that the nailball hadn’t left a scar. In addition to the hazards of street fighting, I also
saw as we all did the visible evidence of the insidious Vietnam War on the body. In one
instance, in my experiences, in the form of a boy we re-named Flying Doug, who had left
for Vietnam a math whiz and boy scout, but returned having to undergo electric shock
treatments for war trauma and ended up sniffing glue for the next ten years down by the
edge of the pond. For my mother’s part, she too had quit. She left the munitions plant,
but not until an explosive detonated by accident killing a Mexican immigrant she used to
see in passing on her break. Despite being “cured” of our masculine fantasies and
ultimately repulsed by any patriotic glorification of war, we had both failed Virginia. But
quoting Amelia Earhart, Woolf’s flygirl used to negate Mussolini’s flyboy, Ciano, in her
clippings, she writes that it is exactly our failure that “should be seen as a challenge.” As
I continue to slouch towards sisterhood, Three Guineas has made me aware of how my
fate was inextricably and intimately tied to theirs, to my parents and to my brothers good
and bad. And it is this notion of the interconnectedness of human relations that makes
Woolf’s argument, that human rights really must begin at home, so logical, validating,
and clear.

Endnotes

[1] It is Sara Ruddick in 1981who makes the distinction between Woolf’s “good” and
“bad” brothers in her essay “Private Brother, Public World” when she writes that “It is
partly by contrast with these ‘bad’ brothers that Thoby so clearly embodies the brotherly
virtues of guidance and protection” (186). It is not until Louise De Salvo’s 1989 study
Virginia Woolf: The Impact of Childhood Sexual Abuse on Her Life and Work that we
begin to understand just how “bad” the “bad” brothers were. What Ruddick sees as an
inversion of the “archetypal brother-sister relation,” De Salvo documents as perversion:
“Virginia Woolf was a sexually abused child; she was an incest survivor” (1). I apply the
same distinctions to my own childhood experiences.
[2] Elena Gualtieri writes in “Three Guineas and the Photograph: The Art of Propaganda”
that “In the post-war years the reproduction of the five plates became somewhat erratic.
They were dropped from the Hogarth Press edition after the fourth imprint, which
appeared in 1952, as well as from the American paperback edition brought out in 1963.
More recently, the plates have once again been reintegrated within the essay both in the
Penguin 1993 edition, where they appear in their original location, and in the World’s
Classics one of 1992, where they have been reprinted at the center of the text” (166). The
majority of currently published paperback editions in the United States do not include the
photographs, which were meticulously laid out with each plate lined up opposite specific
lines of commentary. I would like to note the placement of “a general” which falls in the
text of the first edition between the line break “ridi- and culous” and suggest its
placement as a satirical gesture on Woolf’s part.

At the time of Gualtieri’s article the identity of the figures of the photographs was
unknown. Recent scholarship reveals a letter in the Hogarth Press archives at Reading
University from the engravers Garrett & Atkinson that lists the figures as Lord BadenPowell (“A General”), Earl (Stanley) Baldwin (“A University Procession”), Lord Hewart
(“A Judge”) and William Cosmo Gordon Lang, Archbishop of Canterbury (“An
Archbishop”). (Staveley)
[3] Jane Marcus refers to Three Guineas as “a documentary of women in the 1930’s.”
She is also the one who spoke of the entire project as a kind of “quilt” to which I would
only add, that if it is indeed a quilt, it is one limned with small pox with the intention of
wiping out a tribe.
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“Collateral Truths”: Global and International Discourse in
Virginia Woolf, T. S. Eliot, and Sir Thomas Browne
Melba Cuddy-Keane

In a provocative study entitled The Shrinking Island, Jed Esty argues that, in the 1930s
and 40s, modernist cosmopolitanism was gradually eroded by the retrenchment of
England as a colonial power. According to Esty, a detectable process of “reverse
colonization” (21) was at work, in which Englishness underwent reconstruction as a
“minor culture” (22). As England metamorphosized into a “shrinking island,” at least
some intellectuals—and he includes both T. S. Eliot and Virginia Woolf—seized the
moment as “an opportunity for cultural recuperation and repair” (7).
Certainly Woolf’s response to the interwar escalation of international conflict—
the crisis at the heart of Three Guineas—was to focus not on the enemy out there but the
enemy at home. Her intensified critique of “subconscious Hitlerism”[1] in the British
institutional system accords with the larger movement of cultural revisionism that Esty
identifies. As Woolf wrote in “The Leaning Tower, “If you do not tell the truth about
yourself you cannot tell it about other people” (C II 177). And if home truths are
necessarily of the unpleasant kind, Woolf’s objective was clearly positive reform.
But while the reversion from imperialism may have produced a salutary, albeit
Anglocentric, retrenchment, the threat of further world war prompted many writers to reconceptualize England’s relation to the world. For the shrinking island was also a
vulnerable fragment of a war-torn continent. While Esty may be right that late
modernism reveals English as “a major literary culture” in “the act of becoming minor”
(3), this process did not occur in isolation from other countries. The rejection of the

colonial paradigm was accompanied by a further movement that I would call
“regionalizing England.” As England ceases to be the centre of empire, it is reconceived
as one of many participant regions in a dynamically complex globe.
In Virginia Woolf’s thought, the downsizing of England also begins much earlier
than Esty claims, evidenced by the striking appearance of his titular phrase in Woolf’s
first novel, The Voyage Out (1915). [2] There, as the Euphrosyne sets out to sea, the
collective eye of all passengers looks back to experience an alteration in scale: “Not only
did [England] appear to them to be an island, and a very small island, but it was a
shrinking island in which people were imprisoned” (my emphasis, 32). The ensuing
oceanic perspective diminishes all the continents against the vaster canvas of the “great
world” of an “empty universe.” When a similar diminishment occurs in Between the
Acts, its locus is a pond rather than an ocean, and the alteration of perspective repositions
Europe as peripheral to other continental forms. Gazing at the lily pool, Lucy Swithin
imagines a map of the world:
Now the jagged leaf at the corner suggested, by its contours, Europe. There were
other leaves. She fluttered her eye over the surface, naming leaves India, Africa,
America. Islands of security, glossy and thick. (204-5)
Couldn’t the dragon-fly, Lucy wonders, “settle, if we destroyed it here, then there?”
(205). The shrinking, or even potential destruction, of Europe projects the eye outward to
different centres of life.
A similar perspectival shift occurs in Woolf’s late essay “Thoughts of Peace in an
Air Raid,” which urges that the effort to “think peace into existence” cannot be done from
the location of England alone. “But what,” the essayist asks, “is the use of freeing the

young Englishman if the young German and the young Italian remain slaves?” (E IV
176). Yet the problem of overcoming aggressive human instincts is one Woolf can
identify but not solve, and she further refuses any assumption that her own country can
provide the answer for the world. Her essay ends instead with an invocation of other
voices, first quoting a phrase from Sir Thomas Browne: “‘The huntsmen are up in
America... ’,” and then continuing, “Let us send these fragmentary notes to the huntsmen
who are up in America, to the men and women whose sleep has not yet been broken by
machine-gun fire, in the belief that they will rethink them generously and charitably,
perhaps shape them into something serviceable” (E IV 176-77). In 1940, of course, the
United States had not yet entered the war, and history had yet to add its ironies to
Woolf’s invocation of America as the place that might shape world peace. Yet by
alluding not to contemporary America, but to America as imaged in 1658 by Sir Thomas
Browne, Woolf conjures up a land prior even to the Revolutionary and Civil Wars. In
addition, the ellipsis following her quotation prompts the reader to complete Browne’s
sentence: “The Huntsmen are up in America, and they are already past their first sleep in
Persia” (174-75). In concluding his work, Browne looks first to the West and then to the
East, as places where thinking will continue while he himself sleeps. For, as Browne
states, “To keep our eyes open longer were but to act our Antipodes” (174). Not only
does Browne shrink from thinking for the other; he installs the other’s thinking in his
place.
In response to violent conflict, Woolf thus invokes Sir Thomas Browne’s image
of a chain of cooperative thinking stretching around the world. Rather than simple
retrenchment, repositioning England signifies a move outward to an interdependent

globe. While economic globalization prompts fears of losing distinctiveness in a
homogeneous world, global warfare argues the urgent need for some principle of human
connection to facilitate non-violent ways of living with inescapable difference.
Correspondingly, in their war-time thinking, both Virginia Woolf and T.S. Eliot begin
from the same fundamental premise: for both writers, the only way to “think peace into
existence” is to embrace the paradox of the many and the one—the co-existence of
multiple particulars and the generalized whole. For when Esty claims that “the
opposition between the claims of... localism on the one hand and... cosmopolitanism on
the other remains unresolved theoretically within the new cosmopolitan studies” (230, n.
28), he misses the non-exclusionary relation of these two terms. As Amanda Anderson
succinctly explains, [unlike] “essentialism and constructionism [which] are sharply
opposed to each other... universalism and particularism are more easily articulated in a
nuanced, mutually constitutive relationship” (265). Although Woolf and Eliot tend
toward different models for inter-cultural relationships, they share a common belief in the
need to recognize both the atomized separateness of individuals and cultures, and the
inter-connectedness of the whole.
Given that Eliot’s political views have been thoroughly critiqued for their
“extreme right-wing authoritarianism” (Eagleton 39), it is perhaps surprising to discover
a strongly pluralist model in his work. But Eliot’s postwar Notes Towards the Definition
of Culture (written between 1945-48) is driven by the need to find a cultural paradigm
capable of supporting both friction and fusion. Focusing on the twin issues of “Unity and
Diversity,” Eliot asserts, “We must aspire to a common world culture, which will yet not
diminish the particularity of its constituent parts” (62). Culture as a whole, Eliot argues,

must be conceived as a mix of diverse, overlapping, and contradictory sub-groups, acting
upon and influencing each other. [3] Indeed constant friction among these sub-groups is
not only, he claims, unavoidable; it is necessary to prevent the entrenchment of either
isolated factions or an oppressive totalitarian unit. Advocating “[n]umerous crossdivisions” for “dispersing and confusing animosities,” he provocatively argues that
“universality of irritation is the best assurance of peace” (59).
Eliot both models balanced diversities and is quick to restrict his modelling to
English culture at the national level and European culture at the regional level, noting that
his argument may not be readily transferable to other countries or to the world. Like
Woolf, he rejects the imperialist impulse, reminding his readers that “no man is good
enough to have the right to make over another in his own image” and that cultural
complexities in India are “far beyond our measure” (65). With such openness and
humility, then, how is it that Eliot then advocates so many measures that seem offensive
or at least unrealistic today? To name a few: that most people should stay in the place
where they are born, that class structures in society should be preserved, and that a
common religion is necessary for a common culture?
Eliot is responding, we need to remember, to the crisis of postwar Europe, which
he considered in desperate need of enough unity to heal wounds and foster peace, but
sufficient division to prevent the rise of any further mythologies of a dominant, superior
race. On the principle, then, that “a people should be neither too united nor too divided”
(50), Eliot conceives a hybrid model that balances these tensions through the twin
processes of dissemination and indigenization. Positing the basis for community in
shared history, Eliot locates unity in the common heritage of the Christian faith, and

diversity in the local variants of numerous sects, joined in “inter-communion” rather than
“union” (original emphasis, 77). Applying the same model at the national level, he
argues for the preservation of distinctly nativist cultures—within Britain, not only of the
Irish, Scots, and Welsh, but of the distinctively English as well. In Amanda Anderson’s
terms, Eliot thus brings together universalism and particularism in a “mutually
constitutive relationship.” But Eliot’s specific articulation of globality founders due to
his selective view of the past and his irrational fear of the future. His definition of
common heritage as Christian ties the hope of European unity to the dominant, but noninclusive tradition, and the problems are compounded by his fear that, if Europe were to
lose its current culture, it would have to begin again from the ground up, experiencing
centuries of barbarism before its culture could be rebuilt (122). Although his fear of
barbarism is triggered by the violence of recent totalitarian acts (68), and although there
is a courageous peace-making gesture in his arguments for a common European culture—
highlighted in particular by his broadcasting many of these ideas to Germany right after
the war [4]—his approach was narrowly restrictive for his own time and fatally
prescriptive for the future. By reacting to war with a call for increased stability, Eliot
offers no possibility for adapting to global change.
Virginia Woolf was similarly engaged with the fundamental problematic of
atomization and interconnectedness, but while Eliot uses the chapter titles “Unity and
Diversity,” “Unity—Dispersity” are the words that the gramophone in Between the Acts
blurts out (201). Whereas Eliot focuses on essential states of being, Woolf highlights the
flow of movement in coming together and drifting apart. Yet the state of pure
homogeneity is as undesirable for Woolf as for Eliot. In a voice very close to the

narrative voice in The Years, North Pargiter thinks, “[b]ut a world... that was all one jelly,
one mass, would be a rice pudding world, a white counterpane world” (410). North then
struggles for a way to imagine being separate and together at the same time: “be the
bubble and the stream, the stream and the bubble—myself and the world together.”[5]
Whereas, for Eliot, unity and diversity are conflicting modes whose dialectic is important
to prevent either one from holding sway, for Woolf, the effort to “think peace” means to
think these two modes simultaneously together. Furthermore, North—commenting on
the mixture of tragedy and comedy in Shakespeare’s plays—earlier makes a dazzling
conceptual leap: “Contrast,” he says, “The only form of continuity” (346). Only with
contrast, can continuity be said to exist; the undifferentiated jelly world offers only mass,
not interconnectedness. Sameness and difference are not alternatives in a dialectic
relation but co-existent terms; each must be present for us conceptually to grasp the other.
Whereas Eliot’s model depends on segregated, definitional thinking, Woolf’s
relies on multi-directional, collateral flows. Indeed the epigraph to Eliot’s work is a
dictionary gloss on the word “definition” itself as “the setting of bounds.” But to the
extent that Eliot’s concern is the preserving of distinct cultures, bounded definition is
what he seeks. Woolf, however, employs collateral thinking—a term that returns us to
Sir Thomas Browne and Woolf’s essay on peace. There her final allusion is to The
Garden of Cyrus—Browne’s discourse on ancient horticulture, which, in tracing all
occurrences of the number five and related quincuncial patterns, moves from gardens to
mathematics to mysticism to suggest—though not to define—the underlying wisdom of
God. Browne’s eclectic method has even been read as a precursor to stream of
consciousness; according to one of its critics, “the principal appeal of the work—and of

the mind creating it—is its ability to keep opening outward, absorbing and assimilating
the surrounding world, while admitting exceptions, and, in doing so, turning a remote
improbability—the quincunx—into a possible explanation for... ‘a universall and
common Spirit to the whole world’” (Post 145). In 1923, Woolf made reading notes on
The Garden of Cyrus (Silver 126, 133), transcribing a passage from its dedicatory letter
in which Browne proposes that neglected subjects are best suited for invention, since they
are less likely to restrict imagination to the ideas of the past. And Woolf’s (slightly
inexact) transcription continues, “Besides such discourses allow excursions & venially
allow of collateral truths, though at some distance from the principals” (Reading Notes
XXV). [6] Collateral means to run side by side, in parallel; to lie aside from the main
subject; to be indirect, accidental and unplanned. Today it calls to mind collateral
damage—a reality of warfare that Woolf, as Karen Levenback has shown, understood
only too well. But Browne’s evocation of collateral thinking serves also to describe the
way both he and Woolf opened their minds to side excursions and, in the process, opened
their worlds to global flows.
In The Garden of Cyrus, Browne’s own global scope encompasses Greek, Roman,
Hebrew, Indian, and Persian gardens. And although Nebuchanezzar is generally
understood to be the creator of the famous hanging gardens of Babylon, Browne credits
his titular Cyrus of Persia for their formation and shape. Indeed, the word “paradise”
derives from the Old Persian “pairidaeza,” meaning enclosure or park (OED), and the
locale of the hanging gardens in Mesapotamia would be in present-day Iraq. Browne’s
closing evocation of the coming day in Persia thus completes a circuit. The Persian

gardens have been the starting place of his thinking, and the contemporary Persians—
waking as he goes to sleep—will continue it.
As we see from The Garden of Cyrus, globalized thinking—in the pattern of
multidirectional flows—is not merely a contemporary phenomenon, and it may best be
expressed in the indirect, not direct subject, in the sidelong inference, rather than the
main thrust. Thus while The Years is intensely a novel about England, seeming to
epitomize the turn to cultural reconstruction that Esty describes, this novel is, at the same
time, criss-crossed with global travel and interlaced with global thought. As a single
woman, born in the 1860s, Eleanor Pargiter is a courageous exponent of women’s
emancipation, and The Years charts the incredible change from the 1880s, when it wasn’t
safe for Rose to venture into the London streets on her own, to Eleanor’s increasing arc
of travel—to Devonshire, to Spain, to Italy, to India. And there is a similar distance
between Eleanor’s dream of travelling to India, forestalled by the eruption of World War
I (213), and the comfort and familiarity of her travel to India in 1937: “Oh, India. India’s
nothing nowadays,” said Eleanor. “Travel’s so easy. You just take a ticket; just get on
board ship” (335). In addition to the ease of physical travel, in addition to her wearing an
Indian cloak at the party and inviting an Indian friend, Eleanor’s way of thinking suggests
the influence of, or at least a confluence with, Indian thought. For Eleanor’s mystical
sense of an underlying pattern grasps—in a manner reminiscent of both Sir Thomas
Browne and Forster’s Godbole—the interconnectedness of all things in the universe,
without subjecting them to a logical order. Similarly, speaking of her happiness in the
“world of living people,” Eleanor “wave[s] her hand as if to embrace the miscellaneous
company, the young, the old, the dancers, the talkers; Miriam with her pink bows, and the

Indian in his [pink] turban” (387). Her gesture is not imperialist but inclusive, and it
suggests that travel in India has extended her sympathetic range. But Eleanor is
markedly different from Jinny Carslake in Jacob’s Room, who ends by “frequent[ing]
Indian philosophers” and believing that if you look steadily enough at a collection of
ordinary pebbles, “multiplicity becomes unity, which is somehow the secret of life”
(131). Jinny is lost and pathetic, and her futile grasping for meaning suggests a
fetishization of India, not the globalization of thought. In contrast, Eleanor’s thinking is
left uncategorized; it does not follow the dominant English tradition of empiricist logical
discourse, [7] but the narrative refrains from classifying her thinking as evidence of the
Indianization of the imagination or as a syncretic result of cultural exchange. What is
evident is that Eleanor feels more connection than separation in her travel to India, while
at the same time her sense of human continuity develops through the stimulation of
human contrast. “[W]hat I want to see before I die,” she continues, “is something
different... another kind of civilization. Tibet, for instance” (335). She has been reading,
it seems, something by the Dalai Lama; and this further exploration reinforces the words
of Nicholas Pomjalovsky, with which she had enthusiastically agreed: “It is only a
question... of learning... The soul—the whole being... It wishes to expand; to adventure;
to form—new combinations?” (296).
Through characters like Renny who has come from France, Nicholas who has
come from Poland, North who is just back from Africa, and Eleanor who plans to leave
for Tibet, Woolf’s global imagination points to a future of movement and new
combinations. Whereas Eliot seeks a common heritage, Woolf heralds changes and
exchanges to come. The two models represent a fundamental difference in approach to

international or global relations, a difference reflected again more recently in debates
over the wording of the Preamble to the Constitution for the European Union. The
Eliotic approach seeks unity in the past, ranging from the explicit reference to
Christianity sought by seven of the twenty-five current member states in the Union to the
more general phrasing adopted in the draft constitution, stating that the will to consensus
draws “inspiration from the cultural, religious and humanist inheritance of Europe.”[8]
But closer to Woolf’s position is the wording in the subsequent paragraph, expressing the
goal of transcending ancient divisions, and the determination, “united ever more closely,
to forge a common destiny.” Not confined to a shrinking island, both Woolf and Eliot
reveal an incipient global consciousness, but it is Woolf’s fluid, interpenetrating,
interactive model that looks forward to new, collaborative global formations. The voices
of all humanity, Woolf’s collateral modernism implies, must take up the burden of
Eleanor’s final and, in 1937, most poignant question: “And now?” (435). [9]

Endnotes

[1] See Woolf’s essay “Thoughts of Peace,” in which the phrase is a quotation from Lady
Astor in The Times (174).
[2] The conscious allusion in Esty’s title is to Hugh Kenner’s A Sinking Island: The
Modern English Writers (New York: Knopf, 1988).
[3] Eliot does not, as has sometimes been assumed, define culture as intellectual culture;
culture for him is “a whole way of life” (31, 41), and intellectual culture, only its
conscious part, or perhaps only the part that is conscious of culture.
[4] The Appendix to Notes Towards the Definition of Culture consists of three broadcasts
to Germany, also published in Berlin in 1946.
[5] North’s trope continues and develops Terence Hewet’s image of individual spheres as
colliding bubbles in The Voyage Out (109).
[6] The original reads, “Beside, such Discourses allow excursions, and venially admit of
collaterall truths, though at some distance from their principals” (Browne 86).
[7] See Antony Easthope (1999) for the broad claim of empiricist discourse as the
dominant tradition in English national identity.
[8] The countries urging reference to Christianity were the Czech Republic, Italy,
Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, and Slovakia (“Christian Countries” 11). For the
draft constitution, as accepted on 18 June 2004 by the heads of state of the twenty-five
member countries, see http://european-convention.eu.int/docs/Treaty/cv00850.en03.pdf
[9] The difficulties of reaching collaborative agreement have since been demonstrated in
the refusal of many of the member countries to ratify the constitution. As if to remind us

of the gap between intention and achievement, Woolf’s last novel ends with a scene of
renewed battle, rather than—as in her penultimate novel—with an outstretched hand.
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Who let the dogs out? Dogs, Statues, and Suffragettes in Virginia Woolf’s London
Jane Goldman

Anyone who has done historical research knows that the undocumented often have more
to say about how the world is put together than do the well pedigreed. What do contemporary
companion species relations between humans and ‘unregistered’ dogs in technoculture tell us
about both inheriting – or perhaps better, inhabiting – histories and also forging new possibilities?
These are the dogs who need “A Category of One’s Own,” in honor of Virginia Woolf. […]
Woolf understood what happens when the impure stroll over the lawns of the properly registered
[…] when these marked (and marking) beings get credentials and an income. (Haraway 88)

This essay has two progenitors: (i) the memorial to Virginia Woolf in Tavistock Square
Gardens;[1] (ii) an impasse on my work, Virginia Woolf and the Signifying Dog.

I.
What sort of company will the Woolf memorial keep among London’s open-air statuary?
How does this object square with Woolf’s recorded disdain for public statues, in her
London essay, [2] “ ‘This is the House of Commons’” (1932): “The days of the small
separate statue are over” (LS 70)? These words share a certain provenance with the
memorial itself. A replica of an existing bust, completed August 1931, by Stephen
Tomlin, Woolf sat for it during the period she was writing her novel Flush and preparing
her London essays for Good Housekeeping magazine. Woolf’s pen therefore seems to
demolish her own “small separate statue” as she collaborates in its very creation. The
reissue of the bust coincides, eerily, with the reissue of Woolf’s London essays. [3] A
cast already stands in the garden of Monks House (where Woolf’s ashes were scattered);
another stands in the National Gallery. The original plaster cast is at Charleston, the
Bloomsbury Group House preserved by the nation just as Thomas Carlyle’s Chelsea

house has been preserved, itself the focus of another of Woolf’s London essays, “Great
Men’s Houses” (1932).
Woolf’s earlier “Carlyle’s House” (1909) finds the great sage’s home “forcibly
preserved” (CH 3). Both essays scrutinise his house contents, but whereas “Carlyle’s
House” attends to a “horrid” photographic portrait of a moribund, emaciated Mrs Carlyle
(4); “Great Men’s Houses”, conversely, picks out from the objects on display the cast of
Mr Carlyle’s “excruciated and ravished face […] when his life was done” (his face itself
a cast of lived experiences) (LS 41). That Woolf’s own portrait, from life, was in process
as she wrote these words gives them a distinct cast in turn. The new cast of Tomlin’s
bust, a repetition or representation of an earlier representation, is a poignant link to the
living Woolf: a signifier of a signifier of Woolf. Less reverentially, it casts up Dr
Johnson’s figure for a thought put into new words: “the old dog in a new doublet”; or
recasts Johnson: “the old dog in the old doublet”.

II.
Johnson’s notorious dog dancing on hind-legs (his analogy for women preachers), I have
argued, haunts Shakespeare’s sister, Woolf’s messianic – improperly registered – woman
artist, in A Room of One’s Own. “Women”, Woolf encapsulates, “have not had a dog’s
chance of writing poetry” (AROO 108).[4] Woolf frequently reinscribes this sliding
canine signifier in representations of struggles between men and women over artistic
subjectivity.[5] There is a racial cast to Woolf’s canine signifier, not least in that uneasy
passage, in A Room of One’s Own, concerning the “very fine negress”. Here Woolf
prefigures patriarchal colonialism (inscription) as a dog marking its territory (women,

unlike men, “will pass a tombstone or a signpost without feeling an irresistible desire to
cut their names on it, as Alf, Bert or Chas must do in obedience to their instinct”), even as
she aligns dogs with women as the objects of this process (“Ce chien est à moi”) (AROO
50). Compare Jacob’s analogy, in Jacob’s Room, for the presence of women in church;
the dog “approaching a pillar with a purpose” (JR 33). I fear the consequences of a dog’s
trespassing in Tavistock Square Gardens. [6] Yet it betters the fate of Woolf’s phantom,
dogged, Judith Shakespeare, who has no statue, no tombstone to piss on (to pursue
Woolf’s slippery canine gendering), “buried at some cross-roads where the omnibuses
now stop at the Elephant and Castle” (AROO 113).
My Signifying Dog thesis obtains where Woolf negotiates the “battlefield” of
Carlyle’s house, from the cast of Carlyle’s death-mask to a portrait of his tormented wife
(in whose eyes “bitterness and suffering mingle”) via the garden: “not a place of rest and
recreation, but another smaller battlefield marked with a tombstone beneath which a dog
lies buried” (LS 40-1). Arthur Conan Doyle’s earlier fictional account, in A Duet (1899),
of a young couple on a guided tour of Carlyle’s house, similarly points up the cast of
Carlyle, “the subterranean […] gloomy kitchen”, the dog’s grave in the garden. The
episode closes with the wife’s concern that her husband does not “turn out a second
Carlyle”(Doyle 311, 315, 316), an expression that plays on the capacity of the sculptor’s
cast to issue further copies of its original. It replicates too the words of Woolf’s father at
the death of her mother: “I was not as bad as Carlyle was I?” (Lee 93).
The Carlyles’ hierarchized marital relations also feature in Woolf’s famous
statement, elsewhere, on the revolutionary social changes of 1910 (CDB 96). Carlyle’s
prolific creativity, Woolf and Conan Doyle both emphasize, is buttressed by his talented

wife’s domestic servitude. “Great Men’s Houses” inserts a canine figure in this marital
hierarchy. Woolf’s term “tombstone” (Carlyle’s is “tablet”) [7] has us trotting back, with
the scent of Carlyle, to the (racialised) trope of the dog marking the “tombstone” in the
“fine negress” passage in A Room of One’s Own. [8] That the dog’s grave is a Woolfian
signifier representing the historic, unequal struggles between men and women over
artistic subjectivity seems confirmed by the dog’s name. I have yet to discover why the
Carlyles called their white dog Nero, but I do know his ancient imperial name-sake’s
legendary dying words: “Qualis Artifex Pereo” (“What an artist is lost with me!”)
(Suetonius XLIX 1). Woolf reviewed the Carlyles’ letters, which fulsomely document
nero’s antics, including “danc[ing] around [Carlyle] on his hind legs”, some, indeed, in
his voice.[9] Nero also features in Flush, which notes his suicidal leap from a window,
and his lingering death after the wheels of a butcher’s cart crushed his throat (147).
Nero’s fate and Flush’s nausea at Carlyle’s name serve to confirm his preference for the
democratic freedoms of Italy over the inequities of England. [10]
Nero’s silent grave provides sombre contrast, in “Great Men’s Houses”, to “the
bark of dogs fetching and carrying sticks” heard outside John Keats’s house, where, in
spite of “death masks […] and other grisly memorials”, Woolf finds, “life goes on” (LS
43). Taking Woolf’s six London essays “as a whole” (McVicker 143-165; 141-172), this
grave becomes a significant counterpoint to London’s grand public memorial statuary in
other essays, particularly, “Abbeys and Cathedrals” and “‘This is the House of
Commons’”. Woolf’s well-noted tropes of industrial processing include references to
statuary and monument production, and therefore should also be read aesthetically, I
suggest, with reference to the sculptor’s art of casting. Laval, relief imagery pervades the

essays, which together constitute a literary equivalent to Rachel Whiteread’s sculpture,
casting not only a room or house but a whole city. The dead Carlyle’s cast is an
important figurative hinge in this respect, appearing in the essay that mediates “The
Docks of London” and “‘This is the House of Commons’”.
The closing essay, “Portrait of a Londoner”, features the moribund Mrs Crowe, a
creepy London hostess, personified vortex of the imperial, commercial, industrial,
political, cultural and memorialising processes charted in the preceding essays. Crowe
returns us in fictionalised form to the domestic darkness of Carlyle’s household. But
Carlyle is also present, in intertextual form, in the opening essay, “The Docks of
London”, which describes the arrival and processing of goods from every global quarter
to service the somatic demands of the imperial centre. The ensuing essays chart the
progress of imperial goods, in terms of labour, commerce, and politics, up-river through
the physical geography of London from the docks via Bond Street and Westminster, to
the sinister Mrs Crowe’s house. Like the chartered Thames Woolf depicts earlier, Mrs
Crowe is a Blakean figure. But the textual provenance of the “sacks of cinnamon” (LS
18), among the goods at the docks, is with Carlyle, a writer on the other side of the
Thames (in every sense) from William Blake.[11] Carlyle’s notorious 1853 pamphlet,
“The Nigger Question”, likens black people to dogs, figuring as “a tropical dog-kennel”
the domain of those who disrupt imperial trade in “those sugars, cinnamons, and nobler
products of the West India Islands”. [12] Woolf shows Carlyle’s “quite visible role in
[the imperial] process”, and mocks “the monumentalising of his house by the English
culture industry” (McVicker 149), a commodifying process extending to the casting of
the man himself in death. [13]

The impasse came when I looked for the kind of precise material correlation I
began to suspect Woolf’s re-signification of Johnson’s dog-signifier was also signalling.
Convinced as I am of Woolf’s sophisticated engagement with suffragist aesthetics and
iconography, [14] fascinated by the politically charged representational tug-of-war her
canine tropes conduct, I was looking for a dog, or the representation of a dog, in the
public sphere, one of potent political, and suffragist (or anti-suffragist) significance; a
“battlefield” dog of more obvious contemporary significance than Carlyle’s long dead
Nero. Further in this representational mire, I was reminded of the elusive Mrs Brown,
Woolf’s figure in “Mr Bennett and Mrs Brown”, for “life itself” (CDB 119), that which
inadequate materialist novelists fail to represent. Why call her Mrs Brown, she who
represents that which evades representation? What happened in 1910 to make Mrs Brown
change? Is she mother to the “million […] Miss Browns” who “scuttle and hurry, swing
off omnibuses, dive into tubes” in Woolf’s London essay, “Abbeys and Cathedrals” (LS
50)? Like them, she seems inseparable from her chosen mode of municipal public
transport. Laura Doyle writes perceptively of Woolf’s “linger[ing] in a tingling,
Brownian zone of encounter between self and other” (Doyle 1); in this Brownian zone of
“significant otherness”, I see Mrs Brown accompanied by a (brown) dog.[15] The
Brownian zone may be a Deleuzian figure of becoming-woman, becoming-dog. Indeed,
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari invoke Woolf’s “thin dog” figure, who both “runs
down the street” and “is the street”, for their key concept of “haecceity”, the “rhizome”.
“This is how we need to feel”, they declare (Deleuze and Guattari 263) [16]. But what
happens when the dog is (forcibly) taken out of the street? This can happen (as we will
see). Yet the street (its inhabiting history) cannot so readily be taken out of the dog.

III.
The impasse passed one June on a tour of Battersea with a local friend, who announced:
“Of course, there are no public statues in Battersea…”. [17] Battersea’s one great,
infamous exception, I learned, was the Statue of the Little Brown Dog. [18] Battersea is
just across the river from Carlyle’s Chelsea house. In what follows I see Battersea in
“Brownian” relief, a Blakean “contrary” state, to Carlyle’s Chelsea.
“Battersea Park” Woolf herself finds “one of the possessions which people in
Chelsea secretly pride themselves upon” (L IV 127). Her declaration on the obsolescence
of “the small separate statue” seems so pertinent to Battersea. The “age of architecture
dawn[s]”, she urges: “give up making statues” (LS 71). Westminster’s elitist statuary will
cede to new architecture erected by progressive politics. The essay in fact closes with a
call for synthesis. Democracy, deferred for a century (like Shakespeare’s sister), “will
come” (LS 70-72), just as Shakespeare’s sister “will come” (AROO 114), by combining
collective with individual. Communal, architectural context frames statuary’s individual
personality. In Westminster Hall, however, stand “blue giant[s]”: policemen (LS 71).
These “regulatory figures”, one critic notes, interrupt Woolf’s “democratic dreams”
(Cuddy-Keane 51). Yet Woolf’s “dream” of a democratic public sphere, uncluttered by
aristocracy’s pernicious statuary, but also not free of police surveillance, was already a
reality in the radical Borough of Battersea.
Under a left-wing council since 1900, Battersea “acquired a national reputation as
a hotbed of alternative politics and a breeding ground for trade unionism, republicanism,
anti-colonialism, municipal socialism, Irish home rulers, suffragettes – and anti-

vivisectionists” (Mason 24). Battersea elected Britain’s first black Mayor (a PanAfricanist) in 1913, and an Italian-Asian Communist MP in the 1920s. The “distinct lack
of statues or memorials” is, for one historian, “no doubt due to the Council’s lack of
deference to Royalty or personalities” (Loobey 5). The exceptional statue, erected to the
memory of “the brown terrier done to death in the laboratories of University College”
(Mason 26),[19] became the focal point of running battles between several political
factions. The working-class joined anti-vivisectionists and suffragettes in defending it
against reactionaries, conservatives, “progressive” scientists and students.
The repeated vivisections performed on the dog, and its death (by stabbing), at the
hands of London University staff, are related in “Fun”, an ironically titled chapter of The
Shambles of Science (1903) by two Swedish feminist anti-vivisectionists, enrolled as
students at the London School of Medicine. A highly publicised libel trial followed,[20]
in the aftermath of which anti-vivisectionists commissioned a bronze statue of the Brown
Dog from memorial sculptor, Joseph Whitehead. It was unveiled in Battersea’s
Latchmere Recreation Ground in September 1906. The controversy over the dead dog it
commemorated necessitated from the start an electric alarm, and, very soon, heavy and
permanent police guard. It was attacked in 1907 by medical students, who also rioted in
Trafalgar Square. In 1909, Battersea returned a less radical council, which, despite a
huge counter rally in Trafalgar Square in support of the dog, stealthily removed the
monument in the auspicious year 1910, the year, Woolf famously identified, when
“human character changed” (CDB 96). The Brown Dog affair hit the national press;
questions were asked in the House concerning its fate and the expense of police
protection. The statue, destroyed in 1911, remains a signifier of considerable cultural and

political freight. Representing not only the dog, but also the power struggles between
variously allied factions, it is a vanished icon of the political turbulence of 1910. Like the
Carlyles’ dog’s grave, it constitutes a “battlefield” in gender, race, and class war. Antivivisectionists, suffragettes, and others fought the patriarchs of London University over
the representation of a dog killed the laboratories to which women themselves had only
recently gained access. Parallels resonate in Woolf’s writing. A Room of One’s Own, for
example, a tract on women’s access to education, with distinctly canine tropes, features
the shared laboratory of Chloe and Olivia, and several allusions to eugenics, which are
further explored in Flush. [21]
Let us not forget the statue’s utilitarian, municipal function. Following Woolf’s
interest in the architectural context of public statuary, we note its site in Latchmere
Gardens, flanked by Reform Street and Freedom Street. The atmosphere is not unlike the
idealised, urban, public garden space in Woolf’s London essay, “Abbeys and Cathedrals”
(echoing too Blake’s “Echoing Green”): “ those old graveyards which have become
gardens and playgrounds” where “the tombstones no longer serve to mark the graves, but
line the walls with their white tablets” or play “the part of garden ornament”. In this
transformed, feminised, memorialising collective space “mothers and nursemaids gossip;
children play; and the old beggar, after eating his dinner from a paper bag, scatters
crumbs to the sparrows. These garden graveyards are the most peaceful of our London
sanctuaries and their dead the quietest” (LS 58-9). Similarly, the charm of the Brown
Dog lay in its status “not as a work of art but as a utilitarian tribute to a cause. It was a
fountain, not a statue; plain and unfussy, like the working class homes which surrounded
it […] something for the local people to adopt as their own” (Mason 38). This collective

fountain served not only people, but the companion species too. Beneath the bronze dog
was a drinking fountain for humans; beneath that, a small trough for dogs.
Pointed reference to “the little brown dog” appears in Flush (56), in a caninephilosophical passage that rehearses the popular canine ethics of books like On
Immortality: A Letter to a Dog (1916) by Lizzie Lind-af-Hageby, the feminist champion
of the original Little Brown Dog. Flush, many critics note, contrasts the class-ridden,
hierarchized urban geography of London with the more democratic, egalitarian public
spaces of Italy, where Flush “becom[es] daily more […] democratic” (142). But Woolf
also shows Florence’s open-air statuary (albeit of human form) to provide comfort to
Flush in just the way the Brown Dog fountain statue was meant to function in the
politically advanced democratic grove of Latchmere, London: Flush dozes “beneath a
statue, couched under the lip of a fountain” (155). Recalling a politically turbulent,
class-ridden English life, Flush languishes with female companions in the “violet” shade
of Italian public fountain statuary, [22] a colour that also connects with Battersea’s
Brown Dog, adorned to this day, even in its second incarnation, in suffrage colours.
The original Brown Dog statue vanished, but there is a statue commemorating the
first statue. Erected in 1985, significantly not in Latchmere Gardens, but some way off in
a discrete corner of Battersea Park, this new signifier of a signifier of a dog (by Nicola
Hicks) replicates (and expands on) the original’s lengthy inscription. Sadly, it lacks a
fountain for humans or dogs. Where the original bronze stood in Latchmere Gardens is
the sign: “NO DOGS ALLOWED IN THIS PLAYGROUND”. Locals continue to
campaign for the reinstatement of their cherished dog-fountain. While the dog is no
longer in Latchmere Gardens, flanked by Reform Street and Freedom Street, this earlier

libertarian context, I suggest, is still in the dog, even in its new doublet, even in Battersea
Park.
Cruelly termed Woolf’s tombstone, Flush’s stock rises in an era when a
disappearing dog tops the best-sellers, and a reprieved dog features in mainstream
cinema; when philosophers write serious works on dogs, and feminist philosophers write
canine manifestos. [23] “Testimony to the lives that will never be narrated, the
inscrutable and unrepresentable” (Caughie 52), Flush is a signifier of that which cannot
be represented or resists representation. But like the little brown dog, Woolf’s canine
signifiers may also mark, and be marked as, that which has been refused representation
(Haraway’s “improperly registered”). They signify too the streets they have run in.

Endnotes

[1] The Woolf memorial was unveiled on 26 June 2004 in Tavistock Square Gardens at
the close of the Fourteenth Annual International Conference on Virginia Woolf, held in
Bloomsbury, London.
[2] Woolf wrote six essays on London for the magazine Good Housekeeping between
1931 and 1932: “The Docks of London”, December 1931; “Oxford Street Tide”, January
1932; “Great Men’s Houses”, March 1932; “Abbeys and Cathedrals”, May 1932; “ ‘This
is the House of Commons’”, October 1932; “Portrait of a Londoner”, December 1932.
The first five were republished in The London Scene a limited edition by Frank Hallman
(New York, 1975), and the Hogarth Press (London, 1982). All six essays appear in a new
edition of The London Scene, published by Snowbooks (London, 2004), to which this
essay refers throughout.
[3] See note 2.
[4] James Boswell writes: “Sir, a woman’s preaching is like a dog’s walking on his
hinder legs. It is not done well; but you are surprised to find it done at all” (463). Also,
see Jane Goldman, unpublished paper, “Who let the dogs out?: Virginia Woolf and Dr
Johnson” (2001).
[5] For example, see The Voyage Out, pp. 300, 292: the musician Rachel Vinrace, whose
dying breath is inhaled by her overbearing fiancé Terence (an aspiring writer), is earlier
likened by him to Johnson’s dog.
[6] Dogs are allowed in on a leash.
[7] Thomas Carlyle, Note to Jane Welsh Carlyle letter.

[8] Intriguingly, long before Woolf wrote of it, indeed before Carlyle himself died, the
dog’s “tombstone” had vanished. It was stolen, in fact, according to the National Trust
people at Carlyle’s House.
[9] Woolf, “The Letters of Jane Welsh Carlyle” (1905) and “More Carlyle Letters”
(1909), The Essays of Virginia Woolf vol. 1; “Geraldine and Jane”, Common Reader:
Second Series.
[10] See: Susan Squier, Virginia Woolf and London: The Sexual Politics of the
[11] Woolf records her “discovery” of William Blake’s house, in a letter to Clive Bell (6
February 1930), The Letters of Virginia Woolf vol. 4, p. 134.
[12] I am grateful to the Woolf scholar, Tuzyline Allan for alerting me to the possible
significance of this pamphlet in Woolf’s writing.
[13] As for Woolf’s own casting and monumentalising by the English culture industry, I
would be first in the queuefor a miniature replica of the replica of Tomlin’s bust of
Woolf, when the cultural custodians get to it. Indeed bronze medallions of Woolf were
on sale at the 2004 conference on Woolf in Bloomsbury, London.
[14] See Jane Goldman, The Feminist Aesthetics of Virginia Woolf: Modernism, PostImpressionism and the Politics of the Visual; “‘Purple Buttons on Her Bodice’: Feminist
History and Iconagraphy in The Waves”; “Virginia Woolf and Post-Impressionism:
French Art, English Theory and Feminist Practice.”
[15] Mrs Brown famously appears in a railway carriage in “Mr Bennett and Mrs Brown”.
Interestingly, in a glass case at Slough Station there is a Victorian, stuffed brown dog
called “Station Jim”, famed for riding around on trains, but sadly not for his views on
women’s suffrage.

[16] The “thin dog” appears in Woolf’s reading of Katherine Mansfield’s technique, in
“A Terribly Sensitive Mind” (1927).
[17] Paul Cook, the dedicatee of this essay.
[18] A “futuristic” war memorial was erected in 1924 in a corner of Battersea Park, but
let this pass. See Lord Edward Gleichan, London’s Open Air Statuary (London, 1928), p.
171.
[19] Inscription on the Little Brown Dog fountain statue (1906).
[20] Unpublished related papers are held in the University of London archives.
[21] See also: Woolf, Flush, p. 125; Anna Snaith “Of Fanciers, Footnotes, and Fascism:
Virginia Woolf’s Flush; Judith Allen’s “Flush and ‘the deformity of words’”,
unpublished paper; David Bradshaw “Eugenics: ‘They should certainly be killed’”.
[22] Snaith convincingly reads Flush’s nineteenth century Italy through Woolf’s
contemporary knowledge of the emergent Italian fascist state and fascist politics closer to
home. (The colour brown, and the raised right arm of the statue may endorse this
reading.) My reading of the novel through the London essays, and through the cultural
resonances of the Brown Dog Affair, does not contradict this, but recognises Woolf’s
capacity to put forward a dual vision from the same imagery. Woolf’s glimpses of canine
democratic groves represent alternative but achievable realities to the emergent fascists
and Nazi dictatorships of the 1930s.
[23] Mark Haddon, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (2004); J.M.
Coetzee, Disgraced (1999); Raimond Gaita, The Philosopher’s Dog (2003); Giorgio
Agamben, The Open: Man and Animal (2004); Donna Haraway, The Companion Species

Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant Otherness (2003). Note too the persistent rash
of performing dogs in advertisements for everything from vodka to car insurance.
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Leonard and Virginia’s London Library: Mapping London’s Tides, Rivers, and
Statues
Elisa Kay Sparks
(slide 1: title)

This is a merger of two papers: the first, rather dry and scholarly, is a bibliographic account of the
books about London in Leonard and Virginia’s working library; the second is the more
speculative result of the first—a discussion of some key images having to do with rivers, tides,
and statues especially as they underlie Woolf’s vision of London in Mrs. Dalloway, A Room of
One’s Own, and The London Scene.

Washington State University’s collection (slide 2: Special Collections) of the working library
of Leonard and Virginia Woolf includes among its more than 6000 volumes at least a
dozen books and maps about London and its enviorns. (slide 3: Maps) These books fall
generally into four groups. First there are the early works belonging to Virginia Stephen;
often received as gifts, these are historical guidebooks including collections of poems and
quotations about the city. Next there is a cluster of books garnered in the early 1920s,
more systematically historical in focus. In the late twenties and early thirties creative
works representing other artists’ portrayals of the city begin to appear. And finally, there
are the practical works used in the later thirties: guidebooks and maps for getting around.
The first batch of London books, belonging to Virginia Stephen’s adolescence,
establishes the cultural foundation of Woolf’s love for the city, especially for its rich,
hidden history and concentration of literary associations. On Virginia Stephen’s
fourteenth birthday, January 25, 1896, her older half-brother George Duckworth
presented her with a copy of the sixth edition of Augustus J. C. Hare’s classic Walks in
London. (slide 4: Hare) Woolf’s mother, Julia Stephen, had been dead for almost nine

months. Woolf had her first serious “breakdown” some time soon after her mother’s
death, and the family doctor’s prescription for her recovery included four hours a day out
of doors, spent, according to Quentin Bell, on long walks or rides on the tops of buses
(45). Perhaps this birthday gift from George was an element of that prescription, an
invitation to begin what would be a lifetime of exploring London’s mazes.
Hare’s guide is a veritable commonplace book of literary quotations about
London, many of them from what would become Virginia’s favorite authors. Cowper,
Shelley, Charles Lamb, and Macaulay are all invoked in the first two pages. Samuel
Johnson is frequently quoted; his paean about London, “I think the full tide of existence
is at Charing Cross,” used to introduce Chapter One and the section on this statue of
Charles I (slide 5: Hare, Charles) is copied out in the book’s dedication – apparently in
Virginia’s own hand. Hare then goes on to explore the etymology of “Charing” in an
effort to establish the medieval origin of the site, continues with history of the various
crosses and the statue itself, quotes Waller’s poem about it, and ends with a flurry of
literary references to Pope’s Dunciad, the early schooling of Ben Johnson, and an
allusion to the location in one of Swift’s. In addition, Hare’s work, like many other
London books in the collection, makes mention of what became a minor theme of my
investigations; in his Introduction he describes how “all the smaller brooks or rivers
which fed the Thames are buried and lost to view” (xxiv; 9). (slide 6: Lost Rivers)
Possibly just as important in establishing the conventional literary associations of
various sites in London was Wilfred Whitten’s, London in Song, (slide 7: Whitten)
published in 1898, but apparently given to Virginia in 1900 at the age of eighteen by her
Aunt Stephen. (slide 8: Bookplate). (The copy at WSU has a plain white cover, instead of

the gilded one; it is covered with a rather childish sketch (slide 9 cover sketch). This
compilation of more than 200 poems and excerpts is similar to Hare in that it is organized
in chronological order by location and theme, presenting, for example, a series of poems
about Kensington Gardens. In addition, the collection also stresses contrasts –
juxtaposing poems about country and city, London at night and during the day (slide 10:
Endpapers). Even more interestingly, it includes many of the exact same excerpts. For

instance, Whitten’s volume begins as Hare’s does by quoting both Cowper’s praise of
London and Shelley’s characterization of it as “that great sea whose ebb and flow/ At
once is deaf and loud”.
These books on London provide the foundation for the growing
professionalism of Virginia’s interest in the city of her birth. Starting with her 1903 diary
exercises on ”An Expedition to Hampton Court,” “The Country in London,” “Earl’s
Court,” “London,” and “The Serpentine” (all in Leaska’s The Passionate Apprentice),
she wrote a series of essays about London before beginning to incorporate her intimate
knowledge of it into her fiction. In 1905 she published “London Street Music,” a tender
celebration of the “old pagans” whose honest expression of emotions can put us in touch
with the archaic rhythms of our humanity. A few days later, her essay “Literary
Geography” placed Dickens and Thackery as Londoners. In 1908 she reviewed two
books about London by foreigners (one French, one German) for The Times Literary
Supplement, in the process listing many of the conventional topoi about London familiar
from her own travel guides: the emphasis on London’s diversity, age, and literary
associations. Woolf describes the travel writers as “bewildered and exhilarated by the
innumerable types which pour through the narrow channels” of London’s streets, noting

that “They quote their Lambs . . . recall what Dr. Johnson said about Charing Cross, and
imagine how many distinguished people have walked where we walk now” (E I 201). In
1909 she wrote the sketches collected in Carlyle’s House, all of which—with the
exception of one on Cambridge—deal with London locations or characters.
The next book in the Woolf library which reflects an interest in London is E. V.
Lucas’s London Revisited. (slide 11: Lucas cover) Woolf reviewed this book in November
1916, again for The Times Literary Supplement. Lucas’s guidebook is rather light,
impressionistic and unashamedly digressive, except for the systematic attempt to make a
complete list of all “the open air statues of London” (Preface, v). But responding to it
elicited some of Woolf’s most personal and direct comments about London—perhaps
because she was just beginning her ten-year exile from the city in suburban Richmond
(Hogarth House 1915-1924). We see her fascination with the infinite eccentricity and
archeological history of the city when she declares:
Personally, we should be willing to read one volume about every street in the city
and should still ask for more. From the bones of extinct monsters and the coins of
Roman emperors in the cellars to the name of the shopman over the door, the
whole story is fascinating and the material endless. (E II 50)
Lucas’s book includes an account of the then-new Museum of London at Stafford House
(it now has its own premises near the Barbican) detailing the exhibits about prehistoric
times when “mastodons were [London’s] principal inhabitants,” and mentioning
especially the mammoth bone found at Ilford (still prominently on display) and the
display of drawings of Londoners in skins by Forestier (slide 12: Nebraska Man) (143). In

addition, the visually fascinating endpapers for Lucas’s book clearly map for the attentive
viewer the course of the half-hidden remains of the Tyburn River. (slides 13 and 14)
A number of other books in the library expand upon these archeological concerns.
Gillian Beer has developed the suggestion that Lucy Swithin’s obsession with prehistoric
London in Between the Acts comes from reading Wells’ Outline of History, but several
other books from the 1920s in the Woolf Collection at WSU offer substantial details
about the pre-history of London including Wilfred Marston Acres’ London and
Westminster in History & Literature , William Page’s London: Its Origin and Early
Development, (both published in 1923) (slide 15: Page) and G.M. Trevelyan’s History of
England (1926).
Beyond references to early man and lost rivers, Lucas’ catalogue of monuments
calls forth a pretty definitive statement of Woolf’s dislike of the recent mania for imperial
statues:
Many of us…have never quite reconciled ourselves to the attempt which has been
made of late to comb out her [London’s] huddle of little streets and substitute
military-looking avenues with enormous symbolical mounds of statuary placed at
exactly the wrong spot. (E II 50-1)
The conclusion of her review extends this feminist note, asking why a particular statue,
“one of the few. . . that is pleasing to the eye – the woman with an urn which fronts the
gates of the Founding Hospital” (slide 16: Waterbearer) has been left out (50). Isn’t it
interesting, Woolf seems to ask, in a city overrun with statues of great men, that one of
the handful of statues commemorating an anonymous woman has been overlooked?

The review of Lucas’s book thus brings together a cluster of ideas about
London—also contained in other books in the Woolfs’ library—which are to become
increasingly intertwined in Woolf’s subsequent work: early humans, old and hidden
rivers, new statues of famous men, the anonymous and unseen work of women. Mrs.
Dalloway, for instance, develops an opposition between public statues of men and hidden
rivers associated with women which flows directly from this pattern of association.
Interpretations of Mrs. Dalloway have long focused on the dialectical structure of the
novel—masculine and feminine, sane and insane, public and private, community and
isolation, egalitarian and democratic, unity and fragmentation, life and death—are just
some of the dichotomies proposed. And many have of course noticed the prevalence of
water imagery, the way the very term “stream of consciousness” is dramatized in the
novel’s flowing segues from character to character. Johanna Garvey, in particular has
persuasively argued that “Woolf employs water imagery to [...] undermine patriarchal
institutions […] and ultimately to create a female vision of the cityscape” (60).
Garvey’s insights connect interestingly with Gillian Beer’s explorations of
archeological imagery in Woolf’s work and with Scott Cohen’s recent work on “Woolf,
Wembley, and Imperial Monuments” to suggest a kind of thematic complex in Woolf’s
vision of London that is acted out not only in Mrs. Dalloway, but also in many references
to London in A Room of One’s Own as well as in the essays which make up The London
Scene (1932).
In his recent article about Woolf and the imperial monuments of the British
Exhibition at Wembley, Scott Cohen associates the statues of London with a “rigidly
monumentalized” concept of empire (7) noting that just after Peter glares at the statue of

the Duke of Cambridge, the uniformed who boys pass by the Cenotaph, themselves start
to become statues: “on their faces an expression like the letters of a legend written round
the base of a statue praising duty, fidelity, love of England” (MD 51). (slide 17: Duke and
Cenotaph) His account of Peter’s progress through the city as “an obstacle course” (Cohen

7) recalls the many references to the “tides” of people flowing through London’s streets,
establishing a vision of the statues as islands in a sea of moving crowds that connects
interestingly with Woolf’s many references to the prehistoric past of London as a
swampy rhododendron forest.
A number of interpretations of Mrs. Dalloway, including both Garvey’s and Beer’s,
have specifically identified the archaic female voices of the two old women in the text,
especially the one who sings at the entrance to the tube at Regent’s Park, with a kind of
unconscious, pre-linguistic maternal opposite to the imperial masculinities of the novel.
When I found out through reading the books on London in the Woolfs’ library that there
were lost rivers in London, one of which, the Tyburn, ran roughly underneath the
pathways of the walks in Mrs. Dalloway, (slide 18 –Rivers and MD) I felt I had uncovered a
literal source for the merger of song and stream:
As the ancient song bubbled up opposite Regent’s Park Tube Station […] though
it issued from so rude a mouth, a mere hole in the earth [...] still the old bubbling
burbling song, soaking through the knotted roots of infinite ages, and skeleton and
treasure, streamed away in rivulets over the pavement and all along the
Marylebone Road. (MD 81)
The drafts of this passage in Helen Wussow’s text of the manuscript confirm that Woolf’s
vision was specifically pre-historic and female : “There was an age when the pavement

was grass; another when it was swamp; an age of tusk and mammoth […] and through
them all the battered woman – for she wore a skirt […] stood singing of love.” (96). The
prehistoric marshland of Westminster is similarly evoked in the manuscripts for Women
and Fiction: just as Woolf is walking down statue-strewn Whitehall—at the same place
Peter was when the boys went by—she thinks about feeling alone in a crowd and has a
vision of “the primeval woman in a tree; lamenting so it seems the course that human
destiny must take” (144).
Woolf’s critical attitude towards London statues is echoed and extended in another
volume in the Woolf library: The People’s Album of London Statues, a delightfully
irreverent assortment of comments on “this world of petrified supermen” (9) written by
Osbert Sitwell with drawings by Nina Hamnet, published by Duckworth in 1928. Like
Woolf, Sitwell mourns the gradual invasion of the city by this “stone mob” (46), going so
far as to suggest that:
Just as traffic has now perforce to be regulated, so should the mob of statues have
adequate police supervision. A Controller of Inanimate People should be
appointed by the Government or municipality. (56)
And also like Woolf, Sitwell and Hamnet are attracted to the statues of “those least
celebrated today” (slide 19: illus from Hamnet) such as the statue of the man with his dog on
the cover and the Waterbearer which Woolf singled out in her Lucas review—as opposed
to those who have “made the world safe for plutocracy” (Sitwell 33).
This connection of the prehistoric past of London with anonymous women, with
hidden sources of water, and with the modern diversity and freedom of the tides of
crowds in London’s streets as contrasted to the petrified present of statues of great men

continues to appear in Woolf’s writing of the thirties. Susan Squier’s analysis of the
essays in The London Scene (1932) shows a clear continuation of the complex. As Squier
notes, both “The Docks of London and “Great Men’s Houses” establish “a vision of
London divided between messy, exploitative male masters and overburdened female
housekeepers” (55). This corresponds to a vertical distinction between the “male parlor
and the female scullery” (Squier 61), particularly in the Carlyle’s house where the lack of
running water laid on in the house meant a life of hard labor for “harassed women
carrying tins cans” of water from the well in the basement to the great man’s rooms
above (LS 24). (slide 20: Carlyle’s House) “Oxford Street Tide” of course continues the motif
of the diversity of London’s streets being like a flowing river, and in the last published
essay, “This is the House of Commons,” Woolf completes the complex by returning to
the idea that men in Whitehall get petrified into statues, even in the “irreverent [House of]
Commons” (LS 41).
Woolf ends The London Scene calling for a union between the “democracy which
makes halls” and “the aristocracy which carved statues” (41), a reiteration of her call for
androgynous synthesis at the end of A Room of One’s Own, but only recognizable as such
if we know the hidden rivers of association which run under her mental map of London, a
map first sketched out in her own London library. (slide 21: Four Hidden Rivers)
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Mapping the Ghostly City: Cambridge, A Room of One’s Own and the University
Novel
Anna Bogen

Recorded responses to Virginia Woolf’s Cambridge lectures in 1928 nearly all express a
particular kind of ambivalent admiration. Kathleen Raine, impressed by Woolf and her
stylish companion Vita Sackville-West, famously called them “the two most beautiful
women I had ever seen,” describing them as “entirely removed from what is usually
called ‘real’ life, as if they had descended like goddesses from Olympus”(22). At least as
famous as Raine’s account is that of her fellow Girtonian Muriel Bradbrook, later one of
Woolf’s fiercest critics, who felt that “her Cambridge was not ours” (My Cambridge 41).
In the same memoir from which this quotation is taken, Bradbrook describes late 1920s
Girton in alternative literary terms, first those of Rosamond Lehmann, whose novel Dusty
Answer was published the year before Woolf’s talk, and then in those of L.T. Meade’s
1886 book A Sweet Girl Graduate. Whether admiring or scornful, therefore,
contemporaneous responses to the lectures that would eventually become A Room of
One’s Own make clear the boundaries between Woolf and her audience, boundaries that
not only separated Woolf, as the consummate Londoner, from provincial Cambridge, but,
at least from Bradbrook’s point of view, separated her from a literary community, that,
however lowbrow, appeared to hold a monopoly on university commentary.
Contemporary critical views of Woolf as a modernist, metropolitan writer who
championed the fluid possibilities of the metropolis against the static, exclusionary spaces
of Oxbridge are, in a way, the latest incarnation of this viewpoint. And despite valuable
work that has sought to re-direct attention towards Woolf’s Cambridge connections, this

opposition remains central to much of Woolf criticism. Using Bradbrook’s memoir as a
starting point, therefore, I want to examine more closely the relation between London and
Cambridge in A Room of One’s Own, and, as such, briefly suggest a textual relationship
between Woolf and university literature. I hope to show that the impulse behind
Bradbrook’s characterization has perhaps been taken too much at face value; that in A
Room of One’s Own, at least, Woolf’s use of textual strategies is not only reminiscent of
university literature, but goes a long way towards deconstructing this opposition between
city and university.
Virtually no detail of Woolf’s biography has been left unexamined, and her
personal connections to Cambridge through family members and friends are well
documented. It is certainly safe to say that by the time A Room of One’s Own was
written, it would probably already have been possible to identify Cambridge, at least, as
one of the places that, as Angela Ingram puts it, ‘loomed monumentally’ over her life, as
well as her writing (126). If Cambridge was monumentally looming over Woolf in the
1920s, however, it was gaining similar ground in the arena of popular fiction. The early
twentieth century saw an explosion of romantic novels about young men and women at
Oxford and Cambridge, first brought to the public attention in 1914 by the scandal that
dogged publication of Compton Mackenzie’s Sinister Street. Within the genre of the
women’s college novel, L.T. Meade, cited by Bradbrook, had written four ‘Oxbridge’
tales by 1920, and in 1923 Vera Brittain’s novel The Dark Tide gained a press notoriety
rivalling Mackenzie’s with its voyeuristic portrayal of Somerville. The Dark Tide was
followed throughout the twenties and thirties by at least a book a year, including 1927’s
Dusty Answer, which became an immediate bestseller on both sides of the Atlantic.

Lehmann herself said of her novel that its popularity represented “one of those curious,
unaccountable explosions of zeitgeist,” (Swan 67) and the post-war interest in upper-class
life at the ancient universities meant that the fiction capitalizing on such an interest
created a language for talking about the university experience that was quickly
assimilated into the public vocabulary. By the early thirties, what Q.D. Leavis would
scornfully call these “peepshows” of the academic world began to be regarded as reliable
documentary sources (303), praised according to their ability to show the reader the ins
and outs of this arcane world. The mixture of fact and fiction inherent in such a discourse
resembles A Room of One’s Own, which, with its corruption of the traditional essay form,
as well as its meditations on class, education and gender, invites comparison with
university fiction.
For Woolf, the consummate outsider, such a setting was of necessity both
personally and politically charged, and it is such an evocation of Cambridge that readers
remember from A Room of One’s Own, a striking setting through which the narrator and
her argument proceed, alternating in what Rachel Bowlby has identified as “progressive”
and “transgressive” modes of flânerie (194). In contemporary academia, analysis of
these settings is inevitably complicated by intimate knowledge of Woolf’s biography,
which cites the ‘real’ lectures she gave in Cambridge as the direct inspiration for the
textual Room, so that, in a sense, the text we read in book form is directly inspired by the
very lecture that it claims to represent. The biographical connections that make up what
Rosenbaum has described as the ‘mythology’ of A Room of One’s Own make it easy to
miss the crucial fictionality of the text (xvi), a point that Woolf makes explicitly clear a
few pages in: “I need not say that what I am about to describe has no existence; Oxbridge

is an invention; so is Fernham”(4). This famous passage, a disingenuous attempt to warn
off the reader, often has the opposite effect, suggesting to the reader the existence of an
essential “truth” about Cambridge; fiction will be used to illuminate fact, just as a novel
can tell us “what every term is really like.” Woolf continues to embed fictionality in her
text by her deliberate use of the term “Oxbridge.” By now ubiquitous, this term is in
itself an example of university fiction’s hold on the real world, originating in Thackeray’s
Pendennis, from which Woolf would famously later borrow the idea of “Arthur’s
Education Fund.” That this fictionalization was a deliberate strategy is evidenced by early
drafts of A Room of One’s Own, in which Cambridge and its colleges appear undisguised.
Thus the beginning of the text relies on the conventions of fiction to present “real”
Cambridge as fictional “Oxbridge,” a term that, through myriad associations, elevates the
university to the status of an ideal. By using the term “Oxbridge,” Woolf, like the writers
who had invoked it before her, signals to the reader a readiness to engage, through the
structures of the novel, with a contemporary myth.
Woolf’s fictionalizing signals are complicated by the fact that early twentieth
century university fiction relies upon a view of the university that sets it in contrast with
the outside world, specifically with metropolitan London. Oxbridge fiction relies upon
London to be the university’s consistent Other, a structural feature that usually relied on
the assumption that London would be the protagonist’s childhood home and future adult
residence, thus isolating the university as a key psychological experience within a
generalised metropolitan surround. By defining Oxbridge against London, university
fiction also sought to stress what could be described as Oxbridge’s “historical
timelessness.” For the university novel, Cambridge or Oxford had to be both historically

constituted—literally “made” by generations of previous inhabitants—and universalized
into an educational experience, in order to justify the orderly but impermanent progress
of each new generation through their gates. Opposed to the modernity of London was a
place possessing both chronological history and apparently timeless universal value.
In view of its opening, it is therefore scarcely surprising that A Room of One’s
Own’s “Oxbridge” bears a great resemblance to the universalized but historical Oxbridge
of university fiction. The narrator’s description of King’s College chapel captures this
tension: “The outside of the chapel remained. As you know, its high domes and
pinnacles can be seen, like a sailing-ship always voyaging never arriving, lit up at night
and visible for miles, far away across the hills” (Woolf 9). Angela Ingram has pointed
out the similarity of this imagery to architectural guidebooks (135); it also brings to mind
numerous examples from university fiction. Through the closed-in world of the voyaging
ship, the image suggests the continuity between past and present, but also a curious
absence of future: rather than “arrive,” the ship will merely continue sailing, thus
perpetuating historical continuity without the necessity of change. Woolf’s famous
description of the layers of money that underlie the foundations of Oxbridge strengthens
this theme: streams of gold and silver are balanced against the historical progress marked
out by the identification of specific historical moments, the Age of Faith and the Age of
Reason. The vision of Oxbridge’s development significantly runs up to the present—the
libraries and laboratories of today are contrasted to the wild grassland of the past—but
the thread of progress is deliberately snapped off, as the narrator’s musings are cut short
by the striking clock and the necessity of lunch. The progress of the historical past is not
so much cut off as transmuted into a different kind of time, that of the circular, infinitely

repeatable time of the daily schedule, cutting off the expected movement from present to
future. Even in the wild gardens of Fernham history and universality seem to coexist,
and the ghostly appearance of Jane Harrison suggests that even here in this new college,
the narrator cannot escape from tradition and timelessness, even if other marks of equal
status are consistently absent.
In university fiction, particularly of the post-Freudian variety, such qualities are
usually cited as a means of psychological comfort—by keeping Oxbridge, as Sinister
Street puts it, “imprisoned in a crystal globe” of aesthetic timelessness (Mackenzie 456),
the undergraduate could move on into the “real” world of London. While Woolf’s
narrator clearly leaves Oxbridge with more eagerness than nostalgia, I believe that Woolf
nevertheless makes use of the contrast implied in this trope, setting up the perceived
impersonality of Oxbridge in direct contrast to London, where most of A Room of One’s
Own is actually set. If Woolf’s Cambridge is abstract and isolated, her London is, at least
to first viewing, incredibly concrete. Here devices of fictionalization are deliberately
resisted, as the narrator, through the British museum, Hampstead Heath, or Admiralty
Arch, indulges herself in the act of naming. While in Cambridge Woolf’s narrator is
constantly looking to the past, London is overwhelmingly identified with the present,
pinpointed by the mention of an exact date: October 26, 1928. Within the London
chapters, excursions to the past happen only within the contained space of the author’s
bookshelf. The only major exception to this general pattern comes when the narrator
describes her inheritance of a legacy from her aunt, and this episode makes clear the very
different textual strategies in play. Free of the elaborate and abstract language of the
“historical” Oxbridge passages, here the event is full of individual detail, describing not

“rivers” of gold and silver but the aunt’s idiosyncratic life and death. Money here
suggests not historical continuity, but the possibility of a new and different future. The
urban setting of the restaurant in which the event is recalled is thus deliberately
associated with change rather than continuity; whenever the narrator changes a tenshilling note, courtesy of her aunt, what she sees as the “rust and corrosion” of poverty is
rubbed off; “fear and bitterness go” (Woolf 38).
Woolf’s London is thus very different from her Cambridge, scarcely a surprising
conclusion. While I have shown that its temporal and spatial specificity is reminiscent of
the structures of university fiction, however, during the London chapters, Woolf’s text
also presents challenges to this imaginative paradigm. At the same time that Woolf
manipulates what were by now stereotypical oppositions between university and city, she
seeks to undermine them by periodically disrupting her own faux-naïf opposition. The
London of A Room of One’s Own does not just define Oxbridge, but rather modifies and
extends it through a series of temporal and spatial shifts. The narrator, for example, is
only able to think clearly about Oxbridge while being physically present in London, a
technique that ensures that some of Woolf’s most famous denunciations of Oxbridge
privilege, for example her attack on Oscar Browning, take place within the London
chapters. References like these bring Oxbridge into the heart of London, destroying the
image of isolated unity suggested by King’s College Chapel. While one could argue that
this type of spatial displacement is entirely metaphorical, I think it is significant that
Woolf not only uses the language of space to craft her metaphors, but that she abandons
at the same time the language of fictionality. When she denounces Oscar Browning, she
does so in real-world terms: he lectures specifically at Girton and Newnham, not

“Fernham,” and the use of their proper names begins to suggest that a ‘true’ Cambridge
can only be discussed outside of its own literal space.
If the real names of Cambridge can be uttered only in the spatially and temporally
concrete London, so too can other aspects of Cambridge previously impossible to
represent. From the relative safety of present-day London, the narrator is, at last, able to
posit the existence of a future Cambridge. Just as historical Cambridge lies beneath
foundations of the modern university, future Cambridge haunts the narrator’s present-day
London. This is accomplished through a steady repetition of a particular image: the
potential books written by future scholars of Girton and Newnham. London apparently
seems to free the narrator to imagine these women producing works on psychology,
women’s history and the history of chastity. Woolf is careful to couch these future works
in terms of the possible rather than the certain; a topic merely “suggests itself for
discussion, and might provide an interesting book if any student at Girton or Newnham
cared to go into the matter” (64). While the future at Oxbridge was consistently cut off
by the interruption of circular time, the future Cambridge as posited within London is
neither limited nor limiting; Woolf’s use of “might” breaks the deadlock of circularity
while refusing to cut off the possibility of an alternative ending.
If present-day London is haunted by the existence of Cambridge, both in the past
and future, what does this say about Woolf’s previous use of the opposition between the
two? It is interesting to look at the text’s conclusion in this light, in which a similar
balancing of temporal and spatial elements takes place. The circularity implied by the
conceit of the “lecture” is in fact, disrupted by a significant temporal difference. While
the narrator claims to reveal her conclusion at the text’s opening—that a woman must

have money and a private room in order to write—the closing of the text takes this a step
further, predicting its corollary, the birth of the great woman writer. Here, instead of a
Cambridge future posited within London, we have an international, universal future
posited within Cambridge. When the remains buried at the Elephant and Castle are, as it
were, disinterred within the Cambridge of Woolf’s lecture, the history of Cambridge
previously “imprisoned in a crystal globe” disseminates outwards to create a joint future
in which the opposition between city and university has itself broken down.
By positioning London as a space from which to create a future Cambridge,
Woolf gradually breaks down the division that university literature, and her own text, had
taken for granted. As such, this breakdown has a lot to say not only about the relation of
women and fiction, but about the relation of Woolf to the institution she describes.
Woolf’s textual strategies, often read as an attack, can also be seen in the more
ambivalent light of textual appropriation. Denied the experience of Cambridge as a
young woman, she manipulates the conventions of university writing to create her own
version of textual Cambridge, marked by an explosion of a generally accepted dichotomy
between the university and the city. Raine and Bradbrook’s recognition of Woolf’s
outsider status is thus only half the story; Woolf’s own textual strategies provide a
challenge to the notion that only a literal insider like Lehmann could adequately comment
on the university experience. In addition, the resentment recorded among university
insiders has gained an ironic dimension over time; with the fame of A Room of One’s
Own Woolf’s “Oxbridge” is by far more well known than any other piece of university
writing; if she never made it into the real world of Cambridge, her essay has
paradoxically taken its place at the head of a “canon” of university literature. As Graham

Chainey points out, it is now Woolf herself who is seen as ‘cast[ing] a literary glow’ over
Cambridge (194); and today, for those studying university fiction, it is Woolf, the
outsider, who is required reading.
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Sense of Self and Sense of Place in Orlando : Virginia Woolf’s Æsthetics of
Pantomime
Caroline Marie

Virginia Woolf enjoyed every kind of performing art; she attended experimental plays as
well as musicals and pantomimes. I am here intending to show that she was fully aware
of the culture of her time and that, just as some highbrow playwrights, she borrowed
practices from popular arts and adapted them to her own concerns. At the turn of the
twentieth century, pantomime hinged on two types of transformation: either they
deliberately metamorphosed characters into commedia dell’arte stereotypes or instantly
took characters from one place to another. Gyles Brandreth, in I Scream for Ice Cream
(1974), associates the extravaganza with breathtaking transformation scenes:
While lions and tigers and bears (literally), railway trains, oceanic liners, forests,
fountains and life-size fairy-castles appeared on stage thanks to Beverley [1] and
his many imitators the pantomime's chief scenic effect and most magical moment
had to be the transformation scene, when drapes went down, cloths went up, trapdoors opened, revolves revolved, and the audience suddenly found itself in the
Valley of Dreams or the Kingdom of Kindness or the Land of Everlasting Love.
(82)
In Orlando (1928), Virginia Woolf borrows both kinds of transformation, that of space
and that of character, so as to express the changeability of the relationship between an
unsteady world and a plural self.
In January 1897, Virginia Woolf saw Aladdin [2] in Drury Lane. That particular
book of words is not to be found in any library, and it is necessary to turn to Bernard

Shaw for a description of the "thirteen changes and a transformation" (24) as "de rigueur"
and yet not "out of date" (28). Indeed, they were even finding their way into highbrow
drama and fiction.
Virginia Woolf integrates the æsthetics of pantomime into Orlando where the
artificial and mechanical quality of the moments when the landscape transforms from
England to Turkey or from Turkey to England is underlined. At first, the landscape is
like a painting: "The fields were marked with black tree clumps, and beyond the fields
stretched long woodlands, and there was the gleam of a river, and then hills again" (325).
Then lighting effects bring about mechanical movement: "Here the landscape (it must
have been some trick of the fading light) shook itself, heaped itself, let all this
encumbrance of houses, castles, and woods slide off its tent-shaped side" (326) and
brings about a change of scenery: "The bare mountains of Turkey were before her" (326).
The mechanical change of place is triggered off by Orlando's memory which it enfolds in
space. In Johnson Over Jordan, A Modern Reality Play, which Virginia Woolf saw at the
Sackville Theatre in 1934, John B. Priestley also resorts to transformation scenes to
mirror the character's train of thoughts. Johnson, who died before the onset of the play,
goes from place to place (from his home to his office, and from there to his insurance
company and finally to a night club) as he gradually becomes aware of and comes to
terms with his current condition. After he pockets his life insurance money, there appears
a place where he may splurge it: "While he is stuffing the last of the notes in his pockets,
what seemed before the small opening down to a furnace is now revealed as a decorated
and brightly-illuminated corridor, and along this corridor comes the sound of a dance
band" (298), In both Johnson over Jordan and Orlando transformation scenes take the

characters directly to places that exactly match their memories or desires, which they
allow the audience or reader to visualise. That modelling of place onto the observer's
thoughts is expressed in Orlando through the imagery of sculpting and carving, as, for
instance, when the "chalky cliffs" (162) of Dover are compared with the ghost of Sasha,
then with "a dome of smooth, white marble", which replaces Sasha's face with that of
Shakespeare, "the man with the big forehead." Finally, "the image of the marble dome"
(164) turns out to be "the dome of a vast cathedral rising among a fretwork of white
spires", sketching what may be called "mental architecture". Transformation scenes
fashion the world according to the character's psyche; in return, the self is shaped in
relation to its environment.
The constant interplay between unstable self and place is dramatized in Orlando
as in La Poupée, an Impossible Play [3] which Virginia Woolf saw in March 1897 at the
Prince of Wales's Theatre. Here is a summary [4] of the plot: to save his monastery,
Father Maximin wants novice monk Lancelot to marry in order to get the dowry his
drunken old uncle promised on his marriage. He is to 'marry' a doll from the shop of
Maître Hilarius. But he unwittingly chooses Hilarius' daughter Alésia. When he finds
out that he married a woman instead of a doll, he prefers to give up his tonsure than his
wife. In Act One, the monastery undergoes some "Instantaneous change to" Hilarius' doll
shop; Act Two takes the characters from the shop back to the monastery thanks to
another "Instantaneous change." Such immediate, unmediated changes of places may be
read as the indexes of Alésia's transformation into a doll and from a doll back to a flesh
and blood human being; it also announces Lancelot's change of status. Neither self nor
place exist as independent realities, but construct one another through constant

reassessment of the sense of their interrelation. In Orlando as well as on the pantomime
stage, transformation of place and transformation of self are intrinsically connected. That
is the reason why Orlando's selves vary according to place: "one will only come if it is
raining, another in a room with green curtains, another when Mrs Jones is not there"
(308). These successive moments are preserved in parallel layers of the past which come
to the surface when conjured up in the present. Thus, Orlando sees ice blocks dating
back to the Great Frost behind the London omnibuses and an old nobleman behind her
car: "There he went – she could see him now – calling down maledictions upon the Irish
rebels. He had sunk there, where her car stood" (304). Place and self grow denser in
relation to one another: "Nothing is any longer one thing. I take up a handbag and I think
of an old bumboat woman frozen in the ice" (305).
The self does not change so much as it accumulates layers which are at once
successive and simultaneous, as though preserved in some incremental memory.
Orlando's personality accumulates strata: "these selves of which we are built up, one on
top of another, as plates are piled on a waiter's hand, have attachments elsewhere,
sympathies, little constitutions and rights of their own" (308). As suggested by the
political metaphor, such a multifarious self can but run the risk of secession from itself.
Projecting slides – another device used by pantomimes to change places – allows the
representation of that layered, disjointed self.
In Murder in the Cathedral, T.S. Eliot represented the psychology of a character
at odds with himself. The first act shows Archbishop Thomas Becket subject to three
tempters who embody on stage his own moral struggle with his own impulses: the
audience are let into "the inside of his head", to borrow Arthur Miller's working title for

Death of a Salesman. Virginia Woolf saw Eliot's play at the Mercury in November 1935.
When it was revived in October 1936, as she must have been aware, some expressionist
televisual experiment was carried out. Stage director E. Martin Brown remembers that:
"The production marked the first experiment in super-imposition; each Tempter was
superimposed on the image of Becket as he emerged into the Bishop's conscious mind"
(68). At first, Becket, who is in his Hall, resists temptation, but he finally gives in. T.S.
Eliot then resorts to the device of the transformation scene and: "They drag him off.
While the CHORUS speak, this scene is changed to the cathedral" (76). This
unconcealed change of place illustrates Becket's resolution to sacrifice. The
superimposition materializes all the possible courses of a mind divided against itself.
Virginia Woolf resorts to similar "slide effect" to make Orlando's state of mind visible.
When Orlando's hand becomes "instantly coloured red, blue, and yellow like a butterfly’s
wing" (14) while he walks under the family stained glass window representing "the
yellow body of an heraldic leopard" (14), the projection of coloured light symbolises his
choice of literature in preference to the art of warfare, as the wild animal turns into a
multicoloured butterfly.
However it may be, Eliot's and Woolf's perspectives differ. T.S. Eliot highlights
deliberation whereas Woolf omits it. Paradoxically enough, the sense of freedom in
Orlando derives from the outright leaving out of intent or causality, as in the
extravaganza. It is as though Orlando, who is compared with a puppet walking "as if her
legs were moved for her" (321), were acted upon by some superior force leading her from
place to place: "She had no time to reach her hand towards the knocker before both wings
of the great door were flung open" (169). Yet, in such apparent deprivation of willpower

lies freedom. To assess what Woolf's æsthetics of pantomime imply, we shall have to
leave Bloomsbury and turn to French philosophy.
Orlando's successive changes are coherent in that they express his/her genuine yet
unspoken self: "what strange powers are these that penetrate our most secret ways and
change our most treasured possessions without our willing it?" (68), the biographer
wonders after Orlando's first trance in Chapter II. The trance, which numbs intent and
choice, parallels Bergson's free act, which is revolutionary and unpredictable. In
Creative Evolution (1907), Bergson defines identity as "remaining itself – that is to say,
evolving" (47-48), which casts light on Orlando' change of sex after the second trance:
"The change of sex, though it altered their future, did nothing whatever to alter their
identity." (Orlando 138)
Such paradoxes – freedom outstrips willpower; self and place fashion one
another; change allows continuance – are deftly expressed through the disjunctive powers
of the performing arts. In borrowing from the pantomime, Virginia Woolf was in
keeping with the æsthetics of modernism, which reached truth through artifice. In this
light, her conception of self as a parade of embodiments is close to that of Georges
Méliès's, in a 1900 two-minute film. At the end of the novel, the biographer conjures up
Orlando's past and present selves:
Orlando may now have called on the boy who cut the nigger's head down; the boy
who strung it up again; the boy who sat on the hill; the boy who saw the poet; the
boy who handed the Queen the bowl of rose water; or she may have called upon
the young man who fell in love with Sasha; or upon the Courtier; or upon the
Ambassador; or upon the Soldier; or upon the Traveller; or she may have wanted

the woman to come to her; the Gipsy; the Fine Lady; the Hermit; the girl in love
with life; the Patroness of Letters; the woman who called Mar (meaning hot baths
and evening fires) or Shelmerdine (meaning crocuses in autumn woods) or
Bonthrop (meaning the death we die daily) or all three together – which meant
more things than we have space to write out – all were different and she may have
called upon any of them. (309)
In a comparable way, Georges Méliès, director of and only actor in L'Homme-orchestre,
literally turns himself into a one-man band. He subdivides himself into six musicians and
a conductor. The technique of superimposition, which was to be used by Eliot in Murder
in the Cathedral, shows his new self being born out of the old one and jumping onto the
next seat. After a few seconds of playing together, Méliès folds his seven different selves
into one and walks off stage, just as Orlando "somehow contrive[s] to synchronise the
sixty or seventy different times which beat simultaneously in every human system" (305).
Méliès secedes from himself; yet, perhaps, he is never so intensely himself as during that
brief harmonious cooperation between every aspect of his multilevel self. Méliès, like
Virginia Woolf in Orlando, shows modern identity snowballing – to quote from Creative
Evolution, it "goes on increasing – rolling upon itself as a snowball on the snow" (2) to
the verge of alienation from itself. Virginia Woolf, just as T.S. Eliot the highbrow
playwright and Georges Méliès the illusionist, borrowed from the stage practices verging
on stereotypes and fitted them to her own literary needs, reviving them in the process.
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A Woolf Theatre Calendar: 1931-32
Steven Putzel

Woolf’s letters and diaries record her attendance at hundreds of dramatic performances
during her lifetime. In addition, Leonard’s meticulously kept daily diaries (housed at
King’s College Cambridge) demonstrate that they both attended many other productions
that Virginia never felt compelled to record. An examination of the Woolfs’ theatrical
outings over any one or two seasons provides a glimpse of London’s rich theatre scene,
the Woolfs’ association with many of the playwrights, as well as their eclectic theatrical
tastes.
DATE
Jan. 17, 1931
Feb. 15, 1931
May 12, 1931
May 28, 1931
June 29, 1931
Oct. 14, 1931
Nov. 17, 1931

PERFORMANCE
pantomime
Fairy Queen
The World of Light
The Magic Flute
Late Night Final
The Wreckers
The Prison

Nov. 24, 1931
mid-March 1932
March 31, 1932
May 16, 1932

Master Builder
Hamlet
Twelfth Night
Musical Chairs

SOURCE
LWD
L IV 291
LWD; L 4 331
LWD; L 4 331
LWD
D IV 48
L IV 406,
D IV 12
D IV 54
L V 24, 27, 34
L V 38
LWD

late Sept. 1932
Dec. 3, 1932

The Land
Fräulein Else

D IV 125
LWD; L V 150

Dec. 9, 1932
Dec. 11, 1932

Orpheus
Dido and Aeneus

LWD
L V 135

COMMENTS
Leonard took Angelica; unconfirmed
Purcell's semi-opera at Cambridge
Aldous Huxley
Mozart
unconfirmed
Ethel Smyth
Ethel Smyth; "failure of The Prison"
Ibsen
"Dadie Ryland's" Cambridge production
"I am taking Vita to the Old Vic."
unconfirmed
dramatic reading of Vita Sackville West's poem
Schnitzler; "We enjoyed it greatly--I don’t think
it's a good play, but it was a very interesting
experiment."
Gluck
Purcell

The 1931-32 theatrical seasons are fairly typical. One night there is a Christmas
season pantomime, another Purcell’s semi-opera Fairy Queen, or his Dido and Aeneus, or

Mozart’s Magic Flute, or Gluck’s Orpheus. There are premiers of Aldous Huxley’s The
World of Light and Ronald Mackenzie’s Musical Chairs, and she may have accompanied
Leonard to Louis Weitzenkorn’s dark expose of the New York Tabloid scene, Late Night
Final. During the fall of 1931, Woolf reacted to a new production of Smyth’s The
Wreckers and an unsuccessful production of her new work The Prison, and she attended a
production of Ibsen’s Master Builder. The following spring she took Vita to a production
of Twelfth Night at the Old Vic, then in the fall, she, Leonard and other friends traveled
out of London to hear a dramatic reading of Vita’s The Land. She also dutifully traveled
to Cambridge for her friend, Dadie Ryland’s Cambridge production of Hamlet. Perhaps
most intriguingly, in December she attended Fraulein Else, an adaptation of a novel by
the experimental Viennese novelist and playwright Arthur Schnitzler. This all makes up
a slice of London life as well as one dimension of Woolf’s own imaginative life in 193132.
When we note the sheer volume (about 1000 plays) and eclectic nature of London
Theatre in 1931-32, the fourteen or so performances that Woolf attended do not suggest
that she was a great theatre aficionado. Just in 1931, for example, there were at least
eight major productions of Shaw’s comic realism, productions of Strange Interlude and
the expressionistic Hairy Ape with Paul Robeson were sparking critical interest in Eugene
O’Neill and the American theatrical scene, Noel Coward’s comedy of manners, John
Galsworthy’s naturalism, and Edward Garnett (who had been instrumental in the
publication of Woolf’s The Voyage Out), were all filling London theatres, and of course
there were dozens of major productions of Shakespeare’s plays. Of these Woolf attended
only Hamlet and Twelfth Night that we can document. Yet when we note that Woolf

spent much of this time struggling with The Waves, ill with debilitating headaches, in
mourning for Lytton Strachey and Carrington, and out of London in Rodmell and on a
European trip, her theatre attendance seems more prodigious, even remarkable.
So what did one of the most celebrated solitary readers of her time hope to get
from being part of a theatre audience? Entertainment, relief from work, company, a night
out, demonstration of support for actor and director friends – certainly. But her letters,
diaries and the fiction she was writing at the time all demonstrate that Woolf saw the
theatre (as she saw her reading) as part of the writer’s laboratory. Woolf was looking for
ways to render her fiction more dramatic, to blend narrative, poetic and especially
dramatic forms into something new. She wanted to find the narrative equivalence of a
Greek chorus (D IV 236), to find a way to integrate the diegetic with the mimetic. So let
us see what kind of an audience Virginia Woolf was in 1931-32.
Perhaps a good place to begin is Woolf’s own performance in January 1931 when
she appeared alongside Ethel Smyth on the stage of the London National Society for
Women’s Service to deliver her momentous speech now known as “Professions for
Women.” Woolf disparaged her own performance in a letter to Smyth as “clotted up”
and “clogged” due to the rush of ideas, while an account of the evening in The Woman’s
Leader contrasts old Dame Ethel’s youthful vigor and “vivid alertness” to Mrs. Woolf’s
etherealism: “She ‘was with us, but not of us’” with her eyes “on the stars, as though she
listens to some far off song” (Lee 601), the reviewer wrote. In some ways the talk was a
rehearsal for the shortened essay published in The Death of the Moth, and for what would
eventually become the essay portion of The Pargiters and finally Three Guineas.
Although Woolf’s performance was hardly theatre, it was certainly more immediate,

more emphatic, more dramatic, and possibly more courageously risk-taking than are the
well-known published versions. Since she was a better writer than performer, it may
have been her performance rather than her text that audience members found “ethereal.”
In fact, a comparison of early drafts to the much shorter published essay, demonstrates
that for the talk Woolf was experimenting with dramatic dialogue, most of which she
later excised in favor of narrative. After her famous assertion that the enemy standing in
women’s way was not so much Man as the dramatic character Woolf invents, “the Angel
in the House,” she creates what she calls a “scrap of dialog between men and women in
the age of Victoria to demonstrate that “a real relationship between men and women was
then unattainable.”
Tennyson speaks first; He is speaking as the man to the woman . . .
On tiptoe seemed to touch upon a sphere
Too gross to tread, and all male minds perforce
Swayed to her from their orbits as they moved
To which Christina Rosetti [sic] replied,
Woman was made for mans delight
Charm O woman be not afraid;
His shadow by day, his moon by night
Woman was made. (Berg M70)[1]
Those words seem to me to imply a relationship between men and women that
was both false & disagreeable.
This contrived “dialog,” or poetic call and response is still more diegetic than mimetic,
more telling than showing.

Later in the Death of the Moth version Woolf describes a visual image that comes
to mind when she thinks of the girl who picks up her pen but is reluctant to dip the pen
into the ink. The girl becomes “a fisherman”-- curious gender switch there-- and her
imagination is the fishing line that “raced through the girl’s fingers,” sweeping
“unchecked round every rock and cranny” of the submerged world. Just as the line meets
the large fish slumbering on the bottom there is an explosion, “the imagination” dashing
against “something hard.” “Men, her reason told her would be shocked” (DM 240). The
imagination of a woman who attempts to speak of her own passions, her own body,
collides with phallic disapproval. No doubt, this picture of the girl’s attempt at unfettered
self-exploration is a powerful conceit. But Woolf herself is reticent; her own language
pulls back and is circumscribed by narrative conventions.
The image as it appears in the earlier typescript is more powerful: “She was not
thinking; she was not reasoning; she was not constructing a plot; she was letting her
imagination down into the depths of her consciousness.” Whereas in the published
version, the fishing line is the imagination, here the line is the “thin thread of reason”
while the imagination is a barbed hook. When this hook hits the immovable obstacle of
male disapproval, Woolf’s language bursts the bounds of diegetic narrative:
Then suddenly this fisherwoman gave a cry of dismay. What had happened? The
line had suddenly slackened; her imagination had floated limply and dully and
lifelessly upon the surface. The reason hauled the imagination on shore and said
[“]What on earth is the matter with you?[”] And the imagination began pulling on
its stockings and replied, rather tartly and disagreeably; [“]its your fault. You

should have given me more experience to go on. I cant do the whole work for
myself.[”]
And I—the reason—had to reply: [“]Many forms of experience are lacking to me
because I am a woman.[”] (Berg M70)
Reminiscent of the “debat” tradition of Medieval Interludes, the argument between
Reason and the Imagination rages on for another page until the very typescript explodes
in triple cross outs and scribbled revisions—as if reflecting Woolf’s own frustrated
attempt to free her imagination. But at least the girl was, for a dramatic, even theatrical,
moment, a “fisherwoman,” (my emphasis) and the reader-as-author with her narrative
reticence was in the same moment eclipsed by direct, unfettered dialogue. It could be
said that Woolf bowdlerized her speech as she prepared it for publication.
Although Woolf was clearly more comfortable sitting on the dark side of the
theatre than she was standing under the lights, she was certainly no passive audience.
Throughout the last half of the 1920s and into the 1930s, Woolf’s diaries include more
and more experiments with dialogue, including memory-altered snippets of heard and
overheard conversation. While writing what would become The Years, Woolf calls for “a
Chorus,” but does not know how to achieve it, knowing at the same time that the prose
was “racing along: becoming more & more dramatic” (D IV 236). The end is “to be all
in speeches—no play—” and later she states that she wants “to make S. & M. [Sara and
Maggie] bold characters, using character dialogue” (D IV 266). How do we read the
equivocal punctuating dashes around “no play”? Does Woolf mean “not a play,” or “yes,
a play, rather than speeches?” At the same time, she wrote to George Ryland (Dadie):
“My feeling, as a novelist, is that when you make a character speak directly you’re in a

different state of mind from that in which you describe him indirectly: more ‘possessed’,
less self conscious, more random, and rather excited by the sense of his character and
your audience” (L V 334-35). Woolf could be working through the ontology of acting
here, the spectrum of “possession” or identification to fully conscious “being.”
It would be convenient to think that this interest in and growing proficiency with
dialogue stemmed entirely from Woolf’s experience as theatre audience. But of course,
her reading notebooks, diaries, and letters reveal that she read far more Sophocles,
Aeschylus, Euripides, Chekhov, Ibsen, Shaw, and especially Shakespeare than she saw,
and that she was more comfortable as a reader and more confident of her reading skills
than she was in her skill as theatre audience or theatre critic. For example, a year after
she took Vita to hear the 1932 production of Twelfth Night at the Old Vic with Edith
Evans as Viola and Phyllis Thomas as Olivia (and, incidentally, Ralph Richardson as Sir
Toby), she returned to hear a new production featuring her acquaintance Lydia Lopokova
(Keynes) as Olivia—this time reviewing the play for The New Statesman. The Times
review of the 1932 staging focuses on the inappropriateness of the renowned Miss Evans,
who had gained fame playing in Restoration comedies. She never makes the transition to
Elizabethan comedy, showing “heartlessness” appropriate to the cold, satiric Restoration
comedy of manners, which “does injury to the play, for the emotions of Viola, though
they need not be deep, must be both delicate and true.” So, though the reviewer
recognizes Evans’ “various brilliances,” he concludes that the play would have been
better served by an actress “without a tithe of her talent” (March 30, 1932: 8).
In “Twelfth Night at the Old Vic,” Woolf takes the first third of her review to
demonstrate that of the three “classes” of Shakespeareans, “those who prefer to read

Shakespeare in the book; those who prefer to see him acted on the stage; and those who
run perpetually from book to stage gathering plunder,” she places herself among the first
(DM 45). Finally, though, she concedes that “Shakespeare wrote for the stage,
presumably with reason,” stating that she will devote the remainder of the review to a
comparison of text and production (DM 46). She concedes half of one paragraph to
theatre’s power to change the “printed word out of all recognition when it is heard by
other people” (DM 47). The audience experiences the effect of pauses, as well as the
tone, volume and timbre of the language in ways impossible for the reader and “[t]he
word is given body as well as soul” (DM 47). But by the end of the paragraph Woolf
concludes that these bodies are wrong for the play. Woolf ends her review with the same
sort of demolishing backhanded complement directed at Lydia Lopokova’s Olivia that
the Times reviewer had lavished on Evan’s Viola: “Our Olivia” (i.e. the Olivia imaged
by Woolf, other Readers, and by implication, by Shakespeare himself) “was a stately lady
of somber complexion, slow moving, and of few sympathies” while Madame Lopokova
has a “genius of personality”; she “floats” onto the stage changing everything on stage
“into light, into gaiety” exuding “exquisite friendliness, sympathy and delight” (DM 48).
What a lovely way to say that an actor is wrong for the part she is playing. This review
as well as entries in diaries and letters demonstrates that Woolf seldom left the theatre
feeling that the actors had successfully altered her reading of a play. But theatre provided
Woolf with other “plunder” to enrich her prose.
Woolf held a lifetime membership at Sadler’s Wells, and many readers
(“common” and otherwise) have noted her debt to Opera—with an emphasis on musical
performance rather than on the score, visual spectacle, or the libretto. Performances of

Greek plays and even pantomimes and musicals helped Woolf develop the “chorus” that
she desired for The Waves, The Years, and of course later for Between the Acts.
But I’d like to conclude with a play that Woolf heard and saw at the end of 1932,
but could not have read, a play that attempts to transliterate a novel written entirely as
internal monologue into a theatrical experience. The Viennese neurologist, novelist,
playwright, and friend and follower of Freud was popular in Bloomsbury circles both for
taking on the censors and for his experiments with internal monologue. In the nineteentwenties Schnitzler’s banned play, Der Reigen (also known as La Ronde), with nudity
and what Vanessa described as a “pointless and rather painful” copulation scene, had
been performed privately at a Gordon Square party (Lee 467). Der Reigen had spawned
anti-Semitic riots and a six-day obscenity trial when Max Reinhardt staged, in 1921, what
Schnitzler had published for friends in a limited edition of only 200 copies in 1900. Just
after his death in 1931, Schnitzler’s work was again the talk of Bloomsbury, as this
excerpt from Woolf’s diary demonstrates:
Conversation last night. Stulik at the Eiffel Tower. I am talking about Schnitzler: I
tell you he had six potatoes here & a bag of flour. He said "Give them to my
people. I do not want them." He had six potatoes & a bag of flour. "My people are
starving. I do not want your alms."....
E[thel] S[myth]: But they have not heard of Schnitzler. We are not musical... the
English are not artists. You belong to the only race where every man one meets in
the street is an artists...

Of course these people have heard of Schnitzler... And he said Take them--I do
not want them. Give them to the people who are starving. He had six potatoes & a
bag of flour...
Stulik has had a fit & was mildly drunk.
My heart beat when I saw you--(bowing to me with his hand on his heart) come
in.. It is long years since you used to come here--you lived (D IV 48).
This conversation at the Eiffel Tower restaurant (favorite haunt of the Vorticists who
launched Blast there and later of the Bloomsbury circle) between Woolf, Leonard, Vita,
Ethel Smyth, and the Restaurant’s owner Rudolf Stulik, with its fragmented dialogue,
action, accents and larger than life characters, could be a scene from a Schnitzler novel or
from an absurdist play.[2]
Leonard recorded in his diary for December 3, 1932 that he went to Schnitzler’s
play Fraulein Else. Theodor Komisarjevsky had adapted the play from Schnitzler’s
novel for The Independent Theatre Club to showcase his wife, Peggy Ashcroft. Though
Woolf made no mention of the play in her diary or letters at the time, a month later she
wrote to Virginia Isham:
And I never thanked you for the tickets for Schnitzlers play. We enjoyed it
greatly—I dont think its a good play, but it was a very interesting experiment. I
dont think you can do thinking as well as speaking on the stage—or not like that.
(L V 150)
An “interesting experiment,” indeed, when we consider Woolf’s own attempt to integrate
internal monologue with narrative and when we consider attempts to translate Woolf’s
novels onto the stage.

The only memory of the play that remained with one member of the audience, the
eighteen-year-old acting student, Alec Guinness, into old age was that “Else undresses
and [Peggy] Ashcroft’s bare back was exposed” (Faridany). Pretty bold for 1932. The
Times reviewer noted Ashcroft’s “dignity and even beauty,” but for the most part agreed
with Woolf’s assessment. The novel is ill-suited to the stage because “the soliloquy,
though a serviceable device, becomes exceedingly tiresome when it is used with scarcely
a break throughout the whole evening” (Nov. 11, 1932: 10). This is the same problem
that adapters of Woolf’s novels face.[3]
Those who attended the Thirteenth Annual Virginia Woolf Conference at Smith
College in 2003 might remember Maryna Harrison’s actors reading from her adaptation
of The Waves. Because the novel allows us to overhear characters’ thoughts, the
interaction between characters on stage could not be through dialogue or conversation,
but in Harrison’s words could be achieved by creating an “associative, multiple view, a
communal poem.” In Schnitzler’s novel we hear and see everything and everyone
through Else’s increasingly distraught thoughts. By the end, her anxiety at having to
present herself naked to a rich elderly gentleman in order to save her bankrupt father,
compounded with her sips of the barbiturate veronal, are the prism through which we see
her world. Listening to Else’s running monologue, Woolf might have remembered her
own, “Perhaps it was the middle of January in the present year when I first looked up and
saw the mark on the wall” (CSF 83). Or monologue she had recently completed for Louis
in The Waves: “Yet I still keep to my attic room. There I open the usual little book; there
I watch the rain glisten on the tiles till they shine like a policeman’s waterproof . . .”
(169-170). The Times reviewer of Fraulein Else noted how difficult it can be for an

audience to be confined within a single mind for an entire evening, When adaptations of
Woolf’s interior monologues are staged, perhaps audiences would not have the same
problem, for, as the reviewer adds, “Confinement within the circle of a single mind
would not perhaps be irksome if the mind were an interesting one.” Or perhaps Woolf
was thinking of her own solution to the thought/speaking problem, her own movement
away from interior monologue, her determination to employ theatrical dialogue, to “put
our toes to the ground again and get back to the spoken word, . . . to gain richness and
surprise” (L V 335).

Endnotes

[1] This typescript, including some of the author’s handwritten corrections, is transcribed
in Mitchell Leaska’s The Pargiters, xxvii-xliv.
[2] In 1950, Max Ophuls turned Der Reigen into the film La Ronde, and many of us saw
David Hare’s 1998 rendition, The Blue Room with Nicole Kidman taking off her kit at the
Donmar Warehouse or later on Broadway. Note, too, Tom Stoppard turned Schnitzler’s
Das Weite Land into Undiscovered Country in 1980 and Kidman made her way back to
Schnitzler in 1999 in Kubrick’s version of Schnitzler’s Dream Story, the thriller Eyes
Wide Shut.
[3] See Steven Putzel, “Virginia Woolf and ‘The Distance of the Stage.’” Women’s
Studies 28.4 (1999): 435-70.h
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Economies and Desire: Gifts and the Market in “Moments of Being:
‘Slater’s Pins Have No Points’”

Kathryn Simpson

Recent criticism has brought to light Woolf’s complex and contradictory attitudes to the
commercial world, and a number of critics have explored her highly ambivalent
engagement with the literary market place.[1] My interest in economies considers this
focus on markets and commodity culture, but also examines the operation of what can be
called a gift economy in Woolf’s work—an economy based not on rational calculation or
the logic of profit and loss, but on social and personal connection, intimacy, generosity,
pleasure, excess, overflow and risk-taking. I’m interested in the ways that gift economies
interact with libidinal economies, and in the ways that the gift is associated with, and
suggestive of, homoerotic desires in much of Woolf’s writing. These very different
economies are not set in simple opposition in Woolf’s work, however. Rather, there is a
sense in which the two interconnect to generate homoerotic possibility, and to create a
sense of resistance to sexual and economic conventions. I explore these interconnections
between gift, market and libidinal economies here through a reading of “Moments of
Being: ‘Slater’s Pins Have No Points.’”
The beginning of Woolf’s story foregrounds commodities and their acquisition
and attests to the disappointment with mass-produced objects. The story seems to
propose an alternative to this market economy: an economy based on personal contact,
intimacy and generosity. This is an economy we can call a “gift” economy, which
privileges and promotes social bonds, and in particular gives articulation to erotic bonds

between women. In exploring Woolf’s story, I interpret the idea of the gift quite broadly
to include non-material gifts, such as the gift of music played to “reward” and to charm,
the giving of compliments, the sharing of a moment of ecstasy, and a kiss – the gift that
finally gives rise to an altered perception and to a powerful surreal, even mystical, vision
at the end of the story. However, as we are made aware by the title, there is an intimate
connection between the moment of being of homoerotic realisation and the impersonal,
transferable commodity of a pin and the story resists a binary market/gift opposition.
The main “action” of this story revolves around finding the pin that fails to secure
Fanny Wilmot’s flower to her dress during her music lesson with her spinster teacher,
Julia Craye. Julia’s comment on the poor quality of pins from Slater’s sets in motion
Fanny’s train of thoughts, recollections and speculations about Julia’s past which, along
with Julia’s actions, lead Fanny to a serious re-evaluation of her teacher. Fanny finally
finds her pin and Julia returns her flower with an embrace and a kiss, and this is a
powerful moment of revelation for Fanny. Seeing and experiencing Julia’s passion has
such an impact that Fanny re-pins her flower with “trembling fingers” (CSF 220). The
final section of the story is the most explicit in terms of articulating homoerotic desire,
but I want to suggest that a focus on economies can also generate a sense of homoerotic
possibility in this story which goes beyond this important but isolated moment.
At the outset of the story, it would seem that the inferior quality of mass produced
commodities has a potentially detrimental effect on (elitist) art, and on the intimacy of the
women, intruding as the pin does into the rarefied atmosphere created by Julia Craye’s
playing of a Bach fugue. However, the engagement with the commercial world in
Woolf’s writing is more complicated than this oppositional reading suggests. Indeed, the

functional failure of the pin literally and metaphorically “unpins” and opens up the
subversive potential of this otherwise conventional teacher-pupil scenario. Julia’s
comment on the lack of point to Slater’s pins sets in motion a radical shift in Fanny’s
perception of her, beginning with the shock that Julia participates in commercial
transactions.[2] Before this comment Fanny seems to think that she can “pinpoint”
Julia’s identity and character: just as the fugue is highly formulaic and predictable, Fanny
assumes that Julia is equally knowable. However, what Fanny assumes to be Julia’s
fixed location in “the cool glassy world of Bach fugues” is immediately put into question
(CSF 215). Julia herself seems cool and cut off from the everyday world of pins and
shopping, and from simple sensation, but Fanny comes to realise that this is far from the
truth. This moment of Fanny’s surprise is only the beginning of the process of emotional
and sexual awakening which Fanny experiences as the story develops. Her falling rose
triggers what can be seen as a paradigm shift, so that although her pin and flower are
returned to her by the end of the story, Fanny’s perception of Julia, herself and the world
in which she lives has altered irrevocably.
Others have discussed this story in terms of a lesbian mentoring framework. Janet
Winston reads it in the light of “homoerotically imbued mentoring relations” (61), and
locates it in a tradition of Sapphic models of narrative that revolve around teacher-pupil
or pupil-pupil seduction. This story is undoubtedly one in which Fanny Wilmot has her
eyes opened to the homoeroticism of her music teacher and in which she also learns
something about her own potential for lesbian desire. However, the mentoring
framework is important in another way too. It is also a story that has an economic lesson
at its heart, a lesson that makes clear the close connection between financial security and

sexuality. The lessons about desire and sexual choices that Fanny learns are inextricably
bound up with economies – economies of the market and of the gift.
In particular, what is made explicit to Fanny is the economic risk of pursuing her
lesbian desires, and the consequences of refusing to conform to heterosexual imperatives
in a heteropatriarchal and capitalist society in which women are seen as objects of
exchange in transactions between men. As Patricia Juliana Smith argues,
what is at stake for a woman under such conditions is nothing less than economic
survival, as the object of exchange is inevitably dependent on the exchanger for
her continued perceived worth (6).
Although for many characters (and authors) this gives rise to what Smith calls “lesbian
panic,” this is not the outcome here. Rather, Julia is more than happy to take the risk and
live a frugal life, “counting the cost and measuring out of her tight shut purse the sum
needed for this journey, or for that old mirror” (CSF 220). Although her tight shut purse
seems to refer to both the economic constraint she experiences and to her closeted
position, it is immediately made clear that such frugality also, ironically, signals her
resistance to self-denial: she preserves the right to do what she likes and is obstinate in
“choosing her pleasures for herself,” and indeed in sharing them with other women (CSF
220). The lesson in economics this story delivers is one which refuses to prioritise the
heterosexual objectification and exchange of women—men are excluded from the female
space of the narrative, and Slater’s phallic pins are proven to be “pointless”. Instead it
focuses on the power, centrality and passionate possibility of a homoerotically infused
gift-economy shared by women like Julia.

The gifts given in this story suggest the giving of pleasure and a lesbian
seduction. Julia plays Bach as a gift to Fanny, her favourite pupil, and this music fills
Fanny’s ears and fully engages her senses; it serves to create an atmosphere of intimacy
and to charm Fanny. Equally Julia’s obvious admiration of Fanny causes Fanny to blush
with pleasure. In the context of speculating about why Julia hadn’t married, Fanny
recalls Julia’s remark that the “use of men” is to “protect” women. “Fanny positively
blushed under the admiration in her eyes” as Julia flirts with her, “fixing on her that
extraordinary look” and affirming that Fanny does indeed need protection – possibly
from the seductive charms of Julia herself (CSF 217).
Rather than evading acknowledgement of Julia’s lesbian sexuality and
misrecognising her own lesbian desires (as Susan Clements suggests), Fanny’s attempted
“readings” of Julia also, more indirectly, reveal Fanny’s attraction to her tutor. Indeed,
Winston argues that “reading in these stories [“Slater’s Pins” and Mansfield’s
“Carnation”] inspires the protagonists to recognise, if not overtly express, lesbian desires
of their own” (61). Fanny reads Julia as “odd” and “queer” like her brother, Julius, and
this seems to be an attraction (CSF 216). She assumes that Julia had many admirers in
the past, possibly because Fanny herself admires her (CSF 218), and she imagines
unsatisfying heterosexual romantic scenarios to account for Julia unmarried state. Since
the gift economy is energised and fuelled by love and generosity, and by a willingness to
imagine and speculate, Fanny’s stories of thwarted heterosexual romance, for which she
can think of almost endless variations, can also be read as a kind of gift.[3]
Winston suggests that one of Fanny’s imagined scenarios of Julia’s failed
heterosexual courtship (her evasion of a marriage proposal when boating on the

Serpentine with Mr Sherman) seems to allude to the Greek myth of Phaon (who ferried
Aphrodite, disguised as an old woman, free of charge). Winston’s reading is persuasive
and hints at the exchange involved in marriage: Mr Sherman does not row Julia for free,
but expects her hand in marriage in return. That Julia reneges on the bargain, however, is
partly to avoid literal death (they are about to crash into the bridge), and a metaphorical
death, as the well-known reference to the Serpentine in Mrs Dalloway suggests. In the
context of a network of images and allusions which associate plunging and treasure with
homoerotic desires, that Clarissa had “once thrown a shilling into the Serpentine, never
anything more” (MD 203) can be read as an acknowledgement of her denial of her
lesbian desires and the economic risk this may entail, and simultaneously attests to her
metaphorical death in marriage.[4] Julia resists such a stifling of her desires and forfeits
the promise of financial security in heterosexual marriage, “I can’t have it, I can’t possess
it, she thought” (CSF 218). As her name, Craye, may suggest, she effects a fishy escape
from the net of compulsory heterosexuality and systems of ownership.[5]
The pins of the title have many possible associations. In the story itself,
knowledge of pins is something that Fanny considers only pertinent to married women
and indeed the idea of ‘pin money’ would confirm this connection between pins and
marriage. Pin money is an allowance traditionally given to a woman by her husband for
her personal expenditure, or it is used to refer to women’s earnings so as to indicate
women’s traditionally marginal position in the workplace and to trivialise women’s
earning power. In this sense, then, the title can be seen to foreground the sexual politics
of heteropatriarchal capitalism. The apparent criticism of the shoddiness of this massproduced commodity, the pins, can be read as a criticism of both heterosexual and

capitalist systems. Neither Julia nor Fanny can rely on such gifts of money from men[6]
and so their ability to earn their living is a serious business.
Although pins seem to be pure commodities – impersonal, mass-produced,
alienable objects – they can suggest other meanings and can cross over into other
economies. They can be seen to unpin and set into circulation other associations and
possibilities, in excess of what is intended. This unpinning and opening up of
possibilities can be seen in the changeability of Fanny’s flower once it is released from
the pin. Initially, it is a rose (symbolising heterosexual romance and a heterosexual
economy of desire) which falls from Fanny’s dress, but this becomes a carnation as the
story progresses. The “flower” which is returned and re-pinned to Fanny’s breast at the
end of the story remains ambiguously coded in this sense. The pointless pins then give
rise to a literal and semiotic release and to a fluidity of signification; they make it
possible to articulate, though not to reductively pin down, a sexuality perceived to be in
excess of a heterosexual economy.
However, this change in flower can be read as indicative of another key feature of
the gift according to Woolf’s contemporary and a founding thinker on the gift, Marcel
Mauss. For Mauss a key feature of the gift is that it is imbued with the identity of the
giver so that the gift given bears forever the identity of the donor – the giving of a gift is
also in this sense a giving of oneself (10). As Julia gives back the flower which dropped
out of Fanny’s dress at the start of the story we are aware that this gift is now imbued
with Julia’s homoerotic desires and with Fanny’s awareness of, and somewhat
uncomfortable acceptance of, these desires. It also signals a recognition of these desires
as her own. The rose that falls suggests Fanny’s state on the threshold of heterosexual

awakening, but it seems to be a carnation that is returned to her with a kiss at the end of
the story. That this returned flower/ gift has been imbued with Julia’s homoerotic desire
and identity is made explicit in what Fanny seems to perceive as Julia’s seductive
handling of it:
And she picked up the carnation which had fallen on the floor, while Fanny
searched for the pin. She crushed it, Fanny felt, voluptuously in her smooth veined hands
stuck about with water-coloured rings set in pearls. The pressure of her fingers seemed to
increase all that was most brilliant in the flower; to set it off; to make it more frilled,
fresh, immaculate. (CSF 217)
It seems then that the flower and the female sexuality it can be seen to encode is
intensified and in excess of what is usual. It seems imbued with the lesbian passion of
the giver, and it is this that Fanny accepts with such trembling excitement and trepidation.
At the point at which Julia returns the flower, Fanny is given an intimate insight into
Julia’s passion:
She saw Julia open her arms; saw her blaze; saw her kindle. Out of the night she
burnt like a dead white star. Julia kissed her. Julia possessed her.
‘Slater’s pins have no points,’ Miss Craye said, laughing queerly and relaxing her
arms, as Fanny Wilmot pinned the flower to her breast with trembling fingers.
(CSF 220)
The carnation is also used to symbolise lesbian desire in Katherine Mansfield’s
story “Carnation” (1918), which Winston reads as an influence, even an intertext, for
Woolf’s story.[7] There are many parallels between the stories – not least the mentoring
framework and the somewhat uncomfortable seduction of a young woman (Katie) by a

more knowing lesbian character (Eve). In both stories the point of erotic realisation is
marked by the gift of a flower given by one woman to another. Eve refers to her gift a
“‘souvenir tendre’” (a tender memory) as she drops the flower down the front of Katie’s
dress, but the meaning of the flower gift in Woolf’s story is more ambiguous and there
seems to be a resistance labelling the gift in the same way. Indeed, with the French
lesson of “Carnation” in mind, and with Woolf’s own lessons in French at the time of
writing her story, [8] we’re made alert to the fluidity of meaning, the impossibility of an
exact translation, and to the resistance to the pinning down of language in Woolf’s story.
Throughout this story, there is a sense of slippage between economies that suggests a
close interconnection between the market, the gift, and economies of desire, and this has
suggestive potential for the articulation of homoerotic desires.
What we see in “Slater’s Pins” is the way that a momentary loss of a material
object, marked as a commodity in this story, opens up a range of erotic and economic
possibilities. The finding of the pin coincides with the revelation and recognition of
another economy of desire, a desire that is in excess of both a heterosexual economy and
a market economy. One point of Slater’s pin/ “Slater’s Pins,” then, is to prick the bubble
of heterosexual romance and open up onto a different way of relating, bonding, of
gaining a sense of identity. The moment of jouissance, overflow and energy at the end of
the story exceeds rational calculation and opens onto a different way of being.

Endnotes

[1] See Abbott, Caughie, Delany, Garrity, Hankins and Wicke.
[2] Clements argues that Fanny is shocked by the coded suggestion that the penis and
heterosexuality are pointless (18). Indeed, “pin” is slang for “penis” from the
seventeenth century onwards (Beale 885).
[3] Around the time that Woolf finished this story she too became engaged in an
imaginative recreation of the history of a woman she very much admired, loved and
lusted after. Her own willingness to speculate and imagine her fantastical construction
of Vita Sackville-West’s life story did actually become a creative gift to her lover; Woolf
gave the original manuscript of Orlando to Sackville-West.
[4] See Emily Jensen who identifies a “verbal network” as making this connection (1623) and refers to Clarissa’s denial of her lesbian desires as a metaphorical suicide (167-8).
Smith also discusses the connection between Clarissa and Septimus and suggests that
they both marry to escape the panic generated by their homosexual desires (50).
[5] Metaphors of fish, fins and mermaids are richly suggestive of women’s creativity,
independence and homoerotic desires in much of Woolf’s writing. See Rosenman,
Wilson, and Simpson for further discussion of this idea.
[6] Indeed Julia’s relatively impoverished state following the death of her brother
suggests the vulnerability of women in such a system.
[7] Significantly, Winston suggests the carnation has homosexual connotations connected
to Oscar Wilde (63-4).

[8] Indeed, in her letters French seems associated with homoerotic frisson: to SackvilleWest she remarks looking forward to learning French and on getting closer to Vita, and to
Mary MacCarthy she writes of looking forward to the flirtation of the classroom (L III
438, 469, 134).
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The Impact of Bloomsbury on John Maynard Keynes
Craufurd D. Goodwin

John Maynard Keynes is the only major economist who spent a substantial part of his life
embedded (in all the meanings of that term) in a community of artists and creative writers
– the Bloomsbury Group. To disentangle the impact of Bloomsbury on Keynes from the
effects of the many other activities in his life is, of course, impossible. But it was
undoubtedly wide and deep.
The most obvious evidence of impact may be on his topic selection in his research
and writing. His celebrated works on the follies of warfare, the human costs of
unemployment, the impracticality of empire, and the need for creative new international
organizations, all were consistent with mainstream Bloomsbury concerns. Further
evidence of impact is in Keynes’s portrayal of actors in an economy. From early in the
nineteenth century most political economists presumed the existence of a rational
economic man, a creature who selected carefully and predictably among alternatives so
as to maximize pleasure and minimize pain. Homo economicus, they suggested, not only
did behave rationally, but should do so as well. What began as an assumption became the
economist’s values. No case could be made, these pre-Keynesian economists believed,
for privileging one kind of consumption over another, even for culture and the arts. In
Bentham’s immortal words, as far as anyone could tell “pushpin equals poetry” (IX 253254).
Concerning the assumption of the economic man and the implication that the arts
could be equated with pushpin Keynes and other members of Bloomsbury vigorously
demurred. G.E. Moore’s “states of consciousness” and “organic wholes”( 237; 82), as

well as Roger Fry’s “imaginative” and “active” lives (74), were the basis for their explicit
repudiation of the Benthamite picture of incremental and homogeneous human choice. It
is not surprising to see such rejection of Benthamism by the artists and humanist writers
in the Group; this critical tradition goes back to Matthew Arnold and John Ruskin. But
the rejection is startling in a pillar of the economics establishment such as Keynes.
Keynes was, of course, exposed to Moore while a student at Cambridge before there was
a Bloomsbury, but his critique of Bentham lasted throughout his career. He remarked in
a talk to the Memoir Club published only after his death that “the Benthamite tradition”
was “the worm which has been gnawing at the insides of modern civilization and is
responsible for its present moral decay” (Two Memoirs 96). Keynes claimed even that
“this escape from Bentham … has served to protect the whole lot of us from the final
reductio ad absurdum of Benthamism known as Marxism” (97).
Keynes’s “escape” from the thrall of Bentham liberated him from the injunction
in the professional economics of his time against exploring social norms other than utility
maximization. It opened up for him the possibility of privileging over other goals the
pursuit of truth and beauty in the imaginative life. Even though Keynes’s first rejection
of Bentham came before the birth of the Bloomsbury Group, the continuing company of
fellow critics over his lifetime helped him to sustain his economic apostasy.
In those contributions to economic theory for which Keynes is best known it is
easy to see the anti-Benthamite Bloomsbury footprint. He went for inspiration beyond
the simplistic Benthamite psychology to the pioneering psychologists Wilfred Trotter and
Sigmund Freud. In this he was guided by the psychologists in the Group, James and Alix
Strachey and Adrian Stephen (Meisel and Kendrick 15; 190; 191; 289), and also by

Roger Fry who could report on his conversations with the psychologist Denman Ross at
Harvard (81), and by Leonard Woolf who, in the 1930s, was constructing a psychological
theory of political history at the time Keynes was contemplating a psychological theory
of macro-economics. One of Keynes’s most celebrated theoretical contributions was on
the demand side of markets for goods and services.[1] He decomposed aggregate demand
into several components that could then be explained through a psychological analysis of
each category of demander: consumers, investors, foreign purchasers, and government.
Keynes’ decomposition of aggregate demand in his General Theory of Employment
Interest and Money (1936) had been anticipated by Roger Fry a decade earlier in his Art
and Commerce (1926), in which he decomposed the demand for works of art.
A famous theoretical model that Keynes developed to explain the stock market
was derived from a beauty contest popular at the time in which observers were invited to
guess the likely winners not by referring to any universal standard of beauty but rather by
guessing what the judges would decide—for whatever reason. In Keynes’s model of the
stock market speculators look not at the inherent fundamentals of companies but at what
they perceive other speculators are likely to think and do over time. Fry had earlier posed
a model of the art market where prices turned not on the inherent merits of the art itself
but upon the expectations of speculators (“snobbists”) about the waves of fashion ahead
(101). Both Keynes and Fry were confident that the introduction of disinterested
expertise could stabilize these two markets.
Perhaps the most intriguing impact of Bloomsbury on Keynes came from the
overall perspective of the Group on human affairs. One of Keynes’s most influential
theoretical contributions was to picture a world characterized by inconsistent plans and

expectations of various groups. He postulated that the equilibrating mechanisms
constructed to reconcile these inconsistencies—notably markets—were often unable to
do so, and the results were disastrous. For example, when savers planned to save more
than investors planned to invest prices might fall, but output also might contract. A
decline in interest rates—the price of borrowing—might not be enough to arrest the fall.
Similarly, if in the labor market employers did not plan to engage as many workers as the
number who wanted to work, there was unemployment. A fall in wage rates might not
restore full employment, and might even exacerbate the situation by destabilizing
expectations.
Very similar thinking to this surrounded Keynes in Bloomsbury. At a macro level
Leonard Woolf’s description of recent social history emphasized repeated sharp clashes
among nations and groups because of inconsistency between political expectations for
liberty, equality, and fraternity, and economic expectations rooted in the sanctity of
private property, rewards according to marginal productivity and the rigors of the
competitive market (Principia Politica 80-81). In the absence of mechanisms to
reconcile these differing political and economic expectations Leonard Woolf expected
mounting social tensions and conflict.
Bloomsbury fiction is filled with the portrayal of problems created by inconsistent
personal expectations: for example the differences between the expectations of Clarissa
Dalloway and Peter Walsh in Mrs Dalloway (Virginia Woolf 1928), those between Mr,
and Mrs. Tebrick in Lady into Fox (Garnett 1923), and those between Harcourt Worters
and Evelyn Beaumont in Other Kingdom (Forster 1928). In all of these fictional accounts
tragedy ensues from unresolved inconsistency.

Finally, inconsistency of expectations is to be found even in Bloomsbury art. In
1937, a year after Keynes’s General Theory, Duncan Grant won a medal of merit at the
Paris International Exhibition for a fabric design depicting the story of Daphne and
Apollo, the epitome of inconsistent expectations (Shone 265). In this myth the
mischievous Cupid fires one arrow into Apollo, the warrior, making him lust forever after
Daphne, the beautiful maiden, and another into Daphne making her lose all interest in the
opposite sex. The reconciliation in this story comes, as it often does in Bloomsbury
fiction, through nature, when Daphne is transformed into a laurel bush.
But it was not only the content of Keynes’s economic theory that bore the marks
of Bloomsbury, there were also his style and form of presentation. In Economic
Consequences of the Peace (1920) he chose to dissect the Paris Peace Conference not
through the cost-benefit approach of the economist but through an examination of the
character of the principal negotiators, a style made popular at the time by fellow
Bloomsbury member Lytton Strachey. Biography became for Keynes a way to gain
deeper understanding of human nature and of the social systems of which humans were
the building blocks, as suggested in Economic Consequences of the Peace (27-55).
Other distinctive stylistic forms that Keynes shared with members of the
Bloomsbury Group include his fondness for moderation and the middle ground (the
equivalent in gender terms of androgyny). In debate, like Roger Fry, he was seemingly
unwilling to confront vigorously his attackers or even his sympathetic disciples. Also
like Fry, he was annoyingly reluctant to declare an issue closed. He was always on to the
next revision of his earlier thinking. One is reminded of an observation by Fry about his
own style that Keynes might have made about his. Fry writes: “I have never worked out

for myself a complete system such as the metaphysicians deduce from a priori
principles….. Moreover, I have always looked on my system with a certain suspicion. I
have recognised that if it ever formed too solid a crust it might stop the inlets of fresh
experience….” (86).
A distinctive feature of Keynes’s style is his use of biblical text and classical myth
to make a point or to understand a situation, a feature found in almost all Bloomsbury
writings and works of art. For example he explained high savings rates and reluctance of
modern man to shorten working hours by the presence of too much of the “old Adam in
most of us”, and he described the high liquidity preference experienced during a
depression as similar to the affliction of King Midas (“Economic Possibilities for Our
Grandchildren” 329; The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money 219).
Like the other members of Bloomsbury, Keynes preferred to write for an audience
much larger than a narrow coterie of professional scholars. He reached out to policy
makers, an elite of interested economic actors, and even to the general public—what
Virginia Woolf called her “common reader” and Roger Fry “the herd”—through the daily
press and the BBC where style was as important as content. Even in his most challenging
technical work The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money (1936) Keynes
made certain that some chapters could be read with relative ease by an unsophisticated
audience.
In Keynes’s policy pronouncements as much as in his contributions to theory, the
Bloomsbury hand is readily visible. In particular, he was one with them in wishing to
keep the machinery of state as limited and unobtrusive as possible. In part, this reflected
their common liberal philosophy that placed human freedom and personal relationships

very high on their list of human values. Morgan Forster made a memorable statement
that if he were called upon to “choose between betraying my country and betraying my
friend I hope I should have the guts to betray my country” (Two Cheers for Democracy
66). But it reflected also their shared experiences with the civilian, military, and imperial
bureaucracies. They blamed a jingoistic and bellicose civil service for much of the
warfare and human suffering in their own times. The way the government mishandled
the arts whenever it was given the chance was a regular topic of conversation among the
Bloomsbury Group. Roger Fry was one of the leading critics of the government misuse
of the Chantrey bequest intended to foster British art (Goodwin 41).
It is not too much of a stretch to suggest that three of the most important policy
innovations of the twentieth century, in all of which Keynes had a strong hand, have
discernible Bloomsbury roots. The first is the use of fiscal policy guided by a small
group of public-spirited experts as an alternative to direct intervention to achieve full
employment and economic stability. Keynes stood resolutely in the way of anything like
a monolithic Ministry of Economic Affairs. The second is the Arts Council model of
providing public assistance to the arts with a minimal role for bureaucrats achieved by
employing peer review and intermediate private organizations to shield the artist from
interference.
The third policy model with which Keynes is closely identified is represented in
the international organizations by which nation states collaborate to achieve global peace,
justice, and prosperity. Bloomsbury Group history is full of efforts in this direction, from
Leonard Woolf’s work for the League of Nations and the United Nations, Roger Fry’s
father’s leadership in creation of the World Court at the Hague, to Morgan Forster’s

devotion to International Pen. Certainly Keynes’s tireless commitment to establishment
of the World Bank and International Monetary Fund have deep roots in a Bloomsbury
tradition.
It would be quite wrong to suggest that there was anything like unanimity among
the Bloomsbury Group on important policy questions – or much else for that matter, or
that Keynes was moved by something like a party line. Indeed, quite the contrary. He
disagreed with Leonard Woolf about the need for public ownership (Skidelsky 362), and
he had little sympathy for Virginia Woolf’s claim in Three Guineas that women’s
education could help to limit international conflict (Lee 692). The influence of
Bloomsbury on Keynes can be seen more in the topics addressed and in the attitudes he
adopted than in the conclusions he reached.
Keynes’s policy innovations with their roots in Bloomsbury were reflected well
beyond the United Kingdom. In the United States, The Council of Economic Advisers,
the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities, and the United Nations Building
in New York City might not exist were it not for the ideas and efforts of Keynes and his
Bloomsbury friends.
In the broadest sense the experience of Keynes with the Bloomsbury Group
suggests some of the positive consequences that may come from a close alliance of the
social sciences with the humanities and the arts. The experience suggests also what may
be lost from the strict isolation of these worlds from each other that typically occurs
today.

Endnotes

[1] See Leonard Woolf’s After the Deluge: A Study in Communal Psychology particularly
page v in the preface where he writes: “The work is an attempt to study communal
psychology, by which I mean the psychology of man as a social animal.”
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Selling Art Without Selling Out: Artistic Credibility, Financial Viability
and the Hogarth Press
Elizabeth Willson Gordon

There is a typical narrative of the Hogarth Press. Certain elements of the narrative were
first put forth by Press announcements and later by Leonard in his autobiography.
Common elements include the various purposes and goals of the Press, such as for
Virginia to be free of Gerald Duckworth as a publisher, to be therapy and recreation for
her, and to publish work that other publishers would not. Other frequently mentioned
elements include the idea that the Press was a hobby (as opposed to a profession), it was
only part-time, and it was non-commercial. The first hand press sat on the dining room
table at Hogarth House, giving the sense of unassuming beginnings that would almost
miraculously become a successful business and cultural institution. What I would like to
offer is a another version of the functioning of the Hogarth Press, focusing on certain
elements that are often given only cursory attention: first, the material characteristics of
the texts produced by the Press, second, the way the texts were circulated and advertised
by the Woolfs, and third, the historical discourses the Woolfs invoked through
materiality, Press practices, and advertising rhetoric.
These discourses position the Press as a certain type of institution and therefore
the works it produced as a specific type of cultural artifact. Specific discourses invoked
include that of the Arts and Crafts movement, the traditional rhetoric of art as a
disinterested pursuit, in addition to Modernist innovations and experimentation.
Manuscript texts are also invoked by some of the material practices and distribution
methods of the Press. The Press practices and rhetoric changed over time and my focus

will be on the early years of the Press with some suggestion of the direction it took over
time. My goal is to show the sophisticated and productive negotiation of seemingly
contradictory positions made use of by the Press and the Woolfs: commercial/artistic,
amateur/professional, traditional/avant-garde, elitist/democratic. An historical
perspective is needed to understand the significance of the materiality and distribution of
Press productions as well as the rhetoric that positions the Press.
The Woolfs bought a press from the Excelsior Company and some Caslon Old
Face type in 1917 (Willis 14). Their first production was Two Stories, which consisted of
“The Mark on the Wall” by Virginia and “Three Jews” by Leonard and four woodcuts by
Dora Carrington. Virginia set the type and Leonard did the machining (Rosenbaum 143).
This very first production, somewhat uncharacteristically for small presses, was put up
for sale, not distributed as a gift, and, quite remarkably, turned a profit. A notice of
publication was sent out to friends and Omega Workshop supporters (Willis 15). The
hand-set announcement of the publication, unevenly inked, included the price of the
publication, a form for the buyer to fill out and return, and the statement that “a limited
edition only will be issued” (Willis 15). From the first, the Woolfs invoked a discourse
of exclusivity regarding the Press productions.
William Morris’s Kelmscott Press and Roger Fry’s Omega Workshops are
important historical precedents for the Hogarth Press, and for understanding the aesthetic
messages of the materiality of its publications. The Woolfs, and Fry, positioned
themselves in opposition to Morris’s “nostalgia for the past...[and] antipathy toward the
use of machines in art” (Rosenbaum 151) but there is also some continuity with his
project and I would like to qualify the position of opposition by saying that the Hogarth

Press did make use of the past, nostalgia and the antipathy toward machines, but in
different and perhaps more subtle ways. Both the Omega Workshops and the Hogarth
Press wanted to avoid the “highly crafted luxurious products” while “emphasizing utility,
attractiveness and spontaneity” (Rosenbaum 152). In an anniversary statement of the
Press written in 1922, Leonard explains that they “were interested primarily in the
immaterial inside of a book, what the author had to say and how he said it,” rejecting the
private presses which “published finely printed books, which… are meant not to be read,
but to be looked at (quoted in Rosenbaum 152). The focus was on the words, the
linguistic codes.
However, S.P. Rosenbaum speculates that the “casualness and lack of finish in
some of their printing was deliberate” (152). An interesting example of the importance
of the bibliographic codes, the aesthetic position communicated through the materiality,
is in the production of Katherine Mansfield’s Prelude. The running head for the text was
printed as “The Prelude” rather than “Prelude” and when J.M. Murray noticed this, it was
changed, but only on the pages which remained to be printed. Rosenbaum suggests this
was done to save costs, but it is also possible that this is a strategic statement of priorities.
The content is privileged over the form in a way that distances the Press from fine
printing as well as commercial printing through a profession of amateurism and a
reminder of the fallible human subject(s) involved in the production. Furthering the idea
of the hobby was the fact that the Press was housed in the Woolfs’ own residence, and
somewhat like a cottage industry, they mixed their personal and professional space.
Production methods were also important because, in part, what distinguished the
early Hogarth publications was the hand printing, “the ‘artisanal’ labour of typesetting

and printing” (Marcus 143), which was added to the artistic productions of the same
individuals. This labour—visible in the ‘imperfections’ of the texts produced among
other things—created an aura for texts that was both desirable and marketable.
According to the theory of Georg Simmel, presented in his Philosophy of Money (1900),
it is the anonymity and separation of worker from product and means of production,
which results in the loss of the aura (456). In seeming recognition of this, the bookseller
James Bain told Virginia early in their publishing venture, “so long as you print things
yourself I can guarantee you an immediate sale and high prices; but when you have books
printed for you, it’s a very different matter...It’s the personal touch” (quoted in Willis 30).
The end result was a certain market niche for objects that conveyed distinction and they
conferred some of that distinction on to the person who knew enough to buy them. Often
in the production of books, the artisanal labor is segregated from the artistic, but in the
case of the Woolfs, they wrote books, printed and published them, advertised them, and
even traveled them. The multiple roles are in part what makes the case of the Hogarth
Press such a remarkable instance of cultural production. The Woolfs continued to print
some books themselves until 1932, hand printing thirty-four in all (Rosenbaum 144).
This was done in part, perhaps, to continue to emphasize their niche or positioning.
The Hogarth Press publications were also characterized by bright colours and for
Woolf’s novels in particular, the post-impressionist designs of Vanessa Bell. Leonard
recounts that the Jacob’s Room cover, designed by Bell, since it “did not represent a
desirable female or even Jacob or his room,…was… in 1923 [what] many people would
have called reproachfully post-impressionist. It was almost universally condemned by
the booksellers, and several of the buyers laughed at it (quoted in McLaurin and

Majumdar 5). Laura Marcus states that “Bell’s Post-Impressionist covers…contributed
to the definition of the ‘aesthetic’ of the Press and influenced the perception and
reception of Woolf’s writings” (141). The books looked different, both from ‘fine-print’
luxurious Kelmscott Press books, or the Nonesuch Press, but also from contemporary
commercial printers such as Cape or Heineman. The covers, like much of the material
contained in them, looked experimental and even avant-garde.
The early publications also contained material links with the more distant past for
those with the knowledge and education to identify them. A certain continuity with the
past served to authorize press productions by bestowing a sense of artistic and historical
credibility on them but also, as importantly, by differentiating them from mass-market
for-profit contemporary publishers. In creating products that were both old and new, they
could appear both modern and legitimated by tradition. Wendy Wall uses the concept of
the “literary psuedomorph” to discuss transitional manuscripts that bridge the eras of
handwritten and printed texts. Early printed texts in many ways resembled manuscripts
in order to make them comprehensible and more valid as a new form: elements of the
past conferred credibility on the new. I think the concept of the pseudomorph is also
applicable here, to the Hogarth Press texts in a broad sense, to explain how the press
could capitalize “on the familiarity of past forms but could bend them to new use in the
process” (231) both in terms of the material productions and their distribution. The use
of xylography, or printing using woodcuts, predates moveable type and woodcuts were a
frequent component in Hogarth publications from the start. Hand printing and handmade papers, small print runs, and distribution through personal connection all conferred

historical credibility and prestige. Hogarth Press works looked different and were sold
differently.
In the early years of the Press, from 1919-1923, the Woolfs used subscription to
sell their works. There were two types or categories of subscribers: A or B. Type A
subscribers paid a deposit and then received every publication that the press produced.
Type B subscribers were given notification of productions but chose which titles they
wished to purchase (Willis 48-9). It is my argument that subscription functions like a
patron or patrons in some important ways. Subscription provided financial stability for
the Press, prestige for the patrons, and the prestige creates desire for the texts among
patrons and beyond. An A subscriber supported the Press as an institution presumably
because of the art that it produced. Subscription changes the dynamic of exchange
between publisher and consumer. Category A subscribers’ involvement was not based
on a text by text case, or the individual authors of works. This relationship shifts the
focus from the sale of objects to a more general support of an institution or project of
supporting art, which increases the stability of income. The Press and those supporting it
also form an elite, a group which requires an ‘invitation’ to join and is fairly exclusive.
Subscribers were ‘addressed,’ initiated into a group, and they joined based on the
reputation of the Press and/or the relation to the people who ran it. I would argue this is
similar, in significant ways, to manuscript and coterie exchange where “an aura of
‘privileged insidedness’ [is created] around the text and its readers” and allows “the right
outsiders [to] become insiders” (Summit 188). The exclusivity confers prestige on those
who are included. Further, limiting participation through subscription, can even be read
as euphemistic advertising, creating desire for a product without that appearing to be the

intention. George Bernard Shaw wrote to Leonard and asked, “Does the Hogarth Press
publish any catalogues or season’s lists? They seem to print some nice books; but I hear
of them only by accident” (Willis 65). People could not automatically get Hogarth
publications at any bookstore; it mattered who one knew, and if one did not travel in
circles of people who talked about the Press, one might not know of it or its products at
all. If the circulation of texts is restricted, texts become “objects of elevated value and
desire, in the way that Bourdieu defines ‘restricted circulation’ as a marker of cultural
value” (Summit 189).
The circulation used certain elitist, aesthetic, and historical elements to justify the
practices, so too was the advertising careful to continue the balancing-act between
commerce and art. The official rhetoric was one way to affirm the non-commerciality of
the press and the Woolfs’ disinterestedness; they had aesthetic intentions. They made
clear in the 1922 anniversary publication that the primary goal was not a financial one,
stating, “We aimed in the first place at producing works of genuine merit which, for
reasons well known and difficult to gainsay, could scarcely hope to secure publication
through ordinary channels. In the second place we were resolved to produce no book
merely with a view to pecuniary profit.” (quoted in Willis 63). Disinterestedness is key
to the modern conception of art, which Martha Woodmansee charts as beginning in the
late eighteenth century (11). Disinterested or ‘pure art’ should be produced with only
aesthetic intentions and has intrinsic value; thus, its success could not and should not be
judged by the reaction (or lack thereof) of people in general (Woodmansee 32). This
view of art was still very influential in the early twentieth century and was particularly
useful for difficult Modernist writers whose small audiences could then be recuperated as

signs of the virtue of their art. As Pierre Bourdieu notes, art “demonstrates its
authenticity by the fact that it brings in no income...[it] proves its claim to authenticity by
its disinterestedness” (40). The “authenticity” creates symbolic capital for the art that
over time will become economic capital. Seeking economic success could be dangerous
for the Press.
There is not space to detail many marketing practices here, but I will offer a few
further exemplary strategies. Hogarth Press advertising had a fairly subtle and modest
beginning. The very first advertisement was the notice of publication sent out for Two
Stories, but with the publication of Woolf’s Kew Gardens in 1919, the circle widened as
the first review copies were sent out. The Press began to run some print ads in
newspapers in 1920. Leonard asserts that the “first commercial venture” was a
translation of Maxim Gorky’s Reminiscences of Tolstoi (67). Virginia reviewed the
publication positively in an anonymous review in the Nation and Athanaeum and Victor
Luftig calls this “commercial cleverness” and “a well-placed puff” (5). Further, the title
of another publication, Tolstoi’s Love Letters, was “a shrewd marketing decision” since
there were only fourteen love letters and they “comprised little more than one-third of a
134-page book” (most of the pages were a foreword and closing by Paul Biryukov)
(Luftig 5).
Marketing techniques also included developing a logo or imprint. The reputation
of the Press is the ‘seal of approval’ or brand name and this was, in part, a material and
aesthetic identification. “In 1918 Woolf had suggested to Bell that she produce a cover
design for Kew Gardens that need not have ‘reference’ to the story and that could be
used, with a change of title, for subsequent publications: it would be, Woolf wrote, ‘a

tremendous draw’” (Marcus 141). Though this plan was never fulfilled, Bell did design
the wolf’s-head logo which worked as a sign for the Press as a whole and further, through
her many distinctive covers, she established a certain look for Woolf’s work in Britain
that had some of the similar properties of recognizability. Another example is the 1929
Uniform Edition of Woolf’s works that made her texts into a series, keeping them in
print, and making a claim for their importance to posterity when she was in mid-career
(Willis 156).
Though Press announcements made it clear that the goal of the Press was to print
that which would not otherwise be printed, the Woolfs were interested in publishing
important art such as Eliot’s The Waste Land. It had already been published in The Dial,
The Criterion, and in book form by Boni and Liveright, yet the Hogarth Press still
published it in 1923. This publication was an astute move and, according to Laura
Marcus, “helped to consolidate the Woolfs’ reputation as publishers of modernist
writing” (126).
The purpose of my paper is not to ‘diminish’ in any way the work of the Press or
the value of what it created, but to show how the press rhetorically and materially
positioned itself in terms of contemporary and historical discourses in order to negotiate a
delicate and uneasy balance between art and commerce, professionalism and amateurism,
the traditional and the modern. An oscillating and complex position, such as the Hogarth
Press took, is flexible, multiple, at times contradictory, and certainly productive.
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“The Book is Still Warm”: The Hogarth Press in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction
Drew Patrick Shannon

In June of 2000, I sat in the Cincinnati Public Library, where I was supposed to be doing
research on a non-Woolf-related project. Bored with that other subject, I decided to play
in the library’s catalog, searching for Virginia Woolf as author, a search I’d never
performed, as I already owned copies of all of the primary texts. The first listing was for
Beau Brummell, published in 1930 by Rimington and Hooper, limited to 550 copies, of
which 500 were for sale…but here I stopped reading, and was on my way to the literature
desk. I filled out a request slip and the book was retrieved from the bowels of the stacks.
It was in a dilapidated slipcase, its covers nearly separated from the spine.
I sat at a carrel and opened the book, running my hand over the left-hand page
opposite the half-title page. Then I saw what my hand had brushed – Woolf’s signature,
in – yes – the famous purple ink.
I had three thoughts, in rapid succession. First, since the library was taking such
dismal care of it, that I should somehow secret the book upon my person, and take it
home with me, where it would be loved and cared for. Second, barring that, that I should
alert the library about the treasure it held and demand that Beau Brummell be placed in
the Rare Books room. Third, that the oils from my fingertips in that accidental brushing
would surely begin some rapid process of decay in the old, certainly not acid-free paper,
that I had inadvertently ruined a rare, beautiful book, one that had been touched by Woolf
herself.
I followed my more sensible impulse and returned to the literature desk. The

woman who had helped me was talking on the phone. “Hold on a sec,” she said, and
covered the mouthpiece. “Can I help you?”
“Do you see this,” I asked, turning the signed page to face her.
Squinting, she looked at it. “Oh,” she said.
“Shouldn’t this be in Rare Books? Why am I holding it? Why is it in
circulation?”
She shrugged. “Things slip by us all the time.” She looked at Woolf’s signature
again. “Probably worth some money, huh?”
I’m pleased to report that my complaint came to some good, and Beau Brummell
is now housed in the Public Library’s Rare Books room, and the catalog entry amended
to indicate that the book is signed. Not long after, I was in the Rare Books room at the
University of Cincinnati, examining some of the hand-printed books from the Hogarth
Press – properly this time, in white gloves and under the watchful eyes of the room’s
curator. I looked at Eliot’s Poems and The Waste Land, Theodora Bosanquet’s Henry
James at Work, Virginia’s Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown. Though the Rare Books room
owns other, later Hogarth Press editions, I found myself drawn most, armed with books
by J.H. Willis, Jr. and Donna Rhein, to those books bound and printed by the Woolfs
themselves. As I flipped gently through The Waste Land, with its marbleized blue cover,
I thought of Virginia assembling the book, gluing the title card onto the cover. I read The
Waste Land there, as I read Beau Brummell in the Public Library, and thought that this
was the ideal way to read Eliot’s work, despite the sloppy inking and occasional
typographical error. (Rhein notes that many copies of The Waste Land show Virginia’s
own handwritten corrections (23); the copy I saw unfortunately did not.) Though I own

The Waste Land in many different editions, the appeal of the Hogarth Press edition was
undeniable. It is an original, a work of art in its own way. I began thinking about Walter
Benjamin’s 1936 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in
which he argues for two categories of art objects – the original and the reproduction.
Where, I wondered, do the hand-printed books from the Hogarth Press fall? The
following is a suggestion that Benjamin’s categories may not be as static or fixed as his
essay would lead us to believe, and that the Woolf’s hand-printed books occupy a
nebulous position in Benjamin’s theory.
Benjamin’s essay proposes that in an age in which mass reproduction of works of
art is possible, the work of art’s aura is the first casualty, the aura being not necessarily a
particular intrinsic feature of the work itself, but rather the manner in which the object is
approached by the observer, due to its rarity, its originality, or something significant in its
historical context: “the unique phenomenon of a distance, however close [the object] may
be” (676). Reproduced art is “detached from the domain of tradition” (676), and thus we
might assume that an original is in some way a product of that tradition. For Benjamin,
as a Marxist, the loss of aura, with its association with cult value and ritual, is not a
particularly lamentable situation, as he equates the cult appeal of originals with fascism,
in that the fascistic attitude toward art is one of exclusion – only those elite, select few are
allowed access to the work of art. Mass reproducibility, on the other hand, is the great
leveler, enabling art to be disseminated to the masses. As Benjamin puts it, “[F]or the
first time in world history, mechanical reproduction emancipates the work of art from its
parasitical dependence on ritual. To an ever greater degree, the work of art reproduced
becomes the work of art designed for reproducibility” (677). When Benjamin uses the

phrase “confronted with” (677) in connection with aura, he reveals one of his major
concerns: the viewers are “confronted with” the aura as if it is an aspect of the work
itself, as if the aura is the product of the tradition rather than the tradition itself. Though
“The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction” largely deals with cinema and
photography, it can be argued that the printing press is the original mass reproducer of
art, bringing the art of writing to the masses. But while the press is certainly responsible
for the democratization of literature, there is nevertheless considerable cult value in the
original of a piece of writing. Just as an original Monet inspires more awe in the observer
than a poster reproduction, an original handwritten volume of one of Virginia Woolf’s
diaries would, for the devotee, prove infinitely more valuable than a printed copy of Anne
Olivier Bell’s transcription, its wonderful notes and annotations notwithstanding. The
key difference is not in the content, which in both the original and the reproduction is the
same, but in the context surrounding the original, the knowledge on the part of the
observer that the act of creation occurred here, that this is the site, to some extent, of the
artist’s creativity made manifest. (In the case of manuscripts, this idea is complicated by
the fact that a printed copy of the book is not really the same as the manuscript – the
manuscript is in the writer’s hand, and might reveal all sorts of information to the
observer that a typed and printed version could not.) In his discussion of photography,
Benjamin argues that there are two polar opposites in terms of value for a work of art:
cult value (associated with aura and originals), and exhibition value (associated with
reproduction) (678). With the rise of mechanical reproduction, exhibition value
increased, as it was now possible for the masses to receive the art – a photograph could
be displayed in innumerable venues, whereas an original painting could be exhibited in

one location only at a time. By discussing primarily cinema and photography, Benjamin
makes clear that reproducibility in these instances does not mean that these media are not
works of art, but that they possess exhibition value rather than cult value, which depends
on the aura of the original. Thus, the Woolfs’ hand-printed books may well be viewed as
art objects, but this does not answer the question: are they originals or reproductions?
The reason behind the Woolfs’ decision in 1915 to start their own publishing firm
is famously threefold: first, to provide a therapeutic activity for Virginia; second, to
publish the work of Leonard, Virginia, and their friends, work that would often prove to
be experimental in nature and in a format and length that would be unlikely to be
accepted by a commercial press; and third, to make money. Though in his autobiography
Leonard refers to “the art of printing” (233), Hermione Lee notes that “the Woolfs were
not as interested in fine books as in content” (366). They certainly had many models of
fine books to choose from, from William Morris’s work at the Kelmscott Press and the
Arts and Crafts movement, to Roger Fry’s books at the Omega Workshop. The books to
be hand-printed by Leonard and Virginia were to be short, simple, and with a design that
emphasized the work – nothing ornate, no ostentation. What is perhaps most noteworthy
about their early experimentation is their sheer ineptitude at the task: when the press
arrived at Hogarth House, Virginia promptly lost some of the letters in the drawing room
carpet, and “managed, almost at once, to get the lower case h’s mixed with the n’s” (Bell
41). As for the actual printing, Donna Rhein observes:
The Woolfs got beyond the most elementary stages of their hobby, but they were
never very good printers. Leonard mentions that he had trouble from the start
leveling the type in the chase. He never completely mastered the technique, just

as he never got his inking consistent or black enough. […] As long as the handprinted products were primarily the work of the Woolfs, they were poorly inked
and contained many typographical errors, showing that the Woolfs did not bother
to correct set type from their proof sheets. Both joined in folding the sheets and
stitching the signatures into books or pamphlets. The bindings were of special
interest to the Woolfs, who took great pleasure over the years in finding colorful
and unusual papers in which to wrap their printing efforts at the Press. Binding
was a particular task of Virginia’s, something she had done for pleasure as a
young woman and continued to do until her death. (Rhein 5)

The Woolfs’ first act was to publish their own work, in Two Stories in 1917. While they
may have been putting forth art, they were doing so in the content rather than the form:
while all of the hand-printed books are in many ways beautiful, with elegant paper covers
and glued-on title cards, they are also often sloppy and uneven, with a temporary,
pamphlet-like appearance. The Woolfs clearly were more interested in getting the work
out to the public rather than in producing a beautiful product (despite occasionally lovely
touches such as Carrington’s woodcuts) and were thus clearly well aware of the
exhibition value of their efforts, and of the numbers of people potentially to be reached
by their press, their tool of mass reproduction.
The Woolfs sold many of their books on a subscription basis; many of the buyers
were friends or relatives, individuals who were surely buying the books out of a
combination of interest and affection. The allure of the hand-printed books to the
Woolfs’ contemporary purchasers may have been somehow related to the Arts and Crafts

movement, the desire for something handmade and personal; Roger Fry’s Omega
Workshop folded, but the Woolfs thrived and eventually licensed an outside printer to
print longer works under the Hogarth Press imprint – the wolf’s head device on the title
pages served as branding, a sure sign of the mass reproduced art object. It is difficult to
argue that the longer works that were “outsourced” to printers like McDermott’s Prompt
Press are original works of art – they emphatically seem like reproductions in terms of
their sheer number and the swiftness of their reproducibility. And the hand-printed books
themselves qualify as reproductions in the Benjaminian sense in several respects. First,
they were printed on a hand-press, itself a tool of mechanical reproduction. Second, even
the most limited edition published by the Press, the poems of Leonard’s brother, Cecil
Woolf, killed in the war, existed in multiple copies; no one of them could be considered
the original. Third, the Woolfs placed primacy on content rather than form, a hallmark of
the mechanically produced work of art – consider the oil painting reproduced on paper.
And finally, an “original” of the work does indeed exist, in the form of the manuscript or
typescript by the author. But even to the contemporary purchaser, there was surely some
degree of cachet to owning one of the hand-printed Hogarth Press books. Despite the fact
that there were multiple copies, some copies in the same print run have differently
colored covers; some have differently shaped or designed title cards, lending an air of
originality even to individual works in a run. Though many of the purchasers were
friends and acquaintances, there was undoubtedly some appeal to owning a book that had
been put together by hand by Leonard and Virginia; the latter, after all, was a novelist and
critic with a burgeoning reputation. Finally, the knowledge of the time and skill involved
in setting type, inking the press, printing the pages, and binding the books must have

given the original purchasers some sense that they were buying something that was
crafted and handmade, not something that was merely stamped out on a machine. As
Virginia became more famous she and Leonard stopped producing hand-printed books
(the last was Dorothy Wellesley’s Jupiter and the Nun in 1932 [Rhein 152]), thus giving
the earlier volumes an even greater value – a value that moves away from exhibition and
more toward cult.
It is after Virginia Woolf’s death in 1941 that the hand-printed books begin to
shift further along Benjamin’s spectrum. As Regina Marler notes, Leonard kept Virginia
before the reading public in the years after her death with carefully-timed volumes of
essays; while she was considered a brilliant essayist, interest in her novels waned, though
Leonard kept them in print (22-24). Through the 1970s, with the publication of Quentin
Bell’s biography and Virginia’s own letters and diaries, Woolf’s reputation grew, her
novels regained their stature, and she was swept up in the burgeoning feminist
movement. As Woolf’s literary stock rose, the demand increased for the everdiminishing number of objects owned or touched by her. There is a possible analogue to
the development of Woolf’s reputation in Benjamin’s essay when he argues that
Hollywood studios specifically generate the cult of the movie star in order to compensate
for the lack of aura in their mass-produced products (682). Although Leonard was
extremely protective of Woolf’s literary legacy (refusing to allow access to certain
private papers, etc.), there is still a sense in which Leonard manipulated Virginia’s image
in the years following her death. By keeping the flame alive, he (possibly inadvertently)
paved the way for the cult value of the hand-printed Hogarth Press books, Woolf first
editions, signed books, and other forms of memorabilia to thrive. This fastidious care on

Leonard’s part, coupled with the growing number of articles and essays on Woolf’s work
throughout the 1960s and 70s, not to mention the effect of Edward Albee (so astutely
examined by Brenda Silver in Virginia Woolf Icon), served to create a context and a
tradition through which to view Woolf’s life and literary activity. And for the handprinted books from the Hogarth Press, exhibition value has given way to cult value. A
Hogarth Press The Waste Land now has aura, in the Benjaminian sense. “We know that
the earliest art works originated in the service of a ritual – first the magical, then the
religious kind. It is significant that the existence of the work of art with reference to its
aura is never entirely separated from its ritual function” (677). There is something
ritualistic about holding a hand-printed Hogarth Press book. To hold it is to imagine
Woolf gluing the title card, working the stitching, gluing the covers. The impulse to own
one, or even to visit one in a library, is not unlike the impulse to visit Monks House, to
take the walk to the River Ouse. There is a similar sense of pilgrimage, of being close to
greatness.
It is important to note that for Benjamin, the cult of celebrity and the cult value of
an art object are not precisely the same thing, though they are no doubt related. In this
instance, it can argued that the cult of celebrity around Virginia Woolf has created a
context, a tradition, through which the Hogarth Press hand-printed books may be viewed,
thus imbuing them with aura. But this aura, as with all of Benjamin’s art objects, is not
intrinsic to the books themselves – it is a product of the viewpoint of the observer. An
observer who knows nothing of Woolf might look at an old copy of Eliot’s Poems and
think that it is merely a sloppy, rundown, amateurish publication, while the Woolfian will
look at it with reverence. The same can be said of any painting in any museum – the

observer is being told that a particular art object is an original, is of value, and the
observer will view the object through that lens. The same painting in a different venue –
frameless, propped up against a wall (or used as a fire screen, as I was horrified to learn
of one of Roger Fry’s paintings (Marler 55)) – might garner an entirely different
response, out of its particular context and tradition. I am quite aware that my own
reverence for these books would, for Benjamin, lean toward the fascistic impulse that he
warns against early in his essay. Original art objects, those with aura, are dangerous, in
that they suggest elitism, a non-democratic impulse. But since in this instance, a copy of
the Hogarth Press The Waste Land does not negate the fact that there are millions of
copies of earlier editions throughout the world available to the masses, one might wonder
where the harm is in such reverence. But that is too large a topic to be addressed here.
On the surface, Benjamin’s categories of art objects appear stable and fixed, but
the hand-printed books from the Hogarth Press indicate that what was previously thought
of as a reproduction may take on the qualities of an original, with the passage of time and
the development of a new context through which to observe them. Perhaps it is Jeanette
Winterson who most accurately describes what it is like to hold a book once held by the
great:
Close the shutters and turn up the lamp. The room is full of voices. Who are they
that shine in gold like apostles in a church window at midday? There is more in
my hands than a book. Pick it up, and the streets empty of traffic, the place is
still. The movement is an imaginative one, the secret passage between body and
book, the connections known only to you. Intimate illuminations when the reader
and what is read are both unaware of the hands of the clock.

The clock is ticking. Let it. In your hands, a book that was in their hands,
passed to you across the negligible years of time. Art is indifferent to time, and if
you still want proof, you have it. Pick up the book. It is still warm. (131-132)
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‘My own ghost met me’: Woolf’s 1930s photographs, death and Freud’s Acropolis
Maggie Humm

The photographs taken by the Woolfs in the early 1930s are important examples of
portraiture and represent an extensive life narrative of themselves and their friends.
Photographic portraits are very composed, constructed forms that suggest the
photographer’s identification with the subject (Dexter 19). By incorporating traces of
their makers’ histories as well as the everyday moment, the Woolfs’ photographs mediate
between past and present. Monk’s House Album 3, one of the Woolfs’ seven photo
albums, contains photographs taken between 1931 and 1934 of many of their friends:
Roger Fry, Lydia and Maynard Keynes, John Lehmann, Alice Ritchie, Charles Siepmann,
Angus Davidson, Molly and Desmond MacCarthy, Tom and Vivienne Eliot, Stella
Benson, Wogan and Rosamond Phillips, Peter and Prudence Lucas, Vita Sackville-West,
as well as relatives: Ann and Judith Stephen, Vanessa Bell, Clive Bell, Duncan Grant and
Vanessa’s children. The disparate locales in the photographs include Greece, Italy and
Ireland but Monk’s House, where Leonard and Virginia developed their photographs, is
the preferred setting.
In the albums, sitters are photographed with distinct presences and deeper
meanings are suggested through the accumulation and sequencing of photographic
motifs. The large number of repeated portraits reveals the Woolfs need for a constant
visual discourse of friendship during the 1930s. Portraying the density of friendship by
means of repetition clearly expressed their desire for a collective “history” at a time of
great social and cultural change. This period of photography is concurrent with a time, in

Virginia’s diaries and letters, of almost constant descriptions of the contemporary deaths
of many of her friends as well as reminiscences of family deaths, particularly those of her
brother Thoby and her father Leslie Stephen which the contemporary reflections evoked.
Leonard and Virginia were involved in many social and political developments in
the 1930s. The world wide Depression following the General Strike and US stock market
crash was met in Britain by the downfall of Ramsay MacDonald’s Labour government
and his formation of a National government on August 24, 1931. As Hermione Lee
argues, Leonard as the co-editor of the Political Quarterly founded in that year “was
caught up, from now on, in what he called ‘the intelligent man’s way to prevent
war’”(Lee 617). The year 1931 was one of unprecedented and brutal developments both
at home and abroad. Japan’s invasion of Manchuria in September 1931 weakened
Leonard’s faith in the League of Nations. Public demands for women’s emancipation
diminished during the 1930s with feminist efforts subdued by the realities of economic
recession and the rise of Fascism (Rowbotham 173). The 1931 Anomalies Act, although
introduced by a woman minister Margaret Bondfield, made it difficult for unemployed
married women to qualify for benefit, disqualified 180,000 married women for assistance
and was attacked by Woolf’s friends including Selina Cooper at Central Hall in 1933
(Rowbotham 174). The year before the Act was passed, in 1930, Virginia wrote the
introduction to the collected letters of the Women’s Co-operative Guild as an
autobiographical heuristic understanding of working class women’s social and political
injustices.
The response of the Woolfs’ press the Hogarth Press to these developments took
the form of a generational divide. The press published pamphlets about the League and

other political institutions and Virginia’s “Letter to a Young Poet” in 1932. As Harold
Nicolson argued, the pamphlets were “epistles in which the generation of 1910 confronts
the generation of 1932” (Lee 618). The publications represent not so much an
estrangement from present change but a mediation of that change through a discursive
past. A similar palimpsest reading of the present informed by the past, marked other
1930s publications for example F.R. Leavis’s New Bearings in English Poetry in which
modernism is represented by G.M. Hopkins as much as by T.S. Eliot. But Leavis’s
attempt to fix the instabilities of culture and literature with a humanistic attention to
English organicism was not shared by the Woolfs.
The Woolfs lived in the modern world, broadcasting on the BBC (Leonard’s “The
Modern State” a series of six talks he delivered in October and November 1931), going to
movies, enjoying constant photography as well as visits to the 1931 Olympia Motor
Exhibition and approving a car “The Star, which indeed we could buy if we wished”
probably the Little Comet Fourteen costing £354 (D IV 50). The Woolfs’ income rose
dramatically in the 1930s. Flush (1932) sold 50,000 copies and by 1937 The Years was a
best seller in the United States second only to Gone with the Wind and Man Ray’s
photograph of Virginia appeared on the cover of Time (Silver 79).
This more complex experience of modernity/modernism, as a disparate formation
interweaving past and present, high and popular cultures and Virginia’s defence of the
‘common reader’, is at odds with many of her contemporary critics. For example the
architect Reginald Blomfield, hostile to Roger Fry’s ideas, claimed that “since the war,
Modernism, or Modernismus, as it should be called on the German precedent, has
invaded this country like an epidemic…it’s attack is insidious…whether it is communism

or not, ‘Modernismus’ is a vicious movement which threatens that literature and art
which is our last refuge from a world that is becoming more and more mechanized
everyday” (Blomfield 52-3). The Studio art journal editorial in 1932 agreed “Britain is
looking for British pictures of British people of British landscapes” (The Studio 64).
This common fear of modernism as foreign is far removed from Bloomsbury’s
association with international modernism, for example Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant’s
attention to the work of Matisse and the French avant-garde. In Britain, Vanessa and
Duncan worked with cutting edge modern industrial techniques joining forces with Allan
Walton one of the most forward looking textile producers of the 1930s, who transferred
more than fifteen of Bell and Grant’s painterly designs onto a gleaming rayon-faced cloth
that intensified and reflected light (Mendes 91). The fabrics were sold at Fortnum and
Mason and major London outlets (Spalding 258).
Woolf too made link-ages between modernity and modernism. One result of that
attention to a more mass-mediated imaginary are her photographs but also even in her
writings about painting for example Walter Sickert: A Conversation (1934). Sickert
asked Woolf to write about a retrospective exhibition of his paintings shown in
November 1933 at Agnew and Son because he felt that Woolf would best represent the
literary qualities of the work. But Woolf, more interestingly, begins her essay with one
of her favourite dinner party scenes in which guests discuss whether driving in London is
helped or hindered by the “new system of coloured lights”, a discussion which Woolf
transmogrifies into an extended analysis of colour and spectatorship (WS 5).
The introduction in Britain of three-coloured traffic lights in 1928/9 was followed
by the Road Traffic Act of 1934 which introduced a 30 mph speed limit in urban areas,

driving tests, fines for jay walking and sanctuary lanes (pedestrian crossings). Just as
modernism was considered to be too risky and continental by many critics in Britain so
too were traffic lights, although they had been adopted in the United States in 1918, and
in France in 1922. Woolf was equally attentive to other new technologies, buying with
Leonard on July 23 1931, “a superb Zeiss camera” (probably the Lloyd or Nixe rather
than the more expensive Cocarette model of 1929) and pleased that “my Kodak can be
made perfect for 5/-” (five shillings) (D IV 361). In 1931 a Kodak 120 film of eight
exposures cost one shilling (the same price as one packet of twenty cigarettes or two
packets of Pears soap). Sickert himself was very aware of photographic techniques and,
during the 1930s, transfigured newspaper photographs into formal paintings. Sickert’s
Edward VIII (1936) endows a popular media image of the king with advanced modernist
painterly handling. The king, when Prince of Wales, was archetypally modern. He
persuaded the Post Office to use up-to-date phones, loved fast cars, and supported the
Royal Academy’s first modernist exhibition “British Art in Industry” by affirming that
“simplicity in line, form and decoration is, I think, what modern taste demand” (Hogben
68).
Beginning in 1931, Woolf too collected photographs and newspaper cuttings in
her effort to document the differing social, economic, political and cultural positions of
men and women in this period. The photographs and cuttings, together with quotations
and letters, Woolf mounted into three scrapbooks whose pages, which included
information about education, sexuality, politics, and social values, were sources for Three
Guineas. Woolf’s prescient “montage” of text, published photographs and “narrated”
images of the Spanish Civil War which were not published in the book produced a

complex multi-generic work of feminist modernism (Modernist Women 215-6). Woolf’s
use of photography is far in advance of the typical newspaper photographic reproductions
of the 1930s in which photographs are subordinate to stories until the arrival of Picture
Post in 1938. Woolf’s technique resembles the modernist photographer August Sander’s
universal language of photography with which “we can communicate our thoughts,
conceptions, and realities to all people on earth” (North 109).
The 1930s for Woolf were also a period of self-reflection, particularly about her
past and about death. Woolf’s diaries and letters for 1931-4 contain her detailed thoughts
about the contemporary deaths of fourteen people all of whom, apart from the king of
Belgium, were personally known to Woolf including her most intimate friends Lytton
Strachey, Dora Carrington, and Roger Fry, her half-brother George Duckworth and
Leonard’s sister Clara. Virginia and Leonard talked often about death and suicide during
these years. After Goldie Dickinson’s death “at night L & I talked of death the second
time this year. We may be like worms crushed by a motor car” and Virginia dreamt that
night of Angelica Bell dead (D IV 120). After Dora Carrington’s suicide Woolf records
“we discuss suicide; & I feel, as always, ghosts” (D IV 83).
Woolf’s “witnessing” of multiple contemporary deaths during the 1930s and her
memories of family deaths emerge in her writing: “the end of The Waves. I wrote the
words O Death fifteen minutes ago”; and shape the Woolfs’ repetitious photographs (D
IV 10). In a variety of ways, engaging with the example of another intellectual equally
caught up with issues of visual memory and the psyche in these years, can provide a
valuable lens through which Woolf’s writings and photographs can be studied. Reading
other self-inscriptions, other performances of similar family memories, is a useful way of

understanding technologies of memory particularly if these performances involve
identical events.
There is one surprisingly tangential account, written in the 1930s, in which the
writer’s frame of reference and technology of memory are very close to Woolf’s. One
other writer, in particular, was creating an explanatory narrative of memories of his dead
father in the context of social change and threats of war in the 1930s. Both Virginia
Woolf and Sigmund Freud decided to revisit the Acropolis in the 1930s, Woolf in person
and Freud in his memories and in writing. Woolf’s first visit to Athens, with Vanessa,
Thoby and Adrian, was in 1906 at the age of twenty-four, whereas Freud was forty-eight
when he visited in 1904.
In 1936 Freud decided to celebrate the birthday of his admired friend the writer,
musicologist and Nobel Prize winner Romain Rolland by writing an account for Rolland
of Freud’s 1904 Acropolis visit together with an explanation for why the visit had “kept
on recurring in my mind” and frequently troubled Freud during the intervening years
(Freud 239). Freud’s eightieth birthday was also celebrated by an Address signed by
nearly two hundred writers including Rolland and Virginia Woolf. In May 1932 Woolf
travelled to Greece, together with Leonard and Roger and Margery Fry. Perhaps not
surprisingly, at the Acropolis Woolf thought that “my own ghost met me” and had
recurring memories of the death of her brother Thoby who had died of typhoid after their
1906 visit, and memories of her father Leslie Stephen (D IV 90). Freud too, on returning
to the Acropolis in his thoughts, also experienced memories of his brother and father
(Freud 248). Freud’s account of those memories is ostensibly written for Rolland, who
Freud greatly admired and saw to some extent as a symbolic father, although Rolland was

younger than Freud and the letter reads as a typical example of Freud’s self-analysis.
Importantly for Freud’s narrative, Rolland is the same age as Freud’s brother, both were
ten years younger than Freud.
Freud’s love of Hellenic culture is evident early in his life in his desire to name
his brother Alexander the Great. Freud’s view of history is, like the Greek’s, circular in
the sense that, to Freud, the past repeats itself in universal behaviours the meaning of
which can be uncovered in an “archaeological excavation” (Said 27). In Freud and the
Non-European Edward Said describes Freud’s knowledge of the Greco-Roman world
that Freud drew on repeatedly for “psychoanalytic images and concepts” (Said 15).
Said’s main focus is on Freud’s representation of Moses as a non-European and how this
destabilizing history of Jewish identity is a model for identity in the modern world. But
Said does note that, for Freud, Athens was a “city of the mind” representing “Freud’s
lifelong dedication to intellectual achievement” (Said 38).
Freud shared Woolf’s faith that narrative could free a selective blockage of
memory. He articulates the case study as a narrative of self-analysis but, as in all his
writings, the self-analysis is impregnated with similes and literary figures (Freud 239).
The literary ambiguity begins in the title of the letter ‘Brief an Romain Rolland (Eine
Erinnerungsstorung auf der Acropolis) translated by Woolf’s friends James and Alix
Strachey as “A Disturbance of Memory on the Acropolis: An Open Letter to Romaine
Rolland on the Occasion of his Seventieth Birthday” (Freud 239). The translation adds
the dimension of the public to Freud’s private intent with the introduction of “open” and
“occasion”. But the German is more ambiguous. Storung in medical terminology is
“disorder” as much as “disturbance” and erinnerung means also a reminder, in the plural

reminiscences, and in literature memoirs. So Freud’s original title proposes a literary
object with the possibility of uncovering a more disturbing medical “disorder”.
Freud is the central character in his story of “a phenomenon…which I myself had
experienced a generation ago, in 1904, and which I had never understood, has kept on
recurring in my mind. I did not at first see why; but at last I determined to analyse the
incident” (Freud 239). In 1904 Freud and his brother decided to travel to Corfu by way
of Trieste, but while visiting a business acquaintance of Freud’s brother in Trieste, they
were persuaded instead to visit Athens. While waiting for the boat office to open, Freud
and his brother wandered “about the town in a discontented and irresolute frame of mind”
(Freud 240). Finally arriving at the Acropolis, Freud changed into his best shirt for the
occasion. Only now, many years later, does Freud come to understand that the
experience of depression in Trieste and his surprise at seeing the Acropolis are
“intimately connected” (Freud 241). What motivates his behaviour, Freud believes, is a
sense of guilt or inferiority which Freud couches as “I’m not worthy of such happiness. I
don’t deserve it” (Freud 242). Why, Freud asks, does the guilt arise in “such a distorted
and distorting disguise” (Freud 243). This “is known as a feeling of derealization
[Entfremdungsgefuhl]” a similar phenomenon as depersonalisation or double
consciousness (Freud 244).
All these behavioural phenomena, Freud argues, “serve the purpose of defence;
they aim at keeping something away from the ego” (Freud 245). What Freud realises he
was keeping away from his ego in Trieste and at the Acropolis is his sense of guilt at
having surpassed his father. The “limitation and poverty of our conditions of life in my
youth” meant that the joy of seeing the Acropolis was “beyond the realms of possibility”

for Freud’s father (Freud 246-7). Freud and his brother experience extreme guilt in going
“further than one’s father, and as though to excel one’s father was still something
forbidden” (Freud 247). Freud’s “guilt” is still very much present in the 1930s, as is
evident in his defensive switch to the impersonal pronoun “one”. Freud concludes that
what “interfered with our enjoyment of the journey to Athens was a feeling of filial
piety” because not only was Freud’s father unable to visit Athens but his lack of
“secondary education” debars him, Freud feels, from understanding the significance of
the Acropolis (Freud 247-8).
The episode is replete with generational tensions and struggles with the
technologies of memory, as well as with Freud’s conceptualisations of psychic structures
in relation to memory, all tensions and struggles shared by Woolf. Freud’s idea of the
super-ego requires the internalisation of the father. Breaking into the mother/baby dyad,
the father symbolizes difference and the child is thrust into mourning and trauma facing
the father’s authority over the child’s incestuous desires for the mother. Only by
internalising the father, as well as his own aggressive impulses towards the father and
subsequent guilt, can a child identify with historical and cultural meanings that symbolize
the absent father. If the father is perceived to be “underachieving” as Freud’s father, then
the child is frustrated in achieving a masculine identity within patriarchal culture. The
Acropolis, both visually and historically, is an obvious phallic symbol and Freud’s
inability to sublimate his guilt seeing the Acropolis recalls those earlier struggles with the
super-ego.
The issues Freud raises in the Acropolis letter are issues he was grappling with
elsewhere in the 1930s, a period in which he was extensively supplementing and adapting

his previous theoretical writings. In these late lectures, grouped as New Introductory
Lectures on Psycho-Analysis and Other Works, Freud, like a modernist writer, adopts a
fragmentary style appropriating direct quotations from early work together with new
concepts including “manifest dream” in a mixed media “collage” (Marcus 71; Freud 26).
Freud revises “Some Psychical Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction between the
Sexes” (1925) and “Female Sexuality” (1931) into “Femininity” (1933) to say more
about the “psychical peculiarities of mature femininity” (Freud 132). The revision
involves Freud in a major recognition that “the phase of the affectionate pre-Oedipal
attachment” (to the mother) “is the decisive one for a woman’s future” so that “one gets
the impression that a man’s love and a woman’s are a phase apart psychologically”
(Freud 134). This is also the year in which Albert Einstein was asked by Leonard’s
admired League of Nations to exchange views “on any problem” and chose to ask Freud
“Why War?” (Freud 199). Freud answered by again turning to the father to suggest that
war could be prevented only by a “growth of civilisation” and civilisation, to Freud, was
only possible with the internalisation and sublimation of the father in culture (Freud 215).
Woolf too understood, in Three Guineas, that women were “a phase apart” from men but
specifically attacks the incorporation of the phallic into civilisation and culture (Woolf
133).
Woolf’s actual meeting with Freud later in January 1939 was not auspicious. “Dr.
Freud gave me a narcissus…A screwed up shrunk very old man…Difficult talk” (D V
202). But after Freud’s death, in September of that year, Woolf was “gulping up Freud”
and applying Freud’s concept of “ambivalence” to her mixed feelings about shopping (D
V 249). And Freud’s exploration of memories of his father in his Acropolis letter and

other case studies very much resemble Woolf’s incorporation of memory fragments into
her writings and photographs in the 1930s. Both resurrect memories by means of
unreliable narrators who are relentlessly self-reflexive. Both adopt framing devices of
discreditation. For example, Freud suggests that his Acropolis letter “is the gift of an
impoverished creature” who has “seen better days” (Freud 239). Woolf, with much less
justification, felt that she too was ageing “I’m getting old myself – I shall be fifty next
year; and I come to feel more and more how difficult it is to collect oneself into one
Virginia” (L IV 397). Perhaps these feelings of physical age encouraged both Freud and
Woolf to toy with extra sensory forms of perception. In his lecture “Dreams and
Occultism” (1933) Freud departs from his earlier fear of occultism’s threat to his
scientific weltanschauung to a more flexible consideration of thought transference (Freud
31). Similarly, although Woolf, in a letter to Vita Sackville-West, comically deflates
W.B. Yeats’ obsession with the occult, in her diary for October 1934 she describes Yeats’
beliefs in greater detail. “The Occult. That he believes in firmly. All his writing depends
on it…but felt Yeats’ extreme directness, simplicity & equality: liked his praise; liked
him” (D IV 256-7). In his introduction to his play Fighting the Waves (1934) Yeats
claimed an affinity with Woolf’s The Waves which he argued ‘”suggests a philosophy
like that of the Samkara School of ancient India” (Yeats 210).
In 1932 Woolf, like Freud, engaged with the fear of, or guilt at, surpassing the
father. On February 28 Woolf was invited to deliver the Clark lectures. “This, I suppose,
is the first time a woman has been asked; & so it is a great honour – think of me, the
uneducated child reading books in my room at 22 H. P. G. – now advanced to this glory”
(D IV 79). Woolf’s father Sir Leslie Stephen gave the first Cambridge Clark lectures

(founded in honour of William Clark Vice-Master of Trinity) in 1893, taking eighteenth
century literature as his subject. Although Woolf wanted to believe that her “father
would have blushed with pleasure” that his daughter “was to be asked to succeed him”,
she immediately rejected the invitation although, three days later, she could “think of
nothing else; my mind is swarming with ideas for lectures” (D IV 79-80). Woolf’s
declared reasons for rejecting appear to be practical. Writing to Clive Bell, Woolf
claimed that the “honour is not overwhelming” and in her diary records the usual writer’s
panic at sudden writing requests “how could I write 6 lectures, to be delivered in full
term, without giving up a year to criticism” (L V 27; D IV 79).
Two days later “the devil” is whispering that Woolf had already “six lectures
written in Phases of Fiction; & could furbish them up & deliver the Clark lectures, and
win the esteem of my sex” (D IV 79). Woolf’s “devil” or mental “disturbance” resembles
Freud’s understanding that “the essence of success was to have got further than one’s
father…and as though to excel one’s father was still something forbidden” (Freud 247).
Precisely because giving the lectures would be an anti-patriarchal project “winning the
esteem of my sex”, Woolf, like Freud, cannot envisage accepting. Woolf’s fear of
surpassing the father is clear in her defence mechanisms. Undertaking the lectures
would, Woolf claims, make her “2 or 3 years distant from The Waves” (D IV 80) The
excess in Woolf’s reaction betrays a defence mechanism. Woolf’s writing timetable
becomes a convenient screen on which to project her anxieties of surpassing Leslie
Stephen.
By the end of the thirties, when Woolf was reading Freud and writing a “Sketch
of the Past”, she understood her relationship with her father in Freudian terms now using

Freud’s term ambivalence to describe her feelings about her father, but in 1932, the year
of Woolf’s visit to the Acropolis, Woolf famously claimed unfamiliarity with the works
of Freud. Just before visiting Greece, writing to an American undergraduate, Woolf
stated “I have not read Dr Freud or any psychoanalyst – indeed I think I have never read
any of their books; my knowledge is merely from superficial talk” (L V 36). Returning
from Greece, Woolf repeated her disclaimers in a further letter to the American “I may
say that I have never read Bergson and have only a very amateurish knowledge of Freud
and the psychoanalysts; I have made no study of them” (L V 91). But one of the three
books published about Woolf in that year was le roman psychologique de Virginia Woolf
by Floris Delattre and members of Woolf’s family circle had great expertise in Freud’s
works and a lively awareness of the impact of psychology on popular culture – as had
Woolf.
James Strachey and Adrian Stephen studied Freud professionally in the 1920s,
and Lytton Strachey’s biography of Elizabeth and Essex in 1928 was informed by
interpretative psychology. The Stracheys went on to translate Freud’s works for the
Hogarth Press. Leonard, as early as 1914, had reviewed The Psychopathology of
Everyday Life for The New Weekly and read The Interpretation of Dreams (Kurzweil
248). Virginia makes a direct reference to Freudianism in her 1920s book review of J. D.
Beresford’s novel An Imperfect Mother and in A Room of One’s Own creates an
imaginary “psychopathology of everyday life” in her portrait of Professor von X (CW
152-154, AROO 31). Inevitably, by April 1932 when Virginia and Leonard together with
the Frys left for Greece, Virginia would perceive her mnemonic memories of the past,
which the Acropolis triggered, in a more complicated way than simply as nostalgia.

Roger Fry himself was fascinated, as early as 1919, by the relationship between
collecting objects and Freud’s idea of anal complexes and Fry’s discussions with Woolf
influenced Woolf’s short story “Solid Objects”. [1]
In Woolf’s letters from Greece, and in the accompanying diaries, there are highly
mediated interactions between her memories of 1906 and the present of 1932. Although
in a two-line letter to Ottoline Morrell Woolf, facetiously, says of Athens “this is where
we are, not much like Gower Street”, her more autobiographical descriptions reveal
complex mediations in which the past is not unproblematically screened off by direct
transference to present images but acts as an informing level of reality (L V 60). For
example Woolf largely repeats in her diary an entry she made in August 1906 describing
the mind’s ability to create visual images “unasked” (Leaska 328). Woolf reverts to
displacement in a classic Freudian sense by screening her own responses onto those of
Roger and Margery Fry. “Roger is a fair shower of erudition – Not a flower escapes him.
And if it did, Margery would catch it” (L V 54). It is Fry who notices Woolf’s ability to
disassociate. “Margery caught me smiling the other day at my own thoughts and said no
Fry had ever done that. ‘No’ said Roger, ‘we have no powers of disassociation’” (L V
56).
What Woolf experiences is precisely what Freud, in his Acropolis letter, defines
as his own “derealization”, a defence mechanism that, for Freud, was a defence against
the guilt of surpassing his father (Freud 244). Woolf frequently recalls the past in other
forms of displacement. Returning to Athens from Corinth “To Athens again…and I
thought of the lights of the herring fleet at sea; everyone holding a yellow taper along the
street and all the lights coming out in the windows” (L V 59). Woolf’s structure of

feeling here is her childhood memories of St Ives which Woolf reincarnated in To the
Lighthouse. “The lights were rippling and running…the lights of the town and of the
harbour and the boats” (TTL 68). In Greece, Woolf’s memories and associations
problematize her sense of personal history. Writing to Vita, Woolf thoughtfully describes
a somatic contamination by the past. “Yes it was so strange coming back here again. I
hardly knew where I was; or when it was. There was my own ghost coming down from
the Acropolis, aged 23” (L V 62).
In her 1932 diaries Woolf describes the Acropolis in artistic terms. “My own
ghost met me, the girl of 23, with all her life to come: that; & then, this is more compact
& splendid & robust than I remembered. The yellow pillars – how shall I say? Gathered,
grouped, radiating here on the rock” (D IV 90). What Woolf achieves in this passage is
precisely her aim in 1906. “It will be great fun to rush through Europe, and climb the
Acropolis. I cant [sic] settle to read Greek history and Antiquities so I shall make the
scenery – in fact the atmosphere and the colour my job” (L I 235). Woolf’s 1932
reconstitution of the Acropolis in representations of colour and shape enacts her aim of
1906. In a very general way, Woolf’s Greek descriptions are antipatriarchal. Greece
offered Woolf an alternative to her father, to linear masculine history “This is England in
the time of Chaucer” (D IV 92). Woolf prefers Greece’s “an uncivilised, hot new season
to be brought into our lives…sloughing the respectable skin” (D IV 97). Woolf enjoys
recounting sexual memories in a letter to Vanessa “if ever I had the turn towards
Sapphism it would be revived by the carts of young peasant women in lemon red & blue
handkerchiefs” (L V 57). Woolf realises that Greece has become as significant to her as
the St Ives childhood. “And I could love Greece, as an old woman, so I think, as I once

loved Cornwall, as a child” (D IV 97). The impact of Greece on Woolf was immense.
“Since we came back, I’m screwed up into a ball; cant get into step; cant mark things
down; feel awefully detached; see youth; feel old; no, thats not quite it; wonder how a
year or 20 perhaps is to be endured…the inane pointlessness of this existence” (D IV
102). Woolf’s mind “will present me, unasked, with vision, as I walk, of Aegina, of
Athens – the Acropolis with the incandescent pillars…not yet complete enough for me to
have detached pictures” (D IV 100). A recurrent trope in Woolf’s modernist fiction, as it
is in most modernist writing, is the image of a frame, calling attention to the process of
meaning making by highlighting bright, visual scenes in the surrounding narrative.
Similarly, in the Woolfs’ photographs framing is very carefully constructed. By
“disturbing” Woolf’s ability to frame the visual, Greece inserts a more traumatic moment
of iterative memories and unchained events.
The period is one in which Woolf was overwhelmed by unchained dispotifs of
death; it was as well the time of her most active album construction. Photographic
frames offer self-contained spaces, refuges from the affective contemporary deaths Woolf
was witnessing.[2] In March Arnold Bennett died making Woolf “sadder than I should
have supposed…an element in life – even in mine that was so remote – taken away. This
is what one minds” (D IV 15-16). In April Woolf praises Beatrice Webb’s “justification
of suicide. Having made the attempt myself [in 1913], from the best of motives as I
thought” (L IV 305). Returning to Tavistock Square and her diaries, Woolf decides that
“Percy [Woolf’s gardener at Rodmell] could burn the lot in one bonfire. He could burn
them at the edge of the field where, so we think, we shall lie buried” (D IV 24).

When Woolf’s headaches returned in May, Woolf realises that “if it were not for
the divine goodness of L. how many times I should be thinking of death” and memories
of death inevitably recall Woolf’s father (D IV 27). On the September 3 each year Woolf
writes the same words in each diary “the battle of Dunbar: the battle of Worcester…”
because she remembers “father saying that at St Ives on this day” (D IV 43). In the same
month Woolf changes the location of her burial in a letter to John Lehmann, “in 50 years
I shall be under the pond with the gold fish swimming over me” (L IV 381). Delighted by
Vanessa’s reaction to The Waves that the book was “a lullaby capable of singing him
[Thoby] to rest” Woolf replied that she had Thoby “so much in my mind – I have a dumb
rage still at his not being with us always” (L IV 390-1).
Lytton Strachey’s fatal illness in December depressed Woolf still further. “Talk
to L. last night about death: the stupidity; what he would feel if I died” (D IV 55). And
“L. & I sobbed on Christmas Eve” (D IV 56). Dining at the Keyneses on Christmas Day
the couples talked about death and immortality. “L. said death was stupid like a motor
accident” but Maynard Keynes wished that “there should be death arranged for couples
simultaneously, like himself & Lydia, me & Leonard. But he always supposed he would
die before Lydia, & I, I said, before Leonard. Then Lydia and Leonard will marry. They
will combine all these dogs” (D IV 56).
It was photography that the Woolfs turned to in the last days of the year.
Photography offered the Woolfs a form of oppositional memorializing. Taking
photographs of friends and mounting photographs into repetitive sequences in photo
albums functions as a technology of memory, performing important memory work in
constituting and consolidating friendships and familial identities (Hirsch 119). When the

Keyneses came the next day to Monk’s House for tea, the Woolfs took photographs that
embed the Christmas Day discussion about couples and immortality. The presence of
death is an informing referent in the sequencing of the photographs. Reinforcing the
solidity of their friends by means of repetition is a form of narrative acting against the
instabilities of death.
If, as Roland Barthes suggests, the photographic image records absence and
presence simultaneously then to double up each photograph, as the Woolfs’ so frequently
do, doubles the that-has-been essence of each photograph as if to defy time (Barthes 79).
By photographing the Keyneses as quasi-formal images, partially replicating sitting
positions with clear lighting and two frontal gazes the Woolfs give the Keyneses a very
strong presence and exaggerated significance. The photographs are like studio
photographs in which the Keyneses are advertising or performing themselves. The
portrait presences are full and unmistakeably self-confident preserved by the Woolfs
from oblivion. The photographs are agents of memory framing and linking the Keyneses
and exaggerating the quality of coupledom. John Maynard Keynes and Virginia Woolf
did die earlier than their respective partners (Keynes in 1946 and Woolf in 1941) but, of
course, Lydia and Leonard did not marry.
In the first month of 1932 Woolf was again thinking about death. Writing to
Ottoline Morrell, Woolf describes the characters in The Waves as “ghosts” and remarks
that “real people have ghosts” (L V 6). Lytton Strachey’s death that month was “like
having the globe of the future perpetually smashed…a sense of something spent.gone:
that is to me so intolerable…one knows now how irremediable” (D IV 64-5). In a letter
to Lytton’s sister Pippa, Woolf places Lytton’s death into a chain of deaths “thinking of

Lytton and Thoby and how Lytton came to me when Thoby died” (L V 8). Again “the
loss of Lytton gets harder and harder to bear” (L V 12). Lytton’s death made Woolf think
about her own. In February she records in her diary “what is the point of it –
life…suddenly becomes thin, indifferent. Lytton is dead” (D IV 74). Lytton’s death, at
the early age of 52, shocked Woolf and she mourned and grieved for her friend. Again it
is photography that reconstitutes the continuity of life for Woolf. Thanking Ottoline
Morrell for sending photographs of Woolf and Lytton, Woolf declares “I am very glad to
have the photographs of Lytton –how exactly it brings him back!…I am aghast at the
futility of life” (L V 16). In a second letter to Morrell, Woolf rhapsodises “how
tremendously vivid Lytton becomes in them – one can hear him speak” (L V 18). Woolf
was delighted when Dora Carrington sent photographs “I loved those little pictures,
darling Carrington. How it seizes upon one, the longing for Lytton, when one sees them”
(L V 28). Carrington’s photographs are snapshots rather than the more formal portraits
taken by the Woolfs. Snapshots reproduce the banality of a moment but also its
irremediably experiential quality.
The Woolfs carefully placed Carrington’s photographs into Monk’s House Album
4, out of chronological sequence, making the memory of Lytton a vivid momento mori.
The suicide of Carrington immediately after Lytton’s death, meant that for Woolf “she
kept so much of Lytton that her death makes his loss more complete” (L V 34). Writing
to Ethel Smyth a few weeks later Woolf felt “hemmed in and depressed and haunted by
poor Carrington” (L V 38). Woolf’s diary entry describing her last visit to Carrington, the
day before Carrington shot herself, is an unusually exhaustive account full of exact
descriptions of the rooms and garden and each person’s clothes, gestures and behaviour.

Woolf’s description, like a camera, controls appearances denying death by means of
precise narrative as if to frame the event.
Returning from Greece, which the Woolfs visited very shortly after the double deaths,
Woolf visits Katherine Furse, whose husband had died from tuberculosis, with great
trepidation “how I dread the moment when the door opens…I’m almost sick with fright”
(L V 73). In August Goldie Dickinson dies and Woolf feels “in the midst of some vast
operation…of being capable of dying…at night L. & I talk of death” (D IV 120). Woolf
pleads with Roger Fry “how I hate my friends dying! Please live to be a thousand” (Fry
died only two years later) (L V 87). Fainting at Rodmell, Woolf thinks “a little of dying
suddenly” but is able to recover because “I am going in to be photographed” (D IV 121).
The photographs that the Woolfs took of each other that day are double portraits
in which each body has great presence. The photographs focus on the upper body and
head giving maximum attention to the faces. Both Virginia and Leonard stare directly at
the camera (a powerful gaze) and also off-frame as if in intelligent contemplation. The
use of space gives each sitter a strong physicality like a double biography. But when
another of Leonard’s photographs of Virginia is used as the frontispiece of Winifred
Holtby’s study of Woolf, instead of the photograph by Lenare that Virginia preferred,
Woolf feels “my privacy is invaded…ugliness revealed” and she dreams of death (D IV
124).
The dream of death occurs because the photograph has been torn from its context
– the photo album – and therefore from Woolf’s meaning process. To prise the
photograph from the context of the album is a violence, the death of the image’s
meaning. It is as if the transposition of the photograph into a meaning system

uncongenial to Woolf (Woolf disparaged Holtby’s book) unconsciously triggers
traumatic dreams. In November, finishing her essay on Leslie Stephen for The Times
Woolf immediately suffers anxiety “I lay in bed reasoning that I could not come smash.
Death I defy you &. But it was a terrific effort” (D IV 129).
The next year 1933, John Galsworthy dies “that stark man lies dead”, and so does
Lady Cecil of whom Woolf writes to Ethel “do you die as I do and lie in the grave and
then rise and see people like ghosts? And all my friends are dead” (D IV 147; L V 164).
Disassociating, Woolf is “amused to be dead – one of those ghosts that people talk of
respectfully: rather a dignified position: you can’t speak ill of the dead” (L V 178). The
portraits that the Woolfs took of Ethel carry mnemonic traces. Details such as the flower,
chair and positions echo Woolf’s favourite photograph taken by Vanessa at St. Ives in
1892, of Virginia together with her mother and father (Modernist Women and Visual
Cultures 81). Again the Woolfs allow Ethel to dominate the space of the photograph in a
stylised series of positions. The room at Monk’s House is a limited and personal
geography giving Ethel a solid presence reinforced by the use of clear lighting, framing
and repetition as in the Woolfs’ other portraits.
Creating pictures, whether these are fictional or photographic, is Woolf’s constant
defence against the pain of death. On their subsequent Italian holiday, Woolf changes the
place of her burial yet again to “be buried, if bones can walk” at Monte Oliveto (L V
185). The Italian journey was also a journey into Woolf’s past as she remembers the
holiday with Violet Dickinson in 1904 immediately after Leslie Stephen’s death (Lee
145). Staying in Lerici, Woolf sits “by an open window, by a balcony, by the bay in
which Shelley was drowned” and immediately fictionalises the scene in a visual frame

“describe the hills, the tall pink yellow white house” (L V 186). Returning through
France and reading that “Lady Cynthia Mosley is dead”, Woolf displaces the event
visually, “picture the scene; wonder at death” (D IV 160). There was always the danger
that fiction would flood into life. “I have just killed Mrs P.” (Woolf was writing The
Pargiters) and found that “these little scenes embroil one, just as in life” (D IV 173). The
Pargiters was the history of Woolf’s family and included memories of her childhood and
life in London. Woolf originally planned to group the years in The Pargiters in
sequences that would omit the years of key deaths (1906 Thoby’s death) and key
photographs (the 1892 photograph) (Leaska 337).
At the Rothschilds’ engagement party in October 1933, Woolf experienced a
dread of death. “Candles were lit, and I chose mine, a green one, and it was the first to
die which means…I shall be the first to wear a winding sheet” (L V 241). But it was the
successive deaths of friends that Woolf found more traumatic. Walking through
Leicester Square Woolf read of the “Death of noted novelist” – Stella Benson who had
“sat on the terrace with me at Rodmell…how mournful the afternoon seems…here seems
to be some sort of reproach to me in her death…why not my name on the posters?” (D IV
192). Woolf placed Benson’s photograph in Monk’s House Album 3 in 1932. What is at
stake in all of these observations of Woolf is that photographs and fictional scenes
become object-cathexes of Woolf’s instinctual turn to death. As Freud argues these
object-cathexes are “self-preservative” (Freud 97). Reading the Book of Job in October
may also have helped Woolf to turn from the symbolic father. God’s patriarchal project
to humble the patriarch Job is a grandiose fable of the horrors of masculinity (even if Job
lives to be a hundred and forty).

The year 1934 began with the death of Leonard’s sister Clara, and George
Duckworth’s death, following Woolf’s completion of the sexual molestation scene in The
Pargiters, was accompanied by Woolf’s “usual incongruous shades of feeling” (D IV
211). But most traumatic death of all was the unexpected death of Roger Fry in
September making “the substance go out of everything” (D IV 242). Fry’s death
immediately reminds Woolf of her mother’s death. “I remember turning aside at
mother’s bed…she’s pretending, I said: aged 13” (D IV 242). At Fry’s funeral in
Golder’s Green Crematorium Woolf “laid my hand on” Desmond MacCarthy’s shoulder
“& said don’t die yet…nor you either he said” (D IV 243). Fry’s funeral brought “a fear
of death” and Woolf imagined “do you find that is one of the effects of a shock – that
pictures come up and up and up, without bidding or much control? I could almost see
Roger” (L V 334). Visualisations gave Woolf “the exalted sense of being above time &
death” (D IV 245). Like her letters from the Acropolis, Woolf’s letters about Fry’s death
replicate the emotional tone she adopted when writing about her father’s death in 1904
(Leaska 359).
Ann and Judith Stephen came to stay with the Woolfs in Rodmell that month and
Woolf can immediately “see this through Roger’s eyes” (D IV 244). Photographing the
Stephen sisters, the Woolfs make use of the same portraiture dynamic. Again there is an
extreme close-up gaze, clear lighting and each sitter has a very strong presence. The
photographs witness the stability of each sitter. They are highly intentional, carefully
framed portraits in which the girls have an omniscient authority, engaging directly with
the camera. The Woolfs displace the gap between themselves and sitters by a marked
lack of foreground space. There is no caesura between photographer and subject. The

photographs create a sense of agency and corporeality in the context of Fry’s recent
death. Woolf’s last diary entry for 1934 is a visual scene of death. “One’s own death –
think of lying there alone, looking at it…And Roger dead” (D IV 267).
It is relevant that Woolf’s great aunt the Victorian photographer Julia Margaret
Cameron, like Woolf, suffered from mood swings typified by bipolar personality traits.
In a fascinating account of Cameron’s photographs and “eccentricity”, Kirsten Hoving
argues that Cameron’s photographs of women (but not of men) are of depressive women
as if Cameron were constructing a “kind of pre-Freudian typological approach to reflect
despair” as a kind of vehicle for expressing her own states of mind (Hoving 53). But
although Cameron shared Woolf’s sometimes manic behaviours for example, for
Cameron “letter-writing may also have been a form of manic activity” with letters
compounded, like Woolf’s, by numerous ampersands, Woolf’s women are not depressive
female images (Hoving 49). According to Hoving, Cameron photographs women sitters
without perspective or three-dimensional space as if the external world is dark and blank.
The Woolfs’ photographs, on the other hand, place women sitters close to the camera in
strong poses and full light including sharp details of background objects.
The affective relations between the Woolfs’ photographs, visual memories and multiple
experiences of death (whether real or imagined) in the early 1930s are an important
feature of Virginia Woolf’s life and work. The Woolfs use photographs as a route into
these nondepictable relations, creating images of friends almost as an mnenomic device, a
scaffolding against the void. Family photographs are semiotic and personal objects in
that they contain signifiers representing absent and present emotions and personal in that
subjects share a conversational past. At a general level, the Woolfs’ photographs engage

in a process of deixis that psychologists, active in photo-analysis, describe as a
“conversational remembering with photographs” (Edwards and Middleton 9).
Photoanalysis is a method of using photography to increase self-awareness in groups or
individuals (Anderson and Malloy 261). For example, photoanalysts who analyse
conversations between mothers and children, that were triggered by photographs, find
mediated memories. Mothers reconstructed the past in photographic deixis in order to
explain the past to themselves and to their children. Photographs can act as mediators of
access to their past and also as a protective scaffolding for the creation of a new present
(Edwards and Middleton 24). These visual reminiscences free neurotics from depression.
The Woolfs’ photographs are ambient props against the social and personal instabilities
of the thirties. Woolf progressively displaces her instinctual fears of death and fears of
the symbolic father by what Freud termed the “aesthetic ideal”, the continual creation of
visual scenes (Freud 214). The early 1930s were years of instability and death but 1934
ended with a positive view. “My Lodge is demolished; the new house in process of
building in the orchard. There will be open doors in front; & a view right over to
Caburn” and Woolf looked forward to “a show of Man Ray photographs in Bedford
Sq…Man Ray says will I come & be photographed – on Tuesday 3.30” for what has
become the iconic Woolf photograph (D IV 263-4).

Endnotes

[1] See Benjamin Harvey’s article in this collection for a larger discussion of this topic.
[2] For more on this, see Humm, Snapshots of Bloomsbury: the Private Lives of Virginia
Woolf and Vanessa Bell.
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Woolf, Fry, and the Psycho-Aesthetics of Solidity
Benjamin Harvey

John Ruskin, “How to Draw a Stone”, from The Elements of Drawing (1857)

Intrigued, amused, skeptical, and occasionally hostile, Roger Fry and Virginia Woolf
shared a similar range of responses to “our dear Doctor Freud”, as Fry once called him
(no 713). Unlike some of their Bloomsbury associates, they were involved neither in
practicing psychoanalysis nor in translating its literature, but, benefiting from this
proximity, developed their own critical and creative engagement with it. Perhaps because
Fry’s own interest in psychoanalysis has been understated so has his importance as
someone who would have shared and discussed psychoanalytic ideas with Woolf,
especially those ideas pertaining to culture and creativity.
Here, I want to concentrate on just one possible example of Woolf and Fry
engaging with the same Freudian concept, namely, the theory that conceives of the
collector as an anal-erotic type. The putatively earthy roots of collections and of
collecting became a matter of fascination to Fry after he read Ernest Jones’s Papers on
Psycho-Analysis. Founder of the London Psycho-Analytical Society and, later, Freud’s
official biographer, Jones was an important disseminator of Freudian thought. In March

1919, Fry fixed on just the last pages of Jones’s book, the chapter on “Anal-Erotic
Character Traits”, mentioning its contents in two letters to Vanessa Bell. In the first, he
notes that “[n]early everything from painting to book collecting is explained as a mere
outcome of anal-eroticism.” “[A]nal-erotic complexes”, he expands in the second,
“appear to account for everything one does or doesn’t do. But it’s a fine corrective to
nobility and edification to realize that our spiritual nature is built upon dung.” In this
letter, Fry added an asterisk by the word “anal-erotic”, which led to a marginal comment:
“Will you know what anal is? Virginia is anal; you’re erotic.”
As Patricia Reid Broughton argues, Woolf would certainly have encountered this
remark in the late 1930s, when she read her sister’s correspondence with him (151-7).
But this still leaves the possibility that Fry may have discussed Jones’s ideas with Woolf
when he first encountered them in 1919, during a period when their conversations could
leave Woolf’s lips “sore with talk” (D I 227). If, prior to 1939, Woolf’s knowledge of
Freud was derived “merely from superficial talk” (L V 36), we should add that such
conversation formed the intellectual lifeblood of Bloomsbury.
Published in The Athenaeum on 22 October 1920, Woolf’s short story, “Solid
Objects,” contains ideas and images that are startling similar to those outlined by Jones—
similar enough to suggest a familiarity with them. Woolf had shared her first thoughts
for the story with Vanessa Bell in 1918 (L II 299), but presumably wrote most of it about,
or after, the time Fry was thinking about Jones’s ideas and writing his own paired essays
on collecting, “The Ottoman and the Whatnot” and “The Artist’s Vision”. The topic of
the anal-erotic character, moreover, was perfectly in accord with the tenor of Fry and
Woolf’s early correspondence.

Woolf’s first surviving letter to Fry, of August 1911, contains as a postscript a
humorous allusion to the euphemistic language used to describe toilet habits. “I must get
my urinal”, she wrote. ‘“A Venetian flower pot’ I shall call it, to the chaste” (L I 474).
Fry seems to have provided her with the object, for a few weeks later she wrote to thank
him for “the exquisite Pot which arrived without a flaw. It is now my chief ornament,
[an] instrument of much good, breaking down barriers, introducing the topics most worth
discussing” (L I 476). Making a talking point of her silent pot, Woolf participates in the
modernist desire to address hitherto ignored or censored subject matter. A prime
example is provided by Leopold Bloom's visit to his outhouse in Joyce’s Ulysses, which
Woolf mentions in a letter to Fry: “I don’t know that he’s got anything very interesting to
say, and after all the p—ing of a dog isn’t very different from the p—ing of a man. Three
hundred pages of it might be boring” (L II 234). Thus there were limits even to Woolf’s
interest in the subject and she objects to the length and directness of Joyce’s
desublimations. Even if the production of waste connects man to dog, is there not
something to be said for its more oblique passage into culture, which might allow, say, a
“Venetian flower pot” to emerge out of a urinal?
Woolf and Fry’s correspondence of 1919—immediately after Fry read Jones’s
book—indicates no slackening of interest in such subjects. In May 1919 we find Fry
imagining that Woolf will die with envy upon learning of his new house's “Victorian
W.C. WITH A PULL UP PLUG.” To compensate for its bowl’s lack of a “sham
Chinese landscape”, Fry adorned his note with a sketch of the toilet in question (number
452). And in what was probably Woolf’s next letter, she continues this theme by
revealing a desire to spy on a “grand scene of reconciliation” between Fry and Lady

Ottoline Morrell: “if you’d arrange it so that I could attend, behind a curtain or in a
chamber pot—I’d have no objection whatever” (L II 371). Whereas Fry pictured art in
his W. C., the “anal” Virginia goes further and places herself in a more rudimentary
receptacle.
Eager to share Jones’s ideas, Fry would have identified Woolf as an appreciative
recipient. Jones’s “Anal-Erotic Character Traits” begins with a summary of the evolving
discourse on the subject; he mentions Freud’s triad of anal character traits and reiterates
the premise that “certain traits of character may become profoundly modified as the result
of sexual excitations experienced by the infant in the region of the anal canal” (664-5).
The essay concerns itself with dividing anal-erotic characters into two categories: those
who ‘give out’ and those who “keep back” the object (680). “One can separate”, argues
Jones, “the interest (and the character traits resulting there from) taken in the act itself of
defaecation from that taken in the product of this act” (666). Fixation on the process
results in such traits as obstinacy and the tendency to procrastinate, as well as artistic
creativity—the desire to stain, mark, mould or emit (683-5). Fixation on the product, by
contrast, results in pedantry, orderliness, miserliness, and retentiveness towards objects,
especially when the object is a “copro-symbol” (680-1). Thus “the fond care that may be
lavished on a given collection—a trait of obvious value in the custodians of museums and
libraries, etc.—[is] one of the most impressive traits in the whole gamut of the anal
character” (681-2).
The psycho-aesthetics of sublimated waste are never far from the surface of
Woolf’s “Solid Objects.” The story tells of a politician-turned-collector, John, and of how
the objects he amasses eclipse the humans in his life, most notably his friend, Charles.

Woolf states this dynamic succinctly in her image of John handling his inaugural
discovery:
he held it to the light; he held it so that its irregular mass blotted out the body and
extended right arm of his friend. The green thinned and thickened slightly as it
was held against the sky or against the body. It pleased him; it puzzled him; it
was so hard, so concentrated, so definite an object compared with the vague sea
and the hazy shore. (CSF 103)
John’s stone is opposed to Charles’s body, and especially to his right hand, which
has been occupied in playing ducks-and-drakes, in letting go of stones. In Jones’s terms,
if John is notably retentive, then Charles is his process-oriented foil. He bathes stones in
the sea or, later, drops John’s objects down on his mantelpiece to punctuate a point (106).
That is, he either distances himself from the stones or uses them instrumentally, rather
than enjoying them for their own sake. In contrast, John will hold on to his stone and
place it on his mantelpiece, where it will be joined by similar objects. “He took,” writes
Woolf, “to keeping his eyes upon the ground, especially in the neighbourhood of waste
land where the household refuse is thrown away” (104). Equipped with bag and stick,
John “ransacked all deposits of earth; raked beneath matted tangles of scrub; searched all
spaces between walls” (106).
Within this suggestive terrain, John’s objects are both solid and soiled. Marked
by their discovery on or under the earth, they recall these origins, even after their
domestic enshrinement. Teasing out a relationship between the selection and election of
objects, Woolf makes it clear that John’s aesthetic and political “platforms” are at odds:
“his constituents when they visited him were unfavourably impressed by the appearance

of his mantelpiece” (105). John’s strangely repellant objects are, of course, never
explicitly identified as faecal and elude any simple act of categorization. Despite the
precise descriptive language Woolf lavishes on them, they frustrate our capacity to
imagine them. However solid they are, they melt in the mind. Woolf describes how any
object “mixes itself so profoundly with the stuff of thought that it loses its actual form
and recomposes itself a little differently in an ideal shape which haunts the brain when
we least expect it” (104). Avoiding Freudian symbolism’s reductive tendencies, Woolf
nevertheless strongly implies a connection between the collected objects and some of the
pleasures and processes of the body, to eating and excreting. Reading three of the story’s
episodes in the manner of John— with our eyes trained “upon the ground”—should
cement this point.
First, there is the initial discovery scene, where John’s burrowing in the sand is
described in language that parallels Ernest Jones’s comments about the collector’s “joy in
finding or picking up objects… and the interest in the discovery of treasure trove.” Jones
continues:
The Treasure trove is usually buried underground, which connects with the
interest… in concealed passages, caves, and the like; the interest is also evidently
strengthened by other sexual components, Schaulust (visual sexual curiosity),
incestuous exploration in the body of Mother Earth, etc. (Jones 681)
Woolf, too, presents John’s activity as a form of infantile regression and likens it to the
discovery of treasure. She writes how his eyes expressed “nothing but wonder, which the
eyes of young children display”, and how he remembered that

after digging for a little, the water oozes round your finger-tips; the hole then
becomes a moat; a well; a spring; a secret channel to the sea. As he was choosing
which of these things to make it, still working his fingers in the water, they curled
round something hard—a full drop of solid matter—and gradually dislodged a
large irregular lump, and brought it to the surface. …Perhaps after all it was really
a gem; something worn by a dark Princess trailing her finger in the water.… (CSF
103)
Next there is the choice John faces once he has uncovered this miraculous piece of
“solid matter” and brought it to sight—whether to let go or hold onto it. This dilemma
presents itself immediately after Charles and John sit down to lunch on sandwiches:
“When they had done, and were shaking themselves and rising to their feet, John took the
lump of glass and looked at it in silence. Charles looked at it too. But he saw
immediately that it was not flat” (CSF 103). John then pockets his find, but this passage
does more than merely reiterate the characters’ contrasting attitudes towards the object.
With this “being done”, this “rising” up, this inspection of a “lump”, the picnic's end
resembles the conclusion of an act of defecation. In a kind of accelerated causal chain,
the sandwiches relate to the lump as sand relates to glass, or as food to excrement. Food,
Jones argues, is the “most natural” of the copro-symbols, “this being the same substance
in an earlier stage” (Jones 676). Woolf carefully constructs a moment of ambiguity here,
making us wonder whether the found lump is actually man-made.
If the prior episodes imply that John’s inaugural discovery is a form of selfdiscovery, the third marks him as a connoisseur of other people’s waste. Woolf provides

us with a witty account of John’s search for a perfectly broken piece of china. The
narrator laments that:
china is seldom thrown from a great height… . You have to find in conjunction a
very high house, and a woman of such reckless impulse and passionate prejudice
that she flings her jar or pot straight from the window without thought of who is
below. (CSF 105)
Compared to other items of china that might equally be thrown—say a plate or a cup—
jars and pots have obvious lavatorial connotations, which can be fleshed out by
mentioning the phrases “slop jar” and “chamber pot”. This encourages one to imagine
that the irate woman might be emptying the contents of her jar or pot onto the street, in
the age-old custom, rather than simply throwing the receptacles away. Much scatological
humor depends on the metonym that connects containers of waste to the waste contained,
and Woolf humorously conjures up the possibility that a passerby, John for example,
might find himself bemired. An ironic side-effect of John’s collecting is that he helps to
clean the streets, participating in what Dominique Laporte calls the “alchemy” of waste.
I want to conclude my reading of “Solid Objects” by suggesting that textual
economy itself is implicated in both Woolf’s exploration of collecting and Jones’s ideas.
When Fry commented to Bell that Jones attempted to explain “[n]early everything from
painting to book collecting”, he maintained the distinction between letting go and holding
on to materials; but “writing” could easily have replaced “painting” in Fry’s formulation,
both as another manifestation of the desire to stain, mark, mould or emit, and as an apt
partner to “book collecting.” Fry acknowledged as much in a communication to Lytton
Strachey of 1927, his only other surviving reference to Jones’s ideas. Strachey had

offered to give Fry an edition of Ruskin’s Stones of Venice, but was answered with this
stinging comment:
I am very much pleased at your thinking of me, but I’m too overcrowded in this
house to be able to keep such a mass of incontinent verbiage…. [I]t seems to me
to be the maundering of a very foolish man who was too lazy to think and too
credulous to doubt the value of his mental overflow—rather like those Freudian
children who preserve their excreta. … So I think you’d better keep the stones.
(no 593).
Collapsing Jones’s two categories, Fry turns Ruskin—another John who collected
and produced stones—into a kind of case-study of anality run amok, into someone who
over-collects his own over-production. Simultaneously, he guards himself against similar
accusations by refusing to be turned into a collector of Ruskin’s Stones.
A more subtle act of distancing can also be sensed in “Solid Objects.” At the
story’s beginning, Woolf describes Charles and John as forming “one small black spot”
that can be seen moving on the beach. This narrative object is found “in outline against
the sand …so solid, so living, so hard” (CSF 102). That is, it is identified in much the
same way as John identifies one of his finds, and shares some of the same properties. In
contrast, the end of the text, the dropping of the story, coincides with the irreconcilable
division of this black spot when Charles visits John’s house and decides to abandon him
forever (CSF 107). Woolf participates in the same holding-on/letting-go predicament she
articulates through her characters, and our initial sympathy for John is eventually
undercut when we increasingly wonder whether Charles’s disgust and flight might be
justified.

In contrast to Joyce and Ruskin, Woolf demonstrates a careful propriety in the
way she ‘collects’ and manages her own short text. Virginia might indeed by anal, but
not that anal. Unlike Joyce, Woolf carefully relegates her anal imagery to the level of a
strong subtext. Bloomsbury’s vaunted ‘frankness’ was, after all, most apparent in their
letters and private conversations. It was in a play performed and enjoyed by friends and
family that Woolf joked about the lavatorial connotations of Bloomsbury’s postal code,
contrasting the murkiness of WC1 to the Isle of Wight’s Freshwater (47-48). In their
publications, such risqué subjects were more likely to be hinted at than explicitly
addressed. Consider, to take one final example, Woolf’s mischievous reference to Freud
in her 1920 review of M. E. M. Young’s play, The Higher Court. ‘Dr. Freud,’ she writes,
‘may well have discovered something entirely new and completely devastating about
children’s toys. What, when you come to think of it, is a Teddy Bear?’ (L III 207). Left
hanging, we might nevertheless guess the answer that perhaps occurred to Roger Fry, if
and when he came to think about it. ‘An object of attachment,’ I imagine him
responding, ‘a brown solid object, something to be collected and lavished with fond care.
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Roger Fry and Bloomsbury Historiography
Elizabeth Hirsh

“Universal history, the history of what man has accomplished in this world, is at bottom
the history of the Great Men who have worked here . . . the soul of the whole world’s
history, it may justly be considered, were the history of these” (Carlyle, On Heroes 1).
So said Thomas Carlyle in the first of his famous 1840 lectures on “Heroes, HeroWorship and the Heroic in History.” Carlyle’s view of the relationship between
biography and history writing had not always been the one for which he became famous,
however. A decade earlier in the 1830 essay “On History,” he had asserted that “Social
life is the aggregate of all the individual men’s Lives who constitute society,” drawing
the quotable conclusion that “History is the essence of innumerable biographies” (93).
While no less essentializing than the Great Man view of history, the 1830 formula
ascribes historical meaning to the lives of the obscure, not just those deemed heroic. It
might even be said to anticipate what Michael Bentley terms “the postmodern . . .
resurgence of biography” in history writing, a development that, as Bentley notes, reflects
a contemporary concern with “story, gender-inclusiveness, and representation” (159).
Carlyle’s change of heart occurred within a context of heated debate and
methodological ferment concerning the nature and objectives of history writing--a debate
to which Leslie Stephen’s youngest daughter was exposed from an early age. Virginia
Woolf’s interest in history is almost as widely recognized as her passion for biography,
but has been less fully explored.[1] Yet for Woolf, the two interests were inseparable.
Whether biography was or should be considered a species of historiography, and whether

history writing should be augmented by, divorced from, or—as in Carlyle’s thinking—
identified with biography were questions Woolf revisited frequently. They were
questions she inherited from the Victorians, especially from the first editor of the
Dictionary of National Biography. Thirty-six years after the death of Leslie Stephen, and
100 years after Carlyle’s lectures on Hero-Worship, Woolf’s Life of Roger Fry intervenes
in a debate that was still very much alive to her. It does so in a way that is at once
characteristic of, and critical toward, “Bloomsbury.”
In general terms, Woolf’s attitude toward the figure of the Great Man is well
known. Her attitude toward Carlyle in particular is perhaps epitomized in the scene from
Flush where, during a rough Channel crossing, Woolf’s four-legged hero vomits at the
great man’s feet. (The episode is factual, reported in Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s
letters, but Woolf’s decision to include it in her narrative must be deemed an artistic
choice.) Woolf’s antipathy toward Carlyle was partly based on his ill-usage of his wife,
Jane Welsh Carlyle, as recounted in J.A. Froude’s famously revealing biography
(revealing by Victorian standards), which Virginia Stephen read at her father’s suggestion
when she was fifteen. Equally odious, and in Woolf’s mind likely related, was Carlyle’s
allegiance to the Füherprinzip articulated in the 1840 lectures and adhered to with
increasing vehemence thereafter. What is striking about the juxtaposition of
Carlyle/1830 and Carlyle/1840 is the dramatic shift of historical interest from the lives of
ordinary actors to the story of the species, supposedly readable in the Lives of the Great.
Biography has gone from being a touchstone of what we would today call social history
to become the quintessence of universal history. In his Dictionary of National Biography
entry on Carlyle, Leslie Stephen observed that political and cultural legitimacy were

immediately implicated in Carlyle’s focus on the Hero. “The prophet who reveals and
the hero who acts could be his only guides,” Stephen wrote. “Their authority must be
manifested in its own light, and the purblind masses must be guided by loyalty to heavensent leaders” (1034).
Today Carlyle is read as a Victorian cultural celebrity, not a historian. But his
work reflects important historiographical issues of the nineteenth century, the century in
which modern historiography took shape as such. Of this development—obviously too
complex to summarize here—we may observe with Michael Bentley that “the spread of
scientific language and method exercised a compelling influence in making the second
half of the century very different from the first” (44). In England, the “spread of
scientific language and method” contributed to the demise of an Enlightenment sense of
history as governed by general, knowable laws, while encouraging a focus on politics, the
State, and constitutional history rather than individual figures or sociological phenomena.
In tandem with these developments there arose a particular tension between the claims of
history writing, biography and the novel. (Laura Marcus and others have written
helpfully about these issues.) Seeking the legitimacy of science, historiography
increasingly eschewed the content of biography as source material in favor of primary
documents, and eschewed the form of biography as unduly subject to extra-historical
values (aesthetic, psychological and narrative values, for example). But meanwhile, and
especially after the immense popularity of Sir Walter Scott’s Waverly novels, fiction in
the form of the historical novel seemed to encroach upon the emergent epistemological
autonomy of history writing.

Thus in Leslie Stephen’s essay “On National Biography,” Stephen could bemoan
the fact that “the province of the historian and the biographer are currently distinct,
although they are closely related,” and in the same breath refer to “the great step made by
Scott when he observed that our ancestors were once as really alive as we are now” (12,
14). For Stephen, the literary imagination remained an indispensable tool of historical
understanding, even as the “proper reaction” between biography and history, as he termed
it, was “to make each study throw all possible light on the other” (14). Basically,
Stephen steers a course between Carlyle’s identification of biography and history on the
one hand, and on the other, the scientistic fervor of a man like Henry Thomas Buckle,
whose unfinished six-volume History of Civilization in England (1857-1861) sought to
wrest the discipline of history from “the hands of biographers, genealogists, and
collectors of anecdotes . . . those babblers of vain things” (quoted in Bentley 48).
We know that Woolf displayed real ambivalence toward what she herself termed
“the New Biography,” as practiced most notably by Lytton Strachey and Harold
Nicolson. She praised the New Biographers for their experimental spirit and for
delivering the genre from the bloated excesses of Victorian “Life and Letters” style
biography. But she also expressed misgivings about the liberties they took with the
distinction between “fact” and “fiction,” to use Woolf’s terms. Anna Snaith argues, and I
agree, that it would be more accurate to say that Woolf was concerned with the New
Biography’s way of combining not “fact” and “fiction”—as if these were two
unchanging, self-evident modalities of being—but rather between two discursive genres
with specific and ongoing histories, namely, fiction and historiography. What was at

issue, as Snaith says, was “the conjunction of genres, not the fact/fiction conjunction”
(93).
Woolf’s mingled feelings of attraction and dismay toward the New Biography
were conditioned by Virginia Stephen’s early exposure to the Victorian debate about the
epistemological claims and generic boundaries of biography, fiction, and history writing.
Katharine Hill reminds us that at the age of fifteen Virginia Stephen read at least the
following books under the tutelage of her father: Carlyle’s Reminiscences and his Lives
of Sterling and Cromwell; Froude’s History of England and Life of Carlyle; Creighton’s
Queen Elizabeth; Lockhart’s Life of Scott and Campbell’s Life of Coleridge; James
Stephen’s Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography; and Leslie Stephen’s own Life of Fawcett.
Like her father, and eventually better than he, Woolf understood how political and
cultural authority were implicated in the ongoing tussle between history, fiction, and
biography. Always a tester of generic limits, she had a deeply-rooted appreciation for the
cultural stakes involved in generic competition that led her to accept, in Herta Newman’s
words, “neither the objective standard [of biography writing] nor the modernist
equivalence of fact and fiction” (69). (I would add that postmodern attempts to
assimilate “fact” to “fiction” are unlikely to have met with her acceptance.)
Roger Fry: A Biography is often criticized for lacking the conceptual flair of
Woolf’s fictionalized biographies, Orlando and Flush, and the stylistic virtuosity of
almost all her other writings. At the same time, it is denigrated for failing to meet
contemporary standards of documentation and thoroughness in biography.[2] I suggest
that the distinctive qualities of Roger Fry derive from its unrecognized status as an
experimental work of history writing, with emphasis falling equally upon “experimental”

and “history.” Unlike Flush and Orlando, Roger Fry never departs from the realm of
verifiable fact in its claims about its subject: it is biography proffered as history (English
history specifically). The stylistic flatness of the text, which every student of Woolf
notices, signals the unique status of the work in Woolf’s corpus. Writing as an historian,
Woolf like Strachey and Nicolson debunks the Great Man model, but unlike them she
also advances an alternative that is both epistemological and pedagogic. The expository
method of Roger Fry combines copious documentary quotation with the rhetorical
devices of modern fiction, while the substance of Woolf’s portrait constitutes a study in
what might be called (paraphrasing Adorno and company) “the Anti-Authoritarian
Personality.” Commencing her only “straight” biography at the dawn of yet another
global war, Woolf limns an exemplary historical subject whose life stands as antidote to
Great Men past and present. In doing so, she also lays claim in her own term to the
cultural authority of history.
The most salient feature of Roger Fry’s mature personality is stated with
admiration in the final pages of Woolf’s biography: “He had no respect for authority”
(292). In Woolf’s portrait, Fry at 66 has achieved a rare level of disinterest. In this vein
she quotes Forster’s obituary: “If you said to [Roger Fry], ‘This must be right, all the
experts say so, Hitler says so, Marx says so, Christ says so, The Times says so,’ he would
reply in effect, ‘Well. I wonder. Let’s see . . .’” (292). Mimicking the ragged course of
Fry’s restless life, Woolf’s notoriously bumpy text resists the conventional trajectories of
biography and especially the triumphal rhythms of the heroic. Deploying a grab bag of
modernist tricks, it insists, no less than Orlando, on the multiple temporalities, irreducible
contradictions, and unknowable reaches of lived identity. “A red poppy, a mother’s

reproof, a Quaker upbringing, sorrows, loves, humiliations—these too have their part in
moments of vision” (161): so the biographer segues from one stage of her subject’s life to
another. From time to time she frankly draws a veil over her subject: “What Roger Fry
could not say that evening . . . must be left unsaid by another,” she insists (96). Explicitly
refusing to speculate, extrapolate or interpolate, the biographer’s stance is not an
admission of defeat; it is, rather, a deliberate affirmation of the necessary (and
suggestive) limits of biographical—and therefore historical—knowledge.
To the extent that Woolf’s narrative can be said to “tell a story” the story it tells is
of Fry’s emancipation from the claims of established authority embodied in the Fry
family, the Quaker church, and the British cultural establishment with which Fry
wrangled throughout his life. In this sense it proffers—albeit in ironized fashion—a myth
of self-modernization. Woolf describes a life-long struggle with “impediments” both
internal and external, culminating professionally in the brilliance of Fry’s late lectures on
modern art, and personally in his late, unconventional alliance with Helen Anrep. In her
account, Fry’s mature posture of thoroughgoing disrespect for authority is crucial to his
discernment as a critic as well as his personal happiness; importantly, Woolf makes it
clear that this posture represents an achievement, not an entitlement.
Larraine Janzen Kooistra has argued that Roger Fry is Woolf’s apologia for
Bloomsbury. Her view is supported by remarks where Woolf seems at pains to dispel
Bloomsbury’s reputation as a snug coterie of complacent snobs. She writes, for example,
“a mutual admiration society, if such things exist, would have expelled Roger Fry at the
first meeting. He was as honest with his friends’ work as with his enemies” (293).
Similarly, Woolf’s own relation to her Bloomsbury friends is critical as well as

commemorative in Roger Fry. Her studied reticence in making claims about her subject
contrasts with the freedoms taken by Strachey and Nicolson. Eminent Victorians (1918)
of course sent up Victorian biography with its elegantly minimalist dissection of four
Great Men (one of whom was a woman). Eminent Victorians, though, used only
previously published sources, and its landmark achievement in biography was regarded
as literary not historiographical. Strachey’s Elizabeth and Essex (1928) and Nicolson’s
Some People (1927) continued the experiment into the 1920s, Strachey freely integrating
psychological speculation into his account of the Queen’s liaison with Essex, while
Nicolson focused on obscure figures accidentally proximate to the Great Men of official
history—Lord Curzon’s dipsomaniac valet, Arketall, for example--embellishing,
amalgamating, and sometimes inventing wholesale a supporting cast of characters for the
lead players of History. Later, Strachey’s Queen Victoria, dedicated to Woolf, indicated
that the Prince Consort was homosexual without providing documentary support for the
claim.
It bears remembering that Virginia Stephen seriously considered becoming a
historian, and as an adolescent wrote three historical essays, which do not survive (Hill
354). As Julia Briggs notes, Woolf’s earliest adult writings were comic lives of her aunts
Caroline Stephen and Mary Fisher (these too have not survived), while in early pieces
like “The Journal of Mistress Joan Martyn” and later ones like “The Lives of the
Obscure,” the seriousness of Woolf’s interest in history writing is apparent. In 1904, at
age 22, she proposed that her first book would be “a solid historical work” (Hill 354), but
this work failed to materialize—that is, I suggest, until the appearance of what ironically
turned out to be her last completed book. It is telling that Roger Fry was composed in

large measure simultaneously with Between the Acts, a novel whose engagement with
questions of historical existence, national identity, and the representation of History is
fundamental. With its village pageant, Between the Acts may be called a novel antiheroically “containing history,” as Ezra Pound attempted in the Cantos to “contain” a
heroicizing history. Roger Fry complements Miss LaTrobe’s history pageant as a work
inscribed within the register of history that reflexively attempts to alter received ideas
about what belongs to that register, what (that is, who) “counts” as history. In 1938,
when Woolf began work on Roger Fry, it no longer seemed adequate to sabotage the
Great Man model in the manner of Eminent Victorians, or even very differently, Flush.
Though Carlyle’s position as historian had sunk beneath the cultural horizon, HeroWorship was alive and all too well in Europe. In fact, after 1945 both Ernst Cassirer and
H.J.C. Grierson would return to Carlyle and examine his Füherprinzip as an avatar of
fascist ideology. Between the Acts counters such ideology in the register of fiction;
Roger Fry does so in the register of history.[3]
For Woolf the tactics of Strachey and Nicolson opened a range of possibilities for
biography, but also tended to widen the rift between biography and historiography.
Woolf sensed that ultimately this rift would work to the detriment of precisely those
unwritten histories she most wanted to foster: histories of women, working-class people,
and homosexuals. (The return to biography in postmodern historiography would seem to
confirm this insight.) As I have indicated, while Roger Fry deploys such rhetorical
devices of modernist fiction as structural leitmotif and chronological displacement, in its
claims about its subject it never departs from the realm of verifiable fact. “Human beings
are not works of art” the biographer pointedly remarks in the final pages of her text (294).

The comment signals that Woolf’s portrait of Fry is to be understood as that of a
historical person, one whose life participates in the historical life of the nation—and one
whose first biographer, as such, contributes to that recorded history.

Endnotes

[1] For example, Rachel Bowlby’s Feminist Destinations contains an insightful but
historically free-floating discussion of Woolf’s view of history.
[2] This is especially true with respect to Woolf’s silence about Fry’s affair with Vanessa
Bell, and her cursory treatment of the suicide of another lover, Josette Coatmellac.
[3] I discuss the complementary relation between these texts in “Roger Fry and the
National Identity,” which also analyses Woolf’s method of biographical ‘portraiture’ in
greater detail.
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Who’s Afraid of Oscar Browning?: Woolf’s “Poppycock”
Mark McBeth

In “A Sketch of the Past,” Woolf questions, “[W]hy is it so difficult to give any account
of the person to whom things happen? The person is evidently immensely
complicated…people write what they call “lives” of other people; that is, they collect a
number of events, and leave the person to whom it happened unknown” (69). Her
skeptical exegetical approach suggests that the uncritical reader may easily fall under the
representational spell of the well-written, “truth-telling” biography. Woolf’s biographer,
Hermione Lee, concedes that “There is no such thing as an objective
biography…Positions have been taken, myths have been made…Biography sets out to
tell you that a life can be described, summed up, packaged and sold” (3-4). Lee also
reports that ‘Virginia Woolf spent most of her life saying that the idea of biography is—
to use a word she liked—poppycock” (4).
After what seems a firm conviction about the tenuous value of biographical
representation, one would assume that Woolf would be not only a wary reader of
personal profiles but, also, a cautious author of them as well. In A Room of One’s Own,
she employs biography as a rhetorical device, reconstructing certain historical personas to
demonstrate the power struggles which both serve to sustain and subvert the patriarchal
status quo. As an example, Woolf cheekily introduces Oscar Browning as a “great figure
in Cambridge,” and refers to him as an example of the “very low opinions” which men
hold of women.(55). Implicating Browning in the opinions that nineteenth-century
fathers may hold about their daughters’ education, she gives the example, “Let us
suppose that a father from the highest motives did not wish his daughter to leave home

and become a writer, painter, or scholar. See what Mr. Oscar Browning says,’ [the
father] would say…” (54). For Woolf, Browning is a prime suspect in the “struggle with
fathers”.
Alerting her audience at Girton and Newnham to the hostile forces they faced as
women at Cambridge, Woolf mythologizes Browning as a symbolic antagonist in their
educational endeavors. She begins her character analysis of him, writing:
I will quote, however, Mr. Oscar Browning, because … [he] used to examine the
students at Girton and Newnham. Mr. Oscar Browning was wont to declare “that
the impression left on his mind, after looking over an set of examination papers,
was that, irrespective of the marks he might give, the best woman was
intellectually the inferior of the worst man.” (53) [1]
Browning’s crass, fault-finding remark fuels Woolf’s justifiable anger, and she adds:
After saying that Mr. Browning went back to his rooms […] and found a stableboy lying on the sofa—‘a mere skeleton, his cheeks were cavernous and sallow,
his teeth were black, and he did not appear to have the full use of his
limbs…”That’s Arthur” [said Mr. Browning]. ‘He’s a dear boy really and most
high-minded.”’ The two pictures always seem to me to complete each other. And
happily in this age of biography the two pictures often do complete each other, so
that we are able to interpret the opinions of great men not only by what they say,
but by what they do. (53)
Woolf appropriates these stories about Oscar Browning from the biography written by
Browning’s nephew, H.E. Wortham, published in 1927 a year prior to Woolf’s speech to
the Girton and Newnham undergraduates. For Woolf, Browning is a perfect patriarchal

target; after all, the flamboyant, eccentric don held a particular position in the Victorian
educational system, symbolizing the privilege, power, and cultural capital which those
educational institutions granted to men but denied to women.
Woolf borrows the ‘Arthur story’ from Wortham’s book; however, in his original
text, Wortham tells an alternative tale, distinguishing Oscar Browning as a rescuer of
Arthur rather than as his lecherous seducer. He explains that Browning discovered
Arthur in Paris, an overworked stable boy who had been starved, misused, beaten, and
then abandoned in the streets of Paris by his employers. In the Wortham biography,
Browning is quoted as saying, “Finally…I found [Arthur] destitute in Paris, and the only
thing I could do was to bring him back with me” (247). No one is naïve enough to think
Browning’s apparent altruism here is not tinged with questionable intent, but I equally
believe that Woolf’s reference to his brow-raising explanation serves her own ideological
agenda. Woolf’s “two pictures” of Browning—his inexcusable remark, coupled with the
emaciated boy-child lounged in his parlour—illustrate him as a misogynist, patriarchal
subject, yet one which is diacritically marked by his homosexual desire.
Woolf’s cousin J.K. Stephen, and her friends, E.M. Forster and Lytton Strachey,
were all students who had been tutored by Browning, and they assuredly shared their
stories of their former don. Well aware of her cousin’s disparaging opinions of women’s
issues, Woolf no doubt saw her cousin’s previous mentor as a guilty party in the
educational molding of young patriarchs. Woolf scholars also allege Browning’s
complicity in perpetuating patriarchy among the impressionable male undergraduates at
Cambridge. In ‘Taking the Bull by the Udders,’ Jane Marcus writes:

Oscar Browning was conveniently not Lytton Strachey or Morgan Forster, but he
was their philosophical father. In puncturing that pompous over-stuffed boyloving patriarch, Virginia Woolf symbolically attacked her “friends,” and rid
herself of the illusion…that the elite gay men of her world were her allies with
women in oppression. They may have been pouting, self-pitying patriarchs, but
they were patriarchs nonetheless. (137)
What I find so troubling about Woolf’s and Marcus’ readings of Browning is the
underlying homophobia which inextricably entangles these men’s sexual desires with a
cultural force oppressing women.[2] It is important to acknowledge that Woolf and
Marcus collapse the separate categories of male same-sex desire and misogyny into an
indivisible whole when, in fact, they are not necessarily mutually inclusive issues. In
discussing homosexual hegemony, Marcus goes as far as to suggest (albeit
apologetically) that this homosexual patriarchal power be referred to as the
“sodomization” of British culture. (137). Her critiques of homosocial hegemony seem to
need these men’s same-sex acts to anchor their arguments. In the same manner that
Woolf uses Browning’s sexual proclivities to sway her audience’s opinions of him,
Marcus uses “sodomy” as a rhetorical device to spur readers’ already established phobias
about male homosexuality and to re-accentuate the “sins” of the fathers—or at least, in
this case, certain abominable daddies associated with Cambridge and Bloomsbury.
By contrast, in my historical research of education, I illustrate that Browning,
although a contentious figure had, in fact, supported women’s higher education at
Cambridge. Along with Pam Hirsch, my co-author of Teachers Training at Cambridge:
The Initiatives of Oscar Browning and Elizabeth Hughes, I recover how this Victorian

educationist contributed to the advancement of women’s education and to pedagogical
understanding overall. Mr. Oscar Browning was born on January 17, 1837 in London
but grew up in the shadows of Windsor castle. As a boy he attended the Eton College
after which he gained a position at King’s College in Cambridge through the guaranteed
openings offered to Etonians. In 1860 after completing his degree at Cambridge, he once
again returned to Eton College in what could be considered a recursive cycle of privilege
where he became an assistant master and taught and was housemaster for fifteen years.
Although he was very popular with his pupils and their parents because of his attentive
care and tutoring, his headmaster Hornby was normally irritated with him because of his
unorthodox pedagogical approaches. Hornby once wrote him:
You are the greatest shuffler I have ever met. You shuffle in everything you do.
You neglect your work. Why don’t you read Madvig’s Latin Grammar? You
lecture to ladies; you examine here and there; you give musical parties on
Saturday evenings. Why don’t you stick to your work? (Wortham 121)
By Hornby’s account Browning was constantly shirking his duties; however, to
the relief of his students their tutor was supplementing the conventional methods of
teaching such as rote memorization of latin grammars with lessons in history, literature,
and science. In addition, he often invited his students to musical soirées where he
introduced them to the gliteratti and intelligentsia of the day. He also expanded his own
pedagogical horizons by teaching classes to those who would not have normally received
educations in the nineteenth century, namely women and the working class. Obviously
Browning had more progressive and democratic ideals about education than those who
supervised him and, arguably as a result, he was dismissed after fifteen years service to

the college. After his dismissal, Browning returned to King’s where he lecture and
tutored in history, participated in student extracurricular life, and helped found and
became Principal of the Cambridge University Day Training College. This teacher
training programme brought working-class men from the poorer areas of London to be
certified teachers as well as complete normal university degrees. One former Day
Training College graduate once wrote him:
I am sure you would have laughed heartily had you overheard us … Like three
learned doctors, we thought that we were quite qualified to compare the dons we
had met at Cambridge. Though the OB did not come out unscathed from the
ordeal, yet we three agreed that the OB was the best friend we had ever made …
We fully appreciated the fact that though you were born a gentleman and had the
best education that England could offer you in your earlier days, you never tried
to damp that spring of sympathy which man in affluence naturally has for man in
adversity. How many are those parvenus who inhibit this natural spring of
sympathy in order to appear aristocratic! A great part of your success as Principal
of the Day Training College is undoubtedly due to the paternal sympathy you
extended to the students individually. (Hirsch and McBeth 78 – 79)
This student’s apparent affection for Oscar Browning is not surprising as this dedicated if
not a bit nostalgic don once wrote about his students:
It was a new and fruitful enterprise to send out every year a number of welltrained and distinguished University men to be elementary schoolmasters, and
incidentally our college was a most efficient machine for providing a first-rate
University education for exceedingly poor men …it was an unspeakable pleasure

to me, who had spent my boyhood and early manhood in the society of the gilded
youth of England, too often unconscious and unheedful of the advantages they
possessed, to be connected with men of a more virile and self-denying type.
Nothing struck me more in my intercourse with these young men than their great
force of character and their strong individuality. (Hirsch and McBeth 79)
In contrast to the Oscar-bashing of Woolf and Woolfian scholars, the correspondence
between Browning and his students reveals a far more amenable Browning.
In 1876 soon after Browning rejoined King’s College, he formed a student
debating group, called the Political Society, which met once a week to discuss political
issues of the day. During these seminar-like meetings, a student reader presented an
essay that would then be discussed amongst it peer members, followed by a vote on a
pending question prompted by the presenter. The debates ranged from communism to
separation of colonies to women’s suffrage. On February 10th 1879, A Strachey read a
paper asking “Should women have votes in Parliamentary elections on the same footing
as men?” (Political Society). The group split their decision but, in the end, the antisuffragists won the vote. Among the nay-sayers was J.K. Stephen (Virginia’s cousin), but
this was not surprising. On the side of pro-suffrage, however, was Oscar Browning.
During their debates, other women’s issues were debated, such as “Should women at
Cambridge be able to receive their degrees?” The Political Society’s ledger shows
Browning always voting on the side of women students. For me, Browning’s more
liberal, if I’d dare to call it pro-feminist, voting is less interesting than how his opinions
are often opposed by his more conservative students.

From Woolf’s point of view, perhaps Browning should have been more forthright
in changing his conservative students’ views about women’s education but, in that case,
Browning would only be propagating a form of patriarchal education where the fatherknows-best figure forces his own views and beliefs upon his students. About his Political
Society, Browning wrote:
Indeed, although I have always been a democrat and a radical, I do not think that I
ever influenced the political opinions of my pupils in that direction, certainly not
by the discussions of the Political Society. My object was not to inculcate a
certain set of opinions, but to encourage the free, intelligent and rational
discussion of all opinions. (238)
Browning may not have forcefully persuaded his students’ misguided beliefs yet,
certainly, his pedagogical methods did not perpetuate the authoritarianism typical of most
patriarchal teaching. He, instead, urged his students to reflect critically upon and
reconsider their pre-determined beliefs, including those regarding women’s rights and
education.
In the archives of the Cambridge teacher training colleges, there are many
instances where Browning’s support of women’s education is noted. He often sent letters
of recommendation for women students of the training college, received thank you notes
from prominent benefactors of women’s education and, in fact, was the first don to invite
women into his lectures with men. In 1878, an excited Newnham student wrote home:
Hurrah for women’s rights!!!—We have another triumph…Mr Oscar Browning
has been lecturing on History to about 4 of our girls & also giving the same lectures on

History to the men of King’s—so he asked the Provost if the girls might attend the men’s
lectures to save time. (Hirsch and McBeth 169)
Browning remarked in a letter to his mother that the presence of women in his
course had created quite a stir amongst his more traditional colleagues. When writing an
obituary for Miss Clough, Principal of Newnham College in 1892, he lauded women’s
education, saying:
The higher teaching of women is now a fact of such magnitude and importance at
Cambridge that it is difficult to imagine a time when it did not exist. If some criticism
might be made on its general effect upon the University, they do not deal with the
drawbacks which evil prophets would have predicted for it. Its fault (if it has any) are not
those which would have occurred to serious quidnuncs [def. busybodies]. (Browning
Educational Review 351)
The tone and stance that Browning takes in this testimonial reveals a far more
liberal educationist than how he is portrayed by Woolf and those who have uncritically
adhered to what she wrote in A Room of One’s Own.[3]
In the final chapter of A Room of One’s Own, Woolf arrives at a moment of
resolve when she notices a male and female couple entering a taxicab together. I like to
imagine Browning and Woolf sharing a taxi, discussing what they thought about the
value of education for women and other marginal students. As a meeting of minds, they
may have concurred that educational practices must challenge established views and
traditional agendas, and educational institutions must adapt if they are to see a larger part
of society educated. Otherwise, if not our scholarship and our teaching—in effect all our

efforts to resist oppressive forces within our educational institutions are, as Woolf may
have said, simply poppycock.

Endnotes

[1] In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf often refers to the professors as patriarchs, and her
indignation about patriarchy is illustrated clearly as she sketches a professor. She writes:
…the sketch of the angry professor had been made in anger. Anger had snatched
my pencil while I dreamt. But what was anger doing there? … It referred me
unmistakably to the one book, to the one phrase, which had roused the demon; it
was the professor’s statement about the mental, moral and physical inferiority of
women. My heart had leapt. My cheeks had burnt. I had flushed with anger.
(31)
She asks an important question here: But what was anger doing there? Her
irritation with any Professor X’s disparaging remarks about women, such as Browning’s
comment that “the best woman was intellectually the inferior of the worst man” would
have reasonably spurred her ire. But I would argue that Browning’s specific statement
was less about women’s quality of exams, and more about being challenged by his fellow
invigilator. After years of teaching, the cantankerous Browning would have balked at the
suggestion that he had not carefully considered the women’s work he was evaluating. I
would also suspect that he felt that the quality of education that women had received up
until that time had not prepared them as well as the men who had been generously
groomed through centuries of British education. In other words, it was no fault of the
women students but of the history of the educational system in which they had been
placed. As Woolf symbolized with the miserly dessert of prunes and custard served to

her in the women’s college, women’s education did not share the attention and funding
that had been lavished upon the schooling of men.
[2] For a more in-depth study of the relations between women and gay men, see Stephen
Barber’s “Lip Reading: Woolf’s Secret Encounters.”
[3] Despite the fact that I disagree with their representations of the complex Mr.
Browning, I am not here to cast aspersions at either Woolf or my contemporary scholarly
colleagues who have made the important scholarly strides against patriarchy or other
oppressive forces. Because Woolf would not have had access to records in the
Cambridge Library, she could not have known how often Browning had gone on public
record supporting women’s education. Furthermore, because these annals of his work
were deeply buried and forgotten within Cambridge University archives, later feminists
could not have known about his more laudable efforts to advance the educational
progress of women and other outsiders in the university. In the end, I think it is
important to consider how careless stone-throwing hinders our understanding of our
educational forbearers, as well as how knee-jerk critical remarks may shut down the
productive dialogues we could otherwise share with contemporary academic colleagues.
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Leonard Woolf's Beginning Again. An Autobiography of the Years 1911 to 1918:
a literary reappraisal
Christine Reynier

Leonard Woolf is remembered mainly for his political involvement. The list of his
writings on history and Politics is impressive and seems to encourage the reader to retain
such works rather than his literary achievement, especially as his novels today are not
much read. The other major writings of L. Woolf consist of a five-volume autobiography
which, when it came out in the 1960s, was hailed as a masterpiece: the probity of the
author was praised; his literary skills were also noticed but never fully explored.[1] I
focus here on volume 3, Beginning Again. An Autobiography of the Years 1911 to 1918
(which deals with the years when “Old Bloomsbury” began) and consider it not so much
as a document on a period or on its author (as Wilson does in his Political Biography) but
as a literary achievement and a landmark in the generic landscape of autobiographies. L.
Woolf's politics and aesthetics will consequently appear to be closely connected.
In “The First Person Singular,” (1927), L. Woolf defines the autobiographical
genre :
[T]he egotistical writer who exasperates us does so by his attitude towards
himself; we could forgive him for overestimating the size of his ego, but what we
cannot tolerate is that that minute, ridiculous speck in the centre of him which he
calls 'I’ should turn out to be a sham. (113)
He adds that as in Pepys' Diary, an autobiography should be “without pose, pretence, or
self-consciousness” (113). The same insistence on the necessity of veracity and sincerity
is to be found in the first pages of Beginning Again: “I am trying to write my

autobiography, a true account of my life in relation to the times and the society in which I
have lived, to the work I have done, and to people” (23).
Truth, a respect for facts and dates, goes together with a desire to quote letters,
accurate words or figures. This documentary impulse leads the writer to follow a neat
chronological pattern in his account of his life, starting with “ London and Marriage,
1911 and 1912”, going on with “The Years 1913 and 1914”, and finally focusing on
“The 1914 War” and his wife's illness. The autobiographical pact the author signs with
the reader is therefore a most conventional one in which the autobiographer binds himself
to tell the true “history of his own self”, “submitting himself to the test of authentication”
(Lejeune 14, 36). [2]
However the autobiographical text belies the author's stated intentions in so far as
the ways to truth L. Woolf follows are not the well-beaten tracks of traditional
autobiography. First of all because writing about half-a-century after living through the
events (even if such writing is based on a diary [3]) can only make autobiography “a
persuasive simulacrum" (Ricoeur 25). [4] Secondly because, although the titles of the
three chapters hint at a chronological outline, the approach is mainly digressive. The
writer at times ignores chronology in order to connect events into a meaningful whole,
thus revealing the gap between truth and desire for meaning that Pascal analyses.[5]
The way to truth is akin to modernist narrative techniques rather than mimetic
ones. To say this is to posit an analogy between autobiography and fiction; and what L.
Woolf exemplifies is the way in which the autobiographical self is necessarily a
discursive construct. Faced with the difficulty of representing the self (of Desmond
McCarthy he writes: “the charm of the dead cannot be reproduced second-hand in

words”, 139) L. Woolf has to invent ways of doing it. He chooses to inscribe the self not
so much in time as in space, thus redefining autobiography as a geography rather than a
history of the self: “And in my experience what cuts the deepest channels in our lives are
the different houses in which we live – deeper even than 'marriage and death and
division'” (62). Such a shift from history to geography is a method used by modernist
writers, especially Virginia Woolf in her own autobiography and biographies.[6]
L. Woolf inscribes the self within the different houses in which he lived. When he
comes back from Ceylon, he settles down in his family house in Putney, before going to
Cambridge and then coming back to Gordon Square. Instead of travelling from one
country to another, he goes from one house to another, the limits of his travelling having
narrowed down and the return being “an anticlimax” (18). His mother's house functions
as a metonymic representation of his entrapped self:
After the unending jungle, the great lagoons, the enormous sea pounding on the
shore below my bungalow, the large open windowless rooms in Hambantota, I
felt the walls of the Putney dining-room pressing in upon me, the low ceiling
pressing down on me, the past and 20 years closing in on me. (18)
It can be opposed to Gordon Square, where the first informal meeting of “ what came to
be called Bloomsbury” (21) took place: “What was so new and so exhilarating to me in
the Gordon Square of July, 1911 was the sense of intimacy and complete freedom of
thought and speech.” (34) Like the other later Bloomsbury houses, it functions as a
metonymy of a liberated self. The shift from the closed space of the family house to the
open space of Gordon Square signals the birth of a new self that can free itself from

Victorian respectability and the constraints of Civil Service and be born again to a new
exhilarating life of freedom in the London of 1911, hence the title Beginning Again.
The metonymic inscription of the self within house after house is embedded in a
trajectory that comes to metaphorize the changes and construction of the self. In this
light, the voyage to Cambridge becomes meaningful. L. Woolf writes: “ I decided [...] to
plunge straight back into the life of Cambridge which I had left seven years ago” (18).
This metaphor may go unnoticed until he explains that his youth in Cambridge has been
dominated by the influence of G.E. Moore and “the purification of that divinely cathartic
question[...] 'What do you mean by that?' ” (25). This reference to the notion of
purification linked with the metaphor of the plunge suggests that the stay in Cambridge is
a purifying experience for L. Woolf, an experience that will make the rebirth of the self
possible in Gordon Square. These examples show that the self's voyage in space is used
as a metaphor for the voyage in time and the self appears to be the product of a
Bakhtinian chronotope, the London of 1911. The metonymic and metaphoric trajectories
are interwoven in a way reminiscent of the “miracle of Proustian writing” as analyzed by
Genette (41-63).[7]
The self is also represented as standing in a synecdochic relation to the world.
Virginia Woolf's mental breakdown spanned two years, lasting “in an acute form from
the summer of 1913 to the autumn of 1915” (160). Although L. Woolf devotes a whole
chapter to the years 1913 and 1914, he does not mention his wife's illness and chooses to
distort chronology and to deal with it in the third chapter entitled “The 1914 war”, thus
drawing a clear parallel between what he calls his “private nightmare” and “the public
nightmare of the war” (176). Exempt from military service, officially because of

“nervous disabilities” (179) but in fact so that he can attend to his wife, L. Woolf can
only look at the war from a distance, which makes the war appear even more horrible
(197). The war is evoked in terms of paralysis (197) and of destruction (144). The
historical fact of war is evoked in geographical terms through references to Sarajevo or
France, and mainly through the equation of war with the entrance into the unknown space
of ugliness, suburban England, “an almost unbroken chain of suburbs” (147).
The experience of Virginia Woolf's mental breakdown is a similar entry into the
world of horror, but if the war is seen as a moment of paralysis, the months of Virginia's
illness are evoked in terms of movement. At that time, the Woolfs seem to lead an
endless quest for a house, moving within the space of two years, from Cliffords Inn to
George Duckworth's country house then to Asham and St Yves, then to Northumberland
and finally to Hogarth House in Richmond. These constant removals read as a metaphor
of a self without any moorings (Virginia's self) and a self which has lost its landmarks
(Leonard's self), since Leonard has entered the space of madness unknown both to him
and the doctors of the time. If during these two years, survival means eating and resting
for Virginia, for Leonard it means reading or more exactly, reading the signs, decoding
the unknown symptoms of madness. The aim of this semiotic activity is first of all to
prevent new crises for Virginia and help him resist dissolution.
Interestingly enough, L. Woolf is asked at that point to write a report for the
Fabian Society about the causes of the 1914 war ;[8] he read vast amounts of archives,
newspapers, Blue and White Books, in an attempt to decipher the signs that led to the
war. The international situation and his own situation are thus brought together so that L.
Woolf looks at that point very much like Sir Thomas Browne, one of his favorite writers,

who tried to read the hieroglyphics of the world and like Renaissance men, drew a
parallel between the microcosm and the macrocosm, believing that “this visible world is
but a picture of the invisible” (Browne 1:12); except that L. Woolf operates a shift from
the divine sphere of the invisible to the inhuman sphere of human madness. This
synecdochic logic turns the self and its private experience into an epitome of the world
and public changes. In other words, the self is represented as mirroring the world and is,
as in pre-Copernician times, placed at the centre of the universe.
But to stop here would be to betray L. Woolf's autobiography since there is a
concomitant de-centering of the self. Indeed the self that finally comes out as central is
not the autobiographer's self but Virginia Woolf's own self and her genius that L.Woolf
celebrates endlessly. The autobiographer's self also constantly gives way to his friends',
his brothers', his many political or journalistic acquaintances' selves. Countless portraits
are drawn; numerous side-stories are related in which people other than Leonard are
given pride of place, famous writers or politicians as well as unknown people, like Mary,
a maid :
Next to the war memorial in Whitehall there should be another to the millions of
daughters who gave their lives to looking after selfish parents and millions of
Marys who gave their lives to looking after Mrs Hawkesfords. (66)
Indirectly these many portraits map out a self caught in an intricate and rich social
network. They also turn the autobiography into a document on a historical period while
showing that history can only be written with famous as well as anonymous figures,
something Virginia Woolf also pointed out in her essay “The Lives of the Obscure” or in
Flush where she devoted a few pages to Wilson, Elizabeth Barrett Browning's maid (176-

182). Such a democratic vision of history is in keeping with L. Woolf's political vision.
By grounding the self into a network and refusing all self-glorification, he implicitly
recognizes the importance of the other and adopts in his autobiography the same attitude
as in his political life. Refusing to be “the ruler of the ruled” (100) within the British
Empire, he renounced his position as a Civil Servant in India [9] and published The
Village in the Jungle, “the symbol of the anti-imperialism which had been growing upon
[him] more and more in [his] last years in Ceylon” (47). He became involved in the Cooperative Movement, in his own words, “a socialist alternative to the profit-making
capitalist system” (111); he gave conferences in the Northern industrial towns, thus
displaying his respect for the English working-class; he was an active member of the
Fabian Society and the author of a report on the creation of an international authority
meant to prevent war, "a direct ancestor of the Covenant of the League of Nations”
(Wilson 71). L. Woolf also worked as a journalist for The New Statesman, was involved
in the Labour Movement and then the Labour Party, whose ideology is based on decentralized power. The de-centring of the self in Beginning Again thus reads as a
metaphor of the political vision of L. Woolf.
In the end the self appears to be both central and de-centred, both in the centre
and on the margins of the autobiographical witing. Such a paradoxical self can harbour
antithetical tastes (“I get”, writes L. Woolf, “as much pleasure from the comfort of
finding that nothing has changed as from the excitement of finding that everything is
new”, 26), very much in the tradition of Browne who writes: “ Let mee be nothing if
within the compasse of my self, I doe not find the battell of Lepanto, passion against
reason, reason against faith, faith against the Devill, and my conscience against all” (2:7).

It is a split self, the I “seeing himself out of the corner of his eye as not 'I', a stranger
acting a part upon a stage” (17), L. Woolf writes renewing with the theatrum mundi
metaphor as well as with the Renaissance tradition of introspection. However it is mainly
through space, as we have seen, that L. Woolf chooses to represent his own self. Space,
which is from the outset depicted as a “mixture of reality and unreality, of familiarity and
strangeness” (17), is used to convey the paradoxical nature of the self.
If he draws on Renaissance tradition to represent his own self as paradoxical, L.
Woolf also combines tradition with modernity, the hierarchical self-centred Renaissance
tradition with the de-centred modernist vision, the documentary metonymic logic of
Victorian literature with the indirect metaphoric logic of modernist writings, the self, the
“political animal” in his own words, thus finally appearing to be both the referent and the
discursive construct of fictional techniques. What is more, through the spatializing and
metaphoric processes that map out the self's political vision, L. Woolf goes counter to the
nineteenth-century way of thinking where “space”, according to Foucault, “was treated as
the dead, the fixed, the undialectical, the immobile. Time, on the contrary was richness,
fecundity, life, dialectic” (Foucault 22-27); and turns from a history of the self to a
geography of the self, thus significantly renewing the autobiographical genre and
asserting his own literary skills.

Endnotes

[1] In Outsiders Together : Virginia and Leonard Woolf, Natania Rosenfeld reads
Virginia Woolf’s fiction in the light of Leonard’s political influence, thus illuminating
Virginia’s own political vision. What I propose to do here is the reverse, i.e. read
Leonard’s political autobiography as a literary achievement.
[2] This is my own translation. Lejeune writes that the autobiographer usually
emphasizes “l'histoire de sa personnalité” (14) and accepts to “se soumettre à l'épreuve de
vérification” (36).
[3] See Leonard Woolf 149.
[4] This is my own translation. Ricoeur writes “un simulacre persuasif.”
[5] See for example, Roy Pascal. Design and Truth in Autobiography. Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard UP, 1960.
[6] See Elizabeth Hirsh, “Writing as Spatial Historiography: Woolf’s Roger Fry and the
National Identity” and Christine Reynier, “The Impure Art of Biography: Virginia
Woolf’s Flush,” both in Mapping the Self: Space, Identity, Discourse in British
Auto/Biography. Frédéric Regard ed. Saint-Etienne: Publications de l’Université de
Saint-Etienne, 2003. 203-316 and 187-202 respectively.
[7] See also Frédéric Regard’s introduction to Mapping the Self, 28-29.
[8] This report will become International Government 1916.
[9] Duncan Wilson points out that Leonard Woolf only resigned from the India Civil
Service in order to marry Virginia and that his anti-imperialism only developed later (4445); Leonard’s own statement, quoted hereafter, contradicts this.
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Beginnings: Virginia Woolf’s Melymbrosia and Rebecca West’s The Sentinel
Kathryn Laing

“[I]f only one could begin things at the beginning, one might see more
clearly upon what foundations they now rest” (Melymbrosia 39).
“A painstaking woman who wishes to treat of life as she finds it, and to give voice to
some of the perplexities of her sex, in plain English, has no chance at all” (L I 381). Soon
after she wrote those words in January 1909, Woolf began work on Melymbrosia, one of
the many versions of her first novel that was finally published as The Voyage Out. In the
same year, Rebecca West, ten years Woolf’s junior, began her own first extended attempt
at writing fiction, in which she too set out to explore the emotional, sexual and
professional lives of young women. West never finished The Sentinel, a novel that
focused on suffragette activism and sexual politics, although she returned to its themes
and subject matter in another incomplete version, Adela and finally in The Judge,
published in 1922. [1]
Melymbrosia/The Voyage Out [2] and The Sentinel mark the beginnings of
writing lives and are about beginnings - the voyages of discovery and self-discovery of
two young women, Rachel Vinrace and Adela Furnival, during the early part of the
twentieth century. In Woolf’s narratives, Rachel, overprotected by her aunts and father,
uneducated and naïve, sets out on a voyage to a British Colony in South America.
Rachel’s aunt, Helen Ambrose, undertakes to educate Rachel, as do two young
Cambridge men and a variety of passing voyagers. Rachel falls in love, becomes engaged
and then, confounding conventional expectations of marital closure, becomes ill and dies.
In The Sentinel, Adela’s schoolgirl seduction comprises the shorter first half of the two-

part novel. In the second part, Adela, now ten years older, is based on many of West’s
suffragette heroines at the time, by studying to become a science teacher at Leeds
University before embarking on life of self-sacrifice and dedication as a suffragette.
Adela’s political and sexual education through feminist activism, is furthered through
experiences of torture and imprisonment. The possibilities of a romance narrative are
introduced and then thwarted in The Sentinel, with Adela refusing to admit her love for a
socialist MP, and the novel is abandoned without any resolution of its conflicts between
feminist self-sacrifice and romance.[3]
Both novels present, in widely divergent and yet uncannily similar ways, the
possibilities for and constraints on a young middle class woman growing up at the-turn-of
the-twentieth century. On one level, these novels inhabit different ends of a spectrum of
opportunities for this kind of heroine. Adela is much more of a “New Woman” than
Rachel, who does not know that she wants to be a New Woman until her “voyage” is well
underway. Adela is the creation of a young and passionately involved feminist and
socialist, whose rebelliousness and impulsiveness is reflected in the unevenness of the
writing and its overt challenges to literary and social conventions. Rachel is shaped and
reshaped by a more mature writer who has reservations about “movements” of any kind
and who has high hopes for herself and her work, believing that she might be able to “reform the novel and capture multitudes of things at present fugitive, enclose the whole,
and shape infinite strange shapes” (L I 356).
From the perspective of feminist genetic criticism,[4] both Melymbrosia and The
Sentinel, as early versions of novels published many years later, have much to tell about
the development of Woolf and West as writers and feminists, and about the writers they

were to become. A full comparison of the transformations of The Sentinel into The Judge
and Melymbrosia into The Voyage Out has even more to tell, but only a selective sample
of these comparative, even dialogic possibilities, can be given here. Read together,
Woolf’s and West’s first attempts at novel writing resemble a kind of conversation, a
series of convergences and intersections between two young apprentice writers then
unknown to each other. Melymbrosia has been seen by some feminist textual critics as
the repressed, censored version of Woolf’s final published version, The Voyage Out. [5]
The Sentinel, as the work of a younger and more extrovert writer, creates another layer,
giving voice to what sometimes lies submerged in the early and final versions of Woolf’s
texts - “the skeleton beneath” (TVO 12). It is on some of these intersections and their
submerged, skeleton themes [6] that I wish to concentrate: the mutual preoccupation with
awakenings in the novels in relation to reading; the theme of prostitution and death; and
images of the sleeping woman.
Susan Stanford Friedman has shown how “the narrative of The Voyage Out is
fundamentally pedagogical, motivated by the protagonist’s education into the ways of the
adult world,” and how “[reading] functions in the novel as a trope for education”
(Friedman, “Virginia Woolf’s Pedagogical Scenes of Reading” 101). Adela in The
Sentinel is also characterized by her reading. In fact, the reading programme on which
Rachel and Adela embark provides specific insights into the making of the
modernist/feminist/socialist thinkers and writers that Woolf and West were to become. In
the first part of the novel the schoolgirl, Adela, is portrayed as a disgruntled reader of
popular fiction in need of new and stimulating material. Joining the women’s militant
movement in her mid twenties initiates her into a new world of politics, socialism and

feminism, feminist activism and campaigning, and it also introduces her to new and
exciting texts – Nietzsche, William Morris and George Bernard Shaw. Reading
contributes to the process of enlightenment of the two young heroines, whose journey of
self-discovery in the bildungsroman mode that both writers adopt and try to adapt,
consists of a series of awakenings.
One of the key moments of awakening in both texts relates to sexuality and sexual
desire – Richard Dalloway suddenly kissing Rachel and Adela’s schoolgirl seduction by
Neville Ashcroft, the architect working for her aunt. In both novels the women’s sexual
initiation and their awareness of the consequences of their own sexuality are connected
directly with reading: “‘How jolly to meet again,’ said Richard. ‘It seems an age.
Cowper’s Letters? … Bach? … Wuthering Heights?’” (75). Soon Richard Dalloway is
prescribing Burke to Rachel before seizing and kissing her passionately in The Voyage
Out. In the more explicit Sentinel, Adela’s youth, “exquisite with the perfume of
awakening sex” (17-18), affects not only the decadent Neville Ashcroft who later seduces
her, but also her cousin’s fiancée, who, on the pretext of borrowing an encyclopaedia,
clearly has other things in mind. The descriptions of Richard Dalloway’s and Neville
Ashcroft’s overwhelming attraction to the young and innocent heroines suggests a
common source too – the popular romance, the sensation and gothic novel. [7] ‘“You
tempt me,” [Richard] said. The tone of his voice was terrifying. He seemed choked in
fight. They were both trembling” (TVO 76) and in The Sentinel ‘“But – be careful, be
careful, Adela! You’ve got a power over me, you’ve got a power –“ They both swayed,
both helpless –” (18). These moments of awakening for the heroines at an early stage in
both novels, connected to fiction and the reading of fiction in various ways, also haunt

the remainder of the narratives – Rachel has nightmares whereas Adela’s more clearly
stated sexual confusion manifests itself in her refusal to commit herself later to the man
she loves.
Of particular significance in these novels are the connections they make between
the women’s growing awareness of sexual desire and the recognition of the meanings of
prostitution. Rachel, after discussing Richard Dalloway’s kiss with her aunt Helen, has
another realisation about the reasons for certain constraints in her life: ‘“So that’s why I
can’t walk alone!” By this new light she saw her life for the first time a creeping hedgedin thing, driven cautiously between high walls, here turned aside, there plunged in
darkness, made dull and crippled for ever” (TVO 82). In Melymbrosia Woolf is more
outspoken and Rachel more angry: “I’m furious to think that that’s at the bottom of
everything. That’s why we can’t go about alone” (96), revealing, as Celia Marshik points
out, how “Prostitutes are key to Rachel’s Bildungsroman because they encourage her to
question the organization of social space around her” (859). [8] West’s text is even more
overt about prostitution, fleshing out further Woolf’s “skeleton theme”. Following her
seduction early in the novel, Adela describes herself as “the sentinel” who “should have
guarded [her] citadel until the voice of the spirit told me to surrender. I obeyed a baser
call” (23). That West gives her novel the same title highlights its centrality to the
narrative. As a suffragette, Adela thinks back to this period and links her lost virginity
specifically with her discovery of the nature of prostitution and its meaning for her own
self-definition:
As a young girl she had pressed through the black dusk to the peril she did not
know: even then she was more virgin in her ignorance than most women

inviolate. She was a girl of 18 before she discovered the meaning of the slim
bodies that quivered in the shadow of the trees between the pools of lamplight, the
meaning of those eyes, glazed with appeal, and the damp relaxed lips; before she
discovered that the thing to which she had been allured by the sweetness of spring
and the undivined treacheries of the body, was forced in its most brutal form, with
no anodyne of physical passion, by the pangs of hunger and cold on soft, gentle
women. […] Her first year [at university] was blackened by hatred – hatred of the
women who had chosen shameful life rather than death. Hatred of the men who
forced women to this, hatred of the women of her own class who acquiesced in
this, hatred of herself, the treacherous sentinel (52).
The shock that turns Rachel’s dreams into nightmares becomes angry and passionate
drama in West’s novel, which affects the overall outcome of the novel. Adela is unable
to resolve the conflicts that arise between some feminist doctrines of purity, her own
sense of defilement and thus connection with women of ill repute, and her own very real
desires. The theme and issue of prostitution is never far from the conversations and
experiences of the suffragettes in this novel. While Evelyn Murgatroyd, the would-be
social reformer in The Voyage Out wants to round up the women in Piccadilly and tell
them not to be beastly (249), West presents a more compelling and indeed propagandistic
image of the suffragette enterprise through Adela’s intrepid companion Psyche Charteris
who, in response to a discussion about shop girls and sexual exploitation declares “that’s
why men call us unsexed women – because we’re going to take sex out of the markets!”
(164).

Rachel learns mostly about prostitution through her reading in The Voyage Out:
“Ibsen was succeeded by a novel such as Mrs. Ambrose detested, whose purpose was to
distribute the guilt of a woman’s downfall upon the right shoulders” (127). The oblique
allusion conceals a much fuller version that was not included in the published text – the
story of “Slopers Sal.” [9] Adela actually encounters the prostitutes that haunt Rachel’s
imagination during her experience in prison. The gruesome business of forcible feeding
leaves Adela too weak, in the end, to clean up the resulting mess, so an imprisoned
prostitute is forced to do so instead. Adela experiences revulsion, pity and a kind of selfrevulsion: “yet the woman had a terrible and disturbing effect. Every time this type of
defiled womanhood, of wasted material, of squandered humanity, approached her, she
felt affected by loathing, pity, rage, remorse, a profound intellectual disturbance” (239).
In her discussion of The Voyage Out, Marshik suggests that “[b]ecause the
novel’s setting resonates with tales of sex and death, and Rachel links her life so closely
with that of prostitutes, it makes sense that she should fall ill shortly after the persecution
of Mendoza [the prostitute frequenting the hotel] is reported” (863-864). Adela tries to
resist this deadly identification by immersing herself instead in the women’s movement.
But her devotion and self-sacrifice also carries the risk of death, once she begins the
hunger strike. Feminist activism may or may not be, a way of escaping these deadly
equations.
Woolf and West both literalize the theme of awakenings in their texts by
reworking another contemporary representation of women. The image of the sleeping
woman, both in fiction and in the visual arts, has consistently signified cultural
preoccupations with the nature of femininity, evoking in particular the popular Sleeping

Beauty myth and its conventional pairing of an awakened princess and a happy
ending.[10] But what Woolf and West do with this stock image is to try to rewrite it or
reconfigure it, as they struggled to find a way in which to re-present their heroines. They
subvert the fairytale image of the prince awakening the princess in a variety of ways in
their novels. For example, a sleeping Rachel is depicted early on in the novel, but she is
watched, not by a suitor but by Helen her aunt. In Melymbrosia, Woolf is typically more
explicit about the significance of the moment: Rachel “looked like a victim dropped from
the claws of some winged beast of prey. Helen thought her beautiful and unprotected.
Sleep seemed to rob her of her weapons, and to expose what was covered when the eyes
and lips were lively” (43). Helen feels pity when she sees Rachel’s vulnerability,
‘“Because you have suffered something in secret, and will have to suffer more’ she
concluded” (43). The erotically charged encounter between Rachel and Helen later in the
novel is not hinted at here, but West, in a similar reconfiguration, expands the
possibilities of such a scene. Psyche Charteris, daughter of the leader of the militant
woman’s movement (a thinly disguised Emmeline Pankhurst of course), amazes and
intrigues Adela with her combination of child and “faery-like” features and fierce,
warrior-like determination. Watching over the sleeping Psyche, stretched “swordstraight” in the moonlight, Adela is awakened, even aroused to an exulted understanding
of what her feminist commitment means: “The aggressive act itself was a victory. The
thought of her warlike future filled her with exultation; in the pleasing delirium of
contented drowsiness she felt infinitely noble, heroic, picturesque, while the cool
conscience of her mind recognised that in the harsh daylight her will would thrust her
flinching body inch by inch to the brutality of this modern warfare” (166). Feminism

itself is eroticized in this scene, and Adela is awoken to its potential, not by a handsome
prince but by a beautiful faery-warrior.
Adela is also depicted not only as gazing at a sleeping woman, but also the object
of such a gaze. Exhausted by a full day campaigning, she is discovered by the socialist
MP, Robert Langlad, collapsed in sleep over a pile of feminist literature. Like Helen
watching Rachel, Langlad is touched by her vulnerability and inscrutability: “Disarmed
by sleep of the protection her eyes and grave speech, her body was tragic. It confessed, it
denounced, it appealed” (105). Langlad does not wake the sleeping Adela as convention
would have it, but instead is awakened (in purple prose) in this moment to his own desire
for Adela. West continues to present and simultaneously to refuse the sleeping beauty
conventions, when Adela, ill and delirious after her experiences of hunger striking and
forcible feeding, awakens enough to discover Langlad watching her, but she is unable to
respond. “Adela screamed, seeing that she was sinking back into the waves of delirium.
It seemed so cruel that, just at the one moment when her heart’s desire was given her, she
should be reabsorbed into the greedy sea of her sickness” (243). West abandoned the
novel before a conventional romance ending could be reached, perhaps because such an
ending was no longer possible.
This melodramatic scene again opens a dialogue with Woolf’s novel where, at the
end, Terence sits and watches over the semi-conscious and dying Rachel. Terence’s kiss
does not revive Rachel - she barely stirs in Melymbrosia. “After a pause her eyes opened,
first only the lower parts of the whites showed; then slowly the whole eye was revealed.
She saw him for a moment distinctly” (332). The happily-ever-after plot of the
traditional marriage novel is turned upside down, and instead perfect happiness is

achieved only in death. Woolf makes this point more explicitly in The Voyage Out: “So
much the better – this was death. It was nothing; it was to cease to breathe. It was
happiness, it was perfect happiness” (353).
The closure of Woolf’s first novel and its earlier version is perplexing and
bewildering for readers, just as the incompletion of The Sentinel is frustrating and
tantalizing. Woolf resolves her narrative through Rachel’s death, West’s heroine
survives, but incognito, to be resurrected unacknowledged in later fiction. But the
complexities of these endings and non-endings mark another moment of intersection,
further highlighting the conundrum for women writers who wished to treat life as they
found it, giving voice to “some of the perplexities of their sex” (L I 381). Christine
Froula suggests that “Genetic texts not only document the evolution of literary works
through the stages of their compositional history but […] emphasize their
interdependence with historical conditions” (513). If we extend on this, then reading
these early unpublished novels in dialogue begins to develop a composite historical and
literary map, where the intersections expand and enrich our sense of the difficulties and
achievements of these and other pioneering women writers at the turn of the last century.

Endnotes

My thanks to Julia Briggs whose suggestions when discussing ideas for this paper were
invaluable, and for sending me the first chapter of her book Virginia Woolf: An Inner Life
before it was published. Thanks are also due to Alice Staveley for her acute observations
and commentary.

[1] The Sentinel (which remained unknown until my discovery of the manuscript, its
subsequent edition was published in 2002) is at once a separate and independent
unfinished first novel, but it can also be read as the first version of these later works. See
my forthcoming chapter, “Versions and Palimpsests: Rebecca West’s The Sentinel, Adela
and The Judge” in Rebecca West Today edited by Bernard Schweizer.
[2] Based on other critics who have read Melymbrosia and The Voyage Out as a
“composite, palimpsestic text” (Friedman, “The Return of the Repressed” 144), I will
refer to these novels as separate texts where necessary and also as one composite text.
“Once the construct of the palimpsestic work is in place, critics can begin to read within
its parameters without necessarily distinguishing between the different versions. What
was once perceived as the single, integral work—the published novel—becomes
multiple, intertextual” (Silver 206). See also Christine Froula, “Out of the Chrysalis:
Female Initiation and Female Authority in Virginia Woolf’s The Voyage Out,” Tulsa
Studies in Women’s Literature 5 (1986), for a similar approach.
[3] These are the bare bones of a much more complex narrative that tries to capture as
fully as possible key events and issues of the time, including references to popular
culture, British politics at home and abroad, militant feminism and much more.

[4] See Brenda Silver’s helpful article on the impact on Woolf studies due to the
availability of Woolf’s manuscripts and the impact of “the intersection of textual editing
and feminist practice,” “Textual Criticism as Feminist Practice: Or Who’s Afraid of
Virginia Woolf Part II.”
[5] Questions about repression and self-censorship have come to the fore for many
feminist textual critics, who have shown how revision in women’s writing during the
modern period often involved “a sometimes conscious, sometimes unconscious
negotiation between the desire to speak and the need to repress what is forbidden in their
narratives of modernity” (Friedman, “Spatialization, Narrative Theory, and Virginia
Woolf’s The Voyage Out” 126). See Louise DeSalvo’s interpretation of the revisions
Woolf made in the introduction to her edition, Melymbrosia: An Early Version of “The
Voyage Out" (New York: New York Public Library, 1982) and Elizabeth Heine’s reading
in “The Earlier Voyage Out: Virginia Woolf’s First Novel,” Bulletin of the New York
Public Library 82 (Autumn 1979). Christine Froula offers a more positive reading of the
cuts and changes Woolf made as she revised Melymbrosia into The Voyage Out in
“Virginia Woolf’s Portrait of the Artist” (524).
[6] See Julia Briggs’ chapter on The Voyage Out in Virginia Woolf: An Inner Life, and
David Bradshaw’s discussion of Woolf’s “skeleton themes” in “The socio-political vision
of the novels” (192-196).
[7] One of the sources of Woolf’s encounters with popular fiction and themes for women
would have been her own mother. As Julia Briggs suggests, “one meaning of ‘the voyage
out’ for Virginia derived from the kind of stories her mother had passed on to her

daughters, stories in which romance led to the long voyage of marriage,” from
“Beginning: The Voyage Out” (Virginia Woolf: An Inner Life).
[8] See also Julia Briggs and David Bradshaw on the skeleton themes of prostitution in
Woolf’s novels.
[9] “In Chapter 15 of the later typescript [of The Voyage Out], the novel is described at
length, on the surface as much for its social as its sexual impact,” Elizabeth Heine, ed.
The Voyage Out (436). This is the story of Slopers Sal.
[10] “The fairy tale of the sleeping beauty, […], inevitably came to be seen as symbolic
of woman in her virginal state of sleep—her state of suspended animation and, as it were,
death in life. In late nineteenth-century art representations of the sleeping beauty
proliferated” (Dijkstra 61-62). See Dijkstra also on the close associations between images
of sleeping and dead women. Also Elisabeth Bronfen’s Over Her Dead Body: Death,
Femininity and the Aesthetic (Manchester UP, 1992).
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“Young writers might do worse”: Anne Thackeray Ritchie,
Virginia Stephen, and Virginia Woolf
Beth Rigel Daugherty

As part of a study of Virginia Woolf’s apprenticeship, I have been examining the teachers
that were part of Virginia Stephen’s home education. In that context, I want to focus on
Anne Thackeray Ritchie, Virginia’s Aunt Anny, a person frequently at 22 Hyde Park
Gate not only as a friend of both Leslie and Julia Stephen, but also as a writer and
teacher.
When Anne Thackeray Ritchie died in 1919 at the age of 82, Virginia Woolf was
37 and preparing to publish Night and Day with its “touches of Lady Ritchie in Mrs.
Hilbery” (L II 406). In her obituary tribute to her honorary aunt, Woolf points to some of
Anne Thackeray Ritchie’s teaching: “Young writers might do worse than go to Lady
Ritchie’s pages for an example of the power of an apparently simple and yet inevitably
right sense of the use of language” (E III 14-15). Indeed, Woolf identifies several of
Ritchie’s lessons in three different essays, a review of Ritchie’s Blackstick Papers in
1908, written during her apprenticeship; the obituary, “Lady Ritchie,” published in
February 1919; and “The Enchanted Organ,” an essay review of Hester Ritchie’s Letters
of Anne Thackeray Ritchie published in March 1924. Stephen/Woolf analyses Ritchie’s
method in the early review; points to her use of language, her “sharp edges” under the
“tremulous shadows,” her art as a writer of memoir, and her legacy in the obituary; and
notes Ritchie’s different view of the Victorians and her use of language again in the later
essay.
I am not the first to suggest, as Hermione Lee puts it, that Woolf “learned a great

deal from Aunt Anny” (9). Jane Fisher mentions Ritchie’s “keen sense of her audience”
and the “conversational tone” of her letters and journals (197). Ronald McCail, Jane
Marcus, and Julia Briggs have noted various threads tying Ritchie and Night and Day
together. Carol Hanbery MacKay notes that Woolf “discovered the power of speaking in
her own voice and exercising her sense of humour” through reading her aunt’s work
(“Thackeray” 69) and points out a common interest in reported conversations and
evocation of the past (“Thackeray” 82). Manuela Mourão’s studies of Ritchie’s concealed
feminism and Trev Lynn Brougton’s comparison of Leslie Stephen and Anne Thackeray
Ritchie’s autobiographical conceptions of the writer’s work reveal other connections.
Biographical and critical work by Lillian Shankman, Elizabeth French Boyd, Katherine
Hill-Miller, Winifred Gérin, and Henrietta Garnett note similarities between the two lives
(family losses and a father’s tutelage and favour) and in the two arts (impressionistic style
and charm). My focus today is on the professional life and the nonfiction.
Living in a household that catered to a professional man of letters, Virginia
Stephen could see a professional woman of letters in Anne Thackeray Ritchie. The young
Virginia Stephen was probably aware of her aunt’s habit of writing every morning
(MacCarthy 80). It certainly did not escape her that Aunt Anny expressed enthusiasm for
the Stephens’ new place in Bloomsbury, and thus, by implication, her own declaration of
personal and professional independence (PA 228). In February 1905, she dropped her
severely pruned review of Henry James off at “Mrs. L’s house on my way to lunch with
Aunt Anny at the Sesame” (PA 237), a juxtaposition that suggests at least one lunchtime
conversation between the novice and the professional about writing.
Also, Anne Thackeray Ritchie went her own way. Leslie Stephen may have

chided her about her exaggeration and her overspending, but Anny laughed at his
exaggerated “glooms” and “wrote back” to him in print. As MacKay points out, Ritchie’s
essay on “Toilers and Spinsters” directly refutes Stephen’s “The Redundancy of Women”
(“Thackeray” 76). The idea that anyone should be worried about spinsters, who were
supposedly depressed and had no purpose in life, was simply laughable to her (1-5). In
that essay, Ritchie employs mild sarcasm, repetition, and piled-up questions and
assertions, all Woolfian traits, and she comes to a Woolfian conclusion about women as
well. Hardly helpless in financial matters, Ritchie, according to Janice Harris, handled all
her own correspondence with editors and publishers, negotiating her own deals without
recourse to Leslie Stephen or to Richmond Ritchie (388-89). Too, if Ritchie’s Victorian
version of post-it notes on manuscripts condemns her, then many of us are in trouble!
Indeed, Lillian Shankman suggests that Ritchie’s famed “scattiness” was a cover—no one
could be that dotty and achieve what Ritchie did (265)—and Maurão notes that Ritchie
achieved remarkable independence because she knew how to play the game and keep
under the radar (75, 87). Woolf herself notes the practicality, keen insight, and “sharp
edges” underneath “the idyllic and the rapturous” (E III 15-16), suggesting not only her
own combination of granite and rainbow but also some recognition of Ritchie’s
negotiation with her culture.
And surely Anne Thackeray Ritchie’s work first influenced Virginia Stephen’s
and then Virginia Woolf’s essays. Since Ritchie published her last novel, Mrs. Dymond,
in 1885, the Ritchie Stephen knew was a writer of introductions, memoirs, essays, and
biographical sketches. MacKay records that Ritchie worked steadily on her biographical
introductions to the Biographical Edition of Thackeray’s Works from 1894 to 1899 and

Hill-Miller, using evidence from Gérin, notes that this project “obsessed her” (382).
Ritchie then substantially revised the introductions, with her daughter’s help, from 1905
through 1910 for the Centennial Edition (MacKay, “Introduction,” xv and xvii-xx). No
wonder Woolf gently mocked Ritchie’s involvement with Thackeray in her portrayal of
Mrs. Hilbery—Ritchie’s most intense absorption in Thackeray had coincided with
Stephen’s adolescence (from 12 to 17) and young adulthood (from 23 to 28).
The wider extent of Ritchie’s interests and career was not lost on Virginia
Stephen or Virginia Woolf, however. Just as Woolf took down her father’s Hours in a
Library to read him “medicinally”(MB 115), Woolf could take down Ritchie’s work to
read her contextually: “Again and again,” she writes, “it has happened to us to trace down
our conception of one of the great figures of the past not to the stout official biography
consecrated to him, but to some little hint or fact or fancy dropped lightly by Lady
Ritchie in passing [. . .]. She will be the unacknowledged source of much that remains in
men’s minds about the Victorian age” (E III 18). [1]
Sincerely admiring Ritchie, realizing that her Aunt Anny differed from the other
old aunts surrounding her (D II 247-48), and acknowledging Ritchie’s talents for memoir
(“she invented an art of her own” [E III 17]), Woolf also saw that Ritchie corrected her
own tendency to portray the Victorian Age too simplistically: “Seen through [Ritchie’s]
temperament, at once so buoyant and so keen, the gloom of that famous age dissolves in
an iridescent mist” (E III 399). But more important, Ritchie seems to have been both the
acknowledged and unacknowledged source for a great deal of what lived in Woolf’s
mind about the female literary tradition. Woolf quotes Ritchie in her essays on George
Eliot and Elizabeth Gaskell, and Andrew McNeillie traces several different Ritchie texts

in Woolf’s essay on Julia Margaret Cameron (E IV 385-86). (Woolf uses Ritchie in
essays on her father, Thomas Hardy, and Turgenev as well, and McNeillie suggests
Ritchie might be the A.R. mentioned in “On Being Ill” [E IV 328].) My examination of
their essay canons shows that Woolf, following Ritchie, wrote about Jane Austen,
Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Julia Margaret Cameron, Maria
Edgeworth, George Eliot, Elizabeth Gaskell, Mary Russell Mitford, Margaret Oliphant,
and Madame de Sévigné. To give just one example of a similarity between the two
writers’ portrayals of a foremother, compare the emotions, ideas, and language in these
two passages. Ritchie writes that Jane Eyre, Shirley, and Villette, “are each in turn
biographies of Charlotte Brontë [. . .] told by her with that passion which coloured
everything she touched. [. . .] [A]ll through the sadness of her life and its surroundings
one realises the passionate love which pervaded it, both for the people who belonged to
her, and the places and things to which she belonged (“Discourse,” 14-15). Woolf writes
that at the end of Jane Eyre, “we are steeped through and through with the genius, the
vehemence, the indignation of Charlotte Brontë. [A]ll [of Brontë’s] force, and it is the
more tremendous for being constricted, goes into the assertion, ‘I love,’ ‘I hate,’ I suffer’”
(E IV 166-67).
Both Ritchie and Woolf can be called feminists, though Ritchie more
problematically. Both explore what lies beneath the surface of supposedly ordinary or
obscure women. Both pay attention to letters and diaries and memoirs as sources and as
genres. Both create vivid scenes and capture place and atmosphere and mood. Both bring
authors to life in order to illuminate their art. Both love to exaggerate and use fanciful
facts. Both use anecdote and quotation and dialogue to enliven biographical fact. Both

work through association or juxtaposition. Both create intimacy with the reader and try to
draw the reader into a community. Both muse about the nature of books, the relationship
between writer and reader, and the experience of reading.
As one of Virginia Stephen’s “teachers,” then, Anne Thackeray Ritchie had an
impact both direct and indirect. Ritchie taught Stephen what a professional writing
woman looked like; she left a record of the female literary tradition; and she bequeathed
numerous essays filled with linguistic and narrative strategies the novice could adapt to
her own concerns and purposes (“inimitable sentences” that “rope together a handful of
swiftly gathered opposites,” for example [E III 401]).
Perhaps the most important thing Anne Thackeray Ritchie did for Virginia
Stephen, however, was bring Atalanta, a magazine for girls, into 22 Hyde Park Gate.
Here, I have segued into speculation. Although I would bet money on the assumptions
underlying that assertion and the rest of my discussion, I must emphasize that I do not
and cannot know whether my assumptions are true.
Here’s what I know. Atalanta was published from 1887-88 through 1897-98 and
edited by L. T. Meade, the pen name of Lucy Toulimin Smith, for the first six of those
eleven years. Bound copies of Atalanta, volumes 2 and 4, are in the Library of Leonard
and Virginia Woolf housed at Washington State University. “Miss Thackeray”
contributed five articles to the first four volumes, spanning the years 1887-88 through
1890-91—an essay on Jane Austen, two pieces on Maria Edgeworth, a discussion of
manners, and an essay on the presence of fairies in English culture. There is no
inscription in the volumes. Here’s what I surmise: 1) all the volumes with Ritchie’s
contributions were once in Leslie Stephen’s library, but not all survived the bombing of

Mecklenburgh Square; 2) Anne Thackeray Ritchie, rather than Leslie or Julia Stephen,
gave the bound volumes to Leslie and/or the Stephen girls or gave a subscription whose
copies were later bound; and 3) some time between the ages of 5 and 20, Virginia
Stephen browsed through and read Atalanta.
Why do I want to believe that Virginia Stephen read Atalanta? To support my
contention that she learned from Anne Thackeray Ritchie, of course, but also because 1)
Atalanta opens a window onto changing attitudes about girls and women in the late
nineteenth century and 2) it’s an autodidact’s dream.
More progressive early than late, the first five volumes reflect what Sally Mitchell
says in “Girls’Culture: At Work”: “By the early years of the twentieth century, [. . .]
advice manuals and mainstream periodicals used the language of moral imperative in
precisely the opposite direction [from what it had done for most of the Victorian period]:
when a girl leaves school, she ‘must find work,’ either paid or unpaid, which will provide
regular duties and teach her essential skills and habits that she cannot learn in the shelter
of her family” (243). Similarly, the editor of Atalanta prefaces the regular “Employment
for Girls” column begun in volume 1 by saying that “All girls ought to be so educated
that should necessity arise they may be able either to support themselves or to help the
family purse. In case of unexpected reverses such girls will be independent. [. . .] The girl
[. . .] must take up and understand some one calling thoroughly” because she cannot
make money as an amateur (63). She also notes that girls now have more opportunities
than just “the badly-paid and over-crowded profession of teaching,” and mentions
upcoming papers on Nursing, Wood Engraving, Dressmaking and Millinery,
Typewriting, Journalism, Chinapainting, Shorthandwriting, the Civil Service, and the

different professions (63). That year’s Atalanta also had a column on Pharmacy and two
on Medicine. Meade’s closing comments reflect the new moral imperative: “When we
work we bring out the best that is in us—when we work we help others” (63). The
magazine’s progressive nature also can be seen in articles on “Girls Who Won Success,”
the dialogue it promotes with its readers as it invites comment about the short essays in
the “The Brown Owl,” and the wide variety of articles, including science and sports
(“Golf as a Pastime for Girls,” for example). Although Atalanta included articles on
“feminine” topics like the art of pleasing, such articles were in the minority, not the
majority, and they appeared much less frequently than I expected.
Atalanta’s editors and contributors clearly assumed that girls were serious,
desired knowledge, and were eager to take advantage of increasing opportunities. It also
assumed that the girls in its mainly middle-class audience were going to or had been to
school, something the young Virginia Stephen would have noticed. Too, it covered
education often, with articles such as “What America Does for Her Girls” on the
universities for women in the United States or “Schools in the Past” and “Schools Today”
by Dorothea Beale. When R. K. Douglas wrote an article for the “Brown Owl” about his
perception that higher education was destroying the feminine graces (in the same issue
with an article on the Oxford and Cambridge colleges for women!), the editorial office
was flooded with mail, almost all of it in protest. One letter writer, signing herself “An
Indignant One,” begins her letter by saying “It does not seem to occur to Mr. Douglas
that most women do not like the idea of being created solely for the use of man” and
adds, “If Nature does not mean us to cultivate our intellects, why are they given to us?”
(3: 586).

Although the magazine directly discusses the need for girls to find work after
their schooling, Atalanta also functions as a school—it brings schoolroom assignments
and questions into the home: the “Atalanta Scholarship and Reading Union” offered a
year-long coherent reading course, complete with reading questions and essay topics and
a contest; the magazine included articles on art, science, literature, music, history,
education (including one on home education), and different cultures through its “A Girl’s
Life in . . .” series; and it promoted analysis of English literature through its search
questions. It featured “how-to” articles, including Walter Besant’s two-part series on
“The Writing of Novels,” an article on how to start a girls’ debating society outside the
confines of Girton and Newnham, and a Brown Owl column on what a girl’s library
should contain (which also generated a great deal of mail and alternative suggestions).
Atalanta, then, would have made Virginia Stephen even more aware of what she
was missing at the same time it would have provided her with some of it, not only in
terms of curriculum and pedagogical “how-to” articles, but also in terms of contact with
other reading girls, even if only through print. It showed her what women could do in
publishing. In the home of an eminent Victorian man of letters, a monthly column title
told her that there were English Men and Women of Letters and the table of contents told
her women like her Aunt Anny could, in turn, write about those women of letters.
Finally, it gave her numerous examples of a wide variety of essays.
When Woolf wrote that “young writers might do worse” than study Anne
Thackeray Ritchie, she was directly acknowledging her own debt, the debt of a novice
writer to the experienced one, the debt of a student to a teacher. She had “studied”
Ritchie’s associative language, her scene-making ability, and her method of blending

anecdote, scene, dialogue, memories, and references. She had read Ritchie’s assigned
texts by women and perhaps the outside reading in Atalanta as well. She had observed
how to conduct a writing life. I hope Henrietta Garnett’s biography and MacKay,
Broughton, and Maurão’s criticism 1) bring some of Ritchie’s works out of storage and
back into print, 2) generate a more thorough and accurate bibliography[2] and 3) lead to a
more serious and critical assessment of Anne Thackeray Ritchie’s canon. “How is it
possible,” Woolf asks, “that a writer capable of such wit, such fantasy, marked by such a
distinct and delightful personality, is not at least as famous as Mrs Gaskell, or as popular
as Anthony Trollope? How has she escaped notice all these years?” (E III 13). Virginia
Stephen and Virginia Woolf learned from Anne Thackeray Ritchie. Now it’s our turn to
learn from Woolf.

Endnotes

[1] Note the many works by Ritchie in the Leonard and Virginia Woolf Library at
Washington State University (King and Miletic-Vejzovic).
[2] Other than a mistaken reference to Atalanta as an American magazine in Gérin’s
biography (224), no one includes Ritchie’s Atalanta articles in her bibliography, and
Lillian Shankman’s bibliography of Ritchie’s work, the most complete I have found, still
has only “Selected Periodical and Newspaper Publications,” which makes me wonder not
only about all Ritchie’s work for Cornhill but also where she published in other venues
we do not know about. A 1961 thesis by Jennie Huie [Fonds], which I did not have time
to consult, may provide some answers to these and other questions; it is located in the
University of London Library.
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Sketches of Carlyle’s House by Two Visitors, a Young Virginia Woolf and
a Japanese Novelist, Natsume Sōseki
Makiko Minow-Pinkney

Woolf visited Carlyle’s house at least four times in her lifetime. A brief sketch of the
third visit on 23rd February 1909 was recently discovered and published for the first time
in 2003. One apparent motive for the visit seems to have been to prepare herself for a
review essay on The Love Letters of Thomas Carlyle and Jane Welsh for Times Literary
Supplement. Earlier, in one of her first published writings, “Howarth, November, 1904,”
Woolf argues that the curiosity which prompts people to make “pilgrimages to the shrines
of famous men” “ is only legitimate when the house of a great writer... adds something to
our understanding of his books”(E 5) So what did she expect to find there? “I don’t
know, “ she writes in the sketch, “something at any rate less cold, and formal” (CH 3).
But she finds “the house is... a silent place, which it needs much imagination to set alive
again”(4). As the narrator of A Room of One’s Own points out, “[f]iction… is likely to
contain more truth than fact”(4), particularly, regarding the truth of a woman’s life. So
Wooof lets her imagination work. But it is disconcertingly ambiguous whether the
overall lack of warmth and naturalness is due to the nature of the place—“forcibly
preserved”(CH 3) private space for public display, or deriving from the nature of the
couple’s relationship. Woolf ends the sketch by asking, “Did one always feel a coldness
between them? The only connection the flash of the intellect. I imagine so” (4). In the
published review of The Love Letters she laments: “How shall we, when ‘ink- words’ are
all that we have, attempt to make them explain the relationship between two such
people?” (E 261). Behind the frustration expressed here, one could detect Woolf’s keen

wish to probe into the relationship of this famous couple, and this perhaps indicates
another context to this visit.
David Bradshaw, the editor of the sketch, draws our attention to the fact that only
six days before this visit Lytton Strachey had proposed to Woolf; then, having accepted
the proposal, three days later she had withdrawn the acceptance. Agreeing with
Hermione Lee’s suggestion that Woolf’s review of The Carlyles’ Love Letters can be
read as “as a continuation” (Lee 260) of Woolf and Strachey’s conversation about
marriage, Bradshaw extends this analogy to contexualize Woolf’s visit to the house. It is
tempting to bring the Carlyles’ love letters and the Woolf-Strachey fiasco even closer and
speculate what exact role the volume of love letters might have played in the whole
development of this drama. While reading the love letters, on which Woolf writes: “It
was his intellect that she admired, and it was her intellect that she would have him
admire…” (E 258), what hopes may she not have entertained, seeing an analogy between
the Carlyles’ relationship and herself and Strachey’s? Then what possible disaster may
she not have foreseen when she began to witness in their letters sexual politics allowing
Thomas Carlyle’s “genius” to start to claim Jane’s as if a natural right? Woolf writes in
the review: “It became obvious that if [Jane] ever married him she would have to adapt
herself to fit it.” “If she hesitated, it was because she realised the sacrifice” (E 260). In
the end of the review Woolf dubs the Carlyles’ marriage “a noble tragedy” (261).
Decades later she could articulate what possible disaster she saw in the proposed
marriage with Strachey: “Had I married Lytton I should never have written anything…
He checks & inhibits in the most curious way” (D III 273).[1] Though tired of
spinsterhood and desperate for marriage at the age of twenty-seven, Woolf must have

found her prospect very grim as a woman with intellectual appetite and desire to be a
writer.
Natsume Sōseki visited Carlyle’s house also for four times while he was living in
London, studying English literature, between 1900 and 1902. He was shown around by
Mrs. Strong, the custodian of the house, who had also been and would be Woolf’s guide.
He published the account of his visits as “The Carlyle Museum” in 1905. This work
could also be called a “sketch,” though not quite in the sense used for Woolf’s piece—a
slight, or rough, preliminary work. What Sōseki is engaged with in this work is a certain
kind of writing called “sketching,” which is the translation of Shasei. The literal
meaning of Shasei is “copying life” and the main thrust of the word is “to draw or write
from nature, copying it as it is.” Though this may sound similar to realism, it is not, with
the emphasis on “as it is,” meaning “without elaborate reconstructive efforts.” In fact, the
whole point of sketching/shasei, particularly for Sōseki, is the rejection of the realist
manner of writing.
One significant characteristic of “sketching writing” is that it is written in the
present tense. The anomaly of tense in Sōseki’s writing would cause uneasiness in the
Western reader who is accustomed to the narrative convention. It is Roland Barthes who
identified the past tense, together with the third person, as the most significant marker of
the Western art of the novel and disclosed its ideological assumptions. Barthes argues
that the past tense “presupposes a world which is constructed, elaborated, self-sufficient,
reduced to significant lines”(Barthes 30). Sōseki’s writing in the present tense deprives
the reader of a reference point, a point from which the past is reconstructed, from which
our sprawling existential expanse is put in a containing perspective and multiple

experiences are synthesized into a comprehensible totality. So according to Sōseki,
‘sketching writing’ is often plotless, because “Life has no plot.” But Sōseki who is also
well aware that “[p]lot is the foremost necessity for the novel” (Sōseki 310) is here
challenging the very form of the novel. In other words Sōseki’s rejection of past tense is
the refusal of the subject position of the Western narrative, what Julia Kristeva calls the
“thetic subject” which is the basis of rationalism and signification, governing the whole
tradition of Occidental thought, of which nineteenth century realism is a consolidation
through its art of representation.
Barthes refers to a certain Chinese art in whose different tradition, the final goal
of art consists in the perfection with which reality is imitated, when the distinction
between the natural and artificial objects disappears with no sign to indicate the existence
of the artifice and the origin of the artificial objects. In contrast to such an aesthetic
tradition, the narrative past of the Western novel, by marking the positionality of the
thetic subject of the artist, is constantly pointing to the artifice, to the fact that the work is
a reconstruction, not a construction of reality, representation, not presentation. So
Barthes contends that the past tense “is the cornerstone of Narration, always signifies the
presence of Art”(Barthes 30). But if Sōseki avoids the past tense and therefore, the thetic
position, where does his writing come from? If not the subject of the writer, who is
narrating?
Sōseki defines the “psychological disposition” of the sketch writer is that “of a
parent toward a child” (“Sketching Writing” 305). This mental disposition, Sōseki
emphasizes, derives from Haiku poetry; it is not a Western import. It takes a detached
attitude toward human affairs, but it is not cold or lacking in compassion; it is not self-

abandoning sympathy— “asympathy” Sōseki calls it. From such a detached attitude the
quality of humour emerges because the narrator is viewing world affairs with better
understanding instead of getting lost in misery and unhappiness, just as the adult can do
with the child’s frustration. This detachment also means that the writing of sketching
never lodges itself in the deep interior of the character including the writer’s self. An
omniscient realist narrator, who is ambiguously fused with the author’s self and the
character, is impossible here and so sketching writing will have a distinct narrator.
Freud’s theory on humour is unexpectedly illuminating to understand such a
narrator as K. Karatani points out (see Karatani 183-84) because a person’s humorous
attitude analysed by Freud closely resembles the mental disposition of the writer of
sketching characterized by Sōseki. A humorous attitude occurs when “the subject is
behaving towards [others] as an adult does towards a child when he recognises and smiles
at the triviality of interests and sufferings which seem so great to it” (Freud 14 430).
Freud explains the rise of such a humorous attitude by the mechanism of a sudden
hypercathexis of the super-ego, which reduces the energy invested in the ego, making its
interests trivial (430-31). While a joke is the contribution made to the comic by the
unconscious, “humour would be the contribution made to the comic through the agency
of the super-ego” (Freud 14 432). Freud defends this new aspect of the super-ego which
“speaks such kindly words of comfort to the intimidated ego” by pointing out: “ if the
super-ego tries, by means of humour, to console the ego and protect it from suffering, this
does not contradict its origin in the parental agency” (433). I propose here to trace back
the genesis of the super-ego and identify this kind, loving “super-ego” as what Freud
calls elsewhere “the father in [one’s] own personal prehistory” (Freud 11 370), a father—

or rather “the parents” (370)—more archaic than the super-ego. If the apparent actuality
of the ego/ subject of the writer is lacking from Sōseki’s writing, it is reasonable to think
that the super-ego is not quite there yet to be hypercathected to become responsible for
humour.
Sōseki’s stylistic virtuosity as a writer is well known; in his first “novel” I Am a
Cat, written contemporaneously with “The Carlyle Museum,” he deploys diverse styles
such as epistolary writing, the style of scientific debate, the feminine dialect of the uppermiddle class in the Tokyo area. This Bakhtinian polyphony and the rejection of the past
tense in Sōseki’s sketching writing derive from the same issue with which he is engaged.
That is, liberation of writing from the Western novel, refusal to narrow down literature to
this one dominant genre, which amounts to the rejection of the kind of subjectivity
presumed in the realist narrative and its presupposed worldview, for all of which the use
of past tense is a signifier—it is Sōseki’s greatness that he had understood this half a
century before Barthes.
If Sōseki sought to unravel the thetic position and write from a psychic place
chronologically anterior to the ego/subject, this is not simply the reflection of his
individual psychological problematics. This issue is concerned with the Japanese
literature of that particular historical context. Since 1868 when Japan opened its country
to the outside world, the nation had been making strenuous efforts to modernise, i.e.,
Westernise. In the field of literature too, in order to achieve modernity writers had been
endeavouring to emulate Western novel writing. This was not simply the question of
adopting a certain style. The task started with the reformation movement to unite spoken
and written languages. This really meant the insertion into Japanese discursive practice

of a certain ideology of writing, which, according to Jacques Derrida, derives from the
Western metaphysics of presence, and the notion of the interiority of subject. In order to
be able to write novels, Japanese writers had to acquire this “interiority” postulated by the
Western novel but unknown to them. By the time Sōseki started his career as a novelist
in 1905, most Japanese writers, having accomplished the task, were writing in the manner
of Western realism. Sōseki resisted this dominant trend of the Japanese literary world.
“The Carlyle Museum,” short though it is, demonstrates Sōseki’s rejection of realist
writing and his attempt at an alternative practice.
In the preface of A Passionate Apprentice Lee argues that Woolf’s early journals
are important even though they are “pencil sketches” rather than accomplished works
because through them “begins to come the sense… that the sketch-like methods of the
journals themselves will be able to be quarried for a new kind of fiction”(xiii). This
moment of Virginia Stephen turning herself into the novelist Virginia Woolf comes, Lee
argues, when “she thinks about the subjectivity of descriptive writing—‘What one
records is really the state of one’s own mind’” (xiii). Here is a moment of doubting
realist objective description, the moment close to the birth of a modernist who is
suspicious of narrativity which shapes the outside world. It is the existence of internal
subjectivity that makes the external world emerge, and in this sense the question
concerning the objective description of realism should be addressed in term of the
assumed subjectivity.
The move from 22 Hyde Park Gate to 46 Gordon Square, Bloomsbury in 1904
brought Woolf a momentous liberation from Victorianism on many fronts of her life. But
perhaps this geographical, intellectual and psychological move to Bloomsbury was still

not enough to make her discover that the mind could not be free from every constraint as
the Bloomsbury group seemed to be making themselves believe. The near-miss incident
with Lytton Strachey—a possible case of another “noble tragedy” like the Carlyles’—
perhaps made her realise how deeply the mind was entrenched in sexual politics within
an individual relationship, even among the intellectually liberated. Woolf’s shift of
interest from Thomas Carlyle—her father’s pedagogical choice—to his wife, Jane,
evidenced in the sketch and her letters written around that period, seems to mark the
moment of this realisation. Short though it is, the sketch points to one of the moments of
her emerging transformation from the late- Victorian with “no signs at all of a budding
modernist” and “strong nineteenth- century influences—Tennyson, Macauley and
Carlyle” (PA xii) found in some of Woolf’s early journals to not only a modernist but a
feminist writer we recognise and admire.
At the time of her visit to Carlyle’s house in 1909, Woolf had been working for
two years on her first novel which would become The Voyage Out. The novel evidences
her confusion and anxiety as a woman and a writer, and searches for the possibility of a
desirable subject hood for a woman artist. It continued to be her main literary concern to
write from a subject position other than a masculine one. But Woolf never relinquished
“the cornerstone of Narration”: past tense and third person, with the feat of her style
being the dexterous double manoeuvre of dissolving and assembling the subject of
writing. Though in the bare minimum, this narrative convention persists even in The
Waves in which Woolf resorts to a radical, experimental style; the past tense, third person
writing (“…said Rhoda,” “…said Bernard”) still frames the characters’ direct
monologues in the present tense. By the fixity of the woman writing in Elvedon, which,

Bernard says, he “cannot interfere with”(TW 241), the text makes a self-reflective
reference to this minimally retained and yet never vanishing point, marked by the past
tense, third person: a fixed point from which a world is reconstructed and narrated,
signifying the presence of Art, i.e. the (thetic) subject position of writing, the origin of the
text.
Within the Occidental tradition of thought, with the thetic subject as the basis of
rationalism and signification, to liquidate the past tense and third person narration would
be something unthinkable. Modernism began in search of such an impossible literature,
but Woolf who wrote: “everything in a work of art should be mastered and ordered”(CE
II 228) knew that “art must not relinquish the thetic even while pulverising it” (Kristeva
69). Without it, there would be no art but a mere psychotic dribble. The condition was
different for Sōseki who had been trained in Classic Chinese literature before he studied
English literature and for whom the memory of old Japanese literature which belonged to
a different literary tradition was not yet remote. It was still possible for him to envisage
and practice alternative writing, by rejecting the Western subject.
Leslie Stephen described Carlyle in The Dictionary of National Biography as
“the acknowledged head of English literature”(1033). Both Woolf and Sōseki made a
trip to the house of this eminent, influential man of the nineteenth-century more than
once. What was the common source of fascination? They never knew each other. The
difference between them is considerable: a young English upper-middle class woman, a
daughter of Carlyle’s friend who himself was an eminent literary figure and a Japanese
lecturer of English Language and Literature, for the time studying in London, who later
on wrote on the experience: “I lived in misery, like a poor dog that had wandered into a

pack of wolves”(WOS 14). Observing from a position on the periphery—Woolf, from a
woman’s perspective, Sōseki, from a Japanese, these very different novelists-to-be,
however, both on the threshold of their careers, perhaps perceived something common in
the “forcibly preserved”(CH 3) interior space of this famous Victorian. At the time of
life when they were unhappy and uncertain, groping for directions in life and literature, it
is possible that both saw “the letter ‘I’,” in the shadow of which “all is shapeless as mist”
(AROO 100). This was the spectre of the subject, presiding in the whole tradition of
Western discourse, which the mandates seemed to insist they must emulate, if they were
to become novelists. But it was just this that they wished to avoid. Questioning the very
foundations of the dominant narrative forms and doubting the universality of the kind of
subjectivity assumed in those forms, they each embarked on a literary career of practising
alternatives to such conventions.

Endnote

[1] Woolf writes in the review: “It is true that she hesitated, said that she was not in
‘love’ with him, and could imagine a love that swept through her like a torrent” (E 260).
Who could tell this insight into Jane’s feeling in turn did not clarify Woolf’s own feeling
towards Lytton? In a letter to Leonard Woolf, Strachey wrote on 20 February 1909: “She
[Virginia] declared that she was not in love with me, and I observed finally that I would
not marry her. So things have simply reverted”(quoted in L. Woolf 147).
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Virginia Woolf, Zora Neale Hurston, and the Resonance of Literary Group
Affiliation
Kristin Czarnecki

In October 1928, Virginia Woolf was preparing the Cambridge lectures on women and
fiction that the following year would become the text of A Room of One’s Own. In
October 1928, Zora Neale Hurston apprenticed herself to a voodoo priestess in New
Orleans as part of her research on African American history and folklore. On the surface,
two more dissimilar women could hardly be found, yet Virginia Woolf and Zora Neale
Hurston do warrant comparison. Both sought to articulate human experience through
literary innovation, creating complex female characters and narratives; both located
similar expressions of intense emotion; and both were vanguards of their artistic coteries,
the Bloomsbury Group and the Harlem Renaissance. In this paper, I explore Woolf and
Hurston’s connection to specific spaces and places and the ramifications of class, race,
and gender upon their activities in parallel literary movements. I first discuss
Bloomsbury and the Harlem Renaissance generally, and then focus on Woolf and
Hurston specifically.
The Bloomsbury Group is a broad term encompassing numerous writers, artists,
and scholars, over a span of thirty to forty years, engaged in various artistic, social, and
political pursuits. The Group’s creative endeavors include the Post-Impressionist Exhibit
of 1910, the opening of the Omega workshops in 1913, the Hogarth Press, Thursday
Evenings at home, and the Memoir Club. Outings and social events were important too,
such as visits to the theater, concerts, and art exhibits, along with parties, gossip, the rapid
exchange of letters and cards, and indulgence in decidedly un-Victorian conversations

about toilets and sex, open marriage and homosexuality. The Group enjoyed breaking
taboos and shocking each other, as when Lytton Strachey infamously judged a stain on
Vanessa Stephen’s dress. Their political activities are also legendary, such as the
Dreadnought Hoax of 1910, Lytton Strachey’s biography that stripped eminent
Victorians of their mythology, Clive Bell’s anti-war pamphlet of 1915, and several group
members’ conscientious objection to the First World War. Comprised of myriad people
and events, Bloomsbury is a fluid term invoked to fulfill specific preconceptions and
purposes, alternately praised for artistic and literary innovation and accused of elitism
and eccentricity.
Similarly, the Harlem Renaissance refers to a diverse group of African American
writers, artists, and scholars committed to revolutionizing not only creative expression
but also the fabric of American society by eradicating racism. The Harlem Renaissance
is shorter-lived than the Bloomsbury Group, generally considered to have begun with the
Armistice ending the First World War and drawn to a close in 1930 with the Great
Depression. Nevertheless it caused ripple effects far beyond its spatial and temporal
boundaries, and some of its key figures, such as Zora Neale Hurston, published important
work well into the 1940s. As art and politics converged and clashed in Bloomsbury,
tension existed during the Harlem Renaissance between Alain Locke’s injunction of pure
art forms—which some saw as his implicit disparagement of African and African
American art—and W.E.B. Du Bois’s conception of art as propaganda. Several Harlem
Renaissance writers were uncomfortable with bearing the burden of liberating the race,
while others could conceive of nothing more important. Works ranged from the
politically radical, such as essays on the white power structure’s manipulation of black

writers and publishing houses, and the magazines Crisis, Opportunity, and The Liberator,
whose titles signify the views and goals of their editors, to those deliberately free of
social commentary, such as the sole issue of Fire!! magazine in 1926 and short stories,
poetry, and drama modeled on European literary traditions.
Harlem in the 1920s was a Mecca for African Americans—those already there
and especially the hundreds of thousands of migrants from the South. Harlem
Renaissance figures, like their Bloomsbury counterparts, enjoyed a variety of cultural
activities, attending lectures and plays, poetry readings, book discussions, theater
performances, and parties at the Renaissance Ballroom and the Rockland Palace (Boyd
94). Social events included Jessie Fauset’s tea parties, where everyone spoke French, and
the more boisterous Thursday evening rent parties lasting far into the night, full of storytelling, singing, dancing, and cooking with an array of artists and writers, including the
openly homosexual Wallace Thurman and Richard Bruce Nugent. Like the Bloomsbury
Group, the Harlem Renaissance helped effect a shift from “Victorian morality to
modernist blasphemy” (Boyd 123).
Similarities between the Bloomsbury Group and the Harlem Renaissance
generally lead me to consider parallels between Woolf and Hurston specifically. They
each respond in their writing to pressures unique to minorities: women and people of
color. Both women were marginalized in their respective countries—in different ways
and to different degrees, of course—and their marginalization prompted them to create
original female discourses. Woolf’s move to Bloomsbury as a young woman afforded
her the company of artists and the freedom to embark on her own literary ventures. The
life and vibrancy of Bloomsbury presented an innovative poetics in contrast to the

burdensome, repressive social values of Kensington, her childhood home. Never one for
absolutes, however, Woolf held variable attitudes toward the Bloomsbury Group
throughout her life, often disowning her connection to it and referring to it pejoratively in
her diaries and letters. Hermione Lee notes that “by the 1930s the phrase had become to
her a journalistic irritation, a term of abuse which made her see red, or a ‘long since dead
phantom’” (260-61). Yet at times she defended the Group, considering it an antidote to
the barbarism of war and mentioning it to others with admiration and pride, comprised as
it was of beloved family members and friends.
Zora Neale Hurston was equally ambivalent about the Harlem Renaissance. She
openly opposed its racial uplift agenda, believing that sociologically and politically
motivated art compromised authentic African American creative expression. She
preferred to celebrate African America’s rich folk culture and independence instead,
tirelessly promoting the art of African American rural communities. As her first
biographer, Robert Hemenway, says, “She, more than any other Renaissance artist,
struggled with the dangers of surveying the masses from the mountaintop” (50). Hurston
was uneasy with the bourgeois leanings of Du Bois’s talented tenth, and her 1942
autobiography, Dust Tracks on a Road, contains just two scant paragraphs on the Harlem
Renaissance. Like Woolf, she deprecated her group over the years, calling herself and
other writers the “Niggerati” and those whites interested in, some would say obsessed
with, Black Harlem as “Negrotarians.”
For a time, however, Hurston was thoroughly immersed in Harlem life, enjoying
the regard her abundant and immediately obvious talent brought her. “I set my hat at a
certain angle and saunter down Seventh Avenue, Harlem city,” she writes, “feeling as

snooty as the lions in front of the Forty-Second Street Library” (Hemenway 31). She
enjoyed the social scene and, of course, the literary opportunities, and her early writings
teem with Harlem life, particularly the experiences of naïve black migrants arriving in
Harlem from the South.
The writings of both women reflect their involvement in and opposition to the
status quo, as well as how women might shape their identity amid conflicting and
defeating ideologies of womanhood. As “Hurston suggests that racial meaning is a
highly contextualized affair” (Carr and Cooper 293), women’s identity, or their
perception of their identity, is also highly contextualized. A primary objective of each
writer therefore is writing women into selfhood. Woolf continually sought a unique,
more satisfying literary articulation of human consciousness, rejecting the traditional
tenets of character and plot utilized by conventional writers of the time, along with the
strictures upon women writers to undertake only so-called ladylike subjects. She
therefore subordinated plot and wrote nonlinear narratives of England’s inequitable social
and political landscape. Hurston too rejected the proscription on Harlem Renaissance
writers to depict only African Americans, and only those with a particular background
and diction. She defied it all, writing of country folk and voodoo, creating dialogue in
the black vernacular, and publishing a novel with white protagonists, Seraph on the
Suwanee.
Woolf and Hurston’s literary groups provided them with an outlet for developing
their craft, but also gave them a structure, a philosophy to define themselves against. By
distancing themselves from the monikers of Bloomsbury and Harlem Renaissance, they
rejected categorization and group mentality, so devastating to the creative spirit and to

African Americans and females. Each traversed the borders around them threatening to
limit their experience as women and writers. Long before Three Guineas or even A
Room of One’s Own, Woolf wrote of England’s mistreatment of women and the poor, for
instance. As Jane Marcus points out, she “never privileged the oppression of women
over the oppression of the working class” (11). She often found her own life confining
and dull and became increasingly anxious to grasp the experiences and voices of
working-class women.
Hurston, too, acknowledged and embraced the conflicts in her life—her Barnard
College education and proletarian background, her activities in East Coast intellectual
circles and immersion in African American rural life. Themselves uncategorizable, both
writers illustrate the futility of trying to pigeonhole women, to place and displace them at
the same time. They both found human experience too rich and various for false
paradigms.
Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway (1925) and Hurston’s last published novel, Seraph on the
Suwanee (1948), dismantle such paradigms and reflect the political and especially
feminist consciousness of both women. Both novels focus on long and complex
marriages in the early twentieth century. Read together, they underscore the discrete
nature of consciousness and highlight the crosscurrents among culturally constructed
gender roles and domestic tropes, demonstrating, in Paul Gilroy’s words, that “the
distinctiveness of the modern self might reside in its being a necessarily fractured or
compound entity” (46).
Woolf and Hurston both locate solitude, for instance, as a woman’s means of
piecing together the fragments of her identity. Although materially well off, the women

in each novel suffer as a result of their societies’ narrow expectations of marriage and
womanhood. Clarissa Dalloway therefore has her private attic room in which to embrace
both the joyous and painful experiences of her womanhood. Arvay Meserve in Seraph
on the Suwanee begins to locate her identity while alone in her lovely, spacious porch, an
extension of her house free of her husband’s physically and psychologically oppressive
presence.
On their paths toward selfhood, Clarissa and Arvay recognize the importance of
achieving a voice, albeit a different sort of voice in the two novels. Woolf demonstrates
the power of silence in Mrs. Dalloway, as characters engage more in private reflections
than spoken communication with others, seeking psychological and emotional strength
free of intrusive, hostile voices. Diane Filby Gillespie points out Woolf’s ambivalence
toward silence, her perception that it “suggests death” and so “also stops words” (74).
Above all, however, Woolf remains convinced that “[s]omething essential in the human
experience transcends words” (Gillespie 76). Hurston, in turn, propounds the power of
women’s speech in Seraph, anticipating bell hooks’ enjoining of African American
women to achieve consciousness-raising through writing but primarily through speech.
The imposed silences upon people of color have thwarted their self-realization and
robbed them of community and cultural pride, hooks believes. Black women must refuse
voicelessness and speak out in their efforts to attain selfhood.
Arvay is white, yet the sound of her voice crystallizes Hurston’s artistic
enterprise. Finally a woman speaks out, expresses herself, and yes, manipulates men to
get what she wants, but at long last she is no longer mute or intimidated by male speech.
Arvay provides a counter-balance to Janie Starks in Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching

God (1937), for instance, whose voice is strong but often filtered through other people.
Arvay’s language also clarifies Hurston’s concept of African American featherbed
resistance—seeming to acquiesce to other people’s demands while in fact remaining
watchful and protective of one’s own consciousness. Woolf and Hurston oppose the
silencing of women in their novels, from Clarissa’s rich inner life in Mrs. Dalloway to
Arvay’s exaggerated compliance at the conclusion of Seraph.
In addition, Woolf and Hurston’s characterizations of Anglo and Euro-American
women in marriage portray the reverberations of colonialism and racism within private
domestic spaces, demonstrating how women’s social and financial circumstances hang
upon hegemonic notions of race. A Member of Parliament, Richard Dalloway outlines
English colonialism abroad, while Peter Walsh spends years as an administrator in India,
the professional experiences of both men complicating their relationships with women.
Jim Meserve’s exploitation of his African American workers mirrors his exploitation of
his wife Arvay in Seraph. As Nancy Topping Bazin and Jane Hamovit Lauter explain,
misogyny and colonialism go hand in hand, as men who “think they are innately superior
to women [. . .] think they are innately superior to people of other races, religions, or
nationalities” as well (24). Husbands maintain, or believe they ought to maintain,
economic, social, and sexual control over their wives, just as colonial and racist policies
subjugate the lives of people of color. Together, Woolf and Hurston portray women’s
subversion of threats to their selfhood, providing a more complete, global picture of
women’s identity formation and modernist literary techniques.
Jeanette McVicker and Kristina Deffenbacher are among scholars reconceiving
modernism by linking Anglo women writers and women writers of color. McVicker

finds Woolf and Hurston transforming “the terrain of social representation” in their
narratives (“Dislocating” 317), and she would bring the Harlem Renaissance further into
assessments of the modernist period to understand modernism’s complex political
implications. She sees affinities between Woolf and Hurston’s “pointed socio-political
critique within narratives of skillful beauty” (“Modernism, Power, and the Elite” 279)
and encourages her students to consider the dynamics of margins, centers, gender, and
race in modern women’s literature.
In “Woolf, Hurston, and the House of Self,” Kristina Deffenbacher reads Mrs.
Dalloway, A Room of One’s Own, and Their Eyes Were Watching God alongside one
another to clarify each writer’s concept of the female self as defined by domestic space
and material barriers. “Each writer faces a different set of spatial negotiations determined
by her race and class position as well as by her gender,” Deffenbacher states, yet “for
both [. . .] a self defined in relation to domestic space seems necessary to the creative
process” (106). Her idea that selfhood requires psychic housekeeping (108) perfectly
describes the journeys of self-discovery undertaken by Clarissa Dalloway, Janie Starks,
and Arvay Meserve. Deffenbacher also compares the character of Delia Jones in
Hurston’s short story “Sweat” to the English women Woolf describes in A Room of One’s
Own, all of whom are subject to men’s jurisdiction. Valerie Boyd similarly notes how “
‘Sweat’ makes it clear [. . .] that Hurston placed great value on a woman’s ability to work
and to become financially independent” (138), an observation further connecting Hurston
and Woolf’s predominant concerns.
Reading Woolf and Hurston together establishes a more comprehensive
modernism, one that moves writers of color to the forefront and responds to the concerns

among women writers attentive to women’s identity formation. More broadly, studying
the Bloomsbury Group and the Harlem Renaissance together may help answer the
question, posed by Laura Doyle in the recent Modern Fiction Studies special issue on
Woolf, “What is between us?” (1), a question, Doyle states, that lies at the heart of
Woolf’s work, a question with “ethical as well as aesthetic force” (1-2). In the same
issue of Modern Fiction Studies, Urmila Seshagiri finds that Woolf’s “main aesthetic
projects [. . .] share a common goal: to draw (and redraw) human relationships by lifting
the veils separating individuals” (59). Like Woolf, Hurston refused to divide people into
races or homogenous masses, preferring to lift veils and investigate the motives and
mores of individuals instead. Both writers perceived that art, literature, politics, sexism,
racism, colonialism, and ethnic pride [bring us together yet keep us apart] (2), in England
and in America, for Anglo women and men and for women and men of color.
Notions of Bloomsbury and the Harlem Renaissance continue to change and shift.
Mark Hussey writes that “the problems of determining who was or was not in the
Bloomsbury Group have long since given way to arguments with more serious
implications for the relations between aesthetics and politics, art and society” (38).
Similarly, current Harlem Renaissance scholarship subordinates the question of whether
the Renaissance succeeded or failed for deeper investigations of African American
literary consciousness in the early twentieth century. (Past criticism deemed the Harlem
Renaissance a failure—for ending so soon, for the dispersion of writers out of Harlem,
for works quickly going out of print, and for growing hardships and horrors for African
Americans in the 1930s and beyond.)

Locating connections between the groups illuminates the unity between
seemingly disparate fields and challenging the binaries often imposed on literary studies.
As Jeanette McVicker states, “we as critical readers must continually keep in mind that a
writer’s textual practices cannot be separated from other competing historical discourses”
(“Dislocating” 314). Just as Jennifer De Vere Brody “mines the intersection of the
supposedly distinct fields of Victorian studies and African American studies” in her book
on Blackness and Victorian culture (6), I connect the academically distinct yet
intriguingly corresponding realms of Anglo and African American modernism. I would
like to fill the space between the Bloomsbury Group and Woolf and the Harlem
Renaissance and Hurston with fresh insights into comparable narrative impulses,
eradicating divisions between women of different backgrounds and between Anglo and
African American literary traditions.
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Rereading Woolf and Writing
Lisa L. Coleman

In the introduction to Virginia Woolf’s The Common Reader First Series, Andrew
McNeillie writes, “In December 1904, a little less than a year after Sir Leslie Stephen’s
death, his daughter Virginia made her first appearance in print” (i). In Three Steps on the
Ladder of Writing, Hélène Cixous offers a gloss on McNeillie’s opening gambit when she
proclaims, “We Need a Dead (wo)man to Begin” (7). It is with Cixous’ words that I
welcome students to my upper division writing class, “Rereading Woolf and Writing.”
Within that context, and perhaps within the context of this conference, these
words are startling, perhaps almost crass. University courses seldom dwell on the death
of the artist they study, choosing instead to focus on the life force of the artist and the art
they left behind. But in Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing, when Cixous invites
readers to descend her ladder to the School of Writing, the first step she takes one to is
the School of the Dead. For Cixous, “To begin (writing, living), we must have death. I
like the dead,” she tells readers, “they are the doorkeepers who, while closing one side
‘give’ way to the other” (7). In many ways, a conference such as this one is an
opportunity for all to see what doors Virginia Woolf continues to open for scholars who
have the courage to go to them, scholars whose interests range from history to
historiography, from literary to critical theory, from rhetoric to psychoanalysis, from the
private to the public sphere—all sites of interest to Virginia Woolf as well.
My specialty is the teaching of writing from a Woolfian perspective,
supplemented by French feminism, psychoanalysis, and postmodern theory. Woolf has

opened doors that led me to realize that the room for writing she describes in A Room of
One’s Own could not easily be contained within literary studies or even by my own field
of rhetoric and composition. Yet it was a feminist rhetorician, C. Jan Swearingen, and a
book by Richard Lanham, The Motives of Eloquence, that took me to Woolf’s door 16
years ago. Swearingen assigned me to read A Room of One’s Own in a course on I. A.
Richards and Wayne Booth that contrasted Richards’ understanding of rhetoric as a set of
discrete practices with Booth’s understanding of rhetoric as a dynamic force within the
context of ethics and cultural values. Lanham’s book, assigned in Victor J. Vitanza’s
“Foundations of Rhetoric” course, amplified the discussion of values and language in
Swearingen’s class by introducing me to two terms, homo rhetoricus and homo seriosus.
Homo rhetoricus is rhetorical man. He loves to play with words and uses language to
construct his own dramatic reality. He is fond of excess, of style that shows.
Characterizing rhetoric as a woman, the harlot rhetoric, homo rhetoricus realizes that the
plain Jane, as Lanham unabashedly describes the plain style of language, is as much a
fabrication as her heavily made up counterpart. For homo rhetoricus, each style is
putting on a certain face. For Homo seriosus, on the other hand, “reality” exists and
should be referred to with “transparent” language; for him, the plain style, the woman
with no makeup, is real; you get her at face value. Lanham’s thesis is that in the West we
are a mix of homo rhetoricus and homo seriosus, that indeed we must have both a
rhetorical, social self and a philosophical or central self, to survive. We cannot value one
side over the other but must figure out paradoxically how to hold these two styles, these
contradictory ways of valuing and knowing, together (29-35).

Reading Lanham alongside Woolf changed me and my thinking in exponential
ways. I found his argument for conflicted selves and performing styles compelling and
writ large in Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own. But I was also struck by his choice of style
exemplars—the plain Jane and the harlot rhetoric—gendered stereotypes that had to
emanate from what Woolf was helping me to see as a deeply entrenched patriarchal
coding. After Lanham, I paradoxically titled my first paper on Woolf, “The Serious
Rhetorical Woman,” a paper that eventually led to my dissertation, (Re)Reading Woolf
and Writing, the theoretical inspiration for the pedagogy and the student-authored writing
that I offer in this paper.
So how did I get from the serious rhetorical woman to Hélène Cixous? Why does
a book by a French woman, published in 1993, serve as the introduction to my course on
rereading Woolf? Because her precursor, Virginia Woolf, took me to her door. Because
I learned from Woolf’s own widely divergent forays into reading—and from my
professors’ serendipitous choices—that learning can be augmented exponentially by the
juxtaposition of texts that inter-textually converse with one another.
Cixous’ book is about being called to write and about the texts that taught her
how to be a writer, a calling and a dedication to the work of writing that the students in
my class will find in Woolf. To prepare for the journey of writing that she—and then
Woolf—will take readers on, Cixous asks one to descend the ladder that takes readers to
three schools, the School of the Dead, the School of Dreams, and the School of Roots.
She figures the descent as a descent into earth or water, a going down that involves
digging in the earth or swimming under water, imagery evocative of Woolf’s own. To
take this animated ladder one descends with Cixous to the texts that call her: “The texts

that call me have different voices. But … they all have, with their differences, a certain
music I am attuned to, and that’s the secret” (5).
In the spirit of Cixous’ call, my course asks each student to choose a text, a
cultural object, that they will read and reread all semester. [1] Typically, this is a text that
they love and want to continue to study. Texts chosen may be word texts, but they may
also be paintings, sculptures, or pieces of music. Cixous’ quote from Kafka is instructive
in their choice of texts. Here is Kafka on reading: “I think we ought to only read the kind
of books that wound and stab us. If the book we are reading doesn’t wake us up with a
blow on the head, what are we reading it for? We need books that affect us like a disaster
... like a suicide. A book must be the axe for the frozen sea inside us” (Kafka qtd. in
Cixous 17). The choices of texts students make have ranged widely--from Rodin’s The
Burghers of Calais, to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, to Frida Kahlo’s The Frame. By
this act of choosing, the students are able to answer their own call to reading; the choice
of material has been made by them, not me.
The first paper that they write helps them understand that the object they choose
must have a history, a kind of critically appraised past that reveals how others have read
the object through time. They must find 20 sources that have read this object, but they
are only obliged to include three of them in the paper proper, along with their own
assessment or description of their reading processes. The challenge of this assignment is
amplified by the fact that their paper can only be written on the front of one, single
spaced page (standard or legal, approximately 800-1000 words). These constraints urge
the writer not toward brevity, but toward complexity and density: the best words they
can write that say the most in the most economical space.

Since they are reading Cixous while they prepare to write this paper, her text
offers them abundant images to help formulate a way to explain their reading experience
and to see reading and then writing as an emotional and even political act. Born in 1937,
Cixous is an Algerian Jew who was greatly affected by World War II. In Three Steps,
she writes of Ingeborg Bachmann who tells us, as Woolf will in Three Guineas, that
“War doesn’t begin with the first bombs that are dropped, ... it begins in the relationship
between people” (Cixous 19). As Cixous has it, “Auschwitz is always there in every
human being” (19), or as Woolf puts it, when we see a tyrant or a dictator “we cannot
dissociate ourselves from that figure but are ourselves that figure” (TG 217).
The metamorphic descent to Cixous’ three schools, through earth and water to the
roots that nourish flowers, birds, and women, prepares the students for the rest of the
semester. Like Woolf, [2] the death of Cixous’ father enables her to write: “And I said to
myself that I wouldn’t have written... I wouldn’t have had death if my father had lived.
[H]e gave me death. To start with” (12). Why is this scene of death necessary to a
writer? In his effort to go beyond Freud, Lacan tells us that psychoanalysis is not
concerned with helping us cope with day-to-day life. That is what psychotherapy is for.
Psychoanalysis helps us negotiate with the dead. Styled by Stuart Schneiderman as an
accomplished (mis)reader of Freud (31), Lacan argues that it is not the Oedipal scene
that we must negotiate. The negotiation must take place between the human subject and
the Other, the dead who are more alive when they are gone. We must come to terms with
the dead because we are in their debt. Like Prometheus, we have stolen our language,
our fire, from them. And when we dream, the dream is our chance to converse with the
dead again. Referencing Antigone, Lacan tells us that when we own our own desire, we

learn, figuratively, at least, that we owe the dead a proper burial. In Cixous’ words,
“Each of us ... must do the work that consists of rethinking what is your death and my
death, which are inseparable. Writing originates in this relationship” (12-13). And she
writes further: “We can be killers of the dead ... But we can also, on the contrary, be the
guardian, the friend, the regenerator of the dead” (13).
Indeed, in the course of writing these papers, and as they read and describe their
object during the semester, the students explore their relationship with their cultural
object, with Woolf, with Woolf’s writing, and with the dead; and in this process, it
becomes much less clear that their object, whatever it is, is an object, separate and
separable from them at all, or that a writing class has as its subject “simply” learning to
write.
The next phase of the course takes novels by Woolf and uses them as lenses
through which to view the cultural objects that the students have chosen. For these
assignments, the students again have only a page to explain Woolf’s text and then use
that explanation to re-see their own texts. Prefiguring and complicating Lanham’s
commentary on style and subjectivity, Heidegger provides the most evocative description
of what happens in this encounter between texts: “language is not only and not primarily
an audible and written expression of what is to be communicated; language alone brings
what is, as something that is, into the Open for the first time” (73). These assignments, as
my students interpret them in the following excerpts, perform this feat.
Working from the School of the Dead, the first rung on Cixous’ ladder, here is
Claudia Lester on Rodin’s Burghers and Jacob’s Room, from her paper, “Absent Shoes
Walking ... Daunting Duty Calling”:

Rodin ... pursued each Burgher’s story to present each man’s sacrifice toward
impending doom. Isn’t that what soldiers do for us? Something they associate
with duty. “With equal nonchalance a dozen young men in the prime of life
descend with composed faces into the depths of the sea: and there impassively ...
suffocate uncomplainingly together.” (JR 155, qtd. in Lester)
Working from the same school, here is Stacy L. Cometti, with an excerpt from “Finding
Jacob,” a paper that links the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and Jacob’s Room:
The wall is not just about names. The wall is foremost about people and
remembering those people. The people who are inscribed on the wall are reduced
to letters and their lives to the memories and the conversations held by people
who walk by it.
“He died in Flanders you know.” “He was in my son’s platoon.” “It’s hot today.
Honey, give me that camera. I want a picture by Johnny’s name!” Words fade
and there is nothing left but the book, the people, and life moving as life should
move. Conversations across time, space, and eternity blend together. Finding
Jacob is the reality of life as it moves in words and flows around us. (Cometti)
Finally, working from the School of Dreams and the School of Roots, where dreams,
“birds, women, and writing gather” (Cixous 113), here is an excerpt from “Transporting
Dreams,” by Nancy Aiken-Mathieu, a paper that places several of Woolf’s novels
alongside the mixed media work, The Frame, by Frida Kahlo:
Within the texts of her novels, the reader looks to Woolf to create ...those figures
that will remain, confirming ... [the reader’s ] own hopes for a meaningful
existence. Hanging the portrait of Jacob that she has drawn from the recollections

of others and the remains of his room, we carefully mark its height and distance
from the edge of the [Lacanian] mirror [4] that is centered above the round table
with the yellow iris in a jar. Lifting another painting and placing it on the ... wall
... opposite ... the mirror, we gaze into the face of Clarissa ... , but our mind also
sees the faces of Richard, Septimus, and Peter. Moving through Woolf’s mind by
[way of] ...words that paint the presence of her characters, we anticipate the
journey [in] To the Lighthouse. Sitting beside Lily while she paints, we observe
her thoughts as she gazes intently upon Mrs. Ramsey, hoping to record more than
a tribute to her loveliness.
The framing of the narrative is central to the writer, Virginia Woolf, and the artist,
Frida Kahlo. However the composition must stand alone as a unified work before
its audience. Like Woolf, Kahlo perceives the need for a different style to exhibit
the identity of women. Therefore in 1938 Frida creates a self-portrait [, The
Frame,] that combines two [media]. The portrait and the blue background are
painted upon a sheet of metal. A colorful decorative border of flowers, birds and
stylized geometric shapes ... [is] painted on a piece of glass that is placed in front
of the portrait. Valued for its power to convey the beauty and dignity of women,
while incorporating different ... media in one work—it provides an example of
cultural development and enlightenment ... The works of Virginia Woolf and
Frida Kahlo frame the dreams that dictate the identities of humanity. (AikenMatthew)

As Cixous tells us, and as these student texts demonstrate, “Writing and reading are not
separate, reading is a part of writing. A real reader is a writer. A real reader is already on
the way to writing” (21).
In the book, A Writer’s Diary, which the class uses to follow Woolf’s creative
processes, one learns that Woolf, like Lacan, studies Antigone.[3] Antigone is central to
Woolf’s closing argument in Three Guineas because Sophocles’s heroine is bound, as
Woolf is: “not to break laws but to find the law” (210), one not based on the patriarchal
dictates of Creon or the gods. Reading their texts across the texts of Woolf helps these
students realize as I did with Woolf’s and Lanham’s help long ago—that writing has a
rhetorical force and a philosophical agenda to create worlds and shape identities that it is
their assignment to pursue.
Like many, when I first read Woolf I was called by her music. I did not stop my
ears, willing to be dashed on her shores. But I was never dashed. Woolf’s call, while
attuned to the stories told by patriarchy, does not repeat their messages, but retells them,
and gives students ways to hear them anew. Dispensing with terms like homo rhetoricus
and homo seriosus, while ceaselessly performing the work of both, she gives readers a
chance to converse with Antigone, with Rodin’s Burghers, with the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial, with Frida Kahlo, a chance to rethink our commonsensical understandings of
reading and writing and reframe that reunderstanding to include an inquiry into the way
that human beings are formulated or pushed by language to think, feel, believe, and live
our lives. This opportunity to converse makes it possible to do what my students did, to
understand oneself, one’s origins, and the world differently, to understand, along with
Cixous, that to write we must live at the extremity of life. “We need to lose the world ...

to discover that there is more than one world and that the world isn’t what we think it is”
(10). And finally, to understand, along with Woolf, that to write can be an opportunity to
change the world and that each person has the responsibility to try.

Endnotes

[1] I thank Luanne T. Frank, Professor of English at the University of Texas at Arlington,
for this hermeneutically inspired approach to the teaching of reading and writing. The
practice of researching the critical history of one’s cultural object and the writing of one
page papers I borrow from her as well.
[2] In A Writer’s Diary, November 28th, 1928, Woolf notes, “Father’s birthday. He
would have been 96, 96, yes, today; and could have been 96, like other people one has
known; but mercifully was not. His life would have entirely ended mine. What would
have happened? No writing, no books;--inconceivable” (135).
[3] Woolf conceived of Three Guineas as early as 1931 (WD 161-62) and made a note of
reading Antigone on Monday, October 29th, 1934 (WD 222).
[4] For a discussion of the role of the mirror in human development, see Lacan, “The
Mirror Stage as Formative of the Function of the I,” in Écrits: A Selection 1-7.
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A Text of its Own: Teaching Virginia Woolf’s Diary
Joanne Campbell Tidwell

Samuel Pepys, perhaps the most famous of diary-keepers, burned his wife’s diary after
she read it to him, while admitting in his own diary that the rather critical account of their
marriage was, in fact, true (Gannett 123). Diaries are powerful texts for readers, and
Virginia Woolf’s diary is certainly one of the best. Most Woolf scholars regard the
diaries with love and enthusiasm. Why, then, do we not teach the diaries as we teach To
the Lighthouse and A Room of One’s Own?
Woolf’s diary would be useful in many different types of classrooms, including
composition, literature, and women’s studies. The appendix (see pages 8-9) is a table
that I distributed at the Back to Bloomsbury conference in 2004, and on it I recommend
entries and years for particular situations. At the top is a table that gives specific entries
that might be useful. I have broken the table down into five categories: Why Write,
Creative Process, Revision Readings, Writer’s Anxiety, and Questions of Genre.
Underneath the table is a selection of years with brief notes, broken down by the different
types of classes.
Not only can the diaries be used as companion texts to Woolf’s fiction, but they
may—and should—be taught in their own right. In all of these situations, students would
benefit from keeping diaries or journals of their own. The two documents together offer
students many avenues of analysis. Margo Culley writes, “When students are able to
make connections between their own texts and historical objects of study, they no longer
consider literature an alien realm” (16). Their own writing seen alongside personal

writing by others is given value, and the more public diaries are then more manageable.
The dialogue between the written and the read makes writing itself more personal and
more important.
For our composition students, diaries can help teachers answer the question of
“Why write?” Why would Woolf keep a diary on top of writing fiction, reviews, and
copious letters? John Schilb writes, “If writing is perceived merely as an ordeal to endure
for the sake of escaping a teacher’s punishment, its quality can amount to only so much;
if it is perceived as a method of raising and perhaps answering questions crucial to the
whole enterprise of living, it stands a significantly greater chance of being done well”
(117). Discovering why Woolf is drawn to this less formal form of writing and what she
gained from the diary may help students see reasons for writing. Once students accept
that writing is important, teaching them better writing skills becomes much easier.
Nancy K. Miller found that “teaching autobiography provides texts for reading that
engender the coming to writing in others” (467). The reciprocal nature of reading and
writing results in improvements in both sets of skills.
Woolf’s diaries can be used to help young writers come to terms with the effort
and process involved in producing good writing. She notes the concept or image that
sparks many of her books, and we can follow the development through theory into
practice. She also comments on how writing feels. On 11 May 1920, Woolf writes, “It is
worth mentioning, for future reference, that the creative power which bubbles so
pleasantly on beginning a new book quiets down after a time, & one goes on more
steadily. Doubts creep in. [. . .] I’m a little anxious” (D II 35). Once students see that
pattern as normal and acceptable, they may be better able to move beyond the difficult

lows, and work through their writer’s block. Seeing how Woolf conceptualizes and then
carries out her writing projects may help students understand the writing process and the
value of creating written art.
A key part of the writing process is revision. I find that asking students to do
wholesale revision, instead of simply correcting the minor mistakes that I’ve marked, is a
difficult task. They do not seem to understand the scale at which successful revision
must work. Woolf often wrote her books longhand and then typed them, revising as she
went, which afforded her the opportunity to make large and sweeping revisions. On 26
January 1940, Woolf reworks a passage from the biography of Roger Fry, and she shows
how much is often rearranged and deleted during revision, which may help students see
the effort involved in good writing.
Every semester, at least one of my students begins a conversation with the words,
“I’m no good at writing,” or “I’ve never been good in English.” Allowing students to see
Woolf’s anxiety about her writing may ease composition students’ nerves. She looks at
the proofs of Jacob’s Room and writes, “The thing now reads thin and pointless; the
words scarcely dint the paper; and I expect to be told I’ve written a graceful fantasy,
without bearing upon real life” (D II 199). Seeing that a professional writer had the same
concerns and problems as they do may help students realize that good writing is not easy,
no matter what one’s talent is.
After using the diary to gain a better understanding of the writing process,
students can benefit from further reading in the literature classroom. Woolf’s diaries
offer different points of analysis from traditional literature and another way of creating
connections between literature and students. The diary can show students that our lives

are already narrative, though perhaps a more difficult form of narrative than students are
used to. Although most fiction gives life an order that is unnatural, diaries are narratives
of life as lived. Woolf writes, “The method of writing smooth narrative can’t be right;
things don’t happen in one’s mind like that” (D III 126-27). She grows “bored by
narrative” and struggles to “invent a finer narrative style” (D III 219). What Woolf wants
is a narrative form that is closer to real life, and the diary can help provide it. After
seeing how narrative fits into their own lives and the lives of diary-keepers, students may
then be better able to follow narrative pathways in works of fiction. Reading diaries is
then a step towards reading literature better, especially more difficult texts.
Diaries also have the ability to challenge existing canons. The revision of the
canon began years ago, and feminism and multicultural movements have made great
strides in gaining recognition for authors outside the white, male, middle- and upper-class
tradition. Another direction in which the canon might stretch is to include literature of
non-traditional genres, such as oral literature, letters, and diaries. Women have long been
practitioners of those genres, and leaving out one of their main forms of writing
eliminates an entire portion of human experience. Margo Culley argues that in order to
keep our profession vibrant, we must go beyond the concept of the canon and make
literature pertinent to the lives of our students again. One way to do so is to include the
writing of private lives. Then, Culley writes, “the student of literature will confront the
mystery of the human urge to create shape and give meaning in a multiplicity of arenas”
(13). Not only does teaching the diary expand the canon, but Woolf can also lead
students to question genre through her own wanderings on the subject.

In challenging the canon, our students can confront unfamiliar questions.
Leonore Hoffman writes, “The use of noncanonical literature forced them to ponder
fundamental problems of aesthetics, an area undergraduates rarely get to tackle” (10).
Asking our students what makes something “easy to read” forces them to think about
literature more critically and more deeply than they are perhaps accustomed. Asking
them to define a set of aesthetics also puts control, and the ensuing responsibility, in their
hands, making them much more active participants in the classroom.
Woolf’s diaries are particularly appropriate for women’s studies courses. In
addition to stretching the canon, Woolf also brings up questions of gender in her diary.
Conceptually, the diary as a genre fits well with some of the aims of women’s studies
classes. One classic tenet of feminism is the concept of the personal as political. Diaries
are obsessed with the personal. They recount daily activities, the relationships in the life
of the writer, the way the household is run. Consequently, diaries highlight the value of
daily life. Nan Bauer Maglin writes, “If we can value our mother’s (or our own, for that
matter) daily life, we can value the expression of it, or vice versa” (95). Diaries can help
students appreciate the nature of women’s daily lives in a way that fiction is not always
able to do because fiction elides the boring parts of life. Highlighting the nature of
women’s lives in the everyday allows students to value the lives of those who stayed
home from war and business.
While teaching diaries offers many advantages, there are problems peculiar to the
genre. The sheer volume of some diaries, Woolf’s especially, can be daunting.
Obviously, asking students to read six volumes is impossible in a semester class, unless
the diaries are the focus. We’re faced, then, with the task of selecting portions of the

diaries to teach. How to choose? One way to make the diaries more accessible is to
make a year of the diary available to the students and then be sure to ground it in its
temporality. Woolf changes over time, as we all do, and to limit the reading is to limit
the portrait of Woolf given in the diaries. Gluing the diary to a specific period of time
might make the students conscious that they have only part of the picture, but it would
still be hard to ensure that students do not form a static portrait of Woolf. Instructors
must make sure to explain other times in Woolf’s life. And, how to make a year
available? Copies? Reserve at the library? Course packets? Those are a few options,
none of which is perfect.
The later years of Woolf’s diary are a bit harder to read, both because of the
sophistication of Woolf’s thinking and the stress put on her by her mental illness and
World War II and so might be more appropriate to upper division classes. Diaries can
also produce a special kind of stress in the classroom because the events are not
happening to fictional characters. Students may find some events hard to deal with, and
instructors must be sensitive to this possibility.
Selections of Woolf’s diary have been published in A Writer’s Diary and in A
Moment’s Liberty, but both have disadvantages. A Writer’s Diary is focused on Woolf as
a writer and leaves out many aspects of her personality, experience, and daily life.
However, it would still be quite helpful in the composition classroom. Because the
composition classroom is more interested in teaching how to write, than teaching the
literary genre itself, the missing information is not as important as it might be in the
literature classroom.

Neither A Writer’s Diary nor A Moment’s Liberty includes entries from before
1915. By 1915, Woolf was married and 33 years old. The diaries of her developing
years are not there, and they can be valuable in the classroom. The excerpted versions
can also be called a “good parts version,” including many of the more well-written
sections, thus losing some of the spontaneity and roughness of the diaries’ true character.
The concept of an edited or abridged diary is almost a contradiction in terms, unless one
is excerpting entries on a specific subject, as Leonard Woolf did in A Writer’s Diary. By
cutting out in A Moment’s Liberty what Woolf chose to include, Anne Olivier Bell loses
one of the diary’s best qualities: its inclusiveness. Thus, I prefer to teach years from the
complete diary in literature classes.
While Woolf scholars may appreciate the power of the diaries, the uninitiated
might see the texts as less polished than her novels. She wrote and rewrote her novels,
and while she did occasionally rewrite and edit diary entries, they are not nearly as
worked over as her published texts. Diaries may seem more authentic to students
because they are not revised and edited. One of my recent students commented that some
of the texts I chose to teach did not have Cliff Notes or Sparknotes and so must not be
very good. The lack of critical support can be intimidating, but instructors would know
students had to do the reading for themselves and were not able to depend on academic
crutches.
Students may resist the genre altogether. They may argue that private writing is
not meant for public eyes, and therefore should not be subject to evaluation. Stressing
that we are not necessarily evaluating the text but trying to learn from it could alleviate
some of their doubts. The feeling of voyeurism can be overpowering at times. Students

may resist reading “private” information, though that quality may also draw them in.
Instructors might mention that Woolf did read entries to family, including to Leonard and
Vanessa, and she read a great many diaries and journals while she was alive. She
wondered what Leonard would do with her diaries if she died, and she concluded that he
might make a little book of them (D III 67). Perhaps knowing that Woolf was aware that
her diaries might one day be published would alleviate some of the discomfort.
By exposing more students to Woolf through her diaries, we have the opportunity
to stretch the definition of literature and expand the canon. The diaries also provide a
chance to bring Woolf into the lives of others in an accessible and personal way. Giving
students a chance to read Woolf’s personal writing may allow them to find someone who
has felt and thought as they did and to make connections across time.

Appendix

Why
Write

Creative
Process

1920: 25 Oct.
1921: 8 April
1925: 20 April, 14
May
1926: 27 Feb.
1927: 28 Feb., 20
Sept., 20 Dec.
1928: 7 Nov., 28 Nov.
1929: 28 May
1932: 25 May
1933: 31 May
1937: 6 Aug.
1939: 17 Dec.
1941: 8 March

1903: 30 July
1905: 4 Feb.
1919: 20 Jan., 20
April
1920: 26 Jan., 11 May
1923: 19 June
1924: 7 Sept.
1925: 20 April, 20
July
1926: 23 Feb., 3 Sept.
1927: 18 June, 22
Oct.
1928: 18 Feb.
1929: 11 Oct.
1930: 26 Jan.
1931:7 Jan., 7 Feb.

Revision
Readings
1905: 18 Feb.
1924: 13 Dec.
1926: 23 Nov.
1927: 14 Jan.
1928: 20 June

1930: 9
April, 1 May, 12

Writer’s
Anxiety

Question of
Genre

1919: 27 March, 12
May
1920: 4 Feb., 26 Sept.
1922: 23 June, 6 Sept.
1931: 17 July
1933: 2 Oct.
1934: 11 Oct., 14
Oct., 16 Oct., 2
Nov.
1935: 18 March

1925: 27 June
1927: 21 Feb.
1931: 16 Nov.
1932: 2 Nov.
1933: 5 Jan., 25 April
1934: 21 Aug.
1939: 16 March

Dec.
1931: 7
Jan., 11 April-14
July
1934: 14 Nov.
1935: 11 March, 17
July
1940: 26 Jan.

Suggested years and brief description

Composition Classes
¬ 1921: Records conversations; reactions to reviews of her writing (A Writer’s Diary)
¬ 1924: working on MD; writes about the ups and downs of the process (A Writer’s
Diary)
¬ 1925: More on MD; descriptive writing; T.S. Eliot; rather short year (DIII)

Literature Survey Classes
¬ 1903: “Essays” on a variety of subjects; description; early development of her ideas
of connection of people through art, meaning of existence
¬ 1919: Rather short; first three entries are revised; comments on speed of diary
writing; does character sketches; some nice Woolf imagery; comments on speed of
life; gives reactions to ND

¬ 1923: Working/thinking on MD; records what she’s reading; Katherine Mansfield;
records conversations; comments on internal life; discusses tunneling behind her
characters
¬ 1925: see above
¬ 1926: Working on TTL; self-conscious about the diary, discusses it; illness;
discussion of internal workings of her mind

Upper division literature classes
¬ 1927: Beginning to think of O and TW; some time skipped while traveling;
description of the eclipse; a harder, more abstract year; Vita Sackville-West;
comment on the dream and the self.
¬ 1929: Writing AROO; philosophy discussions; working on Waves; analysis of mind
and lit.
¬ 1932: Lytton Strachey dies; some scene-painting; begins to conceptualize TG; selfexamination; discusses staying the moment
¬ 1939: Freud; Hitler is moving; T.S. Eliot; writing some autobiography/memoirs; war
in many entries; France; discusses diaries

Women’s Studies Classes
¬ 1923, 1929, 1932, 1939: see above
¬ 1928: Finished O; comment that she wouldn’t have written had her father lived; short
year; Vita is very present; comments on gender issues
¬ 1935: Her mind is always “screwed up”; everything is an effort; still thinking about T
G; travels; discussion of many selves
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Introductory Remarks: “Remembering Carolyn Heilbrun’s Life and Work”
Victoria Rosner

Due to her death at the age of 77 in Fall 2003, it was important to come together to talk
about the significance of Carolyn Heilbrun’s life and accomplishments at the annual
Woolf conference. Carolyn Heilbrun, Avalon Foundation Professor Emerita in the
Humanities at Columbia University, past president of the Modern Language Association,
first president of the International Virginia Woolf Society, path-breaking feminist
scholar, author of numerous influential works of literary criticism and— under the
penname Amanda Cross—of a series of mystery novels, was also an important and early
Woolf critic, championing Woolf and the Bloomsbury Group at a time when scholars
routinely dismissed Woolf’s work. Here is Heilbrun, coming to Woolf’s defense in 1968:
“Has any important writer, a quarter century after his death, ever been the object of so
much cruel yet meaningless vituperation? It is almost as though the present world needs,
somehow, to protect itself against her charms” (“The Bloomsbury Group” 80-1). Carolyn
Heilbrun’s critical engagement with Bloomsbury began with her dissertation, completed
in 1959, on the Garnett family. She went on to publish important work about Woolf’s
relationship to marriage, to anger, to aging, to androgyny, and to modernism. In her 33
years of teaching at Columbia University, Heilbrun helped shape Woolf studies into its
present, vigorous form.
Heilbrun urged us to place Woolf at the center of the modernist canon, to see her
as a writer who created new literary forms tailored to the shape of women’s lives. As
Heilbrun writes, “Woolf…early realized, deeply if unconsciously, that the narratives

provided for women were insufficient for her needs…All her novels struggle against
narrative and the old perceptions of the world” (Writing a Woman’s Life 120).
Characterizing Woolf as a writer defined through struggle, Heilbrun countered the critical
perception of Woolf as a “lady writer” on the sidelines of the modernist revolution.
Reading To the Lighthouse, Heilbrun saw not, as previous critics had, a paean to
traditional wives and mothers but a story of the inevitable clash between mothers and
daughters, one where the conventional marriage plot is displaced by a new female quest
story (Hamlet’s Mother & Other Women 134-9). Reading Mrs. Dalloway, Heilbrun broke
from critics who saw this novel as a pale imitation of Joyce’s Ulysses to read Woolf’s
great city novel as “the subversive, the innovative text, not only in its language and
technique, but in its subject” (Hamlet’s Mother & Other Women 71).
Heilbrun’s writings on Woolf blend textual analysis with engaged feminist
criticism, illuminating Woolf’s writing while employing it to better understand the forces
that determine women’s lives. Though her career began with Bloomsbury, she never
outgrew it, but rather revised her readings to reflect her shifting views. If Heilbrun began
her career “uncomfortable” with a work like Three Guineas and preferring the “nicer” A
Room of One’s Own, she later came to see the anger of Three Guineas as essential. Her
views on Woolf and marriage also altered over the years. In Heilbrun’s classic 1981
essay, “Virginia Woolf in Her Fifties,” she wrote that Leonard Woolf deserved some of
the “harsh criticism” he had received regarding his treatment of Virginia, that he had
“failed in an important intellectual way” (18). Recasting this passage seven years later in
Writing a Woman’s Life, she added the following lines: “I believe that in failing to
appreciate this marriage, even if it was not perfect, as few things human are, we go a

certain way toward denying altogether the possibility of any good marriage…. Marrying
Leonard was the wisest thing Virginia did” (90). Perhaps Heilbrun had come to favor
compromise between marital partners; certainly her 1997 essay, “Living with Men”
favors realism and flexibility (165-176). The reconciliation of masculinity and femininity
– through androgyny, through writing, through marriage—was one of Heilbrun’s abiding
interests, and in this area as in many others, Woolf was both her subject and her guide.
Heilbrun has strongly influenced the way we read Woolf. But it is equally
interesting to think about Woolf’s influence on Heilbrun. Virginia Woolf is a kind of
village elder in Heilbrun’s work: “Virginia Woolf is an example,” “as Woolf has told us,”
“we remember that Virginia Woolf said”—phrases like these are scattered throughout
Heilbrun’s writing. Woolf was Heilbrun’s central point of reference, a lighthouse by
which she could navigate the reckoning points of her own life. Even in those works
where Woolf is not Heilbrun’s subject, her figure seems to hover in the background.
Heilbrun’s observations about Woolf’s struggle to free herself from male influence seem
to emerge reconfigured into autobiographical form in When Men Were the Only Models
We Had: My Teachers Barzun, Fadiman, Trilling (2002). Similarly, Heilbrun’s
description of Woolf’s rebirth at fifty finds a kind of personal sequel in the story of
Heilbrun’s transformation in her sixties (The Last Gift of Time: Life Beyond Sixty (1997)).
The animating question of all Heilbrun’s work – and the question that interested her most
in Woolf—was how we, as women, could create new narratives for our lives. It was
through the telling of Woolf’s stories that Heilbrun was guided to discover her own.
We have gathered a distinguished panel to remember Carolyn Heilbrun’s life, to
talk about her work on Woolf, and to talk about her work through Woolf. The parallels

between Woolf and Heilbrun are apparent and rich – both led the lives of women writers,
both had long marriages, both did the work of feminism (by whatever name they called
it), both shared a love of literature, and finally, both chose to take their own lives. Back
in 1968, Heilbrun wrote of Woolf’s death that “Those who have loved a suicide are fated
to remember what in her was most alive” (“The Bloomsbury Group” 81) and Heilbrun is
very alive in her work on Woolf. Readings of Woolf’s suicide have proliferated over the
years since her death. Perhaps it is still too soon after Heilbrun’s passing to measure its
significance and gauge its impact. In her review of Hermione Lee’s biography of Woolf,
Heilbrun wrote of Woolf’s death in a way that I think also encompasses her own: “We
will never complete our conversation with [her]. We want her back … able to explain in
the decades that might have remained to her what she meant by this, by that. We want to
react to what she would have gone on to write, since she never wrote the same book
twice” (“A Life of Heroism” 1). Let us take the words of our speakers as part of a
continuing conversation with Heilbrun, one which I hope will continue for a while to
come.
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Carolyn Heilbrun and the Creation of the [International] Virginia Woolf Society
Morris Beja

Carolyn Heilbrun’s role in the early days of what eventually came to be called the
International Virginia Woolf Society was pivotal but, in some ways, quite paradoxical.
In a letter dated October 10, 1975, Madeline Hummel (later Madeline Hummel Moore),
James Naremore, and I wrote to a number of people asking their “opinions about the
possibility and desirability of forming a scholarly ‘foundation’ devoted to Virginia
Woolf, or perhaps to the Bloomsbury Group in general.” We asked for honest responses
to very basic questions, including, “Is there even a need for such a group?” We said that
if we received enough favorable reactions, we’d arrange an informal meeting at the MLA
that year.
We did receive a good many favorable reactions indeed. The thing is, Carolyn
Heilbrun’s wasn’t one of them; on October 22 she wrote:
My first response is that I really could not bear another scholarly group. Is it a
sign of age, or the particular point we have reached in the semester, that I feel as
the scholarship industry increases, the life of literature somehow fails? Probably
this is just a bad month. All of which amounts to this: if I can help, I shall, but the
thought of such enterprise does not fill me with enthusiasm. Why does there
seem to me something especially ironic about an institution devoted to
Bloomsbury, a ‘group’ of individuals outstanding above all for their intolerance of
institutions? Should I, like Virginia Woolf at another occasion, simply say I have

nothing to wear? Joyce, on the other hand, obviously dreamed of this sort of
attention.
It took me a year to write a full response to that letter, a response that carried with it a not
so ulterior motive: on September 13, 1976, I wrote to request that she agree to serve as
the first President of the society she wasn’t sure should exist. I started off by
acknowledging that the origins of the Woolf Society did indeed connect to the activities
of the Joyce Foundation: it was in fact at an International James Joyce Symposium in
Paris, in June 1975, that Jim Naremore and I had our first conversations about planning
similar events for Woolf. In my letter to Carolyn I argued that in any case “invitations by
a writer (explicit or implicit) are less compelling than the felt needs of readers,” and that
“readers and students of Woolf have such needs, and that they’re legitimate ones.”
I assured “Professor Heilbrun” (we were still on a formal basis) that I’d continue
to do the work I’d been doing, but that everyone active within the Society believed “that
for various reasons the first President of the Virginia Woolf Society should not be a man.
Moreover, someone as widely respected as you (forgive this if it sounds cloying, but I am
trying to be both realistic and frank) would set a tone––and provide an image, if you
will––for the Society that would be immensely valuable in its first stages.” I discussed in
some detail the activities of the Society in its first year, and our ambitions, and I
mentioned that we’d been encouraged by such figures as Quentin Bell, John Lehmann,
and Nigel Nicolson; with impressive honesty, I also enclosed a negative response from
David Garnett.
That turned out to be a good ploy, since she was amused and pointed out that “I
wrote a book, long ago, about the Garnett family, which appealed to me precisely

because they never had anything to do with societies.” But, as an old song puts it, she
didn’t say yes, and she didn’t say no.
In my reply, I stated that I intended to find that fact “very encouraging.” In terms
of her chief reservation––she had a fellowship that year at Radcliffe, and wouldn’t be
able to devote time to Presidential duties, whatever they might turn out to be—I assured
her that if she agreed to be “elected” (a disingenuous term I now recognize, since there’d
be no other candidate), I’d promise in effect to do all the time-consuming work. In
subsequent correspondence she expressed some concern about the procedures by which
she might be elected; things were resolved, and by MLA of that year she could be called
the new President. In her elegant and eloquent inaugural speech, she remarked that she’d
been asked to be the first President because she was “a woman.” She then asserted,
however, that she wasn’t a woman: “I’m androgynous.”
After that Carolyn (we were now on informal terms) and I both kept our promises.
She went beyond hers, actually, because she did in truth turn out to be an active, if not
quite activist, President. She wasn’t above discussing, say, how much we might want to
charge for drinks at the annual MLA party, or what might be the best venue. Carolyn
was especially concerned about getting younger Woolf scholars into official roles within
the Society. But she could also be frank about her negative feelings. I’m intrigued in
retrospect to see that in one letter she objected to the possibility that one scholar might be
nominated for office because, “E.G.: she speaks of suicide as a Bloomsbury art form.” I
remember, too, a conversation we had at one of the Woolf parties in New York, when I
asked about some of the people at Columbia University, where I’d received my M.A.
She told me with a pained expression about one elderly and very well-known and

respected emeritus scholar: “She spends all day with crayons, Murray, keeping the colors
inside the lines.”
By the fall of 1978, a couple of years after she’d assumed the Presidency, we
were writing to each other about our plans to pass on our roles to other people. We did
that very soon afterward, and since then of course the Society has thrived—wonderfully.
I don’t know how that would or could have happened without the inspiring role of
Carolyn Heilbrun.

Angry Old Women: Woolf, Carolyn, and Me
Brenda R. Silver

When Victoria asked me to speak on this panel about Carolyn, I knew immediately what
I wanted to talk about: anger. Or, more accurately, what Carolyn learned about anger
from re-reading Woolf's writings from the 1930s—in particular, The Years and Three
Guineas—and what I learned from reading Carolyn. The essay I have in mind is called
"Virginia Woolf in her Fifties," and it was published in 1981, when Carolyn herself
would have been 55. It starts with a typically strong Carolyn assertion: "Insofar as that is
possible, Virginia Woolf became another person in her fifties. At fifty (more or less) one
is either reborn or moribund" (236). For Carolyn, Woolf's awakening, characterized by
her willingness to express her feminism and her anger in her writings, was a uniquely
female act, one that required Woolf to overcome a number of fears: the fear of the scorn
accorded to women who criticize women's status in a patriarchy; the fear Woolf had of
mixing art with propaganda; and the "deep fear of anger" (241) that Woolf felt in herself.
The "great act of courage" that Carolyn found in Woolf's 1930s writings seems to
have awakened and galvanized her as well. "For many years," Carolyn wrote, "I was
made uncomfortable by Three Guineas, preferring the 'nicer' Room, where Woolf never
presses against the bounds of proper female behavior—where, it could seem, her art
prevailed. I say this to my shame. What prevailed was not her art alone, but her fear
(and mine) of arousing the patriarchy to disgust, of acting wholly apart from the 'script'
assigned to women" (241).

But as Carolyn goes on to tell us, her midlife coming into anger was easier than
Woolf's, for when she became a frank feminist in her fifties, she had "the support of a
growing women's movement" (244) a women's movement, we know, that she did a great
deal to bring into being not only by her writings but by her active support of younger
women, myself included. I can not tell you how much it meant to know that Carolyn was
there when I needed her; nor is it easy to convey how liberating her assertion that it's ok
to be angry, it's right to be angry, particularly when you know what that anger is about,
was for me. I certainly knew what mine was about, having taught for years at Dartmouth
College, a previously all-male institution whose attitude towards women, ranging from
students to administrators, was extraordinarily retrograde. In those days we used to say
kiddingly, give any woman two months at Dartmouth and she will become a feminist; it
was that bad.
If Woolf's essay galvanized Carolyn, Carolyn's essay energized me, giving me the
courage at the end of the 1980s to write my own essay about anger, in this case "The
Authority of Anger: Three Guineas as Case Study," an exploration of the responses to
women's angry speech in the public sphere. What made the essay hard to write was not
the body of the text, the history of the responses to Woolf's angry tone of voice in her
polemic, where I could track an arc from men's criticism of Woolf's anger to their
criticism of her angry feminist readers—a response that Carolyn describes brilliantly in
her essay. What made it hard was what I wanted to say in my conclusion. At the time,
feminism had begun to turn its anger inward, towards other women, often putting women
in more privileged situations, which I certainly was; in the position of having to defend
their sense that their anger was still justified. But I felt strongly that this was not a zero-

sum game, and, fortified by Carolyn's essay, I ended by arguing that "just as there is no
one feminist criticism, there is no one feminist anger. . . . However difficult to name,
however hard to write, . . . the angers that continue to animate feminist consciousnesses
and critiques may well be the most compelling source of our strength" (370).
By Fall 1992, one month before I turned 50, when I spoke on the panel called
"Anger, Strategies, and the Future" at the conference honoring Carolyn's retirement from
Columbia University, the situation had become more complicated still. As Carolyn stated
openly and publicly, her early retirement was "a protest against the denial of tenure to a
woman colleague" in her department, a sign of the continuing resistance of the "old boy
network" to feminist scholarship (A13). Yet those of us on the panel, held on the eve of
the US election that we hoped would defeat the first President Bush and his conservative
agenda, spoke that day less about women or feminism or the patriarchy per se, than about
the broader social and cultural and political environment that threatened not just women
but our society as a whole.
So it was with a distinct sense of déjà vu, a depressing sense of déjà vu, that, on
the eve of another US election, in which the stakes are even higher (and everyone I know
is angry beyond words about the current US administration, its arrogance, and its
aggression both within its borders and throughout the world), I knew I had to talk about
anger, though for a long time I didn't know what I could possibly say. For although a
host of programs and laws central to women's well-being stand to disappear or be
severely truncated if the current Bush wins a second term, both the US and the rest of the
world stand to lose so much more: the rule of law, the Geneva Conventions, international
treaties, to mention just a few.

Then, at a conference at Dartmouth we called "Feminism Now," Hazel Carby
provided a clue. She began by describing her realization at an earlier conference on
"Thinking Social/National Formations" that feminism was not on the agenda of her panel
on "Entanglements of Race, Ethnicity, and Empire," not even in her own talk – despite
the fact, she noted, that she considered herself a feminist. This led her to reflect that
while women are referenced in the current discourse of globalization and empire, there
often seems to be little explicitly feminist analysis. This lack, she argued, needs to be
addressed if we are to understand, to take her most vivid example, the photographs of the
prisoners and the guards, including the women guards, taken in the Abu Ghraib prison in
Iraq.
My first response to Hazel's talk was, Three Guineas. More specifically, I
thought of those who in 1938 criticized Woolf and her essay for its focus on women at a
time when fascism and the coming war threatened the survival of the world as they knew
it. Then I remembered that Carolyn had addressed this issue as well. Opening "Virginia
Woolf at Fifty," I read, "Woolf had no women's movement to encourage or support her;
her energies were fired by the growing fascist menace in Germany and Italy. What most
impelled her [to write The Years and then Three Guineas] . . . was precisely that
conviction most derided by her editors: the connection between totalitarianism and the
subjection of women" (244).
Like Woolf, Carolyn never lost sight of the intersecting lines of domination and
power that tie women into social and political structures; nor did she lose sight of the
need for a feminist reading of them, even when "the women's movement" became divided
and "feminism" seemed to be looking elsewhere. She never acceded to complacency or

to the frustration she felt about the younger generation of women who did not identify
themselves as feminists; she never gave anger up as a tool to analyze the world in which
she lived, in part by pinpointing just what she was angry about. What she would have
made of the women in the photographs at the prison, I don't know; I'm not sure what to
make of them myself. What I do know – what I've learnt from Woolf and Carolyn – is
that they cannot be ignored. For if we are to survive, to echo Carolyn's term for the
thirties, these "terrible times," we need to find a way, as Woolf and Carolyn did, to
translate our anger into courageous acts of writing and speech.
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Mrs. Ramsay, Carolyn, and me
Mary Ann Caws

“And she wanted to say not one thing, but everything.” (TTL 178)

Aloneness and Living
So I was in Provence, reading To the Lighthouse, thinking about why Carolyn was so
opposed to Mrs Ramsay, as she had told me on one of our weekly walks, when she was
preparing a talk for the Modern Language Association. I didn’t ask why then—so many
things, you think later, you could have asked—and so have to wonder now when I can’t
ask her any longer
Was it Mrs. Ramsay’s gathering people around a large table for dinner? ( I’ve
always loved the fact that it was my hero Roger Fry’s recipe for boeuf en daube, and love
his love of cooking anyway.) Carolyn used often to say how she hated having even her
family for dinner, even for, or especially for, Thanksgiving, so she did it no longer. She
hated noise and mess, indeed. But what was it about that she so loved hearing about my
having people over for dinner, that she so hoped I talked a lot about food and gave
recipes in my memoir—where she also wanted a picture of us.
Was it that she like hearing about what she disliked doing, and didn’t like Woolf’s
characters doing?
Or was it Mrs. Ramsay’s apparent submission to the wishes of her husband? But
Mrs. Ramsay triumphs over his wish for her to say her love. She does not say, and
knows he knows.

Or was it that she seemed always to be doing something not for herself, not
creating something, but immersed in her self-effacement: the gray dress, the tending to
the sick, to her children. Did this seem not creative but secondary, not like the inventions
of the scientists she was turning to, not like Darwin, for example, not like Lily Briscoe’s
painting... Mrs. Ramsay being a muse and a mother and not a maker?
It was all three , I guess, and started to write that. But then, in my small cabanon
in Provence, I fell asleep and dreamt a scene just as clear as the lighthouse seen close
up—(Yes, I think all of us knew it was not just one thing, but many). Here is what I saw:
A hill and a valley and atop the hill was a phone booth with no one in it, glass on
all sides, like a kind of crystal tower, and then all around on the ground, envelopes with
French stamps, turned over and none of them sealed. I don’t know if they were empty or
not. It seemed to be something about communication and I found it appropriate to what I
thought I was thinking, and completed it.
It seemed then as if To the Lighthouse and Carolyn’s view of its characters might
have turned out to be about the phone booth, about the desperate desire for
communicating something, the counter-wish to Mr. Ramsay’s melancholy refrain,
repeated by his children: “We perished, each alone” (TTL 165). As later, James will
think, that Mr. Ramsay “had become physically what was always at the back of both of
their minds – that loneliness which was for both of them the truth about things” (TTL
202).
Carolyn was lonely too, and we all knew that, in our so various ways of knowing
and of knowing her. Perhaps she didn’t think Mrs. Ramsay was, or knew she was, or
wanted not to know. Was it that she thought Mrs. Ramsay didn’t realize that especial

truth about things, that her knitting and doing and taking care blocked out that realization
so much a part of Mr. Ramsay, of James, of Carolyn herself?
As for the question that Carolyn asked in “Virginia Woolf in her Sixties:” I won’t
ask it now, although I suppose it is in our minds:
Why did she kill herself? Why did she lack the strength to survive? (Hamlet’s
Mother & Other Women 91) I don’t think it’s about strength or survival—I think it is
rather about not wanting to have to ask or to answer another question, that posed in a
poem of Robert Frost: ‘What to make of a diminished thing?’ Never mind that not one of
us would have found Carolyn in any way diminished: it is her mind, in its opposition to
Mrs. Ramsay’s, that I am trying to imagine.
How to communicate that? Lily doesn’t communicate her painting, except to
herself and the reader, not even to the essence of Mrs. Ramsay there on the step. “Oh
Mrs. Ramsay, she called out silently,” but the center was, says the text, empty (TTL 178).

Fictions and Dying
“We recognize ourselves in the artist as one of his creations and we recognize the whole
creation in ourselves.” (Bronowski 169)
Creations, not creating. But here is the issue about writing someone and being
someone else. In the essay about Woolf, Carolyn speaks of “the dichotomy... between
Woolf and her characters... Mrs. Dalloway through Bernard in The Waves affirm life in a
way Woolf herself could conceive of affirming it, had she had the psychic strength to do
so. Her characters did act for her in ways she might have acted but for the pain”
(Hamlet’s Mother & Other Women 92). But for the pain. Part of that essential loneliness

is that none of us knows the pain of any other of us. There’s not a lot to say about that,
and Carolyn doesn’t say a lot about it. It is like Mrs. Ramsay dying between the
parentheses in the central part of To the Lighthouse, “Time Passes.” Mr. Ramsay
stumbles along, stretches his arms out, and his “arms, though stretched out, remained
empty” (TTL 128). It is like Prue Ramsay’s dying between parentheses in “some illness
connected with childbirth, which was indeed a tragedy, people said” (TTL 132). It is all
too bad, and we don’t say much about it, because there isn’t much to say. We just put it
in parentheses. It’s just a fact, like the boeuf en daube.
What Carolyn does say is that “women must make new fictions of their lives”
(Hamlet’s Mother & Other Women 169). Yet, or and, what about their deaths? What
kind of fiction or truth are we to make of that, for her? She does talk about her sadness,
and calls it just that:
But will anyone again look at that tree, read that poem, love a dog in quite my
way? I am a particular, and, despite the commonness of all people, a unique
person in the way I perceive and think and appreciate, and I am sad that this
particularity shall before too long be gone. This is not arrogance; it is the simple
truth, known to anyone who has loved a person dead in the fullness of her life:
what we miss is that particularity, that unique voice. (Last Gift of Time 184)
Here is too Carolyn’s specificity , and unastonishingly, it is quite like Mrs. Ramsay’s:
about her, Lily says: “for she was stern, she was searching, she was beautiful like that
light” (TTL 63). And that is why, Mr. Carmichael the poet doesn’t like her: “it was
perhaps her masterfulness, her positiveness, something matter-of-fact in her. She was so
direct....she went, punctually, directly. It was her instinct to go, an instinct like the

swallows for the south, the artichokes for the sun, turning her infallibly to the human
race, making her nest in its heart” (TTL 196).
Now Carolyn’s punctuality almost drove me mad. But I would be there,
punctually, although that’s not me, it was then, at least once a week, for those 26 years in
which we walked together. Her directness could be painful, but we listened. Her
particularity shines through not just what she wrote and was but now through each of us
here, in our work and living.

Work and Seeing
So now I want to end not on the dying but the living, and on one of Carolyn’s most
forceful statements, truth itself: “I was – and am—one for whom work is the essence of
life” (Last Gift of Time 10). So it was for Lily Briscoe, so it was for Carolyn, and her
unmet friends, and her friends met and dined with and walked with. Part of her work,
and what she saw in us and our work, was that particular passion. And, after all, she is
the one who has gathered us here for this panel, for the kind of table this is. It is as if
around the work table Mrs. Ramsay and Carolyn had managed to unite us, despite our
differences of gender and personality and interpretation: “That was his way of looking,
different from hers. But looking together united them” (TTL 97). The kind of making
that was and is, that creation of a communal vision was Carolyn’s also. And it was her
work.
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Carolyn Heilbrun and The Garnett Family (1961)
J. Lawrence Mitchell

Carolyn Heilbrun describes The Garnett Family, her first book and originally her
dissertation, as “the history of a literary family.” Since the Garnetts were described on the
dust-jacket as “among the least chronicled of England's literary aristocracy,” this might
seem an odd, even a risky, choice of topic for an ambitious scholar at the end of the
fifties. David Garnett expressed puzzlement on other grounds: “I don't know why an
American should be interested in the Garnetts . . . they were none of them successful”
(16). Heilbrun was acutely aware of the risks involved in a topic that was not safely
conventional, but it seems clear that she was already writing her own life, pressing for "a
more fearless affronting of destiny,” and confronting, in the lives of one family, “the cold
Shavian truth” about marriage that she had already broached in her essay on Hamlet’s
mother.
The research for the dissertation was done between 1955 and 1958—a period in
which she also managed to produce twins. Ben Huebsch, of Viking Press, who was by
far the most helpful of the publishers she contacted (BWH to CH, 2 November 1955),
suggested that she approach David Garnett through his English publisher, Chatto &
Windus. Garnett’s diary records that they met at The Café Royal on 25 November 1955.
Heilbrun traveled with Garnett to Hilton Hall and worked there until December 2 in the
very substantial family archives. The dissertation was completed in 1959 under the
supervision of Jerome H. Buckley, a scholar of Victorian literature who replaced the
“inattentive” William York Tindall. Its quick acceptance as a book, by Allen & Unwin in

England and by Macmillan in the USA (CH to BWH. March 3, 1960), may have been a
factor in securing Heilbrun a post with the School of General Studies at Columbia,
according to Susan Kress in her biographical study of Heilbrun (48). The book was
reviewed favorably by Angus Wilson in The Listener, and rather dismissively by Richard
Hoggart in The New Statesman. Aileen Pippett, in The Saturday Review (October 14,
1961:37), was unequivocally complimentary, lauding Heilbrun’s “skill, industry, and
discernment” in making “the whole book . . . a treasure trove.”
The jewel in the crown of the book is arguably the chapter on Constance Garnett.
Heilbrun wastes no time in demolishing the misguided claim in Constance’s obituary that
she was “a product of the Victorian age and shared the prejudices and pruderies of her
time” (163) by identifying, for example, her decidedly un-Victorian views on female
sexuality and prostitution. More importantly, Heilbrun admires “her first-rate brain”
(165) as evidenced by her placing first out of three thousand aspirants in a University
entrance exam, as well as the independence of spirit that led her to journey to Russia
alone in 1893 with money and messages for the revolutionary underground and later led
her to live and work in Whitechapel at the time of the Jack the Ripper murders there.
Pippett singles out the Constance chapter for praise because it “contains material enough
for a full-length biography of this brilliant, courageous, semi-invalid, indefatigable
woman.” Certainly Heilbrun had taken full advantage in her book of the primary
materials at Hilton Hall—notably Constance’s own recollections of her girlhood written
in 1928 and David Garnett’s impressions of his mother, written in 1932 and drawn upon
in the first volume of his autobiography, The Golden Echo (1953). But in her sharp and
critical observations on the struggles of Constance and her peers at Newnham College to

achieve full recognition from Cambridge University (Constance herself earned the
equivalent of a first class degree in Classics) we may discern veiled reference to the
difficulties that still beset her own generation of women, especially at Columbia. And
writing of a woman who struggled to combine motherhood and intellectual work, she
could not fail to be reminded of her own situation (with the birth of twins in 1957, she
became the mother of three). Some of Heilbrun’s observations now have a particular
resonance: Constance, we are told, was “self-sufficient with a talent for loneliness” and,
notably, “to the end of her life personal independence was her highest ideal for human
life” (167). Much the same could be said for Heilbrun. She never lost this interest in
Constance, as she told David Garnett in 1975 (CH to DG, April 28, 1975): “I have
thought sometimes I would like to do another essay on Constance now that I am older
and that the world is ready, in my opinion, to appreciate her.”
But it would be a mistake to conclude that the sole value of The Garnett Family
lay in its portrayal of the brilliant and independent-minded Constance. As a matter of
fact, the chapter on her represents only seventeen percent (pages 163-95) of the entire
work. And while The Garnett Family necessarily depended on materials available at
Hilton Hall, it was Heilbrun herself who determined its emphases and how much should
be devoted to each member of the family. Given that the chapter on Edward Garnett
compromises more than half of the book (fifty-four percent—pages 65-162), his
centrality to her interests must be acknowledged too.
Of course, Edward Garnett’s career and unconventional life-style made him a
very attractive subject for study. As Heilbrun observes: “For over forty years Edward
Garnett had a powerful hand in much of the best that was written in England” (66); and

he certainly helped shape the literary destinies of Conrad, Lawrence and many others.
Heilbrun found a way to make even his weaknesses somehow strengths, arguing that
since “a writer of great ability, like Virginia Woolf, cannot perceive the greatness of a
writer such as Hemingway, with a talent very different from her own” then “Garnett’s
failure as a writer was not a weakness, but the other side of his strength as a critic” (105).
But the key element in Heilbrun’s admiration for Edward was surely his unwavering
support for women. One is struck by her acerbic observation that Edward was “notable
for having grasped the annoying fact that if a man wants intelligent children it is
necessary to marry an intelligent woman” (100). More pertinently, she points out that
Edward “encouraged many women writers, particularly those whose work embodied the
struggle . . . less for the right to vote than the right to work and love in their own way”
(100). He played an important role, for example, in the publication of Dorothy
Richardson’s Pointed Roofs, as Richardson herself acknowledged gratefully in print; and
when Virginia Woolf’s The Voyage Out (1915) was submitted for publication, her halfbrother, Gerald Duckworth, sought Edward’s opinion in his usual gruff way: “Novel of
my sister’s. What do you think of it.” Edward was “very excited about it all summer of
1914,” his son, David, recalled. Other women writers, British and American, from Sara
Orne Jewett and Elizabeth Madox Roberts to Julia Strachey, had equally good reason to
appreciate his warm support.
Heilbrun’s initial visit to David Garnett at Hilton Hall began an intermittent
epistolary exchange that endured until 1975. The surviving letters (nine in all) confirm
what she said in her last letter: “My interest in the Garnetts, which was always great, has,
if anything, increased with the passing years” (CH to DG, 28 April 1975). I think it likely

that this interest—out of which emerged her book—was precipitated by a reading of the
first two volumes of David Garnett’s autobiography: The Golden Echo (1953) and The
Flowers of the Forest (1955). The Golden Echo includes intriguing glimpses of the entire
Garnett clan and the parade of their distinguished visitors—“like a Syllabus of Modern
British Literature: Conrad, Hudson, Ford, Galsworthy, Edward Thomas, D. H. Lawrence,
Stephen Crane, and others” (77)—with Constance at the center, stirring porridge,
teaching her son Euclid, and translating Russian literature, apparently all at the same
time. When the final volume The Familiar Faces (1962) appeared, Heilbrun reviewed
the American edition in the New York Times Book Review (9 June 1963), calling the
entire autobiography “essential to anyone with even the slightest interest in English
literature.” She calls special attention to Garnett’s favorable comments on Virginia
Woolf: “she had a warmth and good fellowship which set people at their ease; she had the
gift of sudden intimacy which I had found so charming in D. H. Lawrence.” Revealingly,
she returns to these comments in a letter to David Garnett of January 2, 1972: “Yours is
one of the few accounts of Virginia Woolf that does not set one’s teeth on edge; why was
everyone so reluctant to admire her as a human being?” Woolf is clearly a touchstone of
sorts: her admiration for David is amplified by his stance on Virginia Woolf, just as her
enthusiasm for Edward is colored by his appreciation for Woolf’s genius. No wonder
then that in The Garnett Family she seized upon David’s depiction of the family in The
Golden Echo: “A picture of the Garnett family on holiday at the seaside would not be
wholly unlike Virginia Woolf’s To The Lighthouse” (68).
There are occasional passages in these letters where Heilbrun’s enthusiasm for
literature and the Garnetts is muted by darker reflections upon the world—Nixon’s

bombing campaign, Columbia professors shot and stabbed to death, even the proliferation
of graceless prose. In one letter, reporting that she was now a full professor with a new
book about to appear, she nevertheless feels, “at 46, very much on a plateau” (7 October
1972). Three years later, she strikes a more plaintive note, mentioning her age again and
adding disquietingly: “to me at this moment it [49] seems close to the end of life, as
though . . . life had ‘peaked.’” Such observations must lead us to reconsider the
autobiographical import of her matter-of-fact statement about one of the factors
pertaining to Virginia Woolf’s suicide: “Virginia Woolf was in her fifties, a time when
one either determines to live as long as possible or begins to count the cost of continued
life.” She, it seems, was already beginning “to count the cost of continued life” (Hamlet’s
Mother 91).
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Dear Conference Delegate,
We would like to welcome you to Back

to Bloomsbury: 14th Annual

International Conference on Virginia Woolf.

It is a great pleasure that you

have been able to join us here in Bloomsbury for the next four days of events
celebrating the life and work of Virginia Woolf and the Bloomsbury Group.
In this Conference Programme, we hope to provide all the information you will
need about all the conference events. However, should you have any questions
or concerns please feel free to approach one of us, or one of the Institute of
English Studies (IES) staff who will be happy to help. Members of staff can be
found at the Conference Registration and Information Table located next to
reception on the ground floor of the Senate House building.
You will see that the conference schedule is packed full of fascinating and
original paper topics presented in a range of formats. These will no doubt open
up some stimulating discussions, debates and exchanges of ideas. You will also
find some leisurely options on the schedule, for example the Bloomsbury
Walking Tours on Thursday and Friday afternoons. If you wish to take a break
from the seminar rooms, why not learn more about Woolf and Bloomsbury from
our experienced Bloomsbury Walkers! These and a variety of other events are
listed on the schedule and in your delegate pack.
And, of course, in London there is lots to do and see beyond Bloomsbury. If you
are staying in London for a while longer after the conference, we wish you a
very pleasant visit.
With warm wishes,

Gina

and

Lisa
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General Information
Full conference registration includes access to the complete schedule of Featured Lectures and Panels;
Parallel Panel Sessions; Poetry Reading; the Welcome Reception – sponsored by the International
Virginia Woolf Society (IVWS) and the Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain (VWSGB); the
Bloomsbury Walking Tours; The Exhibition: The Hogarth Press and Virginia Woolf in 1924, and
“The London Scene” in the University Library; the Thursday night production of ORLANDO at The
Bloomsbury Theatre; and the Virginia Woolf Memorial unveiling in Tavistock Square Gardens.
All the conference events are taking place in Senate House, with the exception of ORLANDO and the
Virginia Woolf Memorial unveiling. All the Seminar Rooms are located on the Second and Third
Floors; the Chancellor’s Hall is on the First Floor; Reception, the Beveridge Hall, the Crush Hall and
Macmillan’s Restaurant are located on the Ground Floor; and the University of London Library is on
the Fourth Floor. Also, all service for tea and coffee breaks will occur simultaneously in the Crush
Hall and in the Mezzanine, at the top of the Ceremonial Staircase on the First Floor visible from the
Crush Hall. Rooms in Senate House are clearly sign-posted, but if you have difficulties locating any
room please ask a member of staff.
In Reception you will find the Conference Registration and Information Table where IES staff are on
hand to provide assistance and answer any queries you might have. This is where you will find any
updates or announcements, and also where you can sign up for the Bloomsbury Walking Tours and
collect your ORLANDO ticket (see below). You can also purchase a conference book bag here.
Bloomsbury Walking Tours are being offered on Thursday and Friday. The walk leaders need to
know how many delegates to expect, so please sign up for these in advance at the Conference
Registration and Information Table.
ORLANDO, the Bloomsbury in Performance presentation, is taking place on Thursday evening at The
Bloomsbury Theatre which is located at 15 Gordon Street, near the northwest corner of Gordon
Square. You will find this at number 3 on the Local Area Map on page 68. A ticket to the Thursday
evening performance is included for all fully registered conference delegates. See page 63.
Important note: tickets for ORLANDO should be collected from the Conference Registration and
Information Table. Your ticket should either be collected when checking-in upon arrival at the
conference or no later than 4:30pm on Thursday. If you wish to sit with another fully registered
delegate, you and your friend(s)/colleague(s) should collect your tickets together at the same time.
We cannot distribute more than one ticket per delegate.
All delegates have Library access throughout the duration of the conference. The University of
London Library entrance is on the fourth floor. Present your Virginia Woolf Conference name badge
at the library admissions desk in order to gain access. See page 64. Should you simply need a space
for quiet study, room 350 is available to delegates throughout the days of the conference.
In the Library you will find the Exhibition: The Hogarth Press and Virginia Woolf in 1924, and “The
London Scene” which is curated jointly by the VWSGB and the University of London Library.
See page 65.
The Bloomsbury Banquet is hosted by Macmillan’s Restaurant on Friday evening. This is an
additional event and your seat at the Banquet should have been booked and paid for at the time of
registration. It includes a three-course meal with wine and soft drinks. The meal will be followed by
a dramatised reading of “Portrait of Virginia Woolf” presented by The Virginia Woolf Society Players.
A number of organisations have stalls set up in the Crush Hall, listing on page 78. Please visit them
to find out about their work and to see the different books on offer, including some new editions and
titles by speakers at the conference.
Finally, the conference will culminate with the unveiling of a Virginia Woolf Memorial in Tavistock
Square Gardens at 3:30pm sharp on Saturday. The bronze bust, a copy of the 1931 sculpture of
Virginia Woolf by Stephen Tomlins, and the pedestal, made of Portland stone, were purchased with
donations made through the VWSGB and with the support of Nigel Nicholson. It is a great honour
that Anne Olivier Bell will be present on Saturday to unveil officially the Memorial.
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Conference Schedule
at a glance *
Day and Time

Description and Speaker(s)

Session Details

Wednesday
23 June 2004
9:30-11:00

Registration

Speakers and Delegates should register upon arrival by checking in at the
Conference Registration and Information Table.

11:00-11:45

Welcome Address:
Cecil Woolf, Cecil Woolf Books

Memories of Leonard and Virginia (p11)
Session Chair: Jean Moorcroft Wilson, Birkbeck College, London and
Cecil Woolf Books

11:45-12:15

Tea and Coffee Break

12:15-1:15

Featured Lecture 1:
Suzanne Raitt, College of William and Mary

1:15-2:15

Lunch (own arrangements)

2:15-3:45

Parallel Panels 1

3:45-5:15

The Voyage Back (p11)
Session Chair: Carol Watts, Birkbeck College, London

See the full schedule for details.
1a:

Through Bloomsbury Eyes: Gazing, Mapping and Screening (p12)

1b:

Woolf and Philosophy (p13)

1c:

Woolf and Byron: Self-Censorship, Genre and Fame (p14)

1d:

Remembering Leonard Woolf and his Work (p15)

1e:

Rethinking the Relationship between Woolf, Mansfield and Murry
(p16)

Parallel Panels 2

See the full schedule for details.
2a:

Walking as Metaphor: Bloomsbury and Back (p17)

2b:

As It Struck a Contemporary: The Occasional Influences of Woolf’s
Modernism (p18)

2c:

Cambridge Bloomsbury (p19)

2d:

Bloomsbury and the Spanish Civil War: The 1936 Quandary of
Pacifism (p21)

2e:

Teaching and Learning Virginia Woolf (p22)

5:15-5:45

Tea and Coffee Break

5:45-6:45

Poetry Reading and Talk:
Andrew McNeillie, Senior Commissioning
Editor for Humanities and Social Sciences,
Oxford University Press

WAXWING LYRICAL… or BATWOMAN v. BIRDMAN (On the
Poetry of Julian Bell) (p23)
Session Chair: Robert Potts, Co-Editor, Poetry Review and Assistant
Editor, Times Literary Supplement

7:00-8:30

Welcome Reception

A Wine and Cheese Soirée, sponsored by the IVWS and the VWSGB
with a brief welcome toast from the Conference Coordinators and
presentations by IVWS and VWSGB officers.

Thursday
24 June 2004
8:30-9:45

Meeting

International Virginia Woolf Society and the Virginia Woolf Miscellany
Chair: Vara Neverow, Southern Connecticut State University

9:30-10:00

Registration

Conference Registration and Information Table open all day

10:00-11:00

Featured Lecture 2:
Morag Shiach, Queen Mary College, London

London Rooms (p24)
Session Chair: Mark Hussey, Pace University

* See the Conference Schedule with full details starting on page 11 for session locations and full panel details including paper abstracts.
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Thursday 24 June 2004 continued

Day and Time

Description and Speaker(s)

11:00-11:30

Tea and Coffee Break

11:30-1:00

Parallel Panels 3

1:00-2:00

Lunch (own arrangements)

2:00-3:15

Featured Parallel Panels:

See the full schedule for details.
3a:

Archives, E-Publishing and the Online Woolf (p24)

3b:

International Woolf (p26)

3c:

Mothers, Writers and Suffragettes (p27)

3d:

Bloomsbury, Biography and Memoir (p28)

3e:

Virginia Woolf, Michael Cunningham and The Hours (p29)

3f:

Mapping London: Explorations of Urban Spaces in Woolf (p30)

Featured Parallel Panel I
Jointly presented by:
Suzanne Bellamy, Independent Scholar and
Artist; and
Krystyna Colburn, Independent Scholar

"AM I BLUE?"- "Kew Gardens is Blue and Green is Solid Objects"
Embedded Sound and Visual Forms in Woolf's Short Fiction (p31)
Session Chair: Elisa Kay Sparks, Clemson University

Featured Parallel Panel II
A roundtable discussion with:
J Lawrence Mitchell, Texas A&M University;
Lyndall Gordon, St Hilda’s College, Oxford;
Mary Ann Caws, Graduate School, CUNY;
Hermione Lee, New College, Oxford;
Brenda Silver, Dartmouth College; and
Nancy K. Miller, Graduate School, CUNY

Remembering Carolyn Heilbrun (p31)
Session Chair: Victoria Rosner, Texas A&M University

3:15-3:45

Tea and Coffee Break

3:45-5:15

Parallel Panels 4
Including a Bloomsbury Walk

5:30-6:30

Session Details

See the full schedule for details.
4a:

Out of the Confines of Bloomsbury (p32)

4b:

The Significance of Life and Art in Bloomsbury (p34)

4c:

Psychoanalysis: Theory, Analysis and Aesthetics in Bloomsbury (p35)

4d:

Three Guineas: Interrogating Nation, Imagining Peace (p36)

4e:

Woolf and Music: from Opera to Jazz (p37)

4f:

Sexuality and Sexual Politics in Bloomsbury (p39)

4g:

Walk: Thinking on Her Feet: Street Haunting with Virginia Woolf
(p40)

Featured Lecture 3:
Laura Marcus, University of Sussex

Woolf, Time and the Contemporary Novel (p40)
Session Chair: Suzanne Raitt, College of William and Mary

Bloomsbury in Performance
Curated by Stephen Pelton, Artistic Director,
Stephen Pelton Dance Theater

ORLANDO by Compagnie Buissonniere (p40)
at The Bloomsbury Theatre

BREAK
8:00pm

Friday
25 June 2004
8:30-9:45

Meeting

Planning Meeting for future Annual Virginia Woolf Conferences
Chair: Mark Hussey, Pace University

9:30-10:00

Registration

Conference Registration and Information Table open all day
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Friday 25 June 2004 continued

Day and Time

Description and Speaker(s)

Session Details

10:00-11:00

Featured Lecture 4:
Gillian Beer, Clare Hall, Cambridge

Woolf in Wartime (p41)
Session Chair: Laura Marcus, University of Sussex

11:00-11:30

Tea and Coffee Break

11:30-1:00

Parallel Panels 5

1:00-2:00

Lunch (own arrangements)

2:00-3:00

Featured Lecture 5:
Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina, Barnard
College, Columbia University

3:00-3:30

Tea and Coffee Break

3:30-5:00

Parallel Panels 6
Including a Bloomsbury Walk

5:00-6:00

See the full schedule for details.
5a:

Woolf and Aesthetics (p41)

5b:

Virginia Woolf in the Classroom (p42)

5c:

Back to Three Guineas: (Re)conceiving Three Guineas for the 21st
Century (p43)

5d:

The (Post)Colonial and Ideas of Nation in Bloomsbury (p44)

5e:

Woolf about Town: Panto, Dance and the Theatre (p45)

5f:

Writing in a Material World (p46)

Bushmen and Blackface: Bloomsbury and Race (p47)
Session Chair: Morag Shiach, Queen Mary College, London

See the full schedule for details.
6a:

Visual Cultures in Bloomsbury and Beyond (p48)

6b:

Woolfian Rhythms: Musicality in Woolf’s Work (p48)

6c:

Bloomsbury—Woolfian Relations (p49)

6d:

The Frame of Fascism and Anti-Fascist Politics in Bloomsbury (p51)

6e:

Woolf’s Writing Process and Development as a Writer (p52)

6f:

Reading an Inter-textual Woolf: from the Classics to the Present Day
(p53)

6g:

Walk: The Walk: Bloomsbury Lives and Gardens (p54)

Featured Lecture 6:
David Bradshaw, Worcester College, Oxford

Beneath The Waves (p55)
Session Chair: Julia Briggs, De Montfort University, Leicester

The Bloomsbury Banquet

The Bloomsbury Banquet is hosted by Macmillan’s Restaurant, University
of London. After dinner, The Virginia Woolf Society Players will present
a dramatised reading of “Portrait of Virginia Woolf”, a 1956 BBC
broadcast of reminiscences by employees, friends and family of Virginia
Woolf.

BREAK
7:30-10:30

Saturday
26 June 2004
9:30-10:00

Morning Tea and Coffee

10:00-11:15

Featured Panel:

Maggie Humm, University of East London

Lyndall Gordon, St Hilda’s College, Oxford

Woolfian Reflections on Memory, Identity and the Nature of Woman
(p56)
Session Chair: Jane Goldman, University of Dundee
“My own ghost met me”: Woolf's 1930s photographs, death and
Freud's Acropolis
“The true nature of woman”: from Wollstonecraft to Woolf
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Saturday 26 June 2004 continued

Day and Time

Description and Speaker(s)

Session Details

11:20-12:50

Parallel Panels 7

See the full schedule for details.

12:50-1:50

Lunch (own arrangements)

1:50-3:00

Featured Lecture 7:
Brenda Silver, Dartmouth College

3:00-3:15

Walk over to Tavistock Square

3:30-4:00

Conference Finale

7a:

Woolf and Intimacy (p56)

7b:

Tracing Racial Affiliations: Woolf, Race and Ethnicity (p57)

7c:

Woolf and War (p58)

7d:

Women Writers in Bloomsbury and Beyond (p59)

7e:

Woolf’s Manuscripts, Editions, and the Hogarth Press (p61)

Small Talk/New Networks: Virginia Woolf's Virtual Publics (p62)
Session Chair: Vara Neverow, Southern Connecticut State University

Virginia Woolf Memorial Unveiling
with Anne Olivier Bell for the Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain.
Southwest corner of Tavistock Square Gardens.
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Conference Schedule
full details
Day and Time

Description and Speaker(s)

Session Details

Location

Wednesday
23 June 2004
Wednesday
9:30-11:00

Registration

Speakers and Delegates should register upon arrival by checking in at the Conference Registration and Information Table.

Wednesday
11:00-11:45

Welcome Address:

Session Chair: Jean Moorcroft Wilson, Birkbeck College, London and Cecil Woolf Books

Cecil Woolf
Cecil Woolf Books

Memories of Leonard and Virginia
Cecil Woolf, the nephew of Leonard Woolf by Leonard’s youngest brother, Philip, will welcome delegates to the Conference and recount
his personal memories of Leonard and Virginia Woolf. Cecil Woolf was 14 when his aunt Virginia committed suicide in 1941 and he had
paid several visits to his uncle and aunt in the country and also in London, where he would stay at Tavistock Square. His personal
recollections add a dimension to Virginia Woolf rarely seen, and include amusing details of her appearance and conversation, as well as
writing habits. He will also give an even more intimate picture of Leonard Woolf, to whom he remained close until his death, 28 years
after Virginia’s. It was Cecil Woolf’s involvement with Leonard at the Hogarth Press business which influenced his own decision to start
an independent publishing house in 1960, along similar lines.

Wednesday
11:45-12:15

Tea and Coffee Break

Wednesday
12:15-1:15

Featured Lecture 1:

Session Chair: Carol Watts, Birkbeck College, London

Suzanne Raitt
College of William and Mary

The Voyage Back
This paper will take up the theme of the conference, “Back to Bloomsbury”, by exploring the significance of a remark Woolf made in 1928
about her father: “he comes back sometimes, but differently” (Diary, 28 November 1928). Woolf’s work is filled with images of returning,
or of the failure to return: Rachel in The Voyage Out never goes home, Night and Day returns to Shakespeare for its conceptualization and
structure; Mrs Dalloway returns to her past; Lily Briscoe returns to the island in To the Lighthouse; and, of course, Woolf returns to her
own past in Moments of Being. Returning means taking up the past again, either in an effort to re-encounter it or to change it. I shall take
Woolf’s meditations on return in her texts as a way into to thinking about her returns to her own texts. Woolf is famous for the care and
precision of her revisions, and famous too for the anguish with which she approached her texts once they were finished. Several drafts
remain of most of her major works, and I shall explore the idea of textual revision as a mode of return. Through analysis of Woolf’s attitude
towards, and revisions of her major texts, I shall suggest that for Woolf revising was a form of return that was as fraught and ambivalent as
any return in her novels. Return, like revision, engages both memory and fantasy, hope and disappointment, even when the place one
returns to is as familiar as one’s own writing or one’s own past.

Wednesday
1:15-2:15

Reception
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Panel 1a

Through Bloomsbury Eyes: Gazing, Mapping and Screening
Panel Chair: Suzanne Bellamy, Independent Scholar and Artist

Leslie K. Hankins
Cornell College

“Never have I spent such a thundery evening”: Bloomsbury in Berlin screens Storm Over Asia
In letters to Roger Fry and her son Julian, Vanessa Bell describes in hilarious detail a “thundery evening” in January 1929 in Berlin when
Vanessa, Duncan Grant, Virginia and Leonard Woolf, Harold Nicolson, Vita Sackville-West and Eddie Sackville West together screened
the Russian anti-imperial masterpiece, Pudovkin’s Storm Over Asia, and then argued outside the picture palace in the slushy frozen evening
about whether or not the film was anti-British. Using slides and film clips, this presentation will unpack this screening moment and weave
a web of connection between Woolf’s essays (“Thunder at Wembley” (1924), A Room of One’s Own (1929), and Three Guineas (1938),
and the film, Storm Over Asia. The fact that Storm Over Asia was a beautiful, stunning film, and also a scathing indictment of imperial
exploitation must have impressed Woolf and inspired her as well. Imagine Woolf as a spectator, first to this astonishingly lovely antiimperial, anti-authoritarian film and then to the squabbles in the snow, particularly witnessing Harold, whose feelings, as a diplomat on the
British Embassy staff, “ran high on the subject.” Much of what she argues in 3G concerns the blind spot that Woolf saw that Englishmen
have about their own complicity in systems of tyranny, bullying and exploitation. After the moment in the snow in Berlin, witnessing
Harold Nicolson’s pro-British outrage, she would develop that parallel even more thoroughly in 3G as she went on to expose the
corruption, the egg of tyranny, on the home front, and to ask why we only recognize it when it is foreign.
"To look upon nakedness with the eye of an artist": Virginia Woolf, Vanessa Bell, and the Body
Paintings of nudes by modern/ist women artists raise one of the most vexed gender issues in feminist art theory and criticism, the artists'
identifications with, versus their resentments of, the voyeuristic masculine "gaze" at an objectified female body. Does a woman artist, who
has been socialized to define herself "as object of the look," Mary Kelly wonders, become, in front of her easel, the "subject of the look"?
More likely she learns to occupy a fluid, bisexual position (Kelly 98). Discussion of the "gaze" (initially derived from film criticism),
therefore, must go beyond the simple masculine / feminine dichotomy (men staring at women) to consider women's gazes; those of gays
and lesbians; mutual gazes between ethnic majorities and minorities, colonizers and colonized; as well as "multiple identifications" and
shared gaze[s]" (Olin 213, 215, 217). In this context, I take up issues unexamined in The Sisters' Arts: The Writing and Painting of
Virginia Woolf and Vanessa Bell (1988). The proposed paper focuses upon relationships among Bell's paintings of nudes--along with
paintings by selected contemporaries--and Woolf's treatment of the body and the gaze primarily in her wry Foreword to Bell's 1930
London exhibition at the Cooling Galleries in Bond Street, but also in "Professions for Women" (published one year later) and in selected
fiction. The paper raises questions, not only about relationships and hierarchies between perceiver and perceived and the relative
unimportance of the subject in Post-Impressionist painting, but also about Woolf's and Bell's self-perceptions, as "woman" and "artist" or
"writer," and as scrutinizing subject and/or scrutinized object.
Leonard and Virginia’s London Library: Mapping the Subterranean City
When Washington State University bought the bulk of Leonard and Virginia Woolf’s working library in the early 1970's, the collection
included nearly a dozen books and maps about London and its environs, ranging from a large town plan to volumes of poetry about the
city, to encyclopedias, guide books, and archaeological histories. Having inspected this collection at Pullman and having managed to
purchase duplicates of much of it through the Internet, I have begun exploring the question of how much and what Virginia Woolf knew
about the history of London in an attempt to extend the research I have already begun into understanding the city lore which lies behind and
so enriches the walks in Mrs. Dalloway. The paper I propose will summarize the materials in the collection at WSU, noting what kind of
information the works contain, and speculating on ways in which it may have influenced the presentation of London in Woolf’s work. For
example, William Kent’s Encyclopaedia of London has a long entry on the hidden rivers of London which suggests the river imagery
which runs through Mrs. Dalloway may have specific historical referents, and William Page’s account of London: Its Origin and Early
Development may have influenced several of her primeval visions of London as a marshland.
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Woolf and Philosophy
Panel Chair: Ann Banfield, University of California, Berkeley

Room 330

Michael Lackey
SUNY, Brockport

Woolf and the Legitimacy of Philosophy
In the Metaphysics, Aristotle claims that “philosophy should be called knowledge of the truth,” and by truth, he means a proper
understanding of the nature of a thing’s being. For philosophers from antiquity to the early-twentieth century, Truth is what it is whether
humans perceive it or not. Moreover, philosophers are, more than anyone else, epistemologically positioned to apprehend this mindindependent Truth. However, if philosophy has defined itself in terms of its ability to apprehend a mind-independent Truth, then the
discovery that such a Truth is nothing more than a human construction could only be the occasion for a profound disciplinary crisis.
Philosophy was experiencing such a crisis when Woolf was at her peak as a writer. To date, there have been some excellent studies of
Woolf that have used philosophy to interpret the novels (Ann Banfield, Pamela Caughie, Suzette Henke, Mark Hussey, and Lucio Ruotolo,
just to name a few). Significantly, all these studies take it as a given that philosophy is a legitimate lens for interpreting Woolf’s work.
However, I intend to argue, not that we can best understand the novels by adopting any particular philosophical approach, but that we can
begin to understand the works by exposing why philosophy is illegitimate and obsolete. Indeed, by examining To The Lighthouse and
Orlando in light of the modernist assault on philosophy’s treasured axioms and methods, I intend to show how Woolf’s aesthetic vision in
both works presupposes a blatant rejection of philosophy.
Philosophy or Theory: Woolf on the Grounds of the Ungroundable
“Do not look to philosophers for anything different than the sort of inspiration that you get from poets, painters, musicians, and architects.
… They will never provide authoritative guidance for the imagination of the present” Richard Rorty, "Remarks at MOMA" (October 2000).
I will begin by talking about the difference between philosophy (namely, analytic philosophy, which has defined the field and which is
what most people mean when they refer to philosophy) and theory (namely, continental approaches to philosophy, specifically postmodern
and feminist, which are typically what people mean when they debunk theory) as a way of placing Woolf in a philosophical context that
was beginning to be challenged in her day by such different thinkers as Ludwig Wittgenstein and Ferdinand de Saussure. My paper will
focus on how contemporary theories provide a way of understanding and articulating Woolf's own challenge to the philosophical tradition
of her day that she also could not quite reject. Although Woolf often sounds like a liberal feminist, voicing sentiments that echo feminist
thinkers from Mary Wollstonecraft to Charlotte Perkins Gilman, her method of writing works against the grounding claims about truth,
meaning, and the self that define the analytic philosophical tradition as well as much early feminist writing. Drawing primarily on Woolf's
essays, especially A Room of One's Own and Three Guineas, I will demonstrate both Woolf's commitment to many of the beliefs grounding
analytic and liberal philosophy as well as her critique of such beliefs through the writing itself. Many of the feminist and "philosophical"
positions Woolf took were not particularly new, but her way of presenting the issues, the way she linked "local and personal practices to the
larger economic, political, historical, and ethical forces of culture" (as Vincent Leitch, editor of the Norton Anthology of Theory and
Criticism, says of theory) anticipated contemporary theoretical practices.
". . . what I might call a philosophy. . ."
My starting point is Bart Oliver’s question in Between the Acts: “Thoughts without words. . . . Can that be?” (55) to suggest a perennial
concern of Virginia Woolf’s with the relation between language and thought. From Terence Hewet’s wish in The Voyage Out to write a
novel “about Silence....the things people don’t say” (216) to the room in her final work of fiction that “sing[s] of what was before time was”
(BTA 36), her writing is full of references to and speculations about the philosophical issue of the possibility of thought without language.
My paper will concentrate on The Waves and Between the Acts and also glance at some of her non-fiction (essays and diary). The
methodological background will draw on phenomenology (Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty) and take account of the work done by Patricia
Laurence in The Reading of Silence (among others).
Empathy And The Threatened Subjective
This paper situates Woolf within some unusual theoretical contexts, while claiming primacy for the response of the individual reader, much
as Woolf claims primacy for the individual consciousness. I will argue for the importance of Woolf’s brilliant articulation of the
subjective, as a validation of vital, private sensibilities that are rarely acknowledged socially. I will relate Woolf’s ontology to the
philosophical schools of phenomenology and existentialism, but will also express the value of this aspect of Woolf’s writing in more
personal terms, drawing on a study of the importance of Mrs Dalloway for the character Laura Brown in Michael Cunningham’s The
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Hours, and on my own powerful experience as a young reader of To the Lighthouse. The paper will further argue that the sensitive
articulation of many different characters’ private thoughts and feelings in Woolf’s fiction develops a reader’s empathy with other people, in
a mutual acknowledgement of sensitivity and vulnerability. This can be related to the existential psychiatry of R.D. Laing, and to humanist
theories of the value of literature, from George Eliot to Kurt Vonnegut. Woolf’s benign vision is, however, threatened by those who dispute
its universality: by critics such as Q.D. Leavis and Terry Eagleton who insist on relating it to economic privilege, by Nietzsche’s and
Foucault’s emphasis on the imperatives of power, and by postmodern rejections of humanism and denials of the centrality of the self. Must
we abandon Woolf’s interpretation of the subjective as a comforting but overly passive and unmaterial construct of the individual?
Wednesday
2:15-3:45

Panel 1c

Woolf and Byron: Self-Censorship, Genre and Fame
Panel Chair: Beth Rigel Daugherty, Otterbein College

Anne Fernald
DePauw University

Politics and Fame
Of the Romantic figures whom Woolf admired, alluded to and discussed, her most puzzling and revealing fascination is with Byron. What
could the feminist novelist admire about the rakish poet? Important connections exist in the realms of fame and politics: the focus of this
paper. Both Byron and Woolf were ambivalent toward their fame. Byron was, arguably, the first celebrity poet. As such, the story of Byron
was a cautionary tale for Woolf, who worked to maintain her privacy not by being reclusive but through carefully managed publicity.
Byron’s success at creating the mask of the Byronic hero suggests a model for cultivating fame while retaining privacy: a model that Woolf
knew no woman could follow without adaptation. In their political activities, the gender gap is even more pronounced. While biographers
laugh at the lad who had to be called away from a ball to make an important vote in Parliament (as Byron once did), critics have chided
Woolf for celebrating the end of the General Strike with champagne. The example of Byron reveals the gulf between the freedom of a male
writer and the persistent social prejudices facing a female writer. In spite of these differences, Woolf interested herself in Byron.
Understanding the connection between Woolf and Byron reveals how Woolf was able to adapt a very male model of fame and political
engagement and apply it to her life. Two diary entries on Byron, from 1918 and 1935, form the core of this paper.
"A novelist he might have been; a poet she might have been."
The narrator of The Waves displays a range of literary references, both direct and indirect, ranging from the Vedas to the Bible to French
memoirs. But no writer more suffuses the pages of The Waves than Byron and his magum opus, Don Juan. Both are there in actual
reference, but, as importantly, the narrating style of The Waves echoes aspects of the rambling and radical Don Juan. Woolf recognized this
herself, remarking that Byron would have made a great novelist. Analogously, critics have long admired the poetic qualities of Woolf’s
prose. My paper will trace some presences of Byron and Don Juan in The Waves and explore the larger literary enterprise of both writers
and suggested by their narrating strategies. Through "galloping" narratives, digressive episodes, heroes and non-heroes, poetic language,
and rhythmic phrasing, both writers attempt to present the multiplicitous nature of being and the nuanced texture of consciousness. This
paper examines genre-bending boundary transgressions of the both writers, looking at how Byron uses narrative, while Woolf uses poetry.
Woolf's Self-censorship in her Essays: Lord Byron and Geraldine Jewsbury
To focus on important examples of Woolf’s self-censorship in the essays, I have chosen to talk about two such instances. Perhaps the most
puzzling of these is Woolf’s denying herself the free range of ideas concerning Byron’s biography--specifically, his sexual life. Woolf had
read dozens, perhaps hundreds, of books and articles about Byron and knew the literature well, up to the time she attempted to write the
essay “Byron and Mr. Briggs” in 1922. But she left this 38-page rambling comment in unfinished state in her posthumous papers. We can
trace her personal reading from books by Byron's friends whom she mentions in this essay, such as John Cam Hobhouse and Thomas
Moore, among others. We note, however that although she knew about the evidence of Byron¹s incest with his half-sister, Augusta Leigh,
she skirted around the topic and made Byron’s sexual deviation all but unintelligible in this essay. Why? I will discuss her reasons. Another
essay, a few years later, “Geraldine and Jane,” (2CR) focuses on the intense relationship between Jane Carlyle and Jewsbury, but without
suggesting any sexual overtones such as latent lesbianism. Was this reticence a form of self-censorship? Recent biographical studies of
Geraldine Jewsbury, which also treat the Jane Carlyle friendship, make some aspects of the friendship much clearer but do not solve all the
problems.
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Panel 1d

Remembering Leonard Woolf and his Work
Panel Chair: Wayne Chapman, Clemson University

Room 349

Roberta Rubenstein
American University

Reminiscences of Leonard Woolf
As a Fulbright Scholar and doctoral candidate at the University of London for three years beginning in 1966, I lived in Bloomsbury
(Mecklenburg Square) and researched Virginia Woolf’s manuscript comments on Russian writers for my dissertation on the influence of
Russian literature on her fiction. Finding Woolf’s handwriting difficult to decipher, I wrote to Leonard Woolf in the hope that he might be
able to assist me. At the time, I’m sure I thought that if I received any response at all, it would be an offer to examine copies of the
manuscripts and respond to my questions in writing. Instead, replying that he seldom travelled to London any more—he was 87 at the
time—he invited me to discuss the manuscripts over tea at Monk’s House. Though I was so young (23) and so thrilled with the prospect of
meeting Leonard Woolf that I could scarcely imagine what I would say to him, I—of course!—accepted his invitation. That visit turned
out to be the first of a number of visits to Monk’s House; our meetings developed into a friendship that lasted for two years, until Leonard
Woolf’s death in 1969. During the early visits, we would concentrate together on uncertain words in Virginia’s handwriting (which
Leonard, too, found difficult to decipher). Afterwards, over lunch or tea, we would converse on a variety of other subjects. Subsequent
visits were simply to continue our friendship. I would be pleased to share with Woolf scholars reminiscences of my friendship with
Leonard Woolf.
Leonard Woolf ’s Unpublished Work for the Labour Party in Relation to His Published Political Works, 1916-1936
Leonard Woolf’ launched his career as a political activist through his work for the Fabian Society and the Labour Party by 1915. Within
the next few years, he established himself as an influential political author, an editor of various publications including War and Peace, The
International Review, The Contemporary Review, and The Nation (and his own press, the Hogarth Press) and as a key member (secretary)
of the Labour Party Advisory Committee on International Questions. These various roles allowed Woolf to become an influential figure
within the Labour Party and to publicize liberal political views and policies through the publications mentioned above and through his own
press. Although a number of scholars have examined at least some of Woolf’s political writings and have evaluated him as a political
activist, no one has traced the relationship between his work for the Labour Party Advisory Committee on International Questions and his
roles as an author of published works on international issues such as international security, disarmament, and international law. My
research in various archives, especially the Labour Party Archive, Manchester, England, reveals that Woolf wrote and/or revised
memoranda on a number of issues that he examined in his published works. For example, Labour Party minutes indicate that he wrote
memoranda on security, disarmament, and on Italy and Abyssinia for the committee--issues that he wrote about in various publications.
Committee minutes sometimes record specific instructions to memo writers, and drafts and revisions of drafts were often discussed in
committee meetings. So memo writing was very much a collaborative effort. The combination of Labour Party records and Woolf’s
published writings provide us with the opportunity to learn more about Woolf as a Labour Party activist and publicist of its (and his)
views. I should note that prominent Fabians such as Sidney and Beatrice Webb and G. D. H. Cole served at one time on this committee, as
did Philip Noel-Baker. So a number of committee members who worked with Woolf were people who collaborated with him for other
organizations and who will be familiar to Woolf scholars.
Leonard Woolf’s Beginning Again. An Autobiography of the Years 1911 to 1918 as a Modernist Work of Art
This paper will focus on Leonard Woolf’s rarely analysed autobiography and especially on the third volume, Beginning Again. An
Autobiography of the Years 1911 to 1918. It means to explore the contradictions between the author’s avowed intentions and the text’s own
assertions. Indeed, although Leonard Woolf repeatedly asserts in his autobiography, just as in his essays, that he wants to write “a true
account” of his life, based on a documentary impulse, he strings together metonymies and metaphors, thus inevitably presenting the self as
a discursive construct. The self appears as paradoxical : both centred and de-centred, caught in a social network and yet on the margins of
society. Such a vision of the self is first of all a metatextual statement on the autobiographical genre, here redefined as a spatialization of
the historical narrative, a geographical rather than an exclusively historical space; it is also an indirect but significant political statement.
Through its use of metonymies and metaphors, Beginning Again both draws on the Renaissance tradition and renews it while resorting to
an indirect and metaphorical mode of writing typical of Modernist literature. Far from being a simple document on the years 1911 to 1918
and on the lives of Leonard and Virginia Woolf, this autobiography proves to be a rich, multi-faceted literary work, deeply rooted in
tradition and yet subscribing to the Modernist aesthetic.
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Rethinking the Relationship between Woolf, Mansfield and Murry
Panel Chair: Angela Smith, University of Stirling

Room 248

Sydney Janet Kaplan
University of Washington

The Uneasy Relationship between Virginia Woolf and John Middleton Murry
In November 1919, John Middleton Murry wrote to his wife, Katherine Mansfield: "I think that Virginia & Vanessa, however much we
disagree with them. . . are the two women with whom you & I have most in common. . ." Murry’s ambivalent reaction to Woolf is
paralleled by hers to him. Although she once told him that he was "the most intellectual of all modern critics", she also could complain—as
in her diary on April 17, 1919-- that while she was conversing with Katherine Mansfield, he sat "mud-coloured & mute, livening only
when we talked his shop." His "shop" being the Athenaeum, where now as its new editor, he was bringing together Woolf and her friends
to revitalize that once famous (but recently fading) periodical, in order to turn it into a vehicle for a consolidating Bloomsbury brand of
modernism. My paper is based upon my study of Murry’s unpublished journals (held at the Turnbull Library in Wellington)--as well as his
letters and critical writings—for my nearly-completed book: Circulating Genius: John Middleton Murry, Katherine Mansfield and D.H.
Lawrence. Although there is considerable critical discussion of Woolf’s friendship with Katherine Mansfield (including a chapter on it in
my book on Mansfield), Woolf’s relationship with Murry has not received much attention. Murry’s journals and letters provide some
unique glimpses of Virginia Woolf and reveal his reaction to her over many years. In my paper I will also explore the intertextuality of
Woolf’s "Modern Fiction" and Murry’s contemporaneous essays, "The Function of Criticism" and "The Condition of English Literature".
The Attached Existence of a Work of Art: Katherine Mansfield, Virginia Woolf, and the Hogarth Press Prelude
One of the earliest publications of Virginia and Leonard Woolf's Hogarth Press was Katherine Mansfield's short story Prelude (1918).
Prelude was a significant turning point in the lives of its author and its publishers. For Mansfield, the work represented a written return to
her birthplace, New Zealand, as well as a maturation of style that characterizes her best writing. For the Woolfs, Prelude was the first work
they had published by an outside author, and the 68-page short story proved to be an ambitious undertaking for the six-month-old Hogarth
Press. Additionally, the laborious publication process was colored by the peculiar friendship and rivalry between Virginia Woolf and
Katherine Mansfield. Physical forms always affect the meanings of a text, and in this instance, human motivations and limitations—most
particularly the Woolfs' inexperience as printers and the relationship between Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield—strongly leave
their marks on the Hogarth Prelude. When the hand-printed Prelude appeared in an edition of 300 copies almost a year after it had been
commissioned, the world took very little notice. The book was error-ridden and amateur in its production values; it sold only eighty-four
copies in the first four months. The Modernist private press and limited edition, institutions that Lawrence Rainey sees as hallmarks of
modernist print culture, were successful insofar as they operated within a system of literary patronage. In 1917-18, however, Virginia and
Leonard Woolf and their year-old Hogarth Press had neither the publishing experience nor the authority to market Prelude effectively, even
to the limited coterie of modernist readers and collectors; neither did Mansfield as author have sufficient literary reputation to act as a
patron of the fledgling Press. Upon reading the completed Prelude, Virginia Woolf proclaimed the story to have "the detached existence of
a work of art"; the book as object, however, is very much attached to human processes and relationships. My paper, the first study to
analyze in depth these processes and relationships surrounding Prelude's first public appearance, is based not only on evidence from
published letters and diaries but also on my examination of multiple copies of the Hogarth Prelude.
‘She had a quality which I adored, and needed’*– Rethinking Modernism and Empire through the relationship between Virginia
Woolf and Katherine Mansfield
Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield shared a personal and professional relationship which both recognised as being central to their
development as writers. This paper will draw on autobiographical writing by Woolf and Mansfield to demonstrate the influence of their
relationship on their writing and the development of their artistic projects, and to explore how their relationship encapsulated the broader
intersection between Modernism and Empire. The colonial difference between Woolf and Mansfield was fundamental to their relationship,
and produced in each a simultaneous attraction to, and repulsion of, the other. Woolf was simultaneously fascinated and repelled by the
essential quality of difference which she found in Mansfield, a New Zealander in self-imposed exile in Europe, whose life experience had
been vastly more radical and bohemian than her own. Mansfield was attracted to Woolf’s comparative stability and her sense of an artistic
and national heritage, yet was repelled by Woolf’s position at the centre of the literary establishment, and the colonial and class power
relations which marginalised her. The relationship between Modernism and Empire parallels the concurrent attraction and repulsion of the
Woolf/Mansfield relationship. Metropolitan and colonial artists looked to each other for solutions to their artistic and cultural problems,
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and the ideas, images and artists of Empire found a presence in metropolitan circles for the difference which they offered the Modernist
artistic project. However, as Modernism was not concerned with reassessing traditional colonial power relations or artistic values, this was
conditional acceptance only, and Empire continued to be cast as ‘other’. This examination of the Woolf/Mansfield relationship offers new
insights into the development of Woolf’s artistic project. The parallel between Woolf and the broader Modernist approach to Empire
demonstrates the extent to which she was a product of, and produced, the Modernist period. Additionally, the Woolf/Mansfield
relationship reinforces Woolf’s influence at the centre of literary production in her own time, and the influence which she continues to have
over the established and feminist revisions of the Modernist literary canon.
*Virginia Woolf, letter to Vita Sackville-West, 8 August 1931.
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Panel 2a

Walking as Metaphor: Bloomsbury and Back
Panel Chair: Maggie Humm, University of East London

Liedeke Plate
University of Nijmegen,
The Netherlands

In Woolf’s Footsteps: Walking as Cultural Memory
This paper examines the aesthetics and politics of the literary guide to and guided tour of Virginia Woolf’s London. Placing the practice of
the literary walk in the context of the current interest in walking as a cultural, critical and aesthetic practice (Careri, de Certeau), this paper
explores what happens when we literally go back to Bloomsbury, walking the literary text as we write the urban one. Focusing in particular
on the relationship between walking, reading and cultural memory, this paper’s emphasis is not so much on Woolf as a flâneuse (Bowlby)
as on the purposeful retracing of Woolf’s and her characters’ footsteps through the streets she haunted and still haunts. Authenticating and
verifying our reading, walks map the city, revealing historical (and fictional) layers as they narrativize the urban script we trace with our
steps. Like blue plaques marking sites as memory-places (lieux de mémoire), walks also function as embodied, analytical tools in the
reading and re-production of literature. A cultural product happily exploited by the so-called Bloomsbury Industry, the cult of Virginia
Woolf that finds its expression in flocks of devotees “lovingly retracing Virginia Woolf’s path across the meadows to the River Ouse”
(Marler) and spending the night in the Tavistock hotel wondering where Woolf sat when she experienced her “state of perfect glory” upon
the completion of The Waves (Groen) is also a cultural practice through which we re-inscribe our relationship to history and to culture.
“Walking on a Willow Pattern Plate: Julian Bell and Ling Shuhua”
Ling Shuhua (1900-1990), a Chinese writer and painter, gained entrance into the Bloomsbury group through her relationship with Julian
Bell. In 1935-37, Julian Bell was a professor of English at Wuhan University, China, and letters reveal that he had a love affair with Ling
Shuhua, married to the Dean who hired him, before he left China and went off to the Spanish Civil War in 1937. Their romance began as a
dream walk on a willow-pattern plate, a cross-cultural romance. It ended when Chen Yuan, Ling Shuhua’s husband, discovered the affair,
and Julian and Shuhua were drawn into tumultuous world events: Julian into the Spanish Civil War and Shuhua into the Sino-Japanese War
and the Civil War in China. This talk with photos will narrate a story of personal relationship and aesthetics. The talk will focus on two
objects—Julian Bell’s rarely-seen photo album and a friendship scroll once owned by Ling Shuhua that documents the ties between
Bloomsbury and China. The objects (to be presented through slides) are a way to recall the relationship, the communities and the
intercrossings between Bloomsbury and China in the 1930s. It will illustrate Julian’s journey out of Bloomsbury as well as suggest what he
and others brought “back” to modernist aesthetics from Chinese culture.
Thinking on Her Feet
One of Virginia Woolf’s ‘greatest pleasures’ was ‘rambling the streets of London’. Her daily walks formed an essential ingredient of her
life and work and their importance cannot be exaggerated. Growing up with a father who was a celebrated alpinist and keen walker helped
shape her own passion for the activity. From daily chaperoned outings to Kensington Gardens as a child, she progressed to equally regular
walks of her own devising. In her rambles round Bloomsbury and the City she found an escape from self, becoming as she saw it ‘a central
oyster of perceptiveness, an enormous eye’. And in escaping self she felt momentarily free from the ever-present threat of breakdown. In
addition, walking the streets of London brought her into contact with a wide variety of people, liberated her from the class constraints to
which she confessed herself bound. ‘Refresh[ing]’ her physical and social ‘stagnancy’ was, however, only part of the equation. Equally, if
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not more importantly, walking was a vital part of her creative process. Not only was London itself at the core of her vision of life,
containing ‘something central and inexplicable’, but walking its crowded streets, she claimed took the place of ‘what-in-the-case of
another-might-call-think’. London itself ‘[gave her] a play and a story and a poem’. Physical adventuring merged for her in to a mental act
of exploration, linking the imagination to the body and the body of the writing. Woolf’s own use of walking as metaphor emerges most
clearly in her ‘London’ novels and will be traced in one of the more neglected of these, Night and Day.
Walking London: The City as Study in Leslie Stephen’s “London Walks” and Virginia Woolf’s “Street Haunting”
Separated by fifty years, Leslie Stephen’s essay “London Walks,” published in Cornhill Magazine in 1880, and Virginia Woolf’s “Street
Haunting,” published in The Yale Review in 1930, evince a striking affinity. Both pieces employ the figure of the city walker as an excuse
to illustrate the creative process, and both oppose their indoor studies to the more congenial atmosphere of London at twilight “between tea
and dinner” (“Haunting” 246). In addition, both are characterized by a relentlessly digressive style that counters the physical movement of
walking toward a specific destination. The central difference between the essays is not the fifty-year gap in the topography of London. The
few landmarks and allusions to places defy precise dating. Rather the creative processes of the narrator/walkers mark the distinction
between Stephen’s centripetal and Woolf’s centrifugal narrators. Stephen confesses that London serves merely as a backdrop: “I look upon
this huge dingy metropolis, with its acres of brick and vast disgorgement of smoke, simply as the background to my own thoughts”
(“Walks” 224). Woolf, conversely, abandons the single self to “become part of that vast republican army of anonymous trampers…”
(“Haunting” 246). This distinction crystallizes in a specific image both writers use to illustrate their relation to their surroundings: the
oyster’s shell. Whereas Stephen views the outsides of city buildings on Pall Mall and Oxford Streets as “the shell of an oyster without
trying to enter too closely into the animal’s feelings” (“Walks” 224), Woolf personalizes the same image and breaks through it. As she
steps into the street, she remarks, “The shell-like covering which our souls have excreted to house themselves, to make for themselves a
shape distinct from others, is broken, and there is left of all these wrinkles and roughnesses a central oyster of perceptiveness, an enormous
eye” (“Haunting” 248). This paper will investigate Stephen’s and Woolf’s two London essays as illustrative of their diverse writing
processes. It will suggest that Woolf borrows Stephen’s depiction of the bifurcated walking self (“…one half of the brain…working the
limbs…the other…devoting itself to the solution of the intellectual difficulty” [236]) first in A Room of One’s Own where the two halves
meet in androgyny, and later in “Street Haunting” where the self moves beyond a dual identity to anonymity.

Panel 2b

As It Struck a Contemporary: The Occasional Influences of Woolf’s Modernism
Panel Chair: Maria DiBattista, Princeton University

Rebecca Rainof
Princeton University

Rereading Realism: Woolf, Percy Lubbock and the Politics of Modernist Form
This paper will question the seemingly conservative structure of The Years as deceptive, concealing as it does a radicalism of form more
subtle and less recognized than the overtly experimental Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse. The Years at first appears as a continuation
of the realist tradition, but when read alongside Percy Lubbock’s formalist work, the latter of which was gaining influential contemporary
notice, Woolf own radicalism of form becomes notably explicit. Reading The Years in conjunction with Woolf’s essays, specifically her
response to Lubbock in “On Re-reading Novels” and her autobiographical writings on memory in “Moments of Being,” I will explore how
Woolf promotes a quiet and steady reinvention of both the novel and novel theory that freshly weaves the reader into her creative and
critical project. Woolf thereby counters Lubbock’s formalist rhetoric that casts readers as inadequate to the long, complex form of the
novel. The paper will question if Woolf’s differing approach to form and reader inclusion estranges her from the “real novelists” like
Austen and Thackeray that she sought to emulate in The Years, or if her particular concern with reader memory, the sanctity of preserving
the forgotten, and the task of re-reading combine to remake the novel anew, masking radical change under a surface project of preservation.
"Modernism Post Mortem: Woolf, Murry, and the Mourning of Katherine Mansfield"
Katherine Mansfield's sudden death in 1923 haunted Virginia Woolf for the rest of her life. Despite her admitted rivalry with Mansfield,
Woolf nonetheless held what she saw as the "cheap sentimentality" of Mansfield's popular short stories in disdain. Yet what horrified
Woolf even more greatly was what she saw as the extended sentimental mourning for Mansfield throughout the 1920s. Woolf was
particularly shocked by the extended attempts of John Middleton Murry, to establish a cult around his dead wife's memory in the pages of
the best-selling literary magazine the Adelphi. To Woolf, this cult could only be seen as reviving of the kind of extended Victorian
sentimental bereavement in which her father had engaged in his Mausoleum Book, the document that embodied so much of what Woolf
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deplored about nineteenth-century British culture. This paper examines rather how Woolf's writing responded to Murry's bereavement cult
for his dead wife. Woolf's marked obsession with mourning in her own fiction changed dramatically after Mansfield's death, wherein she
sought to find a mode of mourning less indirect and oblique than those she had explored in her earlier novels. In To the Lighthouse and The
Years Woolf confronted more directly the power of Victorian sentimental bereavement and revised it in terms she saw as more appropriate
and workable than those exhibited by the grieving Murry. What became waged, I argue, was not merely a battle as to how one should
mourn, but rather how indeed modernism was to see its own conflicted relationship with the past that bereavement embodied, and how it
would stake out its sense of what "sentimentality" meant and entailed.
The Orders of Recurrence: Revolution and Linguistic Renovation in Woolf and Macaulay
While the critical tendency has been to separate discussions of Woolf’s use of language from considerations of her politics, in this paper I
want to argue for the radically conservative yet revolutionary nature of Woolf’s politics by exploring her deep concern with language and
signification. In particular, I want to focus on Woolf’s preoccupation with how the meanings of words alter over time – an interest shared
by her lesser-known contemporary, Rose Macaulay. In essays such as “Catchwords and Claptrap,” “Improving the Dictionary,” and in her
family chronicle, Told By An Idiot (1923), which influenced Woolf’s chronicle of the Pargiter family in The Years, Macaulay also takes up
the question of semantic instability and what she refers to as “the ordering of our speech.” My paper brings together the work of Woolf and
Macaulay and considers how the generational politics of their family chronicles is coequal with the form and linguistics of the texts, with
not just generations, but also words recurring through time. Drawing attention to the points of convergence as well as divergence between
the views of these contemporaries, I probe the potential for anarchy and revolt within the order of language, and for conservatism within
cyclical and political “revolution.” Further, I explore how both authors skilfully negotiate the complex relations between the past, present,
and imagined future through the medium of an inherited and broken language – through words, the meanings of which can shift from an
individual to a “herd sense” and can be discarded or made anew.
Composing A Living Line: The Relationship Between Modern Art Theory and Ecocritical Perception in Virginia Woolf’s short
stories
Virginia Woolf’s fiction illustrates how the theories of perception and composition advanced by modern art provide a basis for ecocritical
theory. While Woolf’s adaptation of modern art techniques in her experimental fiction have been well documented and some critics have
noted her use of the non-human, the fruitful intersection of art theory’s influence on the ecological product of Woolf’s craft has not been
explored. Modern art’s emphasis on subjectivity and sensory embodiment as it is depicted in Woolf’s fiction has significant ramifications
for ecocritical theory, particularly for phenomenological and ecological forms of ecocritical theory, as opposed to romantic or
transcendental approaches to ecocriticism. Woolf’s translation of the principles of modern art theory from paint to language create
dynamic new relationships with nature that are specifically ecological in relation to the environment: the non-human world is not simply a
disembodied realm of supernatural consequence; rather, in Woolf’s work, nature functions as an interdependent system which values
human and non-human life equally in a reciprocal nexus of experience. Furthermore, Woolf’s characters interact with nature on a physical,
sensory level. Woolf’s short stories seem most appropriate for this particular analysis as they are, in a sense, succinct sketches on a smaller
canvas. Specifically, passages from Kew Gardens, Solid Objects, Together and Apart, and A Summing Up demonstrate the relationship
between modernist art and ecocritical theory.

Panel 2c

Cambridge Bloomsbury
Panel Chair: Mary Ann Caws, Graduate School, CUNY

Michael H. Whitworth
University of Wales, Bangor

“What Exactly?” Woolf and G. E. Moore
Though the removal of Woolf’s work from the interpretative space marked “Bloomsbury” was important in the recovery of her feminism,
her politics, and many other aspects of her individuality, it has stifled the investigation of her use of the ideas of Bloomsbury’s intellectual
figurehead, G. E. Moore. Early estimates of his importance were, in any case, vague: for Leonard Woolf, Moore’s influence was
responsible only for the absence of “humbug” from Virginia’s works. The present paper will argue that, while Leonard was right to note
the importance of absences, the absences are rather more specific than he claimed. Other critics have considered the content of Moore’s
work his interest in ethics and “the good”, and his status as an epistemologist (Rosenbaum 1971, Hintikka 1979, Banfield 2000). The
present paper will concentrate on his method. Moore emphasised the importance of the precise definition of philosophical questions: as J.
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M. Keynes recalled, “‘What exactly do you mean?’ was the phrase most frequently on our lips.” As she read Moore in 1908, Virginia
Stephen clearly acknowledged the importance that Moore placed on the question of definition: she wrote to Clive Bell, at that time her
amateur tutor in philosophy, “You ask me whether I like your letters. In what sense do you mean, I wonder?” The question of definition
sometimes emerges directly in dialogue in Woolf’s fiction: there is a simple example in “Kew Gardens”, and a more subtle one in To the
Lighthouse, where Lily’s dialogue with William Bankes is initiated by the two implied questions “Is this a picture of Mrs Ramsay and
James?” and “What exactly do you mean by ‘of’?” In certain of her essays, the question of definition is even further removed from the
foreground, and is best understood as a question posed by one of her implied readers. It is visible as much in transitions between
statements as in any positive content: for example, “Modern Fiction” (1925) is concerned to define “materialism” and “life” in a way that
its earlier version, “Modern Novels” (1919) had not been. Approaching Woolf’s relation to Moore in this way not only pays dividends in
the close examination of her non-fictional prose, but suggests a way in which the interrogative nature of her novels may be more precisely
defined: they are doubly interrogative, posing questions to their readers, and then posing supplementary questions of definition. Night and
Day asks what we mean by a “profession”; Mrs Dalloway asks what we mean when we say that a war is “over”.
Apostolic Minds, the Spinning-House and a Home of One’s Own
In October 1928, speaking to Newnham students in Cambridge, Woolf observed that ‘the University … seemed a sanctuary in which are
preserved rare types which would soon be obsolete if left to fight for existence on the pavement of the Strand.’ Indeed, to ensure the
preservation of these rare types, a great many rules and regulations were enforced throughout the history of Cambridge University, among
which were those concerning College libraries and turfs as famously documented by Woolf in A Room of One’s Own. Less well-known but
more alarming was the University’s power to incarcerate women who were found to be compromising the morals of the male
undergraduates. As the three committal books in the University archives attest, hundreds of girls, some as young as thirteen, were confined
to rooms 19 feet square (up to seventeen inhabitants per room) with no fireplace or sewer, and employed to spin wool in an institution
called the Spinning-House (1631-1901). The fact that a great many of the young girls were servants in undergraduate lodging-houses and
that the Spinning-House was unoccupied during the Long Vacation make it clear that it was less a measure to safeguard the ‘sanctuary’ as a
constitutive part of the University. The history of the Spinning-House lays bare an uncommon ferocity the University displayed towards
women but it is not atypical of its attitude around the time of the pioneering work done at Girton and Newnham. Against the background of
the culture encapsulated by the Spinning-House, women academics, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, were making a
concerted effort to bring about intellectual equality, an aim which would not be achieved until 1948. Among such women, Jane Ellen
Harrison was one of the most influential. As S P Rosenbaum has argued, her work was better known in Bloomsbury than that of any other
Cambridge classicists or historians, including Frazer. (Victorian Bloomsbury, 121). And Roger Fry commended her as having a ‘really
Apostolic mind’, perhaps the highest, if double-edged, accolade that could be paid by him. The Apostle, the most esteemed rare type of all
in the sanctuary, represents the opposite end of the Cambridge spectrum to the Spinning-House. There could not be a more incongruous
juxtaposition, separated as they are by the vast gap between Town and Gown, rich and poor, the educated and the deprived, men and
women. But it could equally be said that both are symptomatic of the University Woolf railed against in A Room of One’s Own and Three
Guineas, representing as they do the unjust and unchecked power of the institution, on the one hand, and the exclusive and elitist
intellectual culture, on the other. In her Cambridge career, Jane Harrison negotiated with both the ‘woman’ question and the intellectual
climate that gave rise to the Apostles, and she was greatly admired by Woolf. This paper will examine Harrison’s engagement with the two
cultures within Cambridge in the early twentieth century; and her influence on Woolf’s work. It will discuss, in particular, Harrison’s
‘Scientiae Sacra Fames’ (1913) in which she stressed the need for a ‘home of one’s own’ in conjunction with Woolf’s A Room of One’s
Own (1928).
“Unresolvable Ambivalence”: Woolf, Cambridge and A Room of One’s Own
Virginia Woolf’s frustration that she was “uneducated”, her resentment that her father “spent barely 100 pounds” on her education is
repeatedly articulated in both her fictional and non-fictional writing. Similarly, the University of Cambridge is figured persistently, as an
almost spectral presence that haunts much of Woolf’s work (for instance in the novels The Voyage Out, To The Lighthouse, The Years, and
the essays A Room of One’s Own, 3 Guineas), and is often portrayed as the great bearer of patriarchal tradition, representing all that was
open to the “educated man”, and all that was barred from the “uneducated woman”. As the university that her father, both brothers, and the
majority of the Bloomsbury figures attended, Cambridge was a palpable presence in Woolf’s life, and in many ways something to be
withstood, struggled against. Yet Woolf’s attitude toward Cambridge is by no means straightforward. In contrast to Hermione Lee’s
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assertion that “in all her writings about Cambridge, there is the same tone”, I would argue that what is most striking is the way in which
Woolf’s tone oscillates: it moves from maternal (in a diary entry of May 4th, 1925 Woolf notes her “growing maternal affection” as she
walks past Newnham Grange), to utterly deprecating (consider her remarks made September 22nd, 1929 about Peter Lucas whom she
describes as “a “crusted college character” and who she derisively predicts will “become Prof. of Engl. Lit. at Camb”), to decidedly
ambivalent (in a letter dated April 6th, 1930 to Ethel Smyth, Woolf states, “much though I hate Cambridge, and bitterly though I’ve
suffered from it, I still respect it.”) Further, where it is present, the direction of her scorn seems somewhat confused. Where one would
expect contempt, for instance towards its patronising male undergraduates, one finds “respect”, where one would expect respect, for
instance towards the undergraduate women of Newnham and Girton, one finds thinly veiled contempt; Woolf describes them as “eager,
egotistical” lacking in reverence, and her comment that “none of that self-confidence is their lot” seems to teeter between pitiful prediction
and wishful condemnation. In this paper I explore Woolf’s ambivalent tone toward Cambridge, most particularly as it manifests in A
Room of One’s Own. I revisit the question of why Woolf did not attend university, with particular attention to the remarkable set of
connections that existed between Newnham College and the Stephen family.
‘Who’s afraid of Oscar Browning?’: Woolf’s (mis)interpretation
In A Room of One’s Own, Woolf introduces Oscar Browning as a ‘great figure in Cambridge,’ and referred to him as an example of the
‘very low opinions’ which men hold of women. In this speech to the students of Girton and Newnham, she accuses Mr. Oscar Browning of
being a prime suspect in the ‘struggle with fathers’ and, creates the following scenario: ‘Let us suppose that a father from the highest
motives did not wish his daughter to leave home and become writer, painter, or scholar. “See what Mr. Oscar Browning says,” he would
say . . .’ In her profile of this infamous Cambridge figure, Woolf portrays Browning as representing misogyny which is moreover
diacritically marked by his homosexuality. Contemporary feminist critics have followed Woolf’s lead in using Browning as the ‘overstuffed boy-loving patriarch’ who acts as the ‘philosophical father’ of the elite gay men who in the end are not allies with women in
masculinist oppression. Oscar Browning, although flawed, was not the historical gay villain who Woolf, and her critical descendents, have
perceived him to be. Through library archives to which Woolf would have had no access, this panellist revisits the Cambridge tutor’s
pedagogical work which shows that, in fact throughout his career as an educationist, Browning supported women’s schooling. The
panellist proposes that Woolf, because of selective interpretation of what she knew about Browning, moulded his character into a useful
rhetorical argument against patriarchy and, as a result, hid his model educational leadership in the struggle against fathers.

Panel 2d

Bloomsbury and the Spanish Civil War: The 1936 Quandary of Pacifism
Panel Chair: Julie Anne Taddeo, University of California, Berkeley

Julie Vandivere
Bloomsburg University of
Pennsylvania

The Wind, the Self and the Nation: Ephemerality, Stasis and Tyranny in The Years
During the last 65 years, the Spanish Civil War has largely vanished from our collective narratives. However, in the thirties the Spanish
Civil War was, for British writers generally and Bloomsbury artists specifically, a flash point that moved writers and thinkers to political
and artistic action. Virginia Woolf was an active part of the community that mounted such strong response to the injustice. Three Guineas
will be her work that concentrates squarely on the horrors of the fascist destruction of Spain, but The Years cannot escape the rising
concern. It is a sense of presentiment, not that she was herself a psychic but it would simply take historical common sense to realize that
one of Hitler’s first reaches would be Poland (Nicholas’s home) and/or Spain (Eleanor visits Spain, one of recurring tropes is the song
about Spain). Positioned during the rise of fascism and rooted in deep political anti-fascist fervor, The Years ties experimentation with
language and subjectivity to political and historical concerns. Using diagetic tropings of abstract and concrete currencies (the weather,
language, and money), The Years works to understand the complex relationship between individual relationships and national ones.
Ultimately, The Years is about history that creates what Walter Benjamin calls “a destabilizing pause in the plausible.” In that moment,
new relationships are imagined between history and narrative, economic forces and empathy, and most importantly, pacifism and
resistance.
The romantic death: Virginia Woolf and the Spanish Civil War
My point of departure is Stephen Spender’s letter to Woolf from Cerbère (2 April 1937) in which he denounces the “unscrupulousness” of
CP members both in England and Spain, the pointlessness of the war, and asks Woolf to warn Julian, and to quote his letter “to any pacifist
or democrat who wants to fight.” I read Woolf’s comments and attitudes towards the Civil War as the last stage in her approach to the
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country which starts with her first journey in 1905, and continues in 1912, and 1923. Spain is present in the letters she writes after these
visits, in her diary, in some book reviewing, and in her article “To Spain”. Woolf is also present in Gerald Brenan’s autobiographical
writing and letters. I see Julian’s death as the tragic result of the processes of idealisation, of orientalism, to which most British intellectuals
had submitted Spain. I think Woolf yields to these cultural constructs, as can be seen in her earlier writings about Spain, and these attitudes
and beliefs are connected with those of many of the members of Bloomsbury, some of whom were foreign in the Spanish war. Woolf was
forced to revise these constructs in relation to what she sees about the war (photographs, refugees), and in relation to Julian. I also wish to
read the attitudes of other writers, such as G. Brenan, N. Cunard and S.T. Warner in the context of Woolf and of these ideas about Spain.
A 'Whiff of Shot in the Cause of Freedom': Woolf's Political Aesthetic in 1938/9
Although it was written in 1923, something between an essay and a small piece of fiction, "To Spain" is remarkably prophetic of how VW
was later, in 1938/9, to wrestle with the political currents of her thinking and her art in the face of the twin threats of fascism and Nazism.
In this piece the reader is addressed as though she is a half-conscious traveller across the Channel and then a passenger in a train across
Europe to Spain. As she watches the houses drift by, she is accused by the narrator of not thinking about how these scenes of ordinary life
are emblems of how civilizations rise and fall. This paper will consider how Virginia Woolf's thinking about her own art, certain events in
her life during the Spanish Civil War, and her writing of "Three Guineas" enabled her to arrive at an early approximation of J.L. Austin's
notion of performative language, language that enables us "to do things with words." The pressure VW experienced to justify her art
politically involved (1) the aftermath of the trip she and Leonard made to Germany in 1935, (2) her nephew Julian Bell's determination to
fight against Franco in Spain soon after his publication of a volume of pacifist recollections of the First World War, (3) the production of
"Three Guineas", which is both a feminist and an anti-fascist text. Ironically appropriating the accusations of the critics of Bloomsbury,
who thought Bloomsbury aesthetics politically ineffectual, VW insisted that it was not, that her work was in fact a "whiff of shot in the
cause of freedom."

Panel 2e

Teaching and Learning Virginia Woolf
Panel Chair: Suzette Henke, University of Louisville

Mary Beth Pringle
Wright State University

Reading the Intersections: Teaching Mrs. Dalloway with Ulysses, The Hours, and The House on Eccles Road
During the 2003 summer term at Wright State University, I taught Mrs. Dalloway in a course on literary retellings. In the first week of a
five-week term, students read Harold Bloom’s theory of literary misprisioning explained in Kabbalah and Criticism: that “[r]eading a text
is necessarily the reading of a whole system of texts, and meaning is always wandering around between texts.” We also discussed Annette
Kolodny’s “A Map for Rereading: Gender and the Interpretation of Literary Texts” that considers “readers and writers who in fact have
been, or at least have experienced themselves as, cut off and alien from that dominant tradition.” Having ingested those ideas, we
examined four works that illustrate and complicate Bloom’s and Kolodny’s views: James Joyce’s Ulysses (1923), Virginia Woolf’s Mrs.
Dalloway (1925), Michael Cunningham’s The Hours (1998), and Judith Kitchen’s The House on Eccles Road (2002). My contribution to
the conference would be to discuss the benefits of teaching Mrs. Dalloway from the perspective of literary misprisioning. I would show
how reading at the intersections of Mrs. Dalloway—those between Mrs. Dalloway and Ulysses and between Mrs. Dalloway and The
Hours—enriches students’ understanding of all three texts and highlights specific elements of Mrs. Dalloway. The essay would also show
how a reading of Mrs.Dalloway casts light on Bloom’s and Kolodny’s theories. Finally, I would discuss Judith Kitchen’s The House on
Eccles Road. While not, like The Hours, a misprisioning of Mrs. Dalloway, the novel offers a contemporary and female “revision” of
Ulysses related in intriguing ways to Woolf’s great novel.
Teaching Women's Ways of Knowing in A Room of One's Own
As a canonical work, A Room of One's Own is now frequently taught. A very brief overview of scholarship on Room alone indicates a wide
array of approaches to teaching this linchpin essay.[i] Jeanne Dubino, associate professor of English, started to teach Room at the
beginning of her career, and has herself used a variety of approaches through the years. The most exciting time, however, was most
recently, when she got to teach Room with Robert Miller, professor of education and psychology, in the multidisciplinary, team-taught
course, Women and Their Environments. Women and Their Environments is a six-part modular course that explores the many
environments women occupy. Robert's section on Mary Field Belenky et al.'s Women's Ways of Knowing inaugurated the course, and
Jeanne immediately followed with a unit on Room. The match could not have been more perfect; Women's Ways of Knowing dovetailed
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Plymouth State University

with incredible precision into Room. As the narrator of Room moves through her quest, she attempts in turn each of the ways of knowing
Belenky et al. describe: silence, received knowledge, subjective knowledge, and procedural knowledge, and finally settles on the most
complete and effective way of knowing: constructed knowledge. Students enjoyed the narrative of the learning process that guides the
Room, and they related to the focus on the learner—that is, themselves. So successful was the combination of units that Jeanne used
Women's Ways of Knowing again when she taught Room the following year in Modern British Fiction.
This presentation will describe our experience of teaching Room from the perspective of Women's Ways of Knowing, and will go on to
argue that even when one does not have the opportunity to team-teach, the combination of the two texts is a successful one. Additionally,
since we taught this course, we have taken on other positions. Robert is now Chair of the Task Force to implement the new general
education program at Plymouth, and Jeanne is Plymouth's Diversity Scholar. Both of us have come to realize more strongly than ever how
effective this integrated approach is for both general education and for diversity. General education emphasizes multidisciplinarity, and
diversity, the validity of multiple perspectives. Our approach to teaching Room demonstrates the power and excitement of both
multidisciplinarity and diversity. This approach allows students, furthermore, to more readily appreciate both in the work of Virginia
Woolf. When we participate in this course again, which we plan to in Spring 2005, we plan to enrich our teaching of both texts with the
insights we have learned from our new roles. We will articulate those insights as well in our presentation.
[i] Some articles include Christine Farris's "What's Gender Got to Do With It?: Introducing Non-English Majors to Gendered Textuality,"
Vara Neverow's "Reading A Room of One's Own as a Model of Composition Theory," Allyson F. McGill's "Living Voices: Virginia
Woolf's A Room of One's Own and Vera Brittain's Testament of Youth in the Classroom," and Melba Cuddy-Keane's "Opening Historical
Doors to the Room: An Approach to Teaching."
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Tea and Coffee Break
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Poetry Reading and Talk:

Session Chair: Robert Potts, Co-Editor, Poetry Review and Assistant Editor, Times Literary Supplement

Andrew McNeillie, Senior
Commissioning Editor for
Humanities and Social Sciences,
Oxford University Press

WAXWING LYRICAL… or BATWOMAN v. BIRDMAN (On the Poetry of Julian Bell)
Having been invited to read some of his own poems at this event, Andrew McNeillie plans ‘to reduce the damage’ and boost attendance by
talking first about Bloomsbury’s poet Julian Bell, the English ruralist tradition in which he chose at first to write, and some criticisms of his
efforts by Virginia Woolf, with a nod or two at “The Leaning Tower”. Woolf’s criticism of the young poets was that they would not serve
their time at their art or craft. ‘From the dubious vantage point of extreme belatedness, that cause célèbre of every kind of imperious
failure,’ McNeillie will then read some of his own poems, grateful to be safe from Woolf’s hearing.

Beveridge Hall

Welcome Reception

A Wine and Cheese Soirée, sponsored by the IVWS and the VWSGB
with a brief welcome toast from the Conference Coordinators and presentations by IVWS and VWSGB officers.

Chancellor’s Hall
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International Virginia Woolf Society and the Virginia Woolf Miscellany
Chair: Vara Neverow, Southern Connecticut State University
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Conference Registration and Information Table open all day

Reception

Thursday
10:00-11:00

Featured Lecture 2:

Session Chair: Mark Hussey, Pace University

Beveridge Hall

Morag Shiach
Queen Mary College, London

London Rooms
This paper will explore the relations between space and the imagination in Woolf’s writing. It will consider the room as a social space; as
the site of technological innovation; as part of the landscape of the familial; and as the boundary of the self. Given the overall focus of the
conference, the paper will concentrate particularly on London rooms and their significance in a range of texts including Jacob’s Room,
“The London Scene”, Mrs Dalloway and The Years.
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Panel 3a

Archives, E-Publishing, and the Online Woolf
Panel Chair: Diana Royer, Miami University, Hamilton

Merry M. Pawlowski
California State University,
Bakersfield

Virginia Woolf Online at the Center for Virginia Woolf Studies
At the Center for Virginia Woolf Studies housed at California State University, I have published 3 volumes of Monks House Papers B16f
(ed. with Vara Neverow) entitled The Reading Notes for Three Guineas. Our online edition consists of digitally photographed manuscript
pages with notes, transcriptions, and abstracts of Woolf's sources. These volumes comprise a rich resource for scholars who want to
investigate Woolf's own research practices; her interests in contemporary politics, history, and culture; her interest in print culture; and her
eclectic selection of books to read. At present the website contains the completed three-volume manuscript, annotations for two of the
three volumes, and abstracts of a few selected books. Plans for expansion include the completion of notes, transcriptions, and abstracts, as
well as the addition of Monks House Papers 16a-e and selected reading notes from the Berg Collection of the New York Public Library.
As part of our presentation, Vara and I plan to take our audience to the website to demonstrate its remarkable versatility. In Spring, 2003,
Eileen Barrett and I edited the Selected Papers for the 12th International Virginia Woolf Conference, and I subsequently published them on
the Center for Virginia Woolf Studies website. After the Selected Papers for the 10th conference, Mark Hussey and Pace University Press
chose to decline ongoing publication of the Selected Papers due to the rising costs of publication. I feel that online publishing, therefore, is
the path to the future not only because it can be far more cost effective for publishers but also for the exciting prospect of a multidimensional product that it offers. I plan to show how much the concept of the website publication can expand beyond the covers of the
book as part of my presentation of our publication of the 12th Selected Papers.
Virginia Woolf International: The South Carolina Review On-Line Library Demonstrated
After planning the Sixth Annual Conference on Virginia Woolf and hosting its embedded international symposium on the reception of her
work, I debuted as editor of The South Carolina Review with the theme-based issue of fall 1996, Virginia Woolf International. A few years
later, in 2001, the Center for Electronic and Digital Publishing (CEDP) was founded to administer two journals, a college newsletter, and
the new trademark Clemson University Digital Press (CUDP). In that time, the South Carolina Review On-Line Library (SCROLL) was
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conceived as the rubric “Virginia Woolf International” became a list of articles and monographs in that library. A number of e-books and
hypermedia anthologies have been published on our website in the last two years, including Literature and Digital Technologies: W. B.
Yeats, Virginia Woolf, Mary Shelley, and William Gass (ed. Karen Schiff, 2003), featuring, in part, essays by IES director Warwick Gould,
Center for Virginia Woolf Studies director Merry Pawlowski, and myself (CEDP director/CUDP executive editor). With Pawlowski and
her collaborator, International Virginia Woolf Society (IVWS) president Vara Neverow, I have joined a league, or consortium, in effect, to
publish work on Virginia Woolf and modern literature at low cost and with easy access both in print and on the Internet. With the other
panelists, I propose a live presentation, via Internet hook up, including projection of a CD-ROM package that is being prepared as a
portfolio project by one of my graduate assistants. My objective is to demonstrate how Virginia Woolf International and SCROLL will
operate with links to Pawlowski’s center in Bakersfield and the Virginia Woolf International website, as well as to promote the Selected
Papers of the 13th annual Virginia Woolf conference (ed. Karen Kukil et al., 2004) and Douglass W. Orr’s book Virginia Woolf’s Illnesses
(2004) published jointly and, we hope, in time for the London conference.
Dreaming of an Electronic Future: The Evolution of the Virginia Woolf Miscellany
In spring 2003, I became-with some anxiety--the managing editor of the small but fierce publication, the Virginia Woolf Miscellany,
founded in 1973 and nurtured by J.J. Wilson and the other editors, including Lucio Ruotolo, Mark Hussey, and Peter Stansky. In the first
three decades of its existence, the Miscellany was distributed free to interested individuals (including just about everyone who attended a
Virginia Woolf Conference) and was published only in a hardcopy format and distributed only by surface mail. Typically, the Miscellany
was rarely longer than 8 pages (or two signatures). From the start, I knew that I would have to make the publication subscription based,
despite such tasks as monitoring subscription fees and the like. I also planned to put the Miscellany online in a password access format for
subscribers. When I was contacted by EBSCO and offered a contract which would allow the entire Miscellany backfile to be digitalized
and accessed electronically on EBSCO host, I consulted with the other editors and, with their consent, accepted the offer. By linking the
Miscellany to the membership benefits of the International Virginia Woolf Society in addition to the subscription option, it was possible for
the publication to become somewhat more substantial. The first issue published at Southern Connecticut State University was 20 pages in
length-and the PDF electronic version was able to support additional material such as color photos that Peter Stansky had taken in Sri
Lanka. My presentation will focus on the future of the Miscellany, its affiliation with the International Virginia Woolf Society and its
current status as the only periodical on Woolf that is published in both an electronic and a hardcopy format. Thus, I will also examine its
relation to other electronic Woolf-related publications (such as the Selected Papers of the Woolf conferences) and to hardcopy periodicals
including the Woolf Studies Annual, and the Virginia Woolf Bulletin.
Prospectus: “Virginia Woolf and Institutional Memory: the Evolution of the IVWS Archives”
A Virginia Woolf Society (much less the INTERNATIONAL VWS) might seem incomprehensible to one who ruefully, purposefully, and
ironically encouraged the formation of an Outsiders Society to retard the possibility of war, there is a purpose and an affirmation consistent
with Woolf's ethos and legacy in the formation of such an archive, particularly in the face of war: Woolf's famous pronouncement on
memory as "a bowl that one fills and fills and fills" (and on life as "standing upon that base" + Randall Jimerson’s definition of an archive
as “institutional memory” = the IVWS Archives). The relatively recent provenance of the society (1976), and care necessary in preserving
documents pose archival possibilities and practical challenges: space, funds, time, and personnel required to process, administer, and
support the ongoing process come to mind (e.g, What is the true or enduring value of these records?). This paper suggests both how an
archive of the IVWS will complement and enhance the many archival collections devoted to or including Woolf manuscripts (e.g., Berg,
Sussex. . . .) by following her pronouncements about memory, biography, and history. As Woolf’s own archival consciousness grew (e.g.,
through the archival control needed in researching and writing Roger Fry) and as WW2 became imminent, Woolf recognized the value of
archives as what John Fleckner calls “a bastion of a just society.” This paper suggests that blurring the distinctions among history,
biography, and memory, the IVWS Archive honors the legacy of VW, a value heightened as we live under threat of war.
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Conversations in Bloomsbury: Colonial Writers and the Hogarth Press
The transnational complexity of British modernism, in particular the place of colonial intellectuals within the networks of literary London is
a subject that deserves further attention. I will address this larger question by focusing on two colonial writers involved with the Hogarth
Press: C. L. R. James and Mulk Raj Anand. James, the Marxist, Trinidadian writer, political activist and cultural critic published The Case
for West Indian Self-Government with the Hogarth Press in 1933, soon after his arrival in Bloomsbury. He also wrote about his reactions to
and engagement with Bloomsbury. Anand arrived in London from India in the 1920s and worked for the Hogarth Press, publishing an
account of his encounters with the Woolfs, T. S. Eliot, Clive Bell, Lytton Strachey and E. M. Forster, amongst others, in Conversations in
Bloomsbury (1981).
In this paper I will investigate the idea of ‘conversation’, exploring the various constraints and power dynamics that complicated the
encounters between colonial intellectuals and Bloomsbury. Both James and Anand find their relationship to Bloomsbury conflicted,
oscillating in their writings between admiration and resistance to the cultural imperialism they often faced. Anand’s essay ‘Tea and
Empathy From Virginia Woolf’, however, suggests that transcultural connections were made and that the presence of colonial writers was
much more disruptive and influential than the ‘abstract trace’ posited by Fredric Jameson. I will place James’ and Anand’s involvement
with Bloomsbury in the context of the anti-imperialism of both the Hogarth Press and the writings of Leonard and Virginia Woolf in order
to argue that the politics of modernist writing must be seen in conjunction with the very real colonial presence in the metropolis.
“Collateral Truths”: Global and International Discourse in Virginia Woolf and T. S. Eliot
"Collateral Damage" is a reality of warfare that Virginia Woolf, as Karen Levenback has shown, understood only too well. "Collateral
Truths," on the other hand, is a phrase from Sir Thomas Browne's "The Garden of Cyrus" that Woolf copied into her reading notebooks. In
this essay, Browne offers a history of horticulture from the Garden of Eden to the reign of the Persian king Cyrus the Great; but disclaiming
any pretensions to scientifically ascertained universals in nature, he employs a discourse of "Imagination" and "Invention" to "allow
Excursions" and "venially admit of collateral Truths." Woolf's essay "Thoughts of Peace in an Air Raid" ends by invoking "The Garden of
Cyrus" and its global reach: "The Huntsmen are up in America, and they are already past their first sleep in Persia."
In this paper, I propose that Browne's unusual blend of the descriptive and the mystical illuminates Woolf's blend of the everyday and the
global in The Voyage Out, The Years, and Between the Acts. Woolf does not, like James and Forster, write international novels; nor does
she, like Eliot, construct a theory to meet the international crises of her time. What she does is imaginatively to record daily life, the life of
civilians, framing that life with global allusions that both shrink the scale of the particular and gesture to continuities that reach across
national and geographic divides. Without slipping into a simplistic condemnation of Eliot for Eurocentrism (for he was, after all,
confronting the very real problem of how to heal a continent devastated by war), yet by aligning Woolf not with him but with Browne, I
hope to show why her indirect and fragmented discourse is a more useful guide for debates about the global today.
Bloomsbury Intelligensia
In 1933, the Russian literary critic D.S. Mirsky remarked that ‘in the years of the 1914-1918 war, when the crisis of British capitalism
became part of the general crisis of capitalism, and entered a new phase in which for anybody with a ha’porth of sensitivity it was a reality
that could not be put aside, the intelligentsia of Great Britain felt its kinship with that of Russia, and adopted the Russian name’. This paper
investigates the Woolfs’ contribution to the transformation of English intellectual culture in the second decade of the twentieth century,
focussing in particular on their involvement in the 1917 Club and their foundation of the Hogarth Press. These two projects, I want to
argue, are related as indicative of a new kind of left-leaning, international intellectual culture, which replaces the paternalistic, antitechnological and specifically English bias of liberalism. The 1917 Club attempted to establish a ‘highbrow’ grouping (to use the term in
Leonard Woolf’s sense) in which art and Labour party politics mixed: the Woolfs, the Stracheys, the Sitwells, E.M. Forster, Douglas
Goldring and Siegfried Sassoon shared the same space as Ramsay Macdonald, J.A. Hobson, Mary Macarthur, W.C. Anderson, and H.N.
Brailsford. The Hogarth Press might be understood as transferring the Club’s ideology into print: the ‘Hogarth Essays’ series created a
space in which a new form of criticism, a criticism with similarities to that of the Russian intelligentsia, could occur. It not only published
Virginia Woolf’s ‘Mr Bennett and Mrs Brown’ and T.S. Eliot’s ‘Homage to John Dryden’, but also John Maynard Keynes’ ‘A Short View
of Russia’, J.A. Hobson’s ‘Notes on Law and Order’, and Leonard Woolf’s ‘Hunting the Highbrow’.
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Who let the dogs out (again)?: Dogs, Statues, and Suffragettes in Woolf’s London
“The days of the small separate statue are over,” Woolf declares in her essay, “This is the House of Commons”. The “age of architecture”
dawns, she urges: “give up making statues”. Westminster’s elitist statuary will cede to a new architecture erected by progressive politics:
“Let us see whether democracy which makes halls cannot surpass the aristocracy which carved statues.” But Woolf’s vision of a
democratic public sphere, uncluttered by the pernicious statues of aristocracy, was in fact already a reality in a part of London itself, and
one known to Woolf: the radical Borough of Battersea. Under a left-wing council since 1900, Battersea famously “has a distinct lack of
statues or memorials, no doubt due”, as a local historian observes, “to the Council’s lack of deference to Royalty or personalities”. This
paper considers Woolf’s allusions to Battersea. It also finds, in another London essay, “The Houses of Great Men” (and other texts such as
Flush and A Room of One’s Own), allusions to Battersea’s one infamous exception: the statue of the Brown Dog, erected to the memory of
“the Brown Terrier Dog Done to death in the laboratories of University College”, the focal point of running battles between several
political factions. The local working-class joined anti-vivisectionists and suffragettes in defending this statue against reactionaries,
conservatives, “progressive” scientists and students. Woolf’s allusions to Battersea’s notorious Brown Dog riots inform her wider
engagement with the politics and aesthetics of representation, in particular tropes and figures of statues, dogs, laboratories and women.
Articulating the Body:Woolf, Bloomsbury and the Women’s Co-operative Guild
This proposed paper will illuminate an affiliation between Bloomsbury and the Women’s Co-operative Guild, a socialist organization
committed to improving the lives of working class women. An important mutual goal of these very different groups was to initiate a
discourse of the body. From 1916 to 1920, Woolf organized and chaired – in her own home – the monthly meetings of the Richmond
Branch of the Guild. Previously, she had recommended a collection of letters written by Guild members, Maternity: Letters from Working
Women, to her brother Gerald Duckworth for publication. Via this text, the subject position of the sexually active, working class mother is
inserted into the early twentieth-century British world of letters. Thus, writing to her friend Margaret Llewelyn Davies, General Secretary
of the Guild, on 30 September 1915, Woolf asks, ‘Did you see your very warm review in the Times? Your Guild I find quoted
everywhere.’ It could be argued that the unprecedented articulation of the somatic experiences of these working class women had been
sanctioned, facilitated and even ventriloquized by Davies, who had solicited the original letters, and Woolf, through her choice of
discussion topics for the meetings she led. However, the Guild members themselves command a power to speak candidly and publicly
about their bodies that, paradoxically, is not as readily accessible to the middle class, childless Davies and Woolf. The Women’s Cooperative Guild and Maternity can be seen as contributing to a nascent discourse of corporeality, championed by Woolf and integral to her
conception of Bloomsbury, as she represents it in 1921/22, as a sphere within which, ‘there was now nothing that one could not say’.
Women, Privacy, and the Reimagining of the Public Sphere: Rereading Virginia Woolf’s Night and Day
In this reading of Woolf’s Night and Day, I follow Elspeth Probyn’s invitation to ‘think about how space presses upon bodies differently’
and build on Anna Snaith’s analysis of how Virginia Stephen’s famous move to 46 Gordon Square introduced her not only to a new
organization of private ‘space’ but also to a Bloomsbury neighborhood where ‘public space’ was being transformed by suffragettes and
feminists intent on finding ways to claim the same freedoms that their brothers enjoyed. Katherine’s Hilbury’s struggle to redefine for
intimacy, female friendship, loyalty and, as it turns out, marriage to Ralph Denham, shows how ‘history’ is ‘both outside and inside’ sexual
desire. By contrasting Katherine Hilbury’s constrained life in her family home with Mary Datchet’s empowering solitude in her
Bloomsbury apartment, Woolf shows how domestic space and its rituals reinforce Katherine’s subordination and how private space must be
literally remodeled to accommodate women’s increased duties as citizens. Whether or not we are willing to identify Katherine as a
flaneuse, it is clear that Woolf frequently presents her heroine walking alone, enjoying London’s sights and sounds, but Woolf’s most
dramatic transgression is her inclusion of Katherine’s wild nightime walks. This paper explores the new possibilities that this mobility
opens up for modern women like Katherine. “Night” appears first in Woolf’s title, after all, alerting us to tensions not only between the
public and the private, but also between anonymity and intimacy, voyeurism and education, and heterosexuality and the sexual alternatives
newly legible in metropolis life during and after the Great War.
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Biographical Iconographies in Christopher Hampton’s Carrington
The biographical iconographies discussed in this paper are both cinematic and photographic, and treat the relation of the "image" to life
writing and the construction of the biographical self. The frame of reference is that of reception and reputation history. The key term in this
paper will be "exposure", used in the photographic as well as in the general sense of exposing the auto/biographical subject as Lytton
Strachey did in Eminent Victorians (1918). The narrative form which photography and modern(ist) auto/biography use to capture the
subject is that of the "moments of being". The narrative is not a linear story but a series of interlocking vignettes, as they are used, for
instance, in Virginia Woolf's Jacob's Room (1922) or in Christopher Hampton's Carrington (1995), a film based on Michael Holroyd's
biography Lytton Strachey (1967-68; 1994). In photography "moments of being" are represented by individual photographs, each of which
freezes the event or person in time and place. Biographically speaking, each photo is a "still life", life standing still, ridded of its linear
narrative context that turns the life into an easily graspable whole. Putting this "iconography" of the still life into practice, I propose to
look at the way Hampton's film makes use of narrative vignettes, how he borrows from Virginia Woolf's novelistic techniques and how he
temporally, spatially and emotionally weaves together the "moments of being" in the lives of Strachey and Carrington. By bringing into the
discussion photographs taken by Frances Partridge of the writer, the painter and other members of the Bloomsbury group, I will argue that
the biographical iconography that Hampton uses exposes the biographical self to public gaze but does not contain the biography (in both
senses of the word). Just like photographs evoke "memories" (photography's primary function according to Bourdieu), the narrative
"moments of being" in the film create "lieux de mémoires" (the term is from Pierre Nora) that are central to the creation of the biographical
self and its reputation. In the end, I seek to understand auto/biography not just in terms of writing, but also in terms of
reading/viewing/remembering the self.
Ecstasy of Motion, Narrative of Stillness: the Form of Autobiography in Virginia Woolf’s Sketch of the Past
“Why do I trouble to be so particular with facts?” Virginia Woolf asks herself in her diary of January 22, 1922. She responds, “I think it is
my sense of the flight of time… I feel time racing like a film at the Cinema. I try to stop it. I prod it with my pen. I try to pin it down.” The
speed with which life races by poses a problem for us all, but it presents particular challenge for the writer of autobiography. And while the
diarist may work simply to arrest the racing flow of time, to “pin it down,” the autobiographer must negotiate a far more complicated
relation to time. In composing, Virginia Woolf not only slows the daily flight of current time through her writing; she also works to
recapture moments from the past which themselves remain in motion, carried forward with the author while concurrently changing and
forming her.
This paper explores the ways in which the formal qualities of Woolf’s Sketch reflect her response to the temporal challenges of
autobiography. As she relives her earliest memories, Woolf draws her narrative through the phenomenology of memory, formally
representing the unfolding of observation. As her Sketch continues, she explores different ways of navigating the space between being and
non-being. And finally, she wrestles with the psychological dangers of setting ‘moments of being’ adrift again in the narrative stream of
time.
Roger Fry and Bloomsbury Historiography
Long a problematic text for Woolf scholars, Roger Fry: A Biography (1940) becomes less anomalous and more interesting when viewed in
the context of Woolf's life-long interest in biography as a form of history writing. From Leslie Stephen and the Victorians, Woolf had
learned to see biography as a way of telling the life-story of the nation, and had begun to assimilate the increasingly divergent claims of
positivistic and humanistic historiography. As a feminist thinker she could wholly embrace neither of these, but she was also ill at ease with
the factual and interpretive liberties taken by the "new biographers" Lytton Strachey and Harold Nicolson. Roger Fry strategically responds
to all these trends, pursuing its own genre-bending experiment in what I provisionally term "spatial historiography." Inspired in part by a
certain idea of Post-Impressionist portraiture adapted from Fry himself (and reflected in the copious collective self-portraiture produced
by "Bloomsbury"), Roger Fry deploys the devices of modern fiction to create a self-consciously historical text that alters received
assumptions about what it means to "have a life"--and what is admissible as (English) history. So viewed, its intimate connection with
Woolf's anti-fascist work of the late 1930s--especially with the fictional complement that was composed simultaneously, Between the Acts
(1941)--becomes apparent.
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The Memoir Club: A Record and Testimony to Becoming in Bloomsbury
“. . . . no doubt we should see [Bloomsbury] from different angles, yet possibly with luck each might paint one true facet of the whole
. . . .each view may throw light and make the subject alive.” - Vanessa Bell
The work of Virginia Woolf and that of the Bloomsbury Group has been criticized since the group’s inception for being intellectually elitist
and separatist. These criticisms only illustrate a shallow knowledge of Woolf’s work and the Bloomsbury Group’s effort to produce work
freely, intellectually, and beautifully through a process of inclusion and self-scrutiny. The work of Bloomsbury was to turn their lives into
art, which required of its participants a critical ontology by which each member worked to construct a history of the present and to know
themselves and their work, as well as the epistemological constraints within which they worked. The double nature of this scrutiny is best
seen in the writing produced by the Memoir Club, which certainly works to describe but also works as testimony to the critical work they
performed on themselves. Bell’s quotation above refers precisely to the awareness that knowledge for and of the group came only from
comparison many interpretations: just as Woolf’s reader in Three Guineas reads a number of the major newspapers to piece together her
own interpretation of the historical events, so to the Memoir club wrote and read in an effort to identify and give testimony to the Group’s
identity. I, too, will read the memoirs as individual interpretations within a context, not so much to pin down a particular definition of
Bloomsbury but rather to reveal both the performative utterance of the memoirs as testimony to the critical ontology that defined the ethos
of Bloomsbury and how that ethos or, in Foucaultian parlance, that care for self influenced the individual work of each member, in
particular Virginia Woolf.
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In the Wake of Mrs. Dalloway: Virginia Woolf’s Moments and Cunningham’s Hours
In his award-winning novel The Hours, Michael Cunningham has used Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway as the substratum for a
multifaceted, polyvocal narrative framing 20th-century malaise—from Woolf’s own manic-depressive battle with headaches and haunting
voices, through a housewife’s suburban entrapment in postwar America at mid-century, to the millennial angst of a homosexual artist
battling the physical, mental, and spiritual ravages of AIDS. All the principal characters confront, in different ways, the anxious, vacuous
hours that stretch before them and threaten to asphyxiate their spirits. I find my response to Cunningham’s double(d) narrative highly
perplexed and uneven. On the one hand, I admire his implicit tribute to Woolf as a consummate artist who created the subtle, lapidary, and
lyrical prose-poem we know as Mrs. Dalloway. My question, however, is this: how does one distinguish mimetic reverence from sardonic
pastiche? Is Cunningham celebrating Woolf’s prophetic vision or satirizing her modernist experiment, even as he flagrantly adapts her
lyrical meditations to the parameters of late 20th-century American society? Do the extravagant metaphors he invokes bear the weight and
serious tenor implied in Woolf’s text? Or does such literary intertextuality subtly mock and minimize the serious resonance produced in
the prose model so cunningly, and ingeniously, revised? Can a contemporary author successfully adapt a modernist paradigm by vividly
plagiarizing a text whose reiteration must necessarily be repeated and remodeled in the mode of sophisticated satire? How can one
authentically translate into contemporary aesthetics the shimmering instability of Woolf’s poetic prose? Can the indefinite deferral of an
open-ended modernist plot be transferred to the postmodern stage and repackaged under the ambiguous aegis of post-structural différance?
In deferring to Woolf as original artist, Cunningham replicates a modernist text in the haunting shadow of late century skepticism. In so
doing, he self-consciously re-inscribes Mrs. Dalloway into the contemporary register of postmodern pastiche. Should this bold artistic
experiment be read as tribute or satire, praise or patriarchal appropriation?
The Hours: Woolf and the death of the author
Michael Cunningham has described The Hours (1998) as a ‘riff’ on Mrs Dalloway. In its suggestion of a known melody reverberating
throughout a new score, this musical definition is more compelling than some of the literary terminology – ‘imitation,’ ‘homage’ – that
critics have used to describe it. For Cunningham has done more than simply rewrite Woolf’s novel. He has updated it (‘Mrs. Dalloway),
inserted Woolf, as author and character within it (‘Mrs. Woolf’), and in the third narrative component embodied her theories of
characterisation in modern fiction (‘Mrs. Brown’). This insertion of Woolf as a character writing ‘The Hours’ and the prologuing of his
novel with her suicide seems to propose a symptomatic reading of Mrs Dalloway which exposes a mechanical relationship between her
biography and her fiction, and a characterisation of Woolf as dowdy and suicidal which was further amplified in Stephen Daldry’s 2002
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film. However, I propose in this paper that whilst the film may have concretised this stale image of Woolf, Cunningham highlights the
death of the author (of Woolf and of Richard Brown) as a rhetorical gesture. Through study of Cunningham’s expansion of Woolf’s own
narrative strategies I will examine how the narrative techniques of his postmodern novel undermine biographically-informed readings of
Woolf’s fiction.
Mapping London: Explorations of Urban Spaces in Woolf
Panel Chair: Eleanor McNees, University of Denver
Remapping London in The London Scene
This paper examines representations of London in the six essays of The London Scene, published in Good Housekeeping in the early 1930s.
It discusses the ways in which Woolf moves through the city and engages with some of its most famous sites (the physical equivalents of
the literary canon). It argues that Woolf develops new ways of looking at these sites, and that this is part of her exploration and negotiation
of women’s experience of the modern city and of space and place more generally. It is interested in her digressive, ambulatory
methodology, and her investigation of the marginalized and disturbing areas of the city. The paper briefly discusses the docks and Oxford
Street, her re-reading of “great men’s houses,” and her representations of landmarks such as St Paul’s, Westminster Abbey, and the House
of Commons. It focuses, however, primarily on a reading of “Portrait of a Londoner” (which has not yet been republished). Here, Woolf
turns away from the canonical images of the city and looks instead at one woman in a private house, who gathers and unites the fluctuating
fragments of London life and acts as the essential bridge between the public and the private. The London Scene is examined in comparison
to other contemporary representations, and in terms of its context within a women’s magazine. It is argued that Woolf creates a new map
for reading London - an alternative guide for circulating within the city.
Mapping the Ghostly City: Cambridge, London and A Room of One’s Own
This paper will explore the importance of London and Cambridge in Virginia Woolf’s conception of the modern woman writer. Although
she herself was denied the formal education that Cambridge was beginning to offer women in the late nineteenth century, the London-based
Bloomsbury group that fostered Woolf’s early work had its genesis in Thoby Stephen’s social circle at Cambridge. Woolf, as a London
writer, was thus both excluded from Cambridge and intimately connected with it, a situation that gave rise to a deep ambivalence about
both places in her work. This paper will argue that within her early journals and A Room of One’s Own, Woolf’s conception of the
modern writer continuously re-engages this ambivalence, grounding the act of creativity within an urban environment that is recognizably
London, but a London that is continually haunted by Cambridge. As a result, the overt dialectic between the mobile, urban female writer
and the male-only spaces of ‘Oxbridge’ gradually breaks down. Woolf is famous for mapping out London in her fiction, often in order to
empower the wandering female subject in the city. A closer look at the geographical layers in the nonfiction A Room of One’s Own reveals
a more three-dimensional vision of the city, in which London’s very freedoms stand literally atop of the static and exclusionary spaces of
Cambridge. Such an ‘archaeological’ view of the two places allows Woolf to extend to both an imaginative synthesis that allows for a
richer criticism.
Beyond Urban, Masculine Modernity: Reassertions of Nature in Woolf’s London
This paper offers a corrective to the emphasis upon urban modernity that has characterized studies of both Woolf and modernism, from
early assertions of Ezra Pound and Wyndham Lewis, through recent cultural studies, with their turn toward the concept of modernity, and
featuring of technology and mechanical production. Following the example of Raymond Williams, who denies separation of the spaces he
investigates in The Country and the City, this paper will explore the psychological connections as well as the historical tensions between
nature and urban, modernist culture.
As she famously relates in “A Sketch of the Past,” from her earliest days Woolf divided her time between the city and the country, meshing
her memories of the two locales. Even in London, the Stephen children set out to see nature scientifically organized in the Natural History
Museum, taking youthful cynicism along. Even when visiting the country, Woolf distanced herself by putting on an urban, Cockney
persona for her early diaries. Bloomsbury, with its green squares, and the Omega Workshop, with its artists’ recourse to natural forms,
provide a mixed context, complicating our ideas of urban, technical modernism. The heart of the paper will focus upon the ways that
natural elements contribute to the mental landscapes of city-dwellers, particularly in Mrs. Dalloway. I will argue for some, but not
absolute, gender difference, and inflection by class.
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“AM I BLUE?”- “Kew Gardens is Blue and Green is Solid Objects”
Embedded Sound and Visual Forms in Woolf's Short Fiction
Session Chair: Elisa Kay Sparks, Clemson University

Beveridge Hall

Jointly presented by:

This performance presentation is a collaborative jazz experiment moving across modes of perception and research into Virginia Woolf's
short fiction. The presenters have established a working model of building soundscapes, rhythm patterning, visual forms and graphic
text for almost a year across two continents, and will piece the performance together in a final improvisation at the conference, with the
assistance of a girlband-jazz scat chorus of Woolf scholars. Ideas for the project come from the free jazz movement of the early 20's,
Hankins and Gillespie on visual and film theory, Stein and Sitwell performance styles, and Briggs on graphic form in Mirlees' 'Paris'. For
the purposes of the experiment, we view the short fiction as a wholly different form from Woolf's other writings, and look for doors and
sound tunnels into the work.The set will be a series of five large hanging painted canvases, as well as masks and drapery. Visual language
and embedded sound structures combine with performance improvisation and the comic unexpected, in a collaged jazz form within a grid
pattern of words, colours and voices, live and pre-recorded. This is Woolf Cubed and in the Groove.

Suzanne Bellamy
Independent Scholar and Artist
and
Krystyna Colburn
Independent Scholar
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Remembering Carolyn Heilbrun
Session Chair: Victoria Rosner, Texas A&M University

J. Lawrence Mitchell
Texas A&M University

Carolyn Heilbrun and The Garnett Family (1961)
Carolyn Heilbrun describes her first book as ‘the history of a literary family’. Since the Garnetts were described on the dust-jacket as
‘among the least chronicled of England's literary aristocracy’, this might seem an odd, even a risky, choice of topic for an ambitious scholar
at the end of the fifties. David Garnett expressed puzzlement on other grounds: ‘I don't know why an American should be interested in the
Garnetts…they were none of them successful’. Heilbrun was acutely aware of the risks involved in a topic that was not safely conventional,
but it seems clear that she was already writing her own life, pressing for "a more fearless affronting of destiny." Under cover of respectable
"literary history" then, she could broach topics that would hold her attention throughout her career. In time, she would present the
Bloomsbury group "not as the apotheosis of the androgynous spirit, but as the first actual example of such a way of life in practice."
Seeing Mrs. Ramsay
This contribution will be a brief reminiscence of Carolyn Heilbrun at a moment of transformation when, as her student at Columbia in the
late sixties, I had discussions with her about women's issues, following her classes on the novel. I'd like to contrast her with colleagues like
Lionel Trilling, and reflect on a particular debate at a lunch in New York in 1976 about what, as women, we should take away from
Woolf's portrait of Mrs Ramsay. That debate shifted to the portrait of Milly Theale in The Wings of the Dove, and I'd conclude with a
follow-up in the form of with a letter from Carolyn on the subject of James in 1999.
Mrs. Ramsay, Carolyn and Me
For several decades, I walked with Heilbrun once a week down the paths of New York's Central Park. Walking and talking, Heilbrun and I
forged a relationship in which Virginia Woolf often formed a crucial third term. Pondering the figure of the feminist intellectual that
Heilbrun (and Woolf) embodied, I will reflect on Heilbrun's critique of Mrs. Ramsay and consider Heilbrun's life and work within the
context of an intellectual trajectory that Woolf launched and Heilbrun continued.
Woolf, Heilbrun and the Telling of Women's Life-Stories
I shall speak personally about the friendly encouragement I received from Carolyn Heilbrun when she read my book on Virginia Woolf,
and about how she reacted to it, but more about what I learnt from her particularly in relation to her ideas about women's marriages and

Lyndall Gordon
St Hilda’s College, Oxford

Mary Ann Caws
Graduate School, CUNY
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biography. Broadly speaking, I will talk about Heilbrun's influence on me as a critic and biographer, and in particular on how the questions
she raised to do with women's lives and marriages and their treatment in biography inspired me in my writing the biography of Virginia
Woolf.
Angry Old Women
The last time I talked about Carolyn in public was October 1992, at the conference honouring her after her retirement from Columbia, "Out
of the Academy and Into the World with Carolyn Heilbrun." The panel was called " Anger, Strategies, and the Future"; I was on it because
of my article "The Authority of Anger: Three Guineas as Case Study," which took its inspiration from Carolyn's commentary in her essay
"Virginia Woolf at 50" on angry old women, both Virginia Woolf and herself. My presence and comments on this panel brought me the
attention of the conservative writer Christina Hoff Sommers and through her to Rush Limbaugh, who cited me in a diatribe about angry Ivy
League feminazis. I, in turn, incorporated the experience in the section of my book Virginia Woolf Icon that explored Carolyn's very public
and very angry retirement against the background of the role of feminist scholarship and scholars within the academy, including the fight to
include women in the required Literature Humanities course at Columbia. In my remarks I'd like to go back to Carolyn's original essay on
"Virginia Woolf at 50" and talk about the impact it had not only on my own and others' work on Woolf, but as a clear response to the
injunction against anger-what Daniel Cottom calls the "familiar irony of angry counsel against anger"-so often brought against feminist
scholars who dare to challenge the status quo. Carolyn's tracing of her own shifting reactions to Woolf's anger opened the door for those of
us who, following in her footsteps, were fighting to bring our versions of a more political, edgy, Virginia Woolf and her writings into the
critical debate; equally important, we were struggling to find a voice in which to speak our anger in the public sphere. Carolyn, as usual,
just said it, succinctly, courageously, and Woolf studies was the stronger for it.
Quoting Virginia Woolf
Carolyn Heilbrun was a writer who loved to quote other writers. She especially like to quote Virginia Woolf, often without a specific
reference, as though her readers would know what she was quoting. "Rereading is much recommended to those for whom time is, as
Virginia Woolf once put it, flapping around one," Carolyn wrote in the opening of her last published essay. In the chapter "Time" of The
Last Gift of Time (1997), a book with many annotations, Heilbrun writes: "As Virginia Woolf put it with her usual elegance, 'I don't want
immaturities, things torn out of time, preserved, unless in some strong casket, with one key only.'" Readers who are not Woolf scholars can
only wonder where Woolf put this. The ultimate quotation of Woolf, I want to suggest, is more indirect, because it is a form of thinking that
Heilbrun had wholly incorporated. I believe that Woolf presented Heilbrun with a model for suicide, for a decision that many of us have
found hard to accept. What Heilbrun concluded about Woolf in her fifties, and the suicide that occurred at the end of that decade in the
writer's life, is what Heilbrun seems to have concluded for herself. She quotes from A Writer's Diary: "Why drag on, always measuring and
testing one's little bit of strength and setting it easy tasks to accumulate years?" Though "Woolf grappled with new ideas," Heilbrun argues,
"to give her brain a 'wider scope', the thought of death was never far away. Having toted up the score, she decided that death was the way
for her." It was Woolf, finally, who gave the word journey the meaning Carolyn assigned to it in her brief suicide note (unlike Woolf, she
did not address her husband, or anyone in particular): "The journey is over."
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Out of the Confines of Bloomsbury
Panel Chair: Peter Stansky, Stanford University

Masami Usui
Doshisha University,
Japan

Virginia Woolf’s Encounter with the Disease of Colonialism: Father Damien and Hansen’s Disease
Virginia Woolf’s intense compassion to the oppressed people is proven in a series of descriptions and implications of the nameless,
voiceless, and powerless people who are victimized socially, physically, psychologically, and emotionally as the subjects of the British
Empire. As a hidden agenda, Hansen’s disease is the most terrified and oppressed representation of colonialism. Father Damien is a
Belgian priest who sacrificed his life to establishing and operating the colony for Hansens’ disease patients in an isolated penensile in
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Molokai, Hawaii, in 1873. In England, Father Damien was introduced by Robert Louis Stevenson who contributed to Chamber’s
Biographical Dictionary in 1890. According to A Passionate Apprentice: The Early Journals, 1897 – 1909, in April 1909, Woolf visited
Florence with the Bells and met a woman poet named Mrs. Campbell who wrote the life of Father Damien in verse (400-01). In her novels,
Woolf gives the voice to a fictional woman writer/poet who devotes herself in writing on Father Damien. In The Voyage Out, Terence
Hewet says to Rachel Vinrace: “I have an aunt called Rachel, who put the life of Father Damien into verse” (129). In Jacob’s Room, in
Greece Sandra Wentworth Williams meets an American lady named Sally Duggan, who had lost everything including her husband and
child except faith and wishes to put “the life of Father Damien into verse” (134), and later in England gains a copy of Sally Duggan’s Life
of Father Damien (141). As Woolf insists in A Room of One’s Own that women’s writings are paid less attention and not properly
evaluated, Woolf presents to us the unknown women writers who indulge themselves in writing on the neglected subject of he solitary
priest and Hansen’s disease patients as the most oppressed people. Woolf encounters another side of colonialism that transplanted and
spread Hansen’s disease to the powerless people and seeks to signify its crucial representative in her own works.
The Question of Creative Authority in Virginia Woolf’s Aesthetic
In “Mr Bennett and Mrs Brown,” Virginia Woolf argues that most novelists have had the experience of being tempted to defer to the
appeals from the characters: “Some Brown, Smith, or Jones comes before them and says in the most seductive and charming way in the
world, ‘Come and catch me if you can.’” Woolf supports this novelistic experience and insists that the initiative in the creative process
should rest with the characters who make “someone begin almost automatically to write a novel about” them. Woolf points out that “the
Edwardians,” such as Arnold Bennett, John Galsworthy, and H. G. Wells, refuse to defer to the authority of autonomous character in favor
of the aesthetic of using narrative conventions with which both the writer and the reader are familiar. Woolf attacks these novelists sharply,
because while the aesthetic of respecting the authority of autonomous character enables the writer to represent reality, the Edwardians’ use
of familiar narrative conventions can only give the reader an effect or illusion of reality. For Woolf, the notion of autonomous character
cannot be separated from that of the loss of authorial control. This notion of the loss of authorial control is very significant because this is
one of the important sources of the modernity of Woolf’s writings. It must also be noticed that this notion helps us to find a path leading to
modernism, since it attracted not only some modernists but Woolf’s favorite predecessors such as Thomas Hardy. Certainly this notion
was vital to Woolf’s aesthetic, but she was also aware that such a proposal for the spontaneous growth of the narrative independent of
authorial mediation had its limitations. In Woolf’s aesthetic, thus, the character and the author constantly struggle for mastery over the
narrative as creative authority.
Two Visitors to Carlyle’s House: A Young Virginia Woolf and A Japanese Novelist, Natsume Soseki
Soseki Natusme (1867-1916) visited Carlyle’s House four times while he was in London (1900-02), studying English and English
literature. In an essay he published later, “Carlyle Museum” (1905), he muses on the starkly “square” house and its past occupant. On 23rd
February 1909 Virginia Woolf, then aged twenty-seven, also visited Carlyle’s House. A brief sketch of this experience was recently
discovered and published (2003), in which Woolf reflects not on Carlyle but on his wife, Jane. There is seemingly no connection between
these two visitors other than the circumstantial similarity (they did not know of each other’s existence). The significance of bringing the
two together, however, should be sought in the fact that these short texts record the writers’ reflective imaginations on the “forcibly
preserved” (Woolf) interior space of this nineteenth-century thinker at a time of life when both were unhappy and uncertain, groping for
directions in life and literature. It was then that, questioning the very foundations of the dominant narrative forms and doubting the
universality of the kind of subjectivity assumed in these forms, they each embarked on a literary career of searching for alternatives to such
conventions. These very different writers, on the threshold of their careers as novelists and observing from a position on the periphery—
Woolf, from a woman’s perspective, Soseki, from a Japanese, perceived the same thing after all: something that they wished to avert rather
than emulate—the masculinist, positivist subject of the West that urged them to seek alternatives. The alternatives which they sought took
different literary forms; Soseki’s do not exactly coincide with what is normally understood as “modernism" in English literature, not even
with the expanded notion of pluralized “modernisms.” I shall examine the actual features of Soseki’s alternative mode of writing in his
essay, in which he deliberately avoids realist narration, together with Woolf’s text for the purpose of comparison.
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Fry, Formalism and the Significance of Numbers
This paper argues that, after her first two novels, Woolf was decisively influenced by Fry’s aesthetic ideals to the extent of adopting
formalist techniques of structuring which she regularly incorporated into her work at the revision stage. Rewriting from her initial drafts,
she created numerical or geometric formations precisely tailored to the theme and movement of each particular novel. Such formalism is
first apparent in ‘Kew Gardens’ (explicitly linked to Fry through the oblique reference to Renoir’s ‘Parapluies’), and subsequently in all her
novels, though in each, the structure operates differently: that of Jacob’s Room is predicated on [19]14; Mrs Dalloway on the twelve hours
of the day (as would be The Years, before the final cut). But Mrs Dalloway also introduces number sequences linked with gender, the
unitary or odd numbers being associated with women, and the even, divisible numbers with men (another version of the ‘un’ /‘dis’
opposition), in contradiction to traditional (male?) numerology. The most striking and complex, but at the same time the most persuasive
examples of such structuring occur in To the Lighthouse and The Waves, the latter being constructed to form the pyramidal shape of the
wave itself, at the final revision. While these observations resulted from my study of Woolf’s revisionary practice, they exemplify Woolf’s
adoption of the formalist aims within modernism, and parallel similar processes in Joyce and Eliot, though I will argue that it was primarily
Fry’s concern with rhythm and proportion that opened up these developments in her work.
Rooms of her Own: Decorations by Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant for Virginia Woolf’s 52 Tavistock Square
Following the theme of 2004’s Virginia Woolf conference, Back to Bloomsbury, I propose a paper on the decoration of the flat in
Bloomsbury where the Woolfs lived from 1924 to 1939. This paper is drawn from my forthcoming book, Bloomsbury Rooms: Modernism,
Subculture, and Domesticity, which analyzes the look of interiors designed by Bloomsbury’s artists as stages for the modern forms of life to
be lived in them. The Woolfs’ sitting room, for instance, displayed an ambitious scheme of murals that reflects the inhabitants’ careers as
authors and publishers of modernist fiction, as well as broader trends in British visual culture of the Twenties. Both these contexts have
been scantily examined and misunderstood. Hermione Lee’s recent biography of Virginia Woolf identifies only 3 murals (and misplaces
them in a bedroom), when in fact there were at least seven, all of which I will show in period photographs (all were destroyed by bombs
during World War II). More importantly, no one has explored the relationship of these murals to Woolf’s writing. This oversight reflects a
broader cultural amnesia about the visual culture of the early 1920s in Britain, which has been dismissed as meaningless fashion, irrelevant
to the history of modernism. My paper concludes by arguing for the importance of Woolf’s engagement with the culture of Bright Young
People associated with Vogue and the Sitwells, which was characterized by extravagant interior decoration. Far from being anti-modern,
these circles anticipated many of modern (and postmodern) cultures distinguishing features, especially in relation to constructions of gender
and sexuality.
The Omega Workshops: ‘Keeping the Flag of Civilisation Flying’
‘Bloomsbury is vanished like the morning mist’, announced Virginia Woolf to Ka Cox on 19 March 1916. Her words seem to support a
common critical perception that during the First World War her circle of friends drifted apart, subsiding into political and aesthetic inertia.
Jo Vellacott attributes their pacifism to ‘a fastidious distaste for the gross reality, an inability to accept the obscenity of war’ while Isabelle
Anscombe describes them as ‘powerless and voiceless against the official machine and the overwhelming tide of public opinion’.
Christopher Reed and Raymond Williams argue against derogatory definitions of the Bloomsbury group as ‘withdrawn and languid
aesthetes’, but within limited time-bands which exclude the war. Yet Woolf’s assurance to Roger Fry, in September 1916, that ‘one way or
another we shall rake together some sort of civilisation’, points toward a stronger feeling of group coherence, and an idealism sustained
despite the disaster of international conflict. Bloomsbury’s commitment to the pacifist ideal of ‘positive peace’ imbued their wartime
activities with a sense of political urgency. War wrecked Fry’s Omega Workshops decorative arts company as a commercial venture, but
rendered it invaluable as a public declaration of Bloomsbury values, and a centre for the group’s embattled intellectual community. His
associations recognised it as an important attempt, in Clive Bell’s words, ‘to keep the flag of civilisation flying’. This paper re-examines the
Omega in the context of the peace movement, arguing that though small in terms of production and profits, it perpetuated important ideas
which were to inform Woolf’s post-war condemnations of militarism.

Christopher Reed
Lake Forest College
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My Bloomsbury Analyst: Adrian Stephen
In 1943, aged 18, I became a medical student at Cambrigde, exempted from military service until I qualified. Through the example of a
close friend I began to read on psychology and was quickly captivated by psychoanalysis, which I read avidly and widely and decided on a
career as a psychiatrist. My father, a dedicated general practitioner and ophthalmologist, was sceptical, but after I had interviews with
psychiatrists he respected, who include Dr Emmanuel Miller, father of Jonathan Miller, was persuaded to support an analysis. The Millers
knew Andrian and Karin Stephen, and Betty Miller portrays him as Major McRae in the novel On the Side of the Angels (1959). After my
initial interview with the then Training Secretary Major John Bowlby (in uniform!), I was referred to Adrian Stephen, the 18-month
younger brother of Virginia Woolf, who lived and practised at 1 Upper Harley Street, W1, together with his wife Karen, also a
psychoanalyst. Adrian, 6’5”, thin, gentle, slow in movement, accepted me and we began analysis in his large attic style room on the top
floor. My medical school, University College Hosital, was not far, so I managed to get to my daily sessions by skipping some lectures and
ward rounds. Adrian was already a sick man when I began analysis in 1945-6. There were breaks in analysis because of his heart
weakness, which showed in his breatlessness on the stairs. Despite this, he always descended to take me upstairs.
Adrian died aged 65 on September 3rd, 1948. His sympathetic biography by his lover Jean MacGibbon is titled There is the Lighthouse,
because Adrian is James in To the Lighthouse, who did not get there. In my talk, I will sketch Adrian’s distinguished place in the history of
British psychoanalysis. I met Jean MacGibbon while she was researching her book and will speak also of my memories of this remarkable
woman and her distinguished publisher husband James.
Woolf, Fry, and the Psycho-Aesthetics of Solidity
In a 1919 letter to Vanessa Bell, Roger Fry announced his latest discovery: how Freudian theory was being used to explain activities that
the Bloomsbury Group held dear. “I’m reading a big book on Freud”, Fry wrote. “It would amuse you by its extreme indecency. Nearly
everything from painting to book collecting is explained as a mere outcome of anal-eroticism.” The text in question was Ernest Jones’s
Papers on Psycho-analysis, but, more narrowly, it was the final chapter—“Anal-Erotic Character Traits”—that had Fry riveted. My paper
proposes that Fry would have also shared Jones’s ideas with Bell’s sister, Virginia Woolf. I substantiate this claim by tracing the
scatological thread that runs through much of Fry and Woolf’s early correspondence, and through a reading of Woolf’s “Solid Objects”
(1920), her short story about an obsessive collector and his uncomprehending friend. In their contrasting attitudes towards an unearthed
solid object, the story’s main characters—the dismissive Charles and the retentive John—repeat Jones’s central distinction between
individuals who either “let go” or “hold on” to their sublimated feces. “Solidity,” it turns out, was a crucial term of praise in Bloomsbury’s
critical lexicon, and its range of connotations suggested illuminating connections between aesthetics and psychology, between choice
objects and object choices. More broadly, by tracing their similar responses to Freudian ideas, I argue that Fry was likely to have been a
crucial interlocutor for Woolf during the earlier stages of her encounter with psychoanalytic theory.
“Venerable are letters, infinitely brave, forlorn, and lost”: Postal Narratives in Virginia Woolf’s Jacob’s Room
“Let us consider letters,” Jacob’s Room’s narrator urges in one of her longest digressions of the novel, and in my paper I will do just that
(102). Letters, letter writing, and the postal network serve a variety of functions in Woolf’s novel, but I will argue that they figure most
prominently as representations of mourning. Jacob’s Room is, after all, a unique form of elegy: its fictional narrative elegizes the soldiers
who died in the Great War, and some critics have argued, quite convincingly, that Woolf’s text also implicitly elegizes her favourite
brother, Thoby Stephen (see, for instance, Swanson and Wall). Drawing on Freud’s fort:da analogy, which he uses to describe his concept
of “working through,” and Derrida’s proposition that the fort:da has postal properties, I will argue that letter writing in Jacob’s Room can
be read as an allegory for the complex processes of working through the loss of a loved one. The novel portrays letter writing as a private,
everyday ritual that provides the possibility of bridged distance between the letter writer and an absent other. However, the novel also
foregrounds instances in which letter writers cannot write what they wish to say, and in which letters do not reach their destinations;
moreover, whenever the narrator asserts the positive potential of letters, she immediately undercuts this assertion with a reminder of their
failings. Therefore, my paper will discuss how Woolf’s novel complicates and, indeed, suggests that there are limitations to the process of
working through the loss of a loved one.
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Bloomsbury’s Oedipal Resolution: Subverting the Subject of Modernist Biography
As Leon Edel and S. P. Rosenbaum have both noted, every member of the Bloomsbury Group painted portraits on canvas or in words. In
this paper, I will argue that the Group’s interest in biography served a dual purpose in redefining biography as well as performing a
collective wish fulfillment. Bloomsbury’s biographies rewrite history by challenging a variety of assumptions about biography and the
representation of the subject. Most obviously, Strachey’s Imminent Victorians subverts the very principle of biography as defined by
Carlyle. But beyond iconoclasm, the Bloomsbury Group focused on the private lives of their public subjects including sexuality, interiority,
and overt political agendas. Woolf’s Orlando is the preeminent example, but it is rarely considered in the context of other Group
biographies. Garnett’s Pocahontas, for example, is critical of Imperialism through a narrative that anticipates Post Colonialist readings of
the story, while E. M. Forster focuses almost exclusively on the domestic life of a powerful member of the Clapham Sect in Marrianne
Thornton. The move from the social morality play to the interior investigation of identity arrived through the indirect influence of
psychoanalysis and was available for exploration thanks to Modernism’s signature rhetorical device, stream of consciousness. Variously
modified, stream of consciousness provides a vehicle for the representation of interiority and leads to a transformation not just of
biographies but also of the conception of the subject itself. Thus, these biographies, taken together, transform the genre, anticipate Lacan’s
formation of the instability of the subject, and create narratives in which outsiders ultimately receive recognition from the social world they
rejected.
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Three Guineas: Interrogating Nation, Imagining Peace
Panel Chair: Karen Levenback, Virginia Woolf Miscellany

Catherine SandbachDahlström
Stockholm University

‘To destroy an old word’: the problem of the signifier ‘feminist’, in Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas
Few rhetorical gestures have offered more of a challenge to Second Wave feminists than the infamous burning of the label ‘feminist’ in
what appears to be Virginia Woolf’s most explicitly feminist text, Three Guineas. It has been sometimes argued that this gesture marks the
text as a Utopian manifesto expressing a faith in the future equality of the sexes rather than as a radical feminist polemic. But this is to
simplify the issue by accepting the persona’s remarks about co-operation at their face value; far too many textual elements work against
such an assumption. On the other hand the rejection of the label ‘feminist’ is not merely a gesture that present day feminists can disregard
because of the ironies of the context, or because the persona’s argument can be read as endorsing later feminist positions. In fact, we need
to consider Woolf’s use of the signifier from more than one angle in order to dissect the complexities of the persona’s stance. My
contention is that, like other significant words often repeated here (‘influence’, ‘difference’), ‘feminist’ is a signifier with a history but
without a clear signified. To come to terms with the persona’s remarks, it is thus necessary to read Three Guineas in the light of the 1938
semantics of the term ‘feminist’, and in its dialogical relation to other self-critical feminist utterances of the time.
Boundaries : "Home", "Nation", and "Fictive Communities"
In Three Guineas Virginia Woolf associates war with “mystic boundaries” , chalk marks scored upon the face of the earth. Conversely, the
“dream of peace” assures us of the capacity of the human spirit to “overflow boundaries”, “to rub out divisions as if they were chalk marks
only”. Yet in her fiction Woolf often celebrates the drawing of boundaries where there were none, creating new unities, that depend for
contrast on what is left out. “Inside the room seemed to be order and dry land....outside a reflection in which things wavered and vanished
waterily”. I begin by illustrating, with the help of handouts, the pervasiveness in Woolf’s work of spatial metaphor, particularly the
drawing and overflowing of boundaries. I deepen Woolf’s familiar critique of boundaries, drawing on recent appreciations of her
engagement with science; I then show examples of Woolf’s drawing of boundaries and creation of bounded spaces, personal and
communal. I claim that Woolf appreciated the benefits of boundaries, for example safety, order, individuation, and fictive community.
She understood as well the connection between bounded spaces and violent defensiveness. She struggled against her own tendencies
toward xenophobia and racialized exclusion which are among the risks of boundary creation. I close by rereading Woolf’s statement “My
country is the whole world” as uttered by, and now heard by, a citizen of a nationalist, militarist and frankly imperialist nation state.
‘How in your opinion are we to prevent war?’: interrogating notions of militarism, nationhood, war and peace in Three Guineas
and Time and Tide at the time of the Munich Agreement
Three Guineas was published in June 1938. The Spanish Civil War had been underway for two years and Hitler’s ambitions for expansion
to the east were seriously threatening political stability in Europe. Woolf’s essay takes the question ‘How in your opinion are we to prevent
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war?’ and responds by inveighing against the patriarchal framework of British society which she believed led to and underpinned war. It is
an intensely personal work and Woolf’s greatest fear was that it would fail to exert any influence over its readership. During the summer of
1938 Time and Tide, the feminist newspaper, was equally preoccupied with the rise of fascism in Europe and the possibility of war. Its
contributors, including Naomi Mitchison, Sylvia Townsend Warner and Rebecca West, reported and commented on key figures and events
relating to the European dictators’ expansionist politics, striving to consider peaceful alternatives to war. But it concluded that the country
needed to build up armaments and be prepared to fight to protect its own interests and those of weaker countries which it sought to protect.
This paper will interrogate the different attitudes to nation, militarism, war and peace expressed in Three Guineas and Time and Tide and
consider the paradox that, for some, the answer to the question ‘How in your opinion are we to prevent war?’ lay in war itself.
Virginia Woolf In The Age Of Aerial Bombardment
Aerial bombardment in WWI changed the face of war for civilians for ever. In the 1920s and 1930s British official circles believed that the
next full-scale war would be won in the air: extensive bombing of civilian targets would result in the complete demoralisation of the
civilian population who would force the government to sue for peace. The bombing of unprotected tribesmen in the Middle East, and then
in Abyssinia by the Italians, culminated in the bombing of poorly protected civilian populations in the Spanish Civil War. It is in this
context that I wish to highlight Woolf’s discussion of war. As a civilian, she knew that her direct experience of war would be through
aerial bombardment. Woolf foresaw how little protection from bombs would be available to civilians, for if her ‘brother’ argues: that he is
fighting to protect her body, she [the outsider] will reflect upon the degree of physical protection that she now enjoys when the words ‘Air
Raid Precaution’ are written on blank walls. (Three Guineas [Hogarth Press, 1938], pp. 195-6; see also p. 159). In Three Guineas Woolf
also writes of the photographs of dead children that the Spanish Government sends ‘with patient pertinacity about twice a week’ (Three
Guineas, pp. 19-20). These absent photographs have, as it were, been discovered by Elena Gualtieri and are labelled ‘a consecuencia del
bombardeo aéreo’ (‘Three Guineas and the Photograph: The Art of Propaganda’ in Maroula Joannou [ed.], Women Writers of the 1930s:
Gender, Politics and History [Edinburgh UP, 1999], pp. 165-78 at pp. 171-2). I conclude by tentatively suggesting that Woolf’s pacifism is
linked to defeatism: if there is no defence to bombing, then there can be no winners in a war between technologically advanced nations.
Arming (or re-arming) as a deterrent could only be effective if those weapons of mass destruction were never used. We might helpfully
compare her attitude with those who supported the Campaign for (Unilateral) Nuclear Disarmament in the 1960s and see an analogy
between the perception of aerial bombardment between the wars with the perception of nuclear weapons during the Cold War.

Panel 4e

Woolf and Music: from Opera to Jazz
Panel Chair: Liedeke Plate, University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Chris Wiley
Royal Holloway College,
London

Music and Literature: Ethel Smyth, Virginia Woolf and 'The First Woman to Write an Opera'
Woolf’s letter to Smyth of Christmas Eve 1940 has frequently been cited as evidence of the fundamental difference between
autobiographies merely written by women and faithful women’s autobiography. However, scholars have frequently skimmed over another
crucial part of this celebrated passage: the claim that Smyth was the first woman to write an opera. Woolf would have been aware of the
literal inaccuracy of this statement, if only from Smyth’s own writings on her senior contemporary Augusta Holmès, whose operas predated
those of Smyth. Coming at such a pivotal moment in her correspondence, it seems plausible that Woolf had an alternative meaning in mind,
one inextricably linked to her claim as to women’s autobiography. From the contemporary criticism of George Bernard Shaw and others to
the modern hermeneutical readings of musicologist Elizabeth Wood, Smyth’s music has been discussed in heavily gendered terms. Susan
McClary and Catherine Clément have recently shown the specific importance of opera in establishing narrative conventions that rendered
women subservient, conventions that Smyth subverted. This paper proposes that Woolf’s apparently erroneous remark indicated her
recognition that Smyth had triumphed where other female operatic composers had failed, in writing works true to the sex of the originator.
That this was an achievement Smyth did not replicate in her autobiographies – the primary subject of Woolf’s correspondence – indicates
the value of music relative to literature as an artistic medium suited to the discussion of such unspeakable issues as the experiences of
women within oppressive patriarchal contexts.
‘The only thing in this world’: Virginia Woolf and Music
If recent critical studies have alerted us to Woolf’s profound engagement with the visual arts, less attention has been devoted to her interest
in music, and there is little extended analysis to suggest that her interest was more than that of a casual metropolitan concert-goer. This
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paper sets out to reappraise the assumption that music was of relatively little interest to Woolf, and of little influence on her work. It
proposes, instead, that Woolf’s lifelong interest in music informed some of the most fundamental aspects of her own writing, and her
conception of it, and that her protracted attractions to and revulsion from various types of music prove illuminating means of understanding
her work. From her review of Richard Wagner’s Ring cycle in 1909, to her attendance at various performances in London and the
Continent, and her friendships with distinguished musicians including Ethel Smyth, Woolf was an alert and knowledgeable listener and
commentator on music. Drawing on Woolf’s diaries and letters, and novels including The Voyage Out, Jacob’s Room and Between the Acts,
the paper outlines a number of aspects of her interest in music. It considers Woolf’s attitudes towards communal aesthetic experience and
‘the mass’; music’s association with the emotional, the irrational and the affective; and the racial terms in which musical sensibility was
delineated and understood during her lifetime. It asks what Woolf’s ambivalent attitudes towards music can tell us about her own
conceptions of language and fiction – and of an apparently unmediated, ‘direct’ form of aesthetic experience.
The Poetry and Psychology of Fugue in Mrs. Dalloway
In 1940 Virginia Woolf wrote to Bessie Trevelyan, affirming the violinist’s musical intuitions about Roger Fry: A Biography: “You have
found out exactly what I was trying to do when you compare it to a piece of music. It’s odd, for I’m not regularly musical, but I always
think of my books as music before I write them.” While fugue has offered itself to the pens of critics as a descriptive metaphor for
interactions between Woolf’s characters, my paper literalizes the structure and influence of fugue in Mrs. Dalloway. Fugue’s Baroque
genre, musica poetica, was born of a union between the fields of rhetoric and music, whose systems of compositional figures overlapped.
My paper utilizes musica poetica treatises, most notably that of Joachim Burmeister, to decode and interpret fugal figures I have identified
in the text of Mrs. Dalloway. For example, ubiquitous in the text are the two primary figures of fugue, fuga (a melodic flight), and mimesis
(an echo, or cannoning of that flight), beginning with Clarissa’s statement of the theme, “What a lark, what a plunge!” and continuing as a
series of cannoning flights over the course of the text: the sky-writing airplane, the many swooping sparrows, and at the climax, Septimus’s
literal and figurative flight to his death by defenestration. Mental trauma is rendered quite poetically throughout Mrs. Dalloway, recalling
Freud’s description of war neurosis as the psyche’s “flight into illness” in his “Introduction to Psycho-Analysis and the War Neuroses,”
distributed by Hogarth Press when the Woolfs acquired the International Psycho-Analytic Library. Woolf extends the literary theme of a
flight or a wandering in the psychology of nearly all of her characters, and I integrate this vagrancy by way of history’s most poetic
manifestation of “flight” from trauma: Psychogenic or Dissociative Fugue.
Syncopating Bloomsbury: Clive Bell, Virginia Woolf, and the Trouble with Jazz
After the First World War, and certainly by the end of the twenties, jazz had taken Europe by storm. The very popularity of jazz prompted
Bloomsbury art critic Clive Bell to announce the necessity of its demise in his well-known little piece, "Plus de Jazz." This piece stands out
not only for Bell's deep dislike of jazz as a musical form, but more tellingly, for his conviction that jazz threatens the meaning of art in
Western society. At the same time that Bell insists that jazz could mean "no more getting Lycidas by heart; no more Baedeker; no more
cricking one's neck in the Sistine Chapel," he coins the phrase, "jazz writer," which he applies with a mixture of derision and grudging
praise to the work of James Joyce and T.S. Eliot. Yet Bell conspicuously exempts a single modern author from the name of "jazz writer":
Virginia Woolf. Admitting that Woolf's formal tendencies are "syncopation if you like it," Bell enthuses that "Mrs. Woolf is not of the
company on whose banner is inscribed "No discrimination!" "No culture!" "Not much thought!" Bringing elite literary experimentation
that was not itself aimed at the masses under the same name as a musical form at the height of its popular hegemony, Bell's short essay not
only offers "jazz" as a description of modern writing, but identifies jazz as the very name of the struggle over literary and artistic value in a
modern world in which a popular form can appeal to the vulgar masses and yet be understood as art. This paper will conclude by
considering how the disruptive power of jazz in Between the Acts-in a scene that may well render Woolf precisely the style of "jazz writer"
that Bell decried-draws on the ideologies of value established by Bell and others in their conflicts over jazz.
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Sexuality and Sexual Politics in Bloomsbury
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University of California,
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A Modernist Romance: Lytton Strachey, Virginia Woolf, and the Sexual Politics of Bloomsbury
Years after the fiasco of her brief engagement to Lytton Strachey, Virginia Woolf confided to her diary, “Had I married Lytton I should
never have written anything…He checks and inhibits in the most curious way.” This passage curiously echoed her thoughts about her father
on what would have been Sir Leslie Stephen’s ninety-sixth birthday: “His life would have entirely ended mine…no writing, no books;
inconceivable.” Woolf’s diary reveals the conflicted relationship between these two founding members of the Bloomsbury Group. While
her essays for the Group praised Strachey for liberating their generation of intellectuals from the moral conservatism of their Victorian
ancestors (going so far as to utter the word “semen” in the presence of ladies!), Woolf also hinted at the limits of Strachey’s sexual and
literary revolt. This paper challenges the claims of scholars who have heralded Bloomsbury as both a feminist experiment and the “first
actual example of the androgynous spirit in practice.” The Group members boasted of their radical living arrangements, sexual openness,
and complete lack of jealousy, but their private letters and diaries often suggest another story. Using the personal and literary relationship
between Strachey and Woolf, I explore the lingering Victorian definitions of gender that complicated the larger modernist experiment. The
“scribbling rivalry” that motivated the careers of both authors also revealed competing, rather than complementary, notions about sex,
gender, and history. Even Strachey’s “bugger revolution” which the young Virginia Stephen once applauded, eventually seemed to her
another form of exclusion and misogyny. Nevertheless, Woolf ultimately acknowledged how vital this sex war with Strachey had been to
her career as a writer: “I wake in the night—with the sense of being in an empty hall—Lytton dead—what is the point of it—Life—when I
am not working suddenly becomes thin, indifferent, Lytton is dead.”
Beaks in Bloomsbury: Woolf, Lawrence, and Sexuality
As their many shared friends and curiosities suggest, Virginia Woolf and D. H. Lawrence had a great deal in common. Both rejected
traditional methods of characterization in favor of an image-laden, multilayered discourse aimed at conveying the deeper levels of
consciousness as inflected by gender and sexuality. And both used the word “beak” in peculiar ways.
In the OED, the word “beak” refers most frequently to birds, but may also refer to people’s noses, or any small projecting form. But these
neutral definitions take on powerful—if opposite—connotations in the hands of Lawrence and Woolf. Lawrence uses the word (which he
links to harpies) to depict the clitoris in intensely negative terms, while Woolf, who refers, for example, to Mr. Ramsey’s “beak of brass” in
To the Lighthouse, uses it to depict masculine aggression. Underlying both usages is the phallus, for it is precisely the aggressively
projective action of the “beak” that Lawrence finds so disconcerting: Ursula Brangwen and Bertha Mellors act like men in taking control
of the sex act; while for Woolf, the word suggests an intrusive, demanding hypermasculinity. By looking at both writers’ use of this term, I
illuminate the ongoing conversation about sexuality taking place between 1915 and 1940. Much as Freud privileges “vaginal” over
“clitoral” orgasm, Lawrence demonizes the clitoris in order to downplay structural parallels between male and female genitalia and
pleasure. Woolf, in contrast, rejects biological essentialism and ultimately links the “beak” less to anatomy than to politics.
Homosexuality and Class Barriers in Fiction by Forster and Woolf
Both E.M. Forster and Virginia Woolf link homosexuality (or bisexuality) with disruptions to the class hierarchy. Forster’s Maurice and
“The Other Boat” depict middle-class Englishmen in sexual relationships with lower class or ethnically-mixed men. By reading such texts
with Woolf’s novels and short fiction, we can see societal anxieties about homosexuality overlaid by concerns about class and ethnicity.
For example, Sally Seton’s status as Lady Rosseter at Mrs. Dalloway’s end is contingent on her rejection of her early political and sexual
radicalness. Such characters reflect early twentieth-century anxieties, but Woolf, like Forster, links the breaking of heterosexual mores
with the defiance of the class structure in order to suggest that such challenges to identity structures must occur simultaneously. Thus
Orlando’s portrayals of bisexuality and class disruptions are more positive: Orlando, as an eighteenth-century woman, happily consorts
with female prostitutes. In their challenges to class as well as to sexual norms, Woolf and Forster get beyond the elitism often charged to
Bloomsbury and Modernism. Their texts suggest that institutionally-authorized gender and sexual orientation, like class and ethnicity, are
socially-constituted structures which can (and must) be reshaped and revised. In this regard, Woolf goes further than Forster, who did not
publish, in his lifetime, much of his work involving homosexuality and who displays more violent anxieties about breaking sexual and class
boundaries. Woolf’s texts treat alternate sexualities more positively, even when combined with class disruptions. Orlando, in particular,
serves as a model for revising notions not only of gender and sexuality but also of class and “Englishness.”
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Thinking on Her Feet: Street Haunting with Virginia Woolf
The importance of walking in Virginia Woolf’s life cannot be exaggerated. It was, from her earliest years, a significant part of her
experience. Growing up with a father who was a great alpinist and avid walker helped shape her own passion for walking. From daily
chaperoned outings in Kensington Gardens as a child, she progressed to equally regular walks of her own devising. In her rambles round
Bloomsbury and the City she found an escape from self and the ever-present threat of breakdown, as well as freedom from the social
constraints to which she confessed herself bound. And her walks brought her into contact not only with class differences, but also the
history of London—an integral part of her artistic vision. She found in London ‘something central and inexplicable’. Walking its streets,
she claimed, took place of ‘what-in-the-case of another might-call-think’ and London itself ‘[gave her] a play and a story and a poem’. I
have reconstructed a half-imaginary walk, along the lines Woolf herself creating in “Street Haunting”, in search of a symbolic pencil.
Based loosely on Woolf’s favourite ‘haunts’ in Bloomsbury and the fringes of the City, this walks attempts to re-enact Woolf’s own diverse
reactions, in particular her sense of how vital walking was to her in the early stage of creation. Though we shan’t buy a pencil, the tour will
end at the site of Woolf’s favourite stationers, Partridge and Coopers.
Session Chair: Suzanne Raitt, College of William and Mary

Laura Marcus
University of Sussex

Woolf, Time and the Contemporary Novel
This talk will explore the 'return to Woolf' in works of contemporary fiction, touching on Michael Cunningham's The Hours, but looking in
more detail at Ian McEwan's recent novel Atonement in which, it will be argued, the writings of Woolf and Elizabeth Bowen are central
intertexts. The paper will explore the ways in which the structures and the thematics of time, belatedness, vision, war and death in Woolf's
novels, and in particular the fiction of the 1920s, are currently being reinscribed. It will examine the implications of such reinscriptions for
our understanding of the relationship between modernist and contemporary literature, and for the ways in which we construct, from the
perspectives of the present, the trajectories of twentieth-century fiction.

Bloomsbury in Performance
Curated by Stephen Pelton,
Artistic Director, Stephen Pelton
Dance Theater

ORLANDO by Compagnie Buissonniere
Making its UK premiere, Compagnie Buissonniere will perform their version of ORLANDO for conference delegates on Thursday 24 June
at The Bloomsbury Theatre. This dance-theatre performance entwines the plot of Woolf's Orlando with the social history of the
Bloomsbury Group. Combining film, theatre and choreography that is highly nuanced, athletic and emotionally-driven, Buissonniere's
ORLANDO is an irreverent, yet ultimately respectful take on Woolf's story, her life, and the progress of her gender politics. See page 63.
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Conference Registration and Information Table open all day
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Session Chair: Laura Marcus, University of Sussex
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Clare Hall, Cambridge

Woolf in Wartime
Virginia and Leonard Woolf were reluctant refugees from Bloomsbury to the countryside. This paper examines the ways in which the
experience of bombing and the fear of invasion confused the hitherto polarised ideas of town and country. It tracks the disruptions
experienced and recorded in her diaries, as well as thinking again about Three Guineas, Between the Acts and “Anon”. In particular her
Diary account of her brief return to Tavistock Square after the house and the Hogarth Press had been hit will be investigated, raising as it
does questions of community and class. Woolf's often unexpected reactions to wartime experience open up issues of pleasure, comedy, and
destruction. Some comparisons will be offered with the writing of Sylvia Townsend Warner and Elizabeth Bowen at this same time.
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Panel 5a

Woolf and Aesthetics
Panel Chair: Gillian Beer , Clare Hall, Cambridge

Sara Crangle
Gonville and Caius College,
Cambridge

The Lady, her Looking-Glass, Languor, and Longing: On Woolf and Boredom
Languor features prominently in Woolf’s diaries and novels, particularly in her renderings of high society. This state of mind, as Patricia
Meyer Spacks writes in Boredom, is a prolific preoccupation in Woolf’s era, as “modernism…posits an isolated subject existing in a
secularised, fragmented world marked by lost or precarious traditions: a paradigmatic situation for boredom.” But as critic Adam Phillips
argues, boredom encompasses more than apathy; paradoxically, it is also a desire to feel passionate about something, anything at all. In
many of Woolf’s short stories, boredom is less endless tedium than requisite creative catalyst; “The Mark on the Wall” is perhaps
emblematic in this regard. This presentation will focus on “The Lady in the Looking-Glass: A Reflection,” a story centred on the narrative
obliteration of Isabella Tyson’s inherently dull existence. By explicitly equating her protagonist’s reality with the boring, Woolf implicitly
reduces the philosophically venerated pursuit of the truth to the starting point for the desire to create interest. Indeed, for Woolf, the
outcome of creative desire appears secondary to the experience of the desire itself, which is perhaps why we never read Orlando’s “The
Oak Tree,” but are meant to understand that the writing of it sustains that protagonist for centuries. The creation of interest thus supplants
truth and even beauty as the basis of Woolf’s metaphysical realm; it is that desire that stands eternal. And boredom, dull mortality, is its
catalyst.
Lily Briscoe, Pierre Bonnard, and the Aestheticisation of the Everyday
“One wanted, she thought, dipping her brush deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary experience, to feel simply that's a chair, that's a
table, and yet at the same time, It's a miracle, it's an ecstasy.”
For Lily Briscoe in To the Lighthouse, inanimate objects such as chairs and tables are encountered not only in the everyday realm, but also
in a euphoric state. In fact, the novel is full of ordinary household items that are invested with an excess of elevated human thoughts and
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emotions. At the beginning of the story, we see James endowing the picture of a refrigerator with heavenly bliss as his mother speaks.
Similarly, after Andrew explains to Lily what his father's books were about – “Think of a kitchen table…when you're not there” – the
scrubbed kitchen table becomes for her the “symbol of her profound respect for Mr. Ramsay's mind.” In my paper, I will suggest that in
describing these household items – especially those associated with Lily – as the objects of human pleasure, desire, and memory, Woolf
creates a kind of verbal still life. We might conceive her unpainted still life works as materially and visibly realised in the pieces of an
actual painter: the French Post-Impressionist, Pierre Bonnard (1867-1943). The profusion of lush colours in his pictures of dinner tables
and arrangements of fruits generates an intensity that causes pictorial forms to nearly dissolve in a way that seems commensurate to Lily's
approach to, and personal investment in, everyday things. The portrayal of the relationship with objects thus becomes the conduit by which
Woolf and Bonnard exceed their respective artistic genres.
Reading the Butterfly: Representations of Lepidoptery in Jacob’s Room
Images of butterflies and moths appear with unusual frequency in the writings of Virginia Woolf. The specificity of her allusions to
particular lepidopteran species and traits, her familiarity with methods of insect collection and display, and her acquaintance with
entomological classification practices demonstrate that this choice of subject was informed by more than superficial knowledge. Woolf’s
childhood ‘bug-hunting’ expeditions and her visits to the Natural History Museum in South Kensington link her to the culture of the
amateur naturalist and to the museum as an institution of public education. Focussing primarily on Jacob’s Room, I will explore the
significance of Woolf’s lepidopteran symbolism. Harvena Richter argues that the butterfly or moth serves as a figure of creativity and that
its pursuit and capture can be read as a metaphor for the artistic process. However, Woolf’s allusions to methods of lepidopteran capture,
dispatch, and display also imply a critique of society’s entrapment and exploitation of the individual. Her references to the conventions by
which butterflies and moths are classified similarly address the manner in which naming and categorisation function as strategies of
possession and control. Nevertheless, Woolf’s use of the motif of butterfly sightings ultimately suggests an alternative mode of perception
and implies the possibility of comprehension without containment.

Panel 5b

Virginia Woolf in the Classroom
Panel Chair: Jeanne Dubino, Plymouth State University

Diana Royer
Miami University, Hamilton

Bloomsbury’s Depiction in College Textbooks
In “Bloomsbury: the Myth and the Reality,” Nigel Nicholson cautioned American scholars, “You may inadvertently be moulding these
characters into your preconceived notions of them.” I would like to examine how Bloomsbury has been depicted over the years in British
literature anthologies published for the American college textbook market. Just what is “Bloomsbury” in these anthologies? What authors
and selections are chosen, and, concomitantly, what images of the members are projected, what topics and issues are taken up, what
politicalization has been applied? I intend to look especially at what has been the effect of anthologies changing from a chronological
emphasis to being organized around themes and social issues. I will assess the sources and scholars that editors use to supply information
about Bloomsbury members and will attempt to address contradictions that appear across the various textbooks. For instance, sometimes
Forster is depicted as a close friend of Woolf’s (“they shared their diaries with each other”), and sometimes the two are described as being
quite wary of each other—these aren’t mutually exclusive, of course, but selective delivery of information can present a skewed view of an
author. Lastly, I will move from scholarly to pedagogical concerns by looking at what the introductory and pedagogical materials offer and
discussing how to teach Bloomsbury in a college survey course.
A Text of its Own: Teaching Virginia Woolf's Diary
Virginia Woolf's diary is widely acknowledged as a useful tool for contextualizing Woolf's writing. Scholars consult the diary to find out
the different ways Woolf thought of ending Mrs. Dalloway or how Woolf felt about the release of The Waves. Leonard Woolf released A
Writer's Diary in 1953 to allow people to see behind the scenes of Woolf's writing process. However, I argue that the diary has a value all
its own. I would like to explore the different possibilities for using Woolf's diary in the undergraduate classroom. Woolf's diary would be
useful in composition classes, in general literature survey classes, in women's literature classes, and in more focused classes, including
those concentrating on Modernism or Woolf specifically. In the composition classroom, the diary would be most useful as example of the
writer at work and perhaps help demystify the writing process for students. For instance, following Woolf's reactions to criticism in her
early days writing reviews might help students understand that even the best writers have doubts. In literature classes, the diary could be
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studied as a work of art, as well as be used to question the definition of literature and the value of canonicity. In my paper I will examine
which parts of the diary would be most useful in each setting, how much the students should read, and what pitfalls to watch out for. This
proposal would work either as a paper on a panel or as part of a roundtable discussion of teaching Woolf.
Rereading Woolf and Writing
This paper describes my course, “Rereading Woolf and Writing,” a writing course that addresses the issue of reading by asking each
student to choose a cultural object (book, painting, piece of music) to read and reread all semester. While the initial major paper focuses on
the student’s own acts of reading that object, the successive papers focus on how that same object may be reread or reseen by way of
Woolf’s texts. Cixous’s Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing starts us down the path of reunderstanding reading and writing cleared by
Woolf 80 years ago. Cixous tells us that to write we must ‘live at the extremity of life. We need to lose the world . . . to discover that there
is more than one world and that the world isn’t what we think it is’ (10). After Cixous we are prepared in a new way for reading and writing
about Woolf and the cultural objects that we have chosen. The Woolf texts that I use are both fiction and non-fiction and Woolf’s A
Writer’s Diary supplements the discussion of each text. The course asks that we rethink our commonsensical understandings of reading
and writing and expand that reunderstanding to include an inquiry into the way that human beings are formulated or pushed by language to
think, feel, believe, and live our lives. And it finally asks along with writers like Cixous and Woolf: Could we understand ourselves, our
origins, and the world differently? And if so, what would we both gain and lose?

Panel 5c

Back to Three Guineas: (Re)conceiving Three Guineas for the 21st Century
Panel Chair: Merry Pawlowski, California State University, Bakersfield

Rebecca Wisor
Graduate Center, CUNY

‘Flirt[ing] with Sedition’: Three Guineas as National Projection
Even since Alice Staveley uncovered the identities of the men whose photographs appear in Three Guineas, Woolf scholars have continued
to view the photographs as either abstractions---symbolic representations of patriarchy, fascism, and women’s oppression---or as material
objects whose relation to the viewer and the text are of primary interest. Though these approaches have yielded a terrific amount and
quality of scholarship, they have at the same time forced our attention away from the historical reality of the photographs and the historical
moment in which Three Guineas was written. Taking Staveley’s 1998 article “Name That Face” as a starting point, this paper is a
meditation on the seditiousness of the photographs---how and why, in Staveley’s words, Woolf was “flirt[ing] with sedition” by including
them in her text. Recovering a sense of what it meant to be seditious in the 1930s is essential to a historically grounded reading of the
photographs. This paper places Three Guineas alongside Sir Stephen Tallent’s notion of “national projection,” a discourse dominant to the
1930s and essential to the work of cultural organizations like the British Council. Viewing Woolf’s text alongside Tallent’s allows us to
contextualize the seditiousness of Three Guineas as a decidedly negative “projection” of Britain’s image at a time when the government
had deemed positive “projection” essential to international relations and domestic peace. Drawing upon Tallent’s 1934 essay, “The
Projection of England,” in which he recommends subjects “suitable” for projection, and at the kinds of images deemed appropriate for
literal “projection” by the British film industry, I hope to help supply a sense of the text’s historical moment and to recover a deeper
appreciation for its radical, seditious nature.
Serving the “Monstrous Male”—Lessons from the Home Front: Female Militaristic Desire in Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas
In any street fight in our working class neighborhood south of Boston during the 1960s, I was designated “ammo girl.” Whether the fight
involved chains, blades, boards, rocks or snowballs (packed with nails and shards of glass), as the youngest daughter in a family of three
older brothers, I was forbidden to shoot-to come up from behind the wall to aim…and…fire! In the ‘ready, aim, fire’ paradigm of war, I
would be strictly confined to the “ready” position. However, if one of my brothers went down in ‘the field’, I would run out to nurse him
and escort him back to safety. Between the ages of 7 and 8, in addition to packing ammo, I had a nurse’s kit, but no awareness that to a
certain extent without “ready” there could be no “aim, fire” and consequently no wounded, no war. I certainly had no idea that by the age of
7 I was already in violation of the second duty of Virginia Woolf’s “Outsider’s Society” as outlined in her visionary, anarchic polemic for a
peaceful world, Three Guineas. As Woolf writes, the first duty “not to fight with arms” was “easy” to observe. The second duty, however,
to “refuse in the event of war to make munitions or nurse the wounded” (TG 162), marked my complicity in the hierarchical structure of a
patriarchal worldview that Woolf sought not only to condemn (for its kinship with fascism), but to overthrow. But paying tribute to Woolf
narrowly as a pacifist makes her increasingly easy to dismiss and ironically plays into the hands of the fascist agenda she sought to destroy.
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For Justice, Equality and Liberty: Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas and the Atlantic Monthly
On May 3, 1938, Virginia Woolf wrote that she “. . . heard the local ladies discussing the Empire Day celebrations, which are to include a
red white and blue cake decorated with flags. What will they say to Three Guineas ?” The answer to that question started to become
apparent shortly after review copies of the text had been distributed in England. What remains a mystery, however, is the relationship
between Woolf’s anticipation of the British public’s reaction to Three Guineas and the essay’s worldwide debut in Boston, MA. To be
sure, the essay that appeared in two installments of The Atlantic Monthly as “Women Must Weep” was a truncated version of the book
released by the Hogarth Press in early June. But was it merely coincidence that the essay reached the American public before the British
masses had access to it, or was its release in the U.S. politically motivated? If Woolf did have political reasons for initially publishing her
critique of British society on American soil, were they motivated by her perception of the political climates of both England and the U.S. as
inferred from various external factors, or by her own adherence to the principles outlined in Three Guineas? This paper will attempt to
explore the reasons for and against the publication of Three Guineas in The Atlantic Monthly as a politically motivated event through a
comparison of the two versions of Three Guineas and an examination of Woolf’s diaries, letters and other sources.

Panel 5d

The (Post)Colonial and Ideas of Nation in Bloomsbury
Panel Chair: Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina, Barnard College, Columbia University

Terry DeHay
Southern Oregon University

Woolf's Modernist Re-Imaginings
In this paper, I'll be looking at Virginia Woolf's modernist "re-imaginings" as presenting new possibilities for narrating national identity.
Beginning with Benedict Anderson's definition of a nation as an "imagined community," I want to explore the representation of national
identity in her work and the connection to postcolonial theories of nationhood. Homi Bhabha's distinction between pedagogical and
performative national narratives to discuss the modernist innovation in representing collective identity, and Partha Chatterjee's distinction
between western and eastern national constructions as a means of contrasting Enlightenment and postcolonial models of nationality provide
a means of reading Woolf's revised nationalism as a challenge to the dominant discourse of the British national narrative. My goal is not
necessarily to claim Woolf as a postcolonial writer, but rather to explore the correspondence between her concerns around national identity
and those of postcolonial writers, especially in terms of alternative nationalisms. I'll be primarily focusing on The Waves and The Years,
both written in the 1930s, a period that saw rising nationalism in the British colonies, as well as the rise of fascism in Europe. In this
context, taking into account Woolf's well-documented limitations in terms of representations of race and ethnicity, I will attempt to
demonstrate how her experimentation in theme and structure, can be read as a type of "affirmative deconstruction," opening up narrative
structures and making possible the re-imagining of the British national identity as heterogeneous, open, and inclusive.
Virginia Woolf, “Patriotism,” and those “damned newspapers”
“Patriotism. My dear E . . . of course I’m ‘patriotic’: that is English, the language, farms, dogs, people: only we must enlarge the
imaginative, and take stock of the emotion. And I’m sure I can; because I’m an outsider partly; and can get outside the vested interest better
than Leonard even—tho’ a Jew.” -- Letter to Ethel Smyth, June 1938 (L VI 235)
“Patriotism,” for Woolf, was “a base emotion,” something to be avoided, and her writings both express and enact this resistance. But one
also notes in her letter to Ethel Smyth (quoted above) that the term, “patriotism,” is fraught with ambiguity. For Woolf it represents the
attempts by those in power to squelch any critique of their policies, dictate a loss of authenticity, and ultimately, deprive individuals of their
freedom; but it also signifies other things. My paper will focus on the role of newspapers (especially the Northcliffe press) in distorting the
public’s views on war, and on Woolf’s response to that activity. Speaking of the “spate of words from the loudspeakers and the politicians”
in “Thoughts on Peace in an Air Raid,” Woolf’s narrator disputes their characterization of people as “free,” and calls for individuals to
“puncture gas bags and discover seeds of truth.” In my investigation of the complexities of “patriotism,” I will look into the complicated
relationship between “patriotism” and “Englishness,” and “patriotism” and “nationalism.” To this end, I will utilize Woolf’s letters and
diary entries, essays including “Oliver Goldsmith” and “Craftsmanship,” The Years, and Martha Nussbaum’s essay “Patriotism and
Cosmopolitanism.”
"We're Londoners, You See": Diaspora, Cosmopolitanism, and anti-Nationalism in Woolf and Kureishi
Near the middle of Hanif Kureishi's film, Sammy and Rosie Get Laid, Rafi, a Pakistani elite who is haunted by his past links to political
oppression and torture in the name of nation building, urges his son Sammy to leave his home in a turbulent, multiethnic London
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neighborhood to go "home" to Pakistan, where he will be rich, famous, and respected. Rather than acquiesce to a nostalgia for homelands
that will never fully embrace his hybrid status as an Englishman of Pakistani heritage, Sammy refuses the dichotomy that Rafi presents in
his conflation of home and nation, explaining that he and his wife Rosie "are not English; we're Londoner's, you see." In keeping with the
theme of this year's conference, "Back to Bloomsbury," my paper will examine how the representation of diasporic cosmopolitanism in
London functions as a productive rejection of early-20th century and Thacherite nationalism in the works of Woolf and Kureishi,
respectively. Woolf most conspicuously articulates her deep suspicion of aggressive nationalism –which must be 'protected' through the
mechanisms of violence, oppression, and social stratification—in Three Guineas, where she bluntly claims that, "as a woman I want no
country. As a woman my country is the whole world" (TG 109). As an alternative to violence-inciting nationalism, both Woolf and
Kureishi look to the heterogeneity of urban communities, such as the community that the Stephens created after their move from 22 Hyde
Park gate to the mixed society that Woolf describes in "Old Bloomsbury" (MB 181-201). Woolf elaborates on the progressive potential of
heterogeneous cosmopolitism further in her description of the air-raid-interrupted dinner party attended by Nicholas, Renny, Maggie,
Sarah, and Eleanor in the 1917 section of The Years. It would be far too ambitious to suggest that the sexual freedoms suggested by such
gatherings—and the gatherings that Kureishi depicts in Sammy and Rosie Get Laid, The Black Album, and The Buddha of Suburbia—
provide an antidote to fascist or fundamentalist extremes of nationalism. However, both writers do seem to suggest that heterogeneous,
open disaporic communities foster the potential for forging queer alliances across multiple axes of difference, and that these very alliances
might encourage us to cultivate more humane responses to the complex dynamics of national belonging and exclusion.
Friday
11:30-1:00

Panel 5e

Woolf about Town: Panto, Dance and the Theatre
Panel Chair: Patricia Cramer, University of Connecticut

Caroline Marie
Paris IV-Sorbonne

Sense of self and sense of place in Orlando : Virginia Woolf’s æsthetics of pantomime
However highbrow she might have been, Virginia Woolf enjoyed popular performing arts. In 1897, she saw La Poupée. An Impossible
Play, a musical comedy by Arthur Sturgess, Maurice Ordonneau and Edmond Audran ; she also was an enthusiastic pantomime-goer who
saw several Aladdin shows. It proves fruitful to compare Orlando, La Poupée and some books of words of Aladdin. Pantomime hinges on
a vast number of spectacular transformation scenes that either deliberately metamorphose characters into commedia dell’arte stereotypes or
instantly take characters from one place to another. Virginia Woolf resorts to such popular transformation scenes in Orlando, where their
very theatricality serves the overall purpose that shapes the novel and helps bring together the unsteadiness of the world, the fluidity of the
individual self and the changeability of their relationship. Sense of self and sense of space thus appear as ceaselessly and reciprocally
constructing one another, so that life itself is defined as an incremental continuum. What is more, it visualises the mental states of the
characters in a way that may be compared with both T. S. Eliot’s serious rendering of Becket’s dilemma in Murder in the Cathedral and
Georges Méliès’s humorous self-portrait in L’Homme-Orchestre. This transformation structure borrowed from the pantomime does away
with the naturalistic notion of determinism. Pantomimic space functions as the locus that roots a Bergsonian expression of individual
freedom in a temporality that is itself defined as constant change.
Bloomsbury Aesthetics: How Bloomsbury Danced
Publication of Carol Loeb Shloss’ Lucia Joyce: To Dance in the Wake and Reynolds’ and McCormick’s No Fixed Points: Dance in the
Twentieth Century along with other recent cultural histories call for reconsideration of the role of dance in modernism. In modernist
writing, dance is both alluring and dangerous. It may promise a refuge from mechanization. Gudrun, of Women in Love (1922), dances
into a private world of communion with nature. Emily Holmes Coleman’s The Shutter of Snow (1930) similarly projects onto dance a
woman’s dream of freedom and individual expression. Often, women’s dancing seems most ardently to express release: performers such as
Isadora Duncan struck a nerve during this period of contests over female agency. Dance could seem a dangerous instrument of
forgetfulness as well as freedom of expression. Auden pessimistically writes of the “Danse Macabre”(1937), the spectre of evil doing
cartwheels along the street. Dance also represented, as it did for Jane Harrison, the vestiges of communal existence. InThe Waves, Jinny
feels that dance “encircles . . . protectively, embracingly” (103). In The Years, Sara Pargiter watches dancers. Later, she herself dances;
dance helps construct her symbolic role as a redemptive artist. My presentation focuses on the historical and material context for Woolf’s
use of dance in her fiction, examining Bloomsbury perceptions of, and participation in, dance; the range of dancing—classic, avant-garde,
and popular—present in Bloomsbury’s milieu; and the role of dance in new theories and histories of Bloomsbury aesthetics.
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A Woolf Theatre Calendar: 1931-32
Woolf’s letters and diaries record her attendance at hundreds of dramatic performances during her lifetime. In addition, Leonard’s
meticulously kept daily diaries (housed at King’s College Cambridge) demonstrate that they both attended many other productions that
Virginia never felt compelled to record. An examination of the Woolfs’ theatrical outings over any one or two seasons provides a glimpse
of London’s rich theatre scene, the Woolfs’ association with many of the playwrights, as well as their eclectic theatrical tastes. The 193132 theatrical seasons are fairly typical, though placed in the context of Lytton Strachey’s illness and death, Carrington’s suicide, Woolf’s
relationship with Ethel Smyth, the struggle to complete The Waves, the writing of Flush, the initial stages of what would become The
Years, as well as the political cloud settling over Europe, the plays and her reaction to them take on a special resonance. One night there is
a Christmas season pantomime, another Purcell’s semi-opera Fairy Queen, or his Dido and Aeneus, or Mozart’s Magic Flute. There are
premiers of Aldous Huxley’s The World of Light and Ronald Mackenzie’s Musical Chairs. During the fall of 1931 Woolf reacted to a new
production of Smyth’s The Wreckers and her new work The Prison, while the following year she, Leonard and other friends traveled out of
London to hear a dramatic reading of Vita Sackville West’s The Land. She also dutifully traveled to Cambridge for Dadie Ryland’s
Cambridge production of Hamlet, and she attended Frauline Else by the experimental playwright Arthur Schnitzler whose controversial
(banned) play La Ronde had been staged privately in Bloomsbury a few years earlier. This all makes up a slice of London life as well as
one dimension of Woolf’s own imaginative life in 1931-32.

Panel 5f

Writing in a Material World
Panel Chair: Anne Fernald, DePauw University

Elizabeth Foley
SUNY, Stony Brook

Solid Reverberations: An Analysis of Virginia Woolf's Use of Objects
From the ploughshare to the kitchen sink, imaginative writing has always contained representations of objects. However, it was during the
early twentieth century, when strains of consumerism and modernism first thoroughly permeated society, that objects became the subject of
intensive examination in their own right. This type of interest in the object world reflected trends in science, philosophy and art. In
literature, it first surfaced within the realm of poetry in the works of Ezra Pound, William Carlos Williams and HD. Although this
fascination extended to any members of the Bloomsbury Group, in the novel it is perhaps most apparent in the writings of Virginia Woolf.
Her works combined a philosophical flavor with poetical techniques and a certain fixation with material objects, how they are perceived
and how they reflect inner psychological states. This paper will investigate the way Virginia Woolf uses the material world– especially the
idea the subject and objects are reflections of each other– in her fiction. Although an interest with material objects is found throughout her
work, I will focus on two of her novels of the twenties– Mrs. Dalloway and To The Lighthouse. While critics have given much attention to
Woolf’s often nuanced treatment of her characters’ interior thoughts and emotions as achieved through her use of stream of consciousness
and experimental narrative forms, I believe she also gave certain key material objects this same subjective presentation. I will argue that
Woolf uses objects in these two works to comment on, unify represent and also stand in opposition to specific characters.
Tea and the Elgin Marbles: Virginia Woolf and the British Museum
On 29 September, 1930, Virginia Woolf wrote in her diary: “I shall spend my day at the British Museum. (This is one of those visual
images, without meaning when written down, that conveys a whole state of mind to me)” (Diary vol. 3: 321). This paper examines the
“whole state of mind” that attends Woolf’s representation of the British Museum in Jacob’s Room, A Room of One’s Own, and her diary.
In both her fictional and non-fictional works, Woolf uses the British Museum as a foil for the University (Cambridge), positioning it at the
urban and epistemological center of Bloomsbury. She turns to the setting of the Museum’s galleries and the “dusty bookish atmosphere”
(Diary vol. 3: 80) of the Round Reading Room as the architectural and ideological representations of knowledge archived in collected
objects and catalogued texts, and contained within an enormous stone mind. This androgynous mind of the Museum and the spaces therein
are alternately gendered male and female in Woolf’s writing. She famously conceives of the Reading Room as a bald head ringed by the
names of participants in a literary history that is exclusively male, while she also describes the Museum as a domestic, familiar and
enduring space that aligns with a female and domestic interiority and homeliness. Woolf represents the Museum as both public and private
space, gendered male and female, where she has access to an idiosyncratic kind of archived, collected and decontextualized knowledge, and
where tea might be taken alongside the Elgin Marbles.
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Economies and Desire: Gifts and the Market in Woolf’s Writing
For well over a decade there has been a critical interest Woolf’s contradictory and complex engagements with capitalist economies and
commodity culture. Connected to debates about Woolf’s sexual politics, her role as woman writer and her membership of the Bloomsbury
Group, a focus on market economies has opened up many illuminating avenues for thinking about the range of economies operating in
Woolf’s work. This paper aims to bring a further dimension to these debates via an exploration of another economy at play in Woolf’s
writing, namely a gift economy. I will argue that the gift economy in Woolf’s writing presents a challenge to capitalism and a resistance to
the heteropatriarchal imperatives with which capitalist systems are inextricably linked in Western culture. Cixous argues that the gift is of
‘unreckonable’ value and a sign of libidinal and linguistic jouissance; it encodes passions which over flow the heterosexual economy and
which fuel woman-centred creative potential. In Woolf’s work, the gift economy signals a disruption of dominant attitudes and values, and
an alternative feminine libidinal economy; it has the potential to empower women as creative, speaking and desiring subjects. However,
seemingly utopian notions of the gift are also brought into question by aspects of Woolf’s life (her delight in earning and spending money,
for instance) and in her writing. Focusing on the ambiguous and contradictory operation of market and gift economies as they relate to
libidinal economies, I will explore the sexually and ideologically subversive potential of the gift in Woolf’s work.
"Pay[ing] Back from the Secret Deposit": Waste, Sacrifice, Spending, and Suicide in Keynes and Woolf
In "Coterie Consumption: Bloomsbury, Keynes, and Modernism as Marketing," Jennifer Wicke argues that Mrs. Dalloway—and
Bloomsbury aesthetics more broadly—provide "a paradigm case for a different [i.e., emerging] concept of market relations" (125).
According to Wicke, both Woolf and her fellow Bloomsbury member, the economist John Maynard Keynes, articulate in their works an
"insistence on the chaotic nature of the market, no longer chartable in regularized terms." Wicke goes on to connect Woolf's "buzzing and
blooming" writing style to the "generosity of [Clarissa's] gendered acts of consumption," depicting Clarissa's purchase of "flowers and
candles and food and clothes" for the party and her deliberate waste of money by tossing a shilling into the Serpentine as aspects of her
"sacrifice through spending" (Wicke 117; 126). "Sacrifice," however, carried powerfully negative connotations in Bloomsbury, where the
dominant images of World War I were of "futility, useless sacrifice, and ruinous waste" (Zwerdling, 282). This paper attends to important
distinctions in Woolf's writing about various kinds of spending (i.e., consumption, exchange, gift, and waste) and their relative ethical and
narrative significance. Concentrating on economic metaphors and models in Mrs. Dalloway, The Waves, and Three Guineas, I argue that,
given Woolf's sensitivity to the costs of war, it is essential to recognize not only the presence of "sacrifice through spending" in Woolf's
fiction but also the range of approaches to different moments of consumption in the texts in their respective contexts. These, in turn, serve
to illuminate the significance of suicide in Woolf's moral, material, and narrative economies.
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Bushmen and Blackface: Bloomsbury and Race
Although we often conceptualize the Bloomsbury Group’s ideas and works as falling outside of the framework of race, there are in fact
numerous ways in which they used it. From the art theories of Fry and Bell, to the novels of David Garnett, to the Dreadnought Hoax, race
often provided a cultural and artistic touchstone for them.
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Panel 6a

Visual Cultures in Bloomsbury and Beyond
Panel Chair: Bonnie Kime Scott, San Diego State University

Toshiro Nakajima
Konan University, Japan

Modernism in the Omega Workshops
In 1913, Yone Noguchi, a Japanese poet, who then stayed in London, visited the Omega Workshops in Fitzroy Square and discussed the
various subjects on the arts with Roger Fry. In the unknown article (1913) bearing the title of “Epstein and Fry,” Noguchi whose mind was
passionately curious, vividly captured Fry’s views on the Omega Workshops, the New Movements in art, and the London art world. From
the conversation they enjoyed, I found they pursued the problems of seeking to establish parallels between literature and the visual arts.
Their exploration of the close relationship between the arts as well as Noguchi’s cubism poems leads to some new clues in interpreting
Virginia Woolf’s experimental stories.
Virginia Woolf and Chinese Art: Roger Fry, Clive Bell, Arthur Waley, Laurence Binyon and Burlington Magazine
Lily’s Briscoe’s “Chinese” eyes in To the Lighthouse were perplexing for some readers, and points were made that Woolf’s knowledge of
Chinese art should be placed in the context of Post-Impressionist aesthetics. Patricia Laurence’s 1995 article, “Virginia Woolf and the East”
unquestionably was an admirable effort to explore this rarely–trodden field, but by no means exhausting the topic. I hope in this paper to
push the inquiry beyond her work. Fry and Bell are certainly important sources to look at, but I will look beyond them, and also situate
Woolf’s knowledge of Chinese art within the larger context of the period’s lively and exciting reports of archaeological finds in Tun-Huang
and in China in Burlington Magazine, then the first and the foremost leading art historical journal in the English-speaking world, which Fry
co-edited between 1909 and 1919. Also, I will situate Woolf’s knowledge of Chinese art within the wider context of the exhibition and
collection of Chinese art in the public and private collections in London (she, Eliot being another, attended the 1935-36 Great Exhibition of
Chinese Art held at the Burlington House). I will also highlight the increasingly widely-held British artistic opinions, such as Frank Harris,
and many others, regarding ancient Chinese art with the excitement of new discovery, this general sentiment and admiration of Chinese art
can be summed up in a 1910 editorial “Oriental Art” in the Burlington Magazine, in which Roger Fry termed this discovery of Chinese art
the “Oriental Renaissance.” With this historical context of the modernist rediscovery of Chinese art in mind, Virginia Woolf’s comparison
of Lily Briscoe’s eyes to Chinese would not appear as startlingly perplexing as it might.
Talking Back to Bloomsbury: Colonial Émigrés and Modernist Aesthetics
This paper explores the attempts of colonial émigrés to engage in dialogue with Bloomsbury regarding modernist aesthetics. Through the
Hogarth Press and the London Group, among other venues, Bloomsbury members such as Leonard Woolf, Clive Bell, Vanessa Bell,
Duncan Grant, and Virginia Woolf met a number of artists and intellectuals from the colonies. Some of these émigrés, notably Mulk Raj
Anand (India), Edna Manley (Jamaica), and C.L.R. James (Trinidad), challenged, both directly and indirectly, Bloomsbury’s version of
modernist visual aesthetics either in their writing or, in the case of Manley, their art. More specifically, they posed questions concerning
the spiritual elements of modern art, the relation of craft to art, modernist primitivism, and “significant form.” To what extent did
Bloomsbury listen or see? To what extent did these attempts at aesthetic exchange affect the development of modernism in England and as
a transnational movement? In responding to these questions, I argue that, of all the members of Bloomsbury, Virginia Woolf attended most
carefully to these interactions and their implications for modernism in literature and the visual arts. In the process, she reflected on the
dynamics of British colonial relations through innovative narrative methods that suggest new possibilities for transnational modernist
subjectivities.
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Panel 6b

Woolfian Rhythms: Musicality in Woolf’s Work
Panel Chair: Tory Young, Anglia Polytechnic University

Vanessa Manhire
Rutgers University

"Listening Inattentively": Music's Place in Night and Day
Describing Mary Dachet’s walk through London, Woolf equates music, literal movement, and the process of thought: "Strange thoughts are
bred in passing through crowded streets should the passenger, by chance, have no exact destination in front of him, much as the mind
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shapes all kinds of forms, solutions, images when listening inattentively to music." In Night and Day, music problematizes the relationship
between the world of external reality and the interior world of the imagination. On the level of content, musical scenes in the novel work as
static visual tableaux illustrating the meaningless social rituals of nineteenth-century London. Classical music is just one example of the
domestic performance Woolf seeks to expose as restrictive and obsolete, because it allows for neither individual mobility nor communal
feeling. The music hall, however, with its modern, urban mix of registers and styles, is figured as a site of imaginative potential.
Yet Woolf’s language draws heavily on musical imagery in representing thought and communication. She invokes it as a means by which
to narrate interiority, using music as a key metaphor for the movement of the mind. While the plot of Night and Day shows the ways in
which music is embedded in social grids of meaning, the language of the novel explicitly foregrounds metaphors of music as creating the
possibility of seeking new patterns and meanings. Because it embodies the tension between social settings and the individual construction
of meaning — the problem at the heart of Night and Day — music informs Woolf’s development of new models of narration.
"Street Music, Barrel Organs and Swarthy Italians: Virginia Woolf's Defense of Expressive Art"
In 1905, Woolf composed a revelatory defense of expressive art in her essay, "Street Music." As Woolf knew, Carlyle had objected so
fiercely to interruption by the urban noise of barrel organs that he had built a soundproof writing room. Unlike Carlyle, who hated London
street musicians who distracted him from his high cultural writing, Woolf allies herself with the immigrant street musician, describing
imaginatively and sympathetically the artist in rags who is so entranced that the penny tossed by a listener hardly seems to count. The
distinction she makes between the useless art of the vagrant musician and the "legitimate employment" of the person who objects to the
nuisance reveals her own passionate commitment to writing as a vocation she cannot deny. To music Woolf attributes a divine and pagan
origin, evoking a "wild and inhuman" response in listeners, and, on that account, she acknowledges that civilized people have tried to
repress this gift. In dance bands, army bands, and even in the street barrel organs, Woolf hears the power of rhythm, and, asserting that "the
art of writing . . . is nearly allied to the art of music," she urges us to remember forgotten metres and harmonies. Woolf defines her artistic
vocation as one allied with that of both the swarthy Italian organ grinder and Beethoven--intentionally astonishing her readers with the
comparison.
From The Voyage Out to The Waves: A Musical Journey
While classical music composers such as Bach, Mozart and Wagner are often mentioned in Virginia Woolf's diaries and prose, Beethoven
plays a central role in her fiction from beginning to end: the heroine of The Voyage Out, Rachel Vinrace, is an avid player of Beethoven's
last sonata in C minor, while in The Waves, Bernard, the character who illustrates the author's own method of creation (Rantavaara, 1960),
identifies himself with Beethoven. Woolf's December 22, 1930 diary entry reveals a structural connection between Beethoven's quartets
and The Waves: "It occurred to me last night while listening to a Beethoven quartet that I could merge all the interjected passages into
Bernard's final speech, and end with the words O solitude: thus making him absorb all those scenes and having no further break." While
working on his Op. 127 Quartet, Beethoven began to use four-line scores instead of one- or two-line, thus achieving a complex
interweaving of four separate voices in the quartet, rather than the traditional one-voice/central-character and accompaniment. Furthermore,
in the late quartets, the composer attempted to reconcile admittedly unreconcilable states by arriving at "a Hegelian synthesis conceived as
the emergence of a higher state ... from the productive tension of extremes" (Hatten, 1994, 144). In my paper I discuss the relationship
between musical structure in Beethoven's late quartets and sonatas and Woolf's first and last novels. By looking at contemporary
musicology works known to Woolf and the Bloomsbury circle, and at references she made to Beethoven in her fiction and diaries, I map
out a relationship between the musical structure of Beethoven's late quartets and the narrative techniques employed by Woolf as she
gradually left behind the mould of the traditional novel and moved toward the highly experimental, Modernist form of The Waves.

Panel 6c

Bloomsbury—Woolfian Relations
Panel Chair: Patricia Laurence, Brooklyn College, CUNY

Stephen Barkway
Independent scholar

An ‘incredible goose’ and a ‘country flapper’: Virginia Woolf and the Easdales
When Virginia Woolf was sent ‘piles of dirty copy books’ by the seventeen year old Joan Adeney Easdale, containing her precocious yet
idiosyncratic poems, she detected something in them that necessitated their publication. Against the judgement of others Woolf ensured the
Hogarth Press published the poems in their ‘Living Poets’ series in 1931. It was followed up in 1932 by another collection Clemence and
Clare, and by the long poem (written over a period of eight years) Amber Innocent in 1939. The extraordinary poet had an extraordinary
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mother, Ellen Easdale, and both involved themselves with the Woolfs lives during the decade following the introduction. The Woolfs
made visits to the Eadales in Kent, and the hospitality was reciprocated in Rodmell—one such occasion being recalled fondly by Ellen
Easdale in her memoir Middle Age 1885-1932, published anonymously in 1935. In this paper I will be examining the relationship between
Woolf and the Easdales. I will draw on ten previously unpublished letters Woolf wrote to Ellen Easdale, along with evidence in the Letters
and Diaries, and Joan’s published poems. Of additional interest are the unpublished elegiac poems by both Joan and Ellen, written on
Woolf’s death in 1941, that demonstrate how deeply Woolf had touched their lives.
Unpublished Letters from Vanessa Bell to Julian Bell, 1927-1936
My paper will examine thirty-seven unpublished manuscript letters from Vanessa Bell to her son Julian written during the last decade of his
life. I will examine the letters in the context of those already published in Regina Marler’s 1993 Selected Letters of Vanessa Bell. In her
letters to Julian, Vanessa reveals herself as an adoring mother, addressing Julian as “my darling Julian,” and signing her letters, “Your
loving Nessa.” When Julian is at Cambridge, Vanessa’s tone changes somewhat. Although she still addresses him as her darling, she
reports events rather than speculating about his activities, repeatedly asks him to write home, and asks him to perform particular tasks such
as sending his torn trousers to a tailor or purchasing corduroy trousers in Paris because they are worn by all the artists. She makes little
mention of Virginia and Leonard in these unpublished letters which may explain why they are housed at the Huntington where Vanessa is
perceived as an artist rather than primarily in relationship to Virginia. Vanessa’s letters to her children are warm and personal, and in their
failure to focus on Virginia, remind the reader to consider Virginia in a context in which she is not always the single or major focus of even
her beloved sister.
December 9, 1910: Woolf, Forster, and “The Feminine Note in Literature.”
In 1910 E.M. Forster presented “The Feminine Note in Literature” to Vanessa Bell’s Friday Club. The essay was available only in
manuscript until it was published under my editorship by Cecil Woolf in 2001. Its thesis: women evince “preoccupations with personal
worthiness” not typically found in men’s writing. This proposition impressed Virginia Woolf, who heard the paper and commented to
Forster that it was “the best there had been” in her sister’s series of talks. One explanation for the distinctiveness of women’s writing that
Forster ultimately disavows in “The Feminine Note” is sociological: women write differently from men because their experiences are
distinct. “Mingle the experiences”—give women more access to the world, economic independence, education—and the feminine note will
disappear. But Forster finally dismisses this proposal; there is for him transcendent femininity, and this phenomenon underlies women’s
literature. Woolf herself addressed similar themes, but contended in A Room of One’s Own that the “financial and cultural…poverty” of
women has made their work seem insecure or preoccupied. Fix the social imbalance, then women like men might write androgynously. To
what extent did Woolf produce her materialist theory in reaction to the idealist view of Forster? I contend that it was in contrast to theories
of Forster and his ilk that Woolf spoke on behalf of women impoverished and ill-educated. Her experience listening to Forster in
Bloomsbury on or about December 1910 provided one impetus for Woolf’s own resolution of “the feminine note”: A Room of One’s Own.
Keynes and Bloomsbury
A substantial literature explores the impact of Bloomsbury on John Maynard Keynes, perhaps the most influential economist of the
twentieth century. Some works are precisely on this topic: for example those by Piero V. Mini (Keynes, Bloomsbury and the General
Theory), Derek Crabtree and A. P. Thirlwall (Keynes and the Bloomsbury Group), and most recently Noel Annan in one of his last
publications (“Keynes and Bloomsbury”). Other studies on this topic are incidental to some larger project, for example Robert Skidelsky’s
splendid three volume biography of Keynes and several of the magisterial works of S. P. Rosenbaum. In general the commentaries on
Keynes and Bloomsbury by economists are dismissive of the possibility of impact, and Bloomsbury appears as some sort of bizarre hobby
to be set aside with other aspects of his private life when examining his “science.” My sense is that those who have tried to understand the
impact of Bloomsbury on Keynes have looked too much at Keynes and not enough at Bloomsbury. My paper would focus on the latter and
reflect on what his closest friends in Bloomsbury were doing and thinking at relevant times in Keynes career. I think that this approach
casts light on, among other things, Keynes’s values (Fry and Forster), fondness for iconoclasm (Lytton Strachey), attention to differentiated
human behavior (James Strachey), love of classical metaphor (Leonard Woolf), respect for the environment (Bunny Garnett), and
irreverence for authority (Virginia Woolf). I look forward to spelling out my argument.
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Panel 6d

The Frame of Fascism and Anti-Fascist Politics in Bloomsbury
Panel Chair: Catherine Sandbach-Dahlström, Stockholm University

Room 329

Elena Gualtieri
University of Sussex

Tyrannical Images: Woolf Frames Fascism
This paper will concentrate on Woolf’s works of the 1930s in order to highlight the contribution made by Bloomsbury to the development
of her anti-Fascist politics. Woolf’s political thought will be traced back to her position as a writer within Bloomsbury, a group she
perceived as being pre-eminently orientated towards visual culture. Writing from a perspective she felt to be somewhat marginal to
Bloomsbury aesthetics, in the early 1930s Woolf initiated a cultural critique of the role of images within mass society that made her
particularly sensitive to Fascism’s unprecedented reliance on visual propaganda. This paper will argue that Bloomsbury was formative to
the development of Woolf’s anti-Fascist politics. It will show that Bloomsbury’s predilection for visual art pushed Woolf into a sustained
investigation of the relationship between writing and painting, word and image (‘Walter Sickert’, ‘Foreword to Recent Paintings by
Vanessa Bell’), which also informed her compilation of the scrapbooks for Three Guineas. This investigation pushed her to enter the field
of visual representation by offering her own, highly critical framing of the Fascist as hero. Borrowing her materials from newspapers and
illustrated magazines, Woolf adapted the aesthetics of the photomontage developed by German Dada artists to the verbal medium. She thus
managed to dislocate Fascism’s hold on the visual image while also articulating a critique of the role of images in modern society which
ultimately has its roots in her reception of Bloomsbury aesthetics.
Anti-fascist Mourners: Some Unexpected Condolence Letter-writers
Virginia Woolf’s suicide in March 1941 tempted some readers to dismiss her as a feeble Ivory Tower artist, unfit to participate in Britain’s
lone stand against Hitler. Others, like Eleanor Cecil, May Sarton, Shena Simon and Victoria Ocampo – as well as Leonard Woolf’s
colleagues on the Left - who knew Virginia Woolf and her politics, did not make such a crass misjudgement. But in addition, among the c.
200 writers of condolence letters to Leonard Woolf and Vanessa Bell in 1941 there were several who, without knowing Virginia Woolf
well personally, still recognised her writing as being enlisted in the mental fight against fascism in all its forms. Who were these antifascist mourners? They included “Bomber” Harris’ tireless opponent, Bishop Bell; the educationist Robert Birley; the Protestant Irish
essayist (and refugee rescuer) Hubert Butler; the German prisoner of war (and later translator of Isaac Bashevis Singer and Hannah
Arendt), Wolfgang von Einsiedel; Tagore’s son-in-law, Dr. Nagendranath Gangulee; Dr. Portia Holman, recently returned from the
International Brigade in Spain; and A.Morgan Young, persona non grata in late 1930s Imperialist Japan – as well as the anonymous
writer of a tribute to Virginia Woolf in the last liberal newspaper still published in Germany (but soon to be closed down) – Die
Frankfurter Zeitung. These tributes from anti-fascist activists help to counter the view that Virginia Woolf was a bafflingly obscure, selfabsorbed artist, ignorant of and indifferent to the world that the rest of us have to inhabit.
Virginia Woolf Among Contemporary Women Thinkers on Fascist Modernity
This paper presents a transnational comparative analysis of Virginia Woolf among her peers, Victoria Ocampo of Argentina, Grazia
Deledda of Italy, and Cornelia Sorabji of India. The geopolitical links between these countries forms the basis for a comparison and
contrast of these cosmopolitan women thinkers’ responses to Fascist ideas of the modern nation-state as it relates to women’s social status
as well as to their own creativity. While much has been said about Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own and Three Guineas in relation to
dominant national and international politics and their effects upon artistic endeavors, there has been very little attention paid to the way
Woolf appears in the company of contemporaries on the same subjects. Through studies of various works written by these women, the
arguments presented in this paper are that juxtaposed major and minor political modernities re-cast varying modernisms that are themselves
linked relationally, and it is only through this juxtaposition can the ‘meaning’ of Woolf’s works, or that of others, emerge in substantial
ways. One of the most interesting meanings that emerges from this transnational comparison is that not all the women named here were on
the same ‘side’ in their political leanings—and fascist modernity presents a particular crisis as well as pivotal point—and it is important to
analyze the jagged ends of ‘feminist’ or ‘women’s rights’ philosophies that are part of our genealogies. It is also perhaps necessary now to
re-locate Bloomsbury beyond its parochial conditions into the inter-national and cosmopolitan milieu it is perceived to be, and the
comparisons presented here are one way of attempting that redefinition.
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Panel 6e

Woolf’s Writing Process and Development as a Writer
Panel Chair: Anna Snaith, Kings College, London

Room 349

Beth Rigel Daugherty
Otterbein College

“Young writers might do worse”: Anne Thackeray Ritchie, Virginia Stephen, and Virginia Woolf
In 1919, Virginia Woolf writes, “Young writers might do worse than go to Lady Ritchie’s pages for an example of the power of an
apparently simple and yet inevitably right sense of the use of language” (E 3: 14-15). Part of a larger project on how Virginia Stephen’s
informal education trained her to become the Virginia Woolf that Andrew McNeillie calls “arguably the last of the great English essayists”
(ix), this presentation will examine what Anne Thackeray Ritchie, part of Woolf’s Bloomsbury heritage (Boyd), taught the young writer
and the mature essayist.
I plan to build on the work done by Elizabeth French Boyd, Winifred Gérin, Katherine Hill-Miller, and particularly Carol Hanbery
MacKay, read Ritchie’s nonfiction and compare specific examples of it to Woolf’s nonfiction, consult Ritchie’s journals and letters, and
use archival work done in the British Library and the New Holland Library at Washington State University to answer the following
questions:
1) what influence did Atalanta, a magazine for girls to which Ritchie contributed, have on Virginia Stephen? on her Hyde Park Gate News
writing? on her sense of what women writers could do? (Volumes 2 [1888-89] and 4 [1890-91] were in Leslie Stephen’s library, now part
of the Leonard and Virginia Woolf Library at Washington State University.)
2) what influence did the style of Ritchie’s biographical sketches have on Stephen’s essay apprenticeship and on Woolf’s essays?
3) what influence did Ritchie’s life and work have on Stephen’s development and Woolf’s work as a woman writer?
Beginnings: Virginia Woolf’s Melymbrosia and Rebecca West’s The Sentinel
Rachel “felt that if only one could begin things at the beginning, one might see more clearly upon what foundations they now rest”
(Melymbrosia, 39). In 1909 Virginia Woolf began yet another version of her first novel Melymbrosia, and in the same year Rebecca West
began writing The Sentinel, her own inaugural novel which, until recently, has remained not only unpublished but also unknown in the
West canon. West began the novel while still living in Edinburgh, but continued writing it after moving to London’s Hampstead Garden
Suburb in 1910, where she abandoned it in 1911/12, returning to its themes in her 1922 novel, The Judge. Woolf’s novel, after being
heavily revised, was finally published as The Voyage Out in 1915. Woolf’s Bloomsbury, its bohemianism and experimentalism, and
West’s Hampstead with its socialist, feminist and Fabian connections, encapsulated some of the ferment, tumult and excitement of turn-ofthe-century Britain. And in their first novels, Woolf and West set out to write, in the context of this ferment, about the emotional, sexual
and professional lives of young women. This paper will explore the parallel voyages of Woolf’s and West’s near contemporary heroines by
drawing on recent scholarship into the relationship between textual editing, feminist practice and revision in women’s writing. By
highlighting the similarities between these two formative novels, I will show how a comparative reading reveals a detailed and radical
cultural, geographic, and textual map of early twentieth-century women’s writing - the legacy of ‘painstaking women who wished to treat
life as they found it, and to give voice to some of the perplexities of their sex, in plain English.’
“How One Rockets Between Private & Public”: The Structure of Between the Acts and the Pageant of Virginia Woolf’s Diary
Virginia Woolf set Between the Acts in a small village in June 1939. In this paper I argue that the novel’s contrapuntal structure, alternating
between the pageant and the story of its main characters, distills the multiple counterpoints of Woolf’s daily life in London and at Rodmell
as she chronicled it in her diary while writing Acts from April 1938 to November 1940.
Tying into two conference themes, representations of London and ideas of space and place, I demonstrate that in theme and language the
novel is a kind of condensed autobiography of tone echoing the narrative of Woolf’s diaries for the roughly two years during which she
alternated between the painstaking Roger Fry and the more enjoyable Acts.
As she worked, Woolf alternated between despair about imminent war and optimism that war might be avoided. “[H]ow one rockets
between private & public,” she noted soon after beginning Acts. The diary’s narrative of these shifting moods dramatizes the relationship
between the life of the individual and the nation’s communal life, a theme dramatized in Acts. The novel, moving between the historical
pageant and the main characters, mirrors the diary’s dual narratives – Woolf’s virtually day-to-day history of the build-up to war; and news
and gossip of her friends interspersed with reflections on her state of mind and notes on her work. I argue that as in the pageant there are
echoes of earlier styles of English literature, so in the novel there are specific echoes of phrases and themes from Woolf’s own books, as if
she is sounding her own place in the pageant of English literature. In Three Guineas Woolf, describing the dependent “life of an educated
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man’s daughter…of the nineteenth century,” wrote that the testimony of biography is “so conclusive, but so voluminous, that we must try
to condense many volumes into one story.” I argue that Between the Acts condenses into one imaginary day the public and private pressures
that Woolf’s diary chronicles over twenty-four months and more.
At 22 Hyde Park Gate
The house at 22 Hyde Park Gate is the house Virginia Woolf famously abandoned when she and her siblings struck out for the uncharted
territory of Bloomsbury in 1904. For all her determination to forge a new way of life, Woolf never fully left her old environs behind, a
point she concedes in her memoir "A Sketch of the Past," when she confesses that “though Hyde Park Gate seems now so distant from
Bloomsbury, its shadow falls across it." "Sketch" is not Woolf's only essay to return to her childhood home and anatomize it in detail; all
her “household memoirs,” as I term them, provide important clues toward understanding Bloomsbury’s assault on the conventions of
private life. Reanimating her old home in these memoirs, Woolf describes a place where the division of rooms reflected a carefully
conceived vision of social order, based in large part on a class-bound definition of clean and proper family life. A way of life built around
separation and specialization encounters difficulty when faced with transitional or in-between states that resist categorization. Such states
are architecturally embodied in the threshold, the space that forms a bridge between two discrete rooms. Drawing in part on surviving
partial floorplans for Woolf's childhood home, my argument examines how the threshold figures as an unsettling intermediary in the
otherwise black-and-white world of separated spheres at 22 Hyde Park Gate. I argue that Woolf herself becomes a threshold creature in her
memoirs, looking back to her Victorian childhood in order to craft a modern future. Though Woolf left 22 Hyde Park Gate behind in 1904,
its blueprint continued to frame her understanding of the architecture of private life in both her household and her household memoirs.

Panel 6f

Reading an Inter-textual Woolf: from the Classics to the Present Day
Panel Chair: Carolyn Allen, University of Washington

Jane de Gay
Trinity and All Saints College

Claiming the Classics: Woolf’s Response to Thoby Stephen and Cambridge in Jacob’s Room
This paper will examine Woolf’s development of a feminist perspective on classical Greek literature in Jacob’s Room. Engaging with
recent scholarship, including the work of Emily Delgarno, Rowena Fowler and Stephen Ramsay, it will focus on allusions to Plato’s
Republic and Phaedrus and J.W. Mackail's Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology. It will demonstrate how Woolf claimed these works
for herself and women readers by using them within female characters’ streams of consciousness, contrasting their vibrant, imaginative
readings with the ossified and moribund views of Jacob and the Cambridge scholars. Although this strategy was a manifestation of Woolf’s
long-term concern to defend the rights of the female ‘common reader’, the paper will show that a significant factor behind this treatment
was her relationship with her brother Thoby (the model for Jacob). Using Woolf’s letters to Thoby and her later memoirs of him, the paper
will demonstrate how she sought to partake vicariously in his public-school and university education by questioning him on his studies,
whilst simultaneously seeking to undermine his scholarship and defend ‘feminine’ ways of reading. Woolf’s allusions to the classics in
Jacob’s Room may be seen as a continuation of this ‘sibling rivalry’ over literature as she appropriates those works for herself. The paper
will show that the quotations also serve an elegiac function: Woolf sought in the classics what Sara Ruddick has described as the ‘public’
side of her brother which she never knew, and some of the allusions to Phaedus and the Epigrams offer consolatory insights.
Virginia Woolf’s The Lesbian Years: in The Voyage Out and The Years
Woolf critics have long been familiar with the extent to which Woolf’s fiction is preoccupied with key figures and experiences from her
own life--or, as Avrom Fleishman notes, “how much of her art turns on a few central facts subtly varied in a series of imaginative
transformations.” Among these “governing figures of Woolf’s imagination” (606) are the lesbian “types” Woolf revisits in her fiction--for
example, the spinster scholars (Miss Allan and Lucy Craddock); feminist marriage resisters (Evelyn Murgatroyd and Rose Pargiter); and
artist/visionaries (Rachel Vinrace, Kitty Malone and Eleanor Pargiter). This preoccupation with self-transformation is perhaps most
apparent in The Years, the novel Woolf declared would give “a summing up of all [she] knew” (D4: 152). This paper will draw on my
earlier work on Woolf’s revision of Dante’s Divine Comedy in The Years, and I focus on one aspect of Woolf’s adaptation of Dante’s epic
stance--his “conversion” not only of the literary conventions which preceded him (most importantly, courtly love) but of his own earlier
work (and self-understanding) as well. As John Freccero notes, in The Divine Comedy Dante “subsumes and reevaluates [his] earlier works
. . . from this standpoint of conversion”: “the conversion of the Dante who was into the poet whose work we read” (xiii; 196). For Dante,
romantic love is the motivating lens through which he reinvents his political aims, his poetic mission, and metaphoric style. In this paper I
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argue that, like Dante, Woolf in The Years adopts a critical stance toward her earlier understanding and renderings of erotic love. I trace
the “conversions” in Woolf’s metaphoric representations of lesbian emotion by comparing moments of erotic tension between female
characters in her earliest published novel, The Voyage Out and in her later work, The Years.
Simulating the Simulacra: Androgyny, Irony and the Subject of History in Orlando and the Orlando Furioso
Why does Orlando marry Shelmerdine? Why does a protagonist of ambiguous gender and independent wealth need to marry any man,
particularly one of moderate income? Feminist scholars must answer this question in order to take any position on Woolf's account of
history or vision of androgyny in Orlando. But a reader need only look to the novel's intertextual allusion to Ariosto's famed epic romance,
Orlando Furioso, to find the answer to this hotly debated question. For, in the Furioso, Ariosto is able to focus his tale on a double
gendered "warrior-damsel," Bradamante--the "mother" of the House of Este--by positioning her as the basis of dynastic integrity, and
succeeds, thereby, not only in imitating, but also parodying Virgil and the epic tradition. In this way, Ariosto supplants the Virgilian trope
of wandering in the Furioso as a woman's quest for her destined lover, Ruggerio, not the imperial quest for land. Accordingly, it is neither
coincidental nor surprising that Woolf entitles her tale about a double gendered protagonist after Ariosto's masterpiece or that she resolves
Orlando's 400-year quest of wandering with a passionate, if unsuccessful, marriage. In contrast to recent feminist scholarship that deems
Orlando's marriage to be a reactionary plot device, which undermines the novel's otherwise anti-patriarchal argument, this paper argues that
only by imitating Ariosto's imitation, the Furioso, will Woolf be able to parody epic history and place feminine desire, not militaristic
expansion, at the center of her social vision. Yes, by simulating the simulacra, Woolf goes even farther than Ariosto by injecting a level of
uncertainty in her tale that ultimately precludes irony and removes gender altogether from the subject of history.
Woolf, Gibbons, Winterson and the Androgynous Mind
Virginia Woolf’s Orlando (1928), Stella Gibbons’ Cold Comfort Farm (1932), and Jeanette Winterson’s Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit
(1986) combine wit and wisdom as the authors hail the androgynous mind, rather than caution against it. Woolf, Gibbons, and Winterson
humorously show us what psychological androgyny is and what it can do for diverse individuals of different classes. The authors’
heroines—Orlando, Flora, and Jeanette—demonstrate respectively the androgynous mind in bisexual, heterosexual, and homosexual
individuals from three different classes, the aristocracy, the middle class, and the working class. As Regina Barecca states, “The woman
writer’s use of comedy is dislocating, anarchic and, paradoxically, unconventional.” Orlando fantastically provides centuries for the
protagonist to effect changes in English society; and Cold Comfort Farm unrealistically provides a future time for the farcical heroine to
succeed magnificently—in a limited arena—in only a few months. Oranges Are Not The Only Fruit is realistic about the limited ability of
a young woman with an androgynous mind to make her immediate society more tolerant in just a few years, but she hopes to write a witty
autobiography to influence a larger society in just a few years. All three authors rely on the extended lifetime of a humorous work of art to
promote the androgynous mind.
The Walk: Bloomsbury Lives and Gardens
Senate House, the conference venue, is within easy walking distance of five of the houses used by Virginia and her family and friends for
various periods between October 1904 and September 1940. Starting from Senate House, the walk will go, via the former artists’ colony of
Fitzroy Street, to 29 Fitzroy Square where Virginia and Adrian Stephen lived 1907-1911. Overlooking the gardens of the Georgian Square,
the house had previously been GB Shaw’s home and Roger Fry based his Omega Group workshops in the nearby 33 Fitzroy Square.
Walking east through central Bloomsbury, the walk goes to 46 Gordon Square where Virginia and Vanessa had lived in 1904-1907 then to
the site of 52 Tavistock Square, which was Virginia and Leonard Woolfs’ central London home in 1924-1940 as well as the early base of
the Hogarth Press. A short walk further east will take us to the site of 38 Brunswick Square, which Virginia and Leonard shared with
friends in 1911-1912 and to 37 Mecklenburgh Square, where the Woolfs lived for a fortnight in October 1940 and where the Hogarth Press
was moved in 1939 before being evacuated to Letchworth. The 90 minute walk then returns to Senate House via Bedford Square. Both
Leonard and Virginia Woolf spent much time abroad and in the English countryside but the walk will demonstrate that, for Virginia, even
central London was not all urban gloom as each of these five substantial houses enjoyed splendid views of gardens, grass and trees.
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David Bradshaw
Worcester College, Oxford

Beneath The Waves
Like all Woolf’s fiction, The Waves contains words and phrases which were almost certainly resonant with a particular nuance and
significance for her original readership, but which time has denuded of association. This paper will offer a new reading of Woolf’s most
elusive novel by attempting, among other things, to explain what she may have had in mind in ascribing to Louis such powerful feelings of
affinity with ancient Egypt, arguably one of the most intractable aspects of the whole text. Then, having reassembled a neglected cultural
context for Louis’s vivid, elliptical, formulaic, visionary, almost mystical kinship with the Egyptians, it will be possible to amplify and
reinforce previous readings of The Waves as an anti-imperialist work. Viewing The Waves in this new light will enable us to not only
refresh our understanding of the text, but to recharge our sense of Woolf’s keen polemical thrust.

The Bloomsbury Banquet

The Bloomsbury Banquet is hosted by Macmillan’s Restaurant, University of London. This is an additional event and your seat at the
Banquet should have been booked and paid for at the time of registration. It includes a three-course meal with wine and soft drinks. After
dinner The Virginia Woolf Society Players will present a dramatised reading of “Portrait of Virginia Woolf”, a 1956 BBC broadcast of
reminiscences by employees, friends and family of Virginia Woolf.
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Please join us for morning tea and coffee before the start of the final day of the conference.
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Woolfian Reflections on Memory, Identity and the Nature of Woman
Session Chair: Jane Goldman, University of Dundee

Beveridge Hall

Maggie Humm
University of East London

“My own ghost met me”: Woolf's 1930s photographs, death and Freud's Acropolis
The photographs that the Woolf’s took in the early 1930s are an extensive life history of their friends and themselves. Many portraits are
unusually dynamic, full of presence and in interesting duplicates. Also in the 1930s, both Woolf and Freud decided to revisit the Acropolis
which both had first visited when much younger (Freud in 1904 and Woolf in 1906). Freud revisits not in person but in his mind, in a long
letter to a friend Rolland. Freud’s memories and reflections are a fascinating self case study that raises issues of memory, disassociation and
the role of the father. Woolf revisited the Acropolis in person and was met by her ‘own ghost’, her younger twenty three year old self. The
paper situates both Acropolis visits and Woolf’s photographs in the historical context of the 1930s. The paper argues that Woolf’s
obsession with death in this period and Freud’s analysis of his own fears in the letter have much in common; and that her photographs were
for Woolf, as Freud’s case study was for him, a technology of memory, which Woolf uses to counter fears of death and loss of identity.

Lyndall Gordon
St Hilda’s College, Oxford

“The true nature of woman”: from Wollstonecraft to Woolf
In the opening of A Room of One's Own, Woolf speaks of ‘the great problem of the true nature of woman’ as something she cannot solve.
Because she hesitated to talk about this subject that excited her but was too inconclusive, she would instead offer to the undergraduate
women of Cambridge a nugget to take home about money and private space. However, she immediately speaks about what excites her
about this ‘unsolved problem’. I propose that Woolf has curiously little to say about the 'room' and a great deal, in fact, to say about
women’s unsolved nature. I approach Woolf through her 1929 essay on Wollstonecraft, published in the same year as A Room of One's
Own. At the same time, I look back to Wollstonecraft's notion of herself as 'the first of a new genus', as well as to other writers like
Charlotte Bronte who have circled a problem that still remains to be resolved. I believe the way Woolf delineates this 'problem' in her
fiction and essays is itself a far-sighted act of imagination. This has been anticipated less by the suffrage movement of the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, than by Wollstonecraft whose whole life, as Woolf saw it, was an experiment that 'cut to the quick of life'.

Saturday
11:20-12:50

Parallel Panels 7:

IES Seminar Rooms
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11:20-12:50

Panel 7a

Woolf and Intimacy
Panel Chair: David Bradshaw, Worcester College, Oxford

Meg Jensen
Kingston University

Intimacy in the Library: Woolf and Leslie Stephen
Like my fellow panel members, I am intrigued by Woolf’s representation of intimacy in her writing, particularly in her non-fictional work:
essays, biographical and autobiographical sketches. In such texts, Woolf negotiates the intimate with what seems painstaking and both
conscious and unconscious avoidance. Her strategy is clear: to intellectualise, not explicate, intimacy. Nowhere is this strategy more
explicit than in those of her texts that respond to Woolf’s negotiations with her father, Leslie Stephen. I would suggest that through the
lessons learned in this most fraught and awkward family tie, the paradigm for Woolf’s later reticence towards portraying pure emotional
intimacy in her works was constructed.
In Woolf’s contribution to Fred Maitland’s biography of Stephen, she noted that “[a]fter my mother’s death, my father was very anxious to
take her place and to teach us as she had taught us […] he gave up two of his precious morning hours to the drudgery of the schoolroom.”
Here and elsewhere, Woolf phrases her relations to her father in such academic terms – Stephen as teacher, a drudge, a learned man “giving
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up” time for his motherless children. In later works, such as her essay “Hours in a Library, ” which uses the title of one of Stephen’s own
collections of essays, Woolf similarly skirts the intimate by employing a discourse of pedagogy. In my search for Woolf’s definition of
intimacy, I will look at her use of such distancing language in negotiations of her father to be found in this and other non-fiction texts.
Intimacy in Woolf’s Fiction
In To the Lighthouse and Mrs Dalloway relations, even within families, are by modern standards rather formal and allow only a restricted
range of spoken discussion. Woolf’s ideal of intimacy seems to consist of the wordless communication and understanding that the Ramsays
have, or that Clarissa has with Peter Walsh, by virtue of long familiarity. The situation seems to be similar in The Years. In a novel which
can generally be read as a study of the failures of communication, there are still some remnants of the old familial intimacies, especially
between siblings. This conception of intimacy has been studied by the feminist philosopher Martha Nussbaum, with particular reference to
the Ramsays’ marriage. A very different conception of intimacy is proposed as a defining feature of modern relationships by Anthony
Giddens in his The Transformation of Intimacy. Here intimacy is defined as self-disclosure through talk. This is a form of intimacy which,
according to Giddens, characterises what he calls ‘the pure relationship’, and we are familiar with it in modern sexual relationships, but also
in friendships and the more specialised intimate relationships of therapy and psychoanalysis. What fascinates me is the entire absence, I
believe, of anything like this kind of intimacy in Woolf’s fiction. In spite of her presentation of Bloomsbury as founded upon the defeat of
Victorian reticence, of the tongue loosening ‘Semen’ uttered by Lytton Strachey, she still seems herself to be more fascinated by the
wordless intimacies and formalities of the upper class marriage.
Looking Together: Mansfield and Woolf
In May 1919 Mansfield writes to Woolf: ‘I am very sorry that you are not coming to the party. […] I wanted the small private satisfaction
of looking at the party with you.’ Woolf constructs their relationship similarly in her diary in November 1918: ‘What a queer fate it is –
always to be the spectator of the public, never part of it. This is […] why I go weekly to see K. M. up at Hampstead, for there at any rate we
make a public of two.’ Their relationship as it is expressed in such writings is not primarily grounded in the usual confidences exchanged
by female friends, but on ways of seeing. The intimacy of looking together is linked to the wordless communication that John Mepham
refers to, but the articulation of it in fiction requires discussion. Woolf uses a significant adjective when she says of Mansfield that ‘to no
one else can I talk in the same disembodied way about writing’. The paper will focus partly on the close relationships that both writers had
with painters and their way of seeing, to the representation of female friends looking together in the fiction, particularly Bertha and Pearl in
Mansfield’s ‘Bliss’ and Mrs Ramsay and Lily in To the Lighthouse. In neither case is the relationship intimate in conventional ways, but
these moments gesture towards the fleeting intimacy of a moment of intuitive sympathy.

Panel 7b

Tracing Racial Affiliations: Woolf, Race and Ethnicity
Panel Chair: Tuzyline Jita Allan, Baruch College, CUNY

Kristin Kommers Czarnecki
University of Cincinnati

Virginia Woolf, Zora Neale Hurston, and the Resonance of Literary Group Affiliation
In October 1928, Virginia Woolf was preparing the Cambridge lectures on women and fiction that would become the text of A Room of
One¹s Own the following year. In October 1928, Zora Neale Hurston apprenticed herself to a voodoo priestess in New Orleans as part of
her research on African-American folklore. On the surface, two more dissimilar women could hardly be found, yet Virginia Woolf and
Zora Neale Hurston do share affinities. Both women articulated human experience through narrative innovation, creating complex female
characters in doing so. Both located similar expressions of intense emotion. And both were vanguards of their artistic coteries, the
Bloomsbury Group and the Harlem Renaissance. My paper investigates the ramifications of linking Woolf and Hurston to discrete literary
spaces and places. Woolf¹s move to Bloomsbury as a young woman afforded her the company of artists and the freedom to embark on her
own literary endeavors. Bloomsbury inspired Woolf, yet her association with it can be problematic, given the peripatetic lives of the
"Bloomsberries" as well as their discomfort with the moniker. Similarly, Hurston is considered above all a Harlem Renaissance figure, yet
she published the bulk of her work after the Renaissance drew to a close. In fact she scorned the Renaissance¹s racial uplift agenda even
while benefiting from her association with it. In my paper, I examine how issues of class, race, and gender affect Woolf and Hurston¹s
activities in parallel literary movements. I also discuss how notions of Bloomsbury and the Harlem Renaissance influence contemporary
Woolf and Hurston scholarship. I believe studying these two writers together illuminates the unity between seemingly disparate fields and
challenges the binaries often in place in literary studies.
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Urmila Seshagiri
University of Tennessee

Woolf, Race, and Modernist Narrative
This paper discusses the crucial role of race in a wide range of Virginia Woolf’s narrative experiments. Critical dialogues about Woolf’s
anti-imperialism have obscured the role of racial difference in her work; however, biographical as well as literary evidence reveals Woolf’s
reliance on race as a site for cultural resistance. This paper considers the racial politics and poetics of To the Lighthouse (1927), Woolf’s
modernist-feminist re-working of the Victorian bildungsroman, and Orlando (1928), the genre-bending text whose androgynous hero/ine
leaps nimbly across four centuries of English history. In dismantling patriarchy’s social and novelistic conventions, To the Lighthouse
extends the English formalist doctrines that lauded the autotelic art-forms created in East Asia, Africa, and South America. The novel’s
narrative fluidity and abstraction re-invent the racial philosophies of Roger Fry’s formalist tract Vision and Design (1920), as well as the
racially marked modernité of the Omega Workshops’ art-objects. Tropes of racial difference create provocative narrative contradictions in
the anti-biographical biography Orlando, which partially destabilizes but ultimately reinstates the myth of an all-powerful white England. I
read Orlando in the context of Vita Sackville-West’s Passenger to Teheran (1927), a travelogue whose unintentional Anglocentrism Woolf
replicates in the sexual mythography she weaves for Orlando. Orlando’s sexual subversions and historical parodies jostle against a
powerful textual protection of white Western sovereignty. The most explicitly modern elements of To the Lighthouse and Orlando – that is,
Lily Briscoe’s decision to paint rather than to marry and Orlando’s jubilant, wicked androgyny – owe their modernity and antitraditionalism to the multiple political affiliations of Woolf’s constructions of racial alterity.
The Marriage of Orlando to Pepita: Gipsies in the Literary Imagination
Orlando’s sojourn among the gypsies, brief as it is, occupies a central space in the novel’s Heraclitean trajectory. Occurring fast upon the
hero’s sexual transformation and precipitating the return to England, the sojourn is a pendular pause between Orlando’s active lives as first
man, then woman. A moment out of civilization, culture and time. This pivotal episode in the narrative is linked biographically to the
novel’s real-life subject, to Vita Sackville-West’s gipsy grandmother and to Vita’s own travels in the Near East. Aside from the usual
catalogue of racial and ethnic stereotypes, which arise in response to foreign peoples or unassimilated people in one’s own midst, the
nineteenth century witnessed the flowering of a romanticized mythology of the gipsies. Woolf appropriated an established plot from the
repertoire of literary “gypsophilia.” But, like the fragments of glass held up to the audience in Between the Acts, Orlando among the gipsies
reflects the myth’s creators, not the gipsies themselves. This paper proposes an expanded conception of Woolf’s appropriation of
gypsophilia. Comparison of the gipsy interlude, first, with stories by Cervantes and Pushkin and, then, with the ironic treatment the
Russians in the Great Frost episode demonstrates the stylistic method Woolf employs to undercut the power of racial, class and national
prejudice. The paper concludes with a discussion of the thematic and functional role of Imagination in Woolf’s strategy for altering both
perception and possibility in real, as well as literary lives.

Marilyn Schwinn Smith
Five Colleges, Inc., Amherst,
MA

Saturday
11:20-12:50

Location

Panel 7c

Woolf and War
Panel Chair: Melba Cuddy-Keane, University of Toronto

Meg Albrinck
Lakeland College

When the Object is Too Near: Woolf and the War Writers
Virginia Woolf was deeply interested in the development of war poetry and narratives, as evident in her reviews in the Times Literary
Supplement and her relationships with figures such as Rupert Brooke, Siegfried Sassoon, Robert Graves, and Vera Brittain. She avidly read
and reviewed popular and literary accounts of war experience, and most of her major novels and essays refer to the First World War. Since
the publication of the collection Virginia Woolf and War, the critical consensus has been that Woolf is, like the writers named above, one of
the many ‘war writers’ that peopled the generation between the wars. However, Woolf’s persistently oblique approach to issues of war in
her novels suggests that she did not see her project as parallel to those of her peers. This paper explores Woolf’s sense of her own writerly
identity in relation to the growing number of ex-soldiers and -servicewomen who were writing narratives, poetry, and memoirs in London
between 1927 and 1933. Using Woolf’s letters, journals and review essays as source texts, I will compare Woolf’s assessments of ‘war
writing’ to those reflected in the work of Sassoon, Graves and Brittain. While Woolf is clearly concerned with representing the war and its
effects, she is also clearly uncomfortable with being identified as a war writer. In part, this reluctance to identify with the term ‘war writer’
may be an exemplification of the insularity and elitism for which members of the Bloomsbury Group were often criticised. However, it also
marks radically distinct notions of purpose-a distinction between a literary view and a historical one. This analysis encourages scholars to
continue exploring Woolf’s treatment of war, while also cautioning us against simple comparisons between Woolf and her contemporaries.
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Ann Banfield
University of California,
Berkeley

Is There a Bloomsbury Politics?
If there is an identifiable Bloomsbury politics, it can be recognized in the echo Mrs. Moore hears in A Passage to India: an empiricist
method of radical doubt which wipes out the known world. This agnosticism or scepticism, far from wilful ignorance, grounds a new
knowledge, in this case of Dr. Aziz’s innocence. The paper will undertake an “archaeology” of these foundations for a set of principia
politica, constructed out of the deconstruction of the familiar world of common sense. Beginning with the introduction to Leslie Stephen’s
History of English Thought, whose last paragraphs sound more like post-sixties British rather than continental marxism, the paper will
examine Keynes’ predictions of the effect of German reparations on the “fragile” structure of European class relations, Strachey’s pyschobiographical method of laying bare the unconscious underpinnings of religious and educational institutions which shaped Empire and
Forster’s sexual comedy of class struggle. It will try to show why the varying political concerns of Bloomsbury’s members (including
Leonard Woolf, Clive Bell and outsider Bertrand Russell) met in a shared anti-militarism but not in any single position on issues today
grouped under the notion of elitism. Virginia Woolf’s politics will then be placed against Bloomsbury’s as a whole. In particular, her
elitism and anti-elitism will be analyzed through the representation of the crowd in Mrs. Dalloway. The invocation of Foucault’s
archaeology of knowledge being intended to emphasize the work of recovering a politics not entirely familiar today; something will be said
in conclusion about the distance between us and Bloomsbury.
“Chasms in the continuity of our ways”: Woolf’s Accidental London
This paper argues that Woolf develops a modernist, urban ethics in response to London’s anonymity, one that is more pronounced in
wartime, when people keep painful public emotions at bay by retreating into the reassuring contours of their private lives. She first
formulates this alienation in Jacob’s Room through the figure of the policeman, who maintains London’s social order, and recasts this
figure in Mrs Dalloway as Dr Bradshaw, who prescribes silence and “proportion” to his shell-shocked patients. Woolf challenges these
figures of authority, revealing that their insistence on continuity and order masks a deep social and psychological gap. “As frequent as
street corners in Holborn are these chasms in the continuity of our ways,” she writes in Jacob’s Room, “Yet we keep straight on.” Her
unpublished fragment “London at War” expands upon this idea, describing a city in which “all is serious and concentrated”—without room
for ethical distractions. Taken together, the visions of London’s rigid order in Jacob’s Room, Mrs Dalloway, and “London at War” cast
Woolf’s ethical moment as an empathic one, occurring only when unanticipated encounters between strangers shatter the indifference of
urban life. I claim that this ethical moment stems from an analytical encounter, connecting Woolf’s vision with Freud’s insistence in
Papers on Technique that psychoanalytic insight can only occur when analysts and patients face each other as strangers. This paper
explains how Woolf harnesses this anonymity by depicting accidental encounters as moments which hold potential not only for insight, but
also for social responsibility.

Ravit Deborah Reichman
Brown University

Saturday
11:20-12:50

Location

Panel 7d

Women Writers in Bloomsbury and Beyond
Panel Chair: Anna Bogen, University of Sussex

Room 349

Laura M. Lojo-Rodríguez
University of Santiago de
Compostela, Spain

Bloomsbury Reflections: Virginia Woolf and Victoria Ocampo
The struggle to liberate women from the oppression of conservative society was a major preoccupation of Argentine writer and critic
Victoria Ocampo, and her entire life and work was a ‘testimony’ to her rebellion against her Victorian inheritance. Virginia Woolf played a
key role in Ocampo’s endeavour, who consistently used Woolf’s texts, as well as her own constructed image of the writer she so admired,
to identify and clarify her image of herself. In turn, Ocampo was to be responsible for the translations of Woolf’s oeuvre into Spanish,
published under her supervision in her own publishing house, Editorial Sur. The two women’s first encounter in Bloomsbury was crucial
to this effect: Ocampo evoked this image in her article ‘Carta a Virginia Woolf’ (‘Letter to Virginia Woolf’), published in December 1934,
only a few days after their first exchange. On the one hand, this first critical essay on Woolf charts the relationship between a woman writer
and a feminist reader; yet in its form, it also evokes Woolf’s and Ocampo’s private correspondence in which the themes of mirroring and
reflection appear as ‘testimonies’ of Ocampo’s modelling of her own literary figure. Yet ‘Carta a Virginia Woolf’ is also a reflection of the
two women’s relationship, a metaphorical room where they speak to each other about women, literature and the ways in which Woolf
changed literary discourse.
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Kathryn Holland
St Anne’s College, Oxford

Re-evaluating ‘the gifted wastrel’: Julia Strachey and Cheerful Weather for the Wedding
Writing in her diary on 13 December 1924, Virginia Woolf comments on her previous evening’s discussion with Julia Strachey, whom she
calls “the gifted wastrel” (Diary II: 324). At that time, Julia Strachey worked as a magazine illustrator and lived in Gordon Square with her
father and stepmother, Oliver and Ray Strachey; she had not begun her writing career. Woolf’s estimation of Julia Strachey improved
greatly in early 1932, when the Hogarth Press accepted Strachey’s first novel, Cheerful Weather for the Wedding, for publication. Woolf
tells Carrington in a March 1932 letter, “I think it astonishingly good . . . . Its [sic] extraordinarily complete and sharp and individual”
(Letters V: 28-9). Though Julia Strachey received much praise for her work from Virginia Woolf and others, no critical studies of her
writing have yet been issued. In “Re-evaluating ‘the gifted wastrel’: Julia Strachey and Cheerful Weather for the Wedding”, I will explore
Strachey’s literary and social connections to Woolf. I will consider the impact of Woolf’s writing on the shape and matter of Strachey’s
creative work, as well as the professional collaboration through which Cheerful Weather was published. I will also discuss Woolf’s
reception of Strachey’s novel—how Cheerful Weather influenced Woolf’s view of Strachey as a fellow writer and friend. My paper will
engage with such conference topics as women in Bloomsbury, feminism and feminist theory, and the Hogarth Press.
Seeing the Crescent Moon on the Bloomsbury Sky: The Exchanges between Virginia Woolf and Ling Shuhua
The publication of Patricia Laurence’s Lily Briscoe’s Chinese Eyes: Bloomsbury, Modernism, and China brings in a new star to the
Bloomsbury constellation: the Chinese painter and writer Ling Shuhua, who, during 1935-1937 maintained a more than friendly
relationship with Julian Bell until his death in the Spanish War. However, Ling’s relationship to Bloomsbury goes beyond her affair with
Julian Bell. As the Chinese post-colonial critic Shih Shu-mei criticizes in The Lure of the Modern, and Patricia Laurence defends in Lily
Briscoe’s Chinese Eyes, Ling’s yearning to call Virginia Woolf “my teacher or my tutor” as well as Woolf’s advise to Ling to “keep the
Chinese flavour” call for further analyses. In this paper I will take the cue from Laurence’s book but will extend the thread to examine
Ling’s important role in transporting Woolf’s Chinese readership from her “Crescent Moon Group,” based in Wu-han and Beijing, to the
younger generations of Taiwanese women writers such as Lin Hai-Ying and Chang Hsiu-Yia. While Laurence reads the Woolf-Ling
letters to highlight analogies and exchanges between these two women writers, I would like to contemplate and complicate the idea of
‘exchanges.’ The irony of Hong Ying’s transcription of the Bell-Ling affair into her novel K is her embodiment of the orientalist gaze
when she invents the couple in the scenes of “Daoist lovemaking.” I would like to ask: Where and how do we locate the “Chinese eyes” in
Bloomsbury and modernism? If, as Woolf’s depiction of Lily Briscoe’s eyes as ‘Chinese’ is as orientalist as her imagination of Chinese
people “being in a large wild place with a very old civilization” (Letter, 17 April 1939, VW to L), then are there cultural, affective,
romantic, even sexual “exchanges” which are free from Orientalism? Taking Woolf’s advise that we should write with a mind free from
anger and indifferent to unreal loyalties, I will bracket the catch-22 of “exchanges v.s. orientalism” and return the critical attention to an
issue which I find most compellingly connects Woolf and Ling: women. I would ask: What is the role of women in literary groups such as
Bloomsbury and the Crescent Moon Group? How do they write, or avoid writing as a woman? As the heritage of women writers lives, so
should exchanges flow. At the end of the paper I will locate the site of exchanges in the translation of Woolf’s A Room of One’s Room in
Chinese by the renown Taiwanese woman writer Chang Hsiu-yia, a literary disciple of Ling Shuhua, and discuss the dissemination and
immense influences of Woolf’s feminism on modern Chinese women writers.
Alternative Primal Scenes: Virginia Woolf's Orlando, Carter's The Passion of New Eve and Winterson's Sexing the Cherry
In this paper I examine a cluster of primal scenes and origin stories evocative of parthenogenesis and so-called "immaculate conceptions".
This set of examples will include Virginia Woolf's Orlando and "A Society", Angela Carter's The Passion of New Eve as well as Jeanette
Winterson's Sexing the Cherry and Art and Lies. I will also trace Woolf's influence on Carter, who wrote a libreto inspired by Orlando,
called Orlando: or, The Enigma of the Sexes and on Winterson, whose essay "A Gift of Wings" further engages with Orlando. These
primal fantasies amount to a challenge to normative behaviour and put forward other potential avenues of fulfilment that might conceivably
become available in the first decades of the twenty-first century, given the development of new reproductive technologies. These visions
seem indeed to point to an increasing dissatisfaction with women's sexuality and mode of reproduction, as well as a wish to circumvent
men so as to bypass patriarchal structures. Woolf, Carter and Winterson can be seen as rewriting a number of founding myths of the
Western Judaeo-Christian traditions, such as the Biblical story of origins, with Eve occupying the primordial role, as well as providing
alternative visions to the vexed question of the position of women in a man-made world. Can these fantasies herald a new space for the
feminine? I will try to answer these speculations with recourse to Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray's provocative reflections on the concept
of motherhood in Western culture and iconography, as well as the new scenarios these texts conjure up as utopian visions of the future.

Lili Hsieh
Duke University

Maria Aline Seabra Ferreira
Universidade de Aveiro,
Portugal
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11:20-12:50

Panel 7e

Woolf’s Manuscripts, Editions, and the Hogarth Press
Panel Chair: Wim Van Mierlo, Institute of English Studies, University of London

Room 329

Ben Alexander
New York Public Library and
CUNY, Queens College

Clarissa Dalloway’s Personal Waste Land: The Unpublished Context of Mrs. Dalloway
Published editions of Virginia Woolf’s letters and diaries reveal that during the summer of 1923 Woolf set the type for T.S. Eliot’s The
Waste Land, by hand, for publication by the Hogarth Press. However, beneath the surface of this published context lies a wealth of
unpublished material which provides additional insight into Woolf’s intimate relationship with Eliot’s text, and which allows for discussion
about possible influence on her creative development of Mrs. Dalloway. “Clarissa Dalloway’s Personal Waste Land” introduces evidence
from two of Woolf’s unpublished notebooks held by the Berg Collection of English and American Literature, in which Woolf chronicled
the progress of Mrs. Dalloway. These notebooks document that Woolf’s process of setting the type for Eliot’s poem was concurrent with
her development of Septimus Smith’s role in her emerging novel. Such convergence allows for the suggestion that Woolf’s recurring
references to Smith as a “drowned sailor”, which echo Eliot’s descriptions of Phlebas the Phoenician, recall Woolf’s experience of Eliot’s
poem and allows for speculation about a thematic relationship. While my presentation will find focus in brief discussion of the idiomatic
and thematic similarities shared by Phlebas and Septimus, my broader intent is for this example to serve as evidence for the wealth of
insights which archival evidence will continue to reveal about Woolf’s creativity. If desired, I can arrange for my presentation to include
slide images of relevant manuscript material held by The New York Public Library.
“The Book is Still Warm”: The Hogarth Press and Mechanical Reproduction
The handprinted books from Leonard and Virginia Woolf’s Hogarth Press present a possible exception to Walter Benjamin’s categories of
art objects put forth in his 1936 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.” Benjamin suggests that art objects may
be classified as originals (which possess “aura,” an unapproachability dependent upon the object’s uniqueness and originality) and
reproductions (which, by their nature, are widely available and thus easily replaced). Though Benjamin’s essay deals primarily with the
visual arts, his categories may also be applied to books as art objects. Do the handprinted books from the Hogarth Press qualify as
originals or reproductions? There are equally compelling arguments for both. In their scarcity, their rarity, their handmade nature, they
possess the qualities of originals. In the fact that there were multiple copies, produced on a hand-press – a tool of mass production – they
possess the qualities of reproductions. But with the additional pressure of time, the handprinted books begin to shift on Benjamin’s
spectrum. While at the time of the books’ production there might have been a number of people eager to possess a book bound by Virginia
Woolf’s own hands, such demand would have paled in comparison to the value of such books today. This essay will examine the process
by which these books, which on the surface might appear to be reproductions rather than originals, have acquired a Benjaminian “aura”
with the passage of time.
Selling Art Without Selling Out: Artistic Credibility, Financial Viability and the Hogarth Press
My paper examines a portion of the Hogarth Press’ history and printing practices, 1917-29, in order to both illuminate Virginia Woolf’s
writing and the Modernist aesthetic which it propagated, and offer insight into the complex positioning of artists such as Woolf in relation
to the marketplace. A central focus will be the investigation of the vexed negotiation that takes place between, on the one hand, the concept
of “purity” of art for its own sake that confers status and credibility, and, on the other hand, the need for the press to remain financially
viable. As Walter Benjamin notes, “…the intelligentsia pays a visit to the marketplace, ostensibly to look around, yet in reality to find a
buyer” (146). The press’s early subscription sales method also worked to establish the Hogarth press trademark or logo, and the hand
printed books provided an aura of authenticity that was saleable. Cover art, typeface, and paper position a text as a certain type of object
for consumption. For example, the choice by Woolf to include an original dust jacket design for Jacob’s Room by her sister, Vanessa Bell,
was met with scorn from booksellers, but it declared “its allegiance with English post-impressionism” (Bishop 53), thus privileging artistic
expression over commercialism. Through a study of the significance of the material characteristics of some of the Hogarth Press’s
publications of Woolf’s work, as well as some of the promotional material put forth by the press, I suggest the press establishes a
paradoxical, conflicted, and successful position in the artistic community and the marketplace. I also consider some of Woolf’s
commentary on the press from her diaries and letters to further illuminate this position. Hogarth Press publications of Woolf’s work reveal
a sophisticated rhetorical balancing act between artistic credibility and financial viability.

Drew Patrick Shannon
University of Cincinnati

Elizabeth Willson Gordon
University of Alberta
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Saturday
12:50-1:50
Saturday
1:50-3:00

Lunch (own arrangements)
Featured Lecture 7:

Session Chair: Vara Neverow, Southern Connecticut State University

Beveridge Hall

Brenda Silver
Dartmouth College

Small Talk/New Networks: Virginia Woolf's Virtual Publics
This talk grows out my current research: an exploration of the role of talk, chat, discussion enacted on various electronic digital networks in
the formation of social and cultural networks. One question I am exploring is whether the interactions and formations performed through
the new media replicate our understanding of what constitutes a community or network or public, or whether they force us to rethink how
these formations work, both internally and in relation to the larger society. My starting point is the way in which one of the most basic of
human interactions--small talk, chat--not only forges links among individuals but operates as a form of cultural capital, producing social
networks that inscribe lines of influence and/or power. How, I want to know, does this work in the virtual realm? Who benefits and who
loses in these new arenas of cultural interaction? And what do these new formations tell us about our cultural moment?
My talk will use the multiple online discussion groups and lists devoted to Virginia Woolf as a case study in the construction of virtual
publics and counterpublics. My working premise posits these forums as digital reinscriptions of the Bloomsbury Group, which, it could be
said, was constituted through its talk. Part of this talk was private, but a great deal of it had to do with the literary, social, cultural, and
political issues of the day, talk that subsequently entered the public realm through the extensive writings that so influenced public debates.
How, I will ask, does the model of talk, networks, public discourse associated with the Bloomsbury Group, including but not just literary
discourse, work in the virtual realm? Does our understanding of what has traditionally constituted "the public" and the circulation of
discourse among its participants change? And what happens to "Virginia Woolf" in this virtual public realm?

Saturday
3:00-3:15

Walk over to Tavistock Square

Saturday
3:30-4:00

Conference Finale

Virginia Woolf Memorial Unveiling
with Anne Olivier Bell for the Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain
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Tavistock Square
Gardens

Bloomsbury in Performance
The Bloomsbury in Performance presentation is ORLANDO by Compagnie Buissonniere, and has
been made possible through the co-operative efforts of Stephen Pelton, Artistic Director of the
Stephen Pelton Dance Theater (San Francisco and London); the Bloomsbury Theatre; Compagnie
Buissonniere; Gina Potts, Conference Coordinator of Back to Bloomsbury; and Jenny Thompson,
member of the VWSGB.

ORLANDO

Compagnie Buissonniere, a multi-national multi-media troupe from Lausanne,
Switzerland, present ORLANDO, directed by Cisco Anvar and introduced by
Stephen Pelton, on Thursday 24 June, and again on Friday 25 June, at 8:00pm
at The Bloomsbury Theatre.
Making their UK premiere in London after years of performing at festivals all
around the world, Compagnie Buissonniere present their tour de force
ORLANDO to celebrate the Centenary of the Bloomsbury Group.
This dance-theatre performance entwines the plot of Woolf's ORLANDO with
the social history of the Bloomsbury Group. Combining film, theatre and
dance choreography that is highly nuanced, athletic and emotionally-driven,
Buissonniere's ORLANDO is an irreverent, yet ultimately respectful take on
Woolf's story, her life and the progress of her gender politics.
ORLANDO is part of The Bloomsbury Theatre’s series:
“Bloomsbury - A Celebration”
Visit www.thebloomsbury.com for details.
If you would like to learn more about Compagnie Buissonniere, visit:
www.cie-buissonniere.com

Tickets are free for fully registered Woolf Conference delegates for the Thursday night performance
ONLY. Delegates should collect their tickets from the Conference Registration and Information
Table either at the time of registration or no later than 4:30pm on Thursday 24 June. If you wish to
sit with another fully registered delegate, you should collect your tickets at the same time. We cannot
distribute more than one ticket per delegate.
Tickets are also available to the general public and can be purchased in person from The Bloomsbury
Theatre box office at 15 Gordon Street (number 3 on the Local Area Map on page 68), over the phone
by ringing 020 7388 8822 or online: www.thebloomsbury.com. Tickets cost £15 standard, or £12
concessions. (Please note: tickets for the general public are not available from the IES.)
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University of London Library Access
As mentioned in the General Information, all conference delegates are allowed access to the
University of London Library during the days of the conference. In order to gain access to the
Library, you should present your Virginia Woolf Conference name badge at the admissions desk.

During the Summer months library hours are:

Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

0900-1800
0930-1730
Closed

The University Library has an abundant collection of Woolf and related texts, as well as electronic
resources including email access. Whilst you are not permitted borrowing rights as a visitor, you are
welcome to use the collection for reference purposes.
Although electronic resources are available, it is not possible to print your own documents or use
word processing facilities. Should you need a computer for this purpose, you will find many internet
cafés in the area, for example, on Leigh Street near Cartwright Gardens, or on Tottenham Court Road.
See the Local Area Map on page 68.
In the library you will also find The Hogarth Press and Virginia Woolf in 1924, and “The London
Scene” Exhibition. For more information, see page 65 as well as the exhibition catalogue enclosed in
your conference pack.
Finally, should you simply need a quiet space for study, room 350 is available to delegates throughout
the days of the conference for this purpose.
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Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain
and

The Exhibition
If you would like to know more about or become a member of the Virginia Woolf Society of Great
Britain (VWSGB), please visit their stall in the Crush Hall.

VIRGINIA WOOLF MEMORIAL
After several years of fundraising and planning, the VWSGB are unveiling the Virginia Woolf
Memorial in Tavistock Square Gardens on Saturday 26 June 3:30pm. The memorial has been made
possible through generous donations from its members and support from Nigel Nicholson. It is a
great pleasure that the VWSGB has been able to arrange this event as the Conference Finale and it is a
great honour that Anne Olivier Bell will be present to officially unveil the memorial.

THE EXHIBITION

The Hogarth Press and Virginia Woolf in 1924, and “The London Scene”
University of London Library, Senate House 4th Floor*

The Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain is staging an exhibition of books and publications which
will be on display in the University of London Library during the conference. It has been designed
to show Woolf's writing activities during 1924, the year she returned to Bloomsbury, relocating the
Hogarth Press in the process from Richmond to 52 Tavistock Square. The exhibition is entitled The
Hogarth Press and Virginia Woolf in 1924, and “The London Scene”; you will find a catalogue in
your conference pack.
Visitors to the exhibition will be interested to see the broad variety of books published by the Hogarth
Press in a single year, which fill one of the exhibition's four cases. The second case displays some of
the many books Woolf read for review during the course of 1924 and the third case contains two of
the reviews she wrote that year as they appeared in The London Mercury and The Dial. As we are in
London this year, the final case has been devoted to three of “The London Scene” essays, in their
extremely rare original appearance in Good Housekeeping magazine (1931-32). You will see how the
articles were accompanied by drawings and contemporary photographs. The article “Portrait of a
Londoner” will be of particular interest to Woolfians, since it was not reprinted with the series when it
was collected and published as The London Scene in 1975. The entire series is being reprinted in
September 2004 by Snowbooks Ltd., London; visit their stall on Thursday for details.
*All conference delegates are allowed access to the library for the duration of the conference. See page 64.
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International Virginia Woolf Society
If you would like to know more about or become a member of the International Virginia Woolf
Society (IVWS), please visit their stall in the Crush Hall.

MEETINGS
The IVWS and Virginia Woolf Bulletin are holding a meeting on Thursday morning, 8:30-9:45am, in
room 329. The meeting is chaired by Vara Neverow, President of the IVWS.
There is also an Annual Conference Planning meeting on Friday morning, 8:30-9:45am, in room 329.
The meeting is chaired by Mark Hussey, Head of the Conference Steering Committee.

AUCTION
At the IVWS stall you will find items on display for the silent auction. All proceeds from the auction
go to the IVWS Travel Fund, so please visit the stall and put in your bids.

TRAVEL FUND
The IVWS have established a fund supported by your donations for the purpose of contributing
toward the travel costs of those of limited financial means to attend the conference.
Making Donations to IVWS Travel Fund
At this time, there are very limited funds available for travel awards for the Back to Bloomsbury
Conference and donations are urgently needed.
Donations for the IVWS Travel Fund can be made in person at the conference to Jeanne Dubino,
IVWS Secretary/Treasure, or her colleagues at the IVWS stall. Donations may also be sent to:
Jeanne Dubino
Department of English
Plymouth State College
17 High Street
Plymouth, New Hampshire 03264
USA
email: jdubino@mail.plymouth.edu
Cheques drawn on a US bank should be made out to the “International Virginia Woolf Society”. The
Society can also accept cash in US dollars and credit card payments.
Applications for IVWS Travel Awards
1. Travel awards are available only to those of limited means;
2. Travel awards do not include registration, meals, or housing costs;
3. Applicants must provide information including: mailing address, e-mail address, explanation of
limited means, whether the applicant is a presenter, and estimated travel costs;
4. The completed application should be sent to Jeanne Dubino (electronic submission preferred,
contact information above).
5. After the conference, applicants must mail or fax documentation of conference attendance and
travel expenditures to Jeanne Dubino to confirm eligibility;
6. The amount of the award will depend on donations received (awards have ranged from $25-$200
based on the cost of travel and the amount of funding available).
7. At this time, there are very limited funds available for travel awards.
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Places to Lunch
There are many sandwich bars, cafés and restaurants in the immediate vicinity of Senate House.
Below is a list of a few suggestions of places to enjoy your lunch, all within five minutes’ walk. You
might enjoy eating in, or perhaps taking your lunch away to eat al fresco in Russell Square or another
of the leafy Bloomsbury squares.

•

Café in the Gardens, in Russell Square (sandwiches, hot food, coffee, ice cream, etc.)

•

Gardiners, Store Street (sandwiches, daily soup, etc. – good selection with hearty helpings)

•

Pizza Paradiso, Store Street (pizza and pasta)

•

College Arms Pub, Store Street (pub grub)

•

Busaba Eathai Restaurant, Store Street (Thai)

•

Bar Centrale, Bernard Street, near Russell Square Tube Station (sandwiches, coffee, etc)

•

Friend at Hand Pub, Herbrand Street, near Russell Square Tube Station (pub grub)

•

Tortoise and Hare Noodle Bar, Brunswick Centre, Brunswick Square (oriental noodles)

•

Truckles Café and Restaurant, Pied Bull Yard, between Bloomsbury Square and Bury Street
(nice atmosphere for lunch, dinner or drinks, with outdoor and indoor seating)

•

Wagamama, 4a Streatham Street, near the British Museum (oriental noodles)

•

University of London Union, Malet Street (sandwich/coffee shop on the Ground Floor, bar
and pub food on the upper level)

•

Planet Organic Cafe, Torrington Place (vegetarian specialties and all organic)
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Local Area Map
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Local Area Map Key
1

Senate House: Institute of English Studies, Macmillan’s Restaurant and University of
London Library.

2

Commonwealth Hall and Marchmont Street - for, cafés, pubs, newsagent, booksellers,
health food shop/café, post offices, drycleaner, laundrette, hairdresser, etc.

3

The Bloomsbury Theatre and Gordon Square.

4

University of London Students Union, bookseller, and Malet Street - for the
Bloomsbury Association Fair on Friday evening until 11pm.

5

Store Street - for College Arms Pub, cafés, restaurants, newsagent.

6

The British Library, Euston Road - for YHA youth hostel, Starbucks, Pizza Express,
pubs, etc. and Euston and Kings Cross Stations.

7

The British Museum, cafés, pubs, restaurants, booksellers, etc.

8

Brunswick Shopping Centre - for supermarket, pharmacy, health food shop,
booksellers, cafes, restaurant, Renoir Cinema, etc.

9

Charlotte Street - for a selection of good restaurants.

10

Tottenham Court Road - for supermarkets, pharmacies, internet café, Odeon Cinema,
etc.

11

Torrington Place - for Planet Organic health foods and café, newsagent, pub, etc.

12

Pied Bull Yard - for Truckles Café and Restaurant, London Review of Books
Bookshop, Bloomsbury Workshop, etc. and cafés, restaurants and booksellers in the
surrounding area.

13

Covent Garden - for theatres, Royal Opera House, Covent Garden Market, wide range
of cafés, restaurants, pubs, shops, etc.

14

Charing Cross Road - for a wide range of new and used booksellers.

15

Oxford Street - for a wide range of high street shops.

16

Tavistock Square - for the Tavistock Hotel and Gardens for Saturday’s unveiling of
the Virginia Woolf Memorial by the VWSGB.

17

Lambs Conduit - for Persephone Books (on the site of the grocers where the Woolfs
regularly shopped), cafés, shops, etc.
Tube Stations

P

NCP car parking facilities
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Who’s Who ?
FEATURED SPEAKERS:
Name

Institutional Affiliation

Biographical Details

Gillian Beer

Clare Hall, Cambridge University

David Bradshaw

Worcester College, Oxford University

Dame Gillian Beer was until recently the King Edward VII Professor of English Literature at the University of Cambridge and President of Clare Hall
College. She has recently returned from the Yale Center for British Art where she was the first holder of a joint senior research fellowship with the
Beinecke Library. Her books include Darwin's Plots (2nd edition, 2000), Open Fields: Science in Cultural Encounter (1996) and Virginia Woolf: the
Common Ground (1996). She has recently completed a study, Alice in Space, for Chicago University Press, due out this year.
Dr David Bradshaw is Hawthornden Fellow and Tutor in English Literature at Worcester College, Oxford, and a Fellow of the English Association. He
is editor of The Hidden Huxley and Brave New World (both 1994; Oxford World Classics editions of The White Peacock (1997), Women in Love (1998),
Mrs Dalloway (2000) and The Mark on the Wall and Other Short Fiction (2001); Penguin Classics editions of Decline and Fall (2001) and The Good
Soldier (2002); and Carlyle’s House and Other Sketches by Virginia Woolf (Hesperus, 2003). He has also written a number of articles on Bloomsbury
and Woolf and on various aspects of literature and thought in the 1930s. He is editor of A Concise Companion to Modernism (Blackwell, 2003) and is
Victorian and Modern Literature Editor of the Review of English Studies. Current projects include a monograph on Woolf (Palgrave) and editions of
Jacob's Room (CUP), To the Lighthouse (OUP), The Years (Blackwell), The Blackwell Companion to Modernist Literature and Culture and The
Cambridge Companion to E.M. Forster.

Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina

Barnard College, Columbia University

Lyndall Gordon

St Hilda’s College, Oxford University

Maggie Humm

University of East London

Laura Marcus

University of Sussex

Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina is author of Carrington: A Life; Black London, a New York Times “notable book of the year;” and editor of the book Black
Victorians/Black Victoriana. Two of her books, Frances Hodgson Burnett: The unexpected life of the author of The Secret Garden, and Bijah and
Lucy: Love in the Time of Colonial Slavery are published this year. She hosts a nationally-syndicated radio program “The Book Show,” which
interviews authors on their recent books. Guests have included Toni Morrison, David McCullough, Anna Quindlen, A.S. Byatt, Michael Eric Dyson,
Salmon Rushdie and Michael Cunningham. Her interview with Jamaica Kincaid won an honorable mention from the Communicator Awards for those in
the national media. She has appeared on the radio, as well as in several British documentary films. She is the recipient of two grants from the National
Foundation for the Humanities, and has been the Fulbright Distinguished Scholar to Great Britain. Gerzina joined the faculty of Barnard College,
Columbia University as Professor of English and Director of Pan African Studies in the fall of 2003, after fourteen years at Vassar College. She teaches
courses on the novel, black literature, and biography. She is an honorary fellow at the University of Exeter.
Born in Cape Town, South Africa, Lyndall Gordon has studied and worked at University of Cape Town, Columbia University and Oxford University.
She arrived at Oxford as a Rhodes Fellow in 1973 and later became a Lecturer at Jesus College. She was appointed as CUF Lecturer in English and
Dame Helen Gardner Fellow at St Hilda’s College in 1984. She has been Senior Research Fellow at St Hilda's since 1995. Gordon’s publications
include: Eliot's Early Years (1977, 1988), which won the British Academy's Rose Mary Crawshay prize; Eliot's New Life (1988), won the Southern Arts
prize; T.S.Eliot: An Imperfect Life (1998), a one-volume revised edition updating the book with new material collected over twenty years. Virginia
Woolf: A Writer's Life (1984), won James Tait Black prize for biography; Shared Lives (1992), a memoir of women's friendship in South Africa of the
fifties and sixties, with expatriate episodes in New York, Oxford, and Paris. Charlotte Brontë: A Passionate Life (1994), Cheltenham Prize for
Literature; and A Private Life of Henry James: Two Women and His Art (1998). Gordon has recently completed a new biography of Mary
Wollstonecraft, stressing the way she transforms stale plots of existence against almost overwhelming odds.
Maggie Humm is a Professor in the School of Cultural and Innovation Studies at the University of East London. Her books include Border Traffic, The
Dictionary of Feminist Theory (named ‘outstanding academic book of 1990’ by Choice), the best-selling Modern Feminisms, Feminism and Film, and
Modernist Women and Visual Cultures:Virginia Woolf, Vanessa Bell, Photography and Cinema (2002). Her shorter work on Woolf includes Virginia
Woolf, Photography and Modernism, ‘Visual Modernism: Virginia Woolf’s “Portraits” and Photography’, Woolf Studies Annual, 8, 2002 and ‘Memory,
Photography and Modernism: the “dead bodies and ruined houses” of Virginia Woolf’s Three Guineas’, Signs, 28:2, 2003. She was an editor of the
Routledge Encyclopaedia of Women and has been a Distinguished Visiting Scholar and Professor at many universities including Massachusetts, San
Diego State, Stanford, Rutgers, Queen’s Belfast, and Karachi. Professor Humm gave the Annual Virginia Woolf Birthday Lecture in 2002 and has
given keynote and plenary papers in numerous countries. She is currently editing the unpublished photographs of Virginia Woolf and Vanessa Bell:
Snapshots of Bloomsbury: The Private Lives of Virginia Woolf and Vanessa Bell for Rutgers University Press.
Laura Marcus is Reader in English at the University of Sussex. Her publications include Auto/biographical Discourses: Theory, Criticism, Practice;
Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams: New Interdisciplinary Essays and Virginia Woolf: Writers and their Work (new edition to be published in 2004).
Her published work on Virginia Woolf also includes essays on Woolf’s feminism and on the history of the Hogarth Press. She has co-edited, with Peter
Nicholls, The Cambridge History of Twentieth-Century English Literature (forthcoming 2004), and is currently working on a book on cinema, literature
and modernity.
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FEATURED SPEAKERS continued:
Name

Institutional Affiliation

Biographical Details

Andrew McNeillie

Oxford University Press

Suzanne Raitt

College of William & Mary

Morag Shiach

Queen Mary, University of London

Brenda Silver

Dartmouth College

Cecil Woolf

Cecil Woolf Books

Andrew McNeillie is Senior Commissioning Editor for Humanities and Social Sciences at Oxford University Press. He assisted in editing The Diary of
Virginia Woolf and is the ongoing editor of a six-volume edition of The Essays of Virginia Woolf. He is also the author of two collections of poems
Nevermore (2000) and Now, Then (2002), and a memoir An Aran Keening (2001). A third collection of poems Gone for Good is in preparation.
Suzanne Raitt is Margaret L. Hamilton Professor of English at the College of William and Mary. She is currently working on a book about the idea of
waste in British literary modernism. Her publications include Virginia Woolf’s “To the Lighthouse” for the Harvester series Critical Studies of Key
Texts (1990), Vita and Virginia for Oxford University Press in 1993, and May Sinclair for Oxford in 2000. She also edited Night and Day for the Oxford
World’s Classics series in 1992, and contributed an article on Woolf’s early novels to the Cambridge Companion to Virginia Woolf edited by Sue Roe
and Susan Sellers in 2000. Raitt’s first publication on Woolf was an article called ‘“The tide of Ethel”: femininity as narrative in the friendship of Ethel
Smyth and Virginia Woolf’, in Critical Quarterly 30 (Winter 1988).
Morag Shiach is Professor of Cultural History and Head of the School of English and Drama at Queen Mary, University of London. She has published
widely on cultural history, cultural theory, and modernism. Her most recent book is Modernism, Labour and Selfhood in British Literature and Culture,
1890-1930 (CUP, 2004). She edited Virginia Woolf’s A Room of One’s Own and Three Guineas for the Oxford World’s Classics Series.
Brenda R. Silver is the Mary Brinsmead Wheelock Professor at Dartmouth College, where she teaches courses on modernism, postmodernism, hypertext
fiction, cyberculture, and, of course, Virginia Woolf. She has written extensively on Woolf, as well as on E.M. Forster, Charlotte Brontë, anger, and
textual editing; Virginia Woolf Icon, her study of the construction of Virginia Woolf as cultural icon, was published in 1999. Her current project, Small
Talk/New Networks, is an exploration of the role played by talk or chat or discussion enacted in the virtual realm in the formation of new social and
cultural networks, including those associated with the public sphere. Her publications include: Virginia Woolf Icon. University of Chicago Press, 1999;
"Virginia Woolf://Hypertext" in Virginia Woolf Out of Bounds: Selected Papers from the Tenth Annual Virginia Woolf Conference, eds. Jessica Berman
and Jane Goldman. Pace University Press, 2001; "World Wide Woolf" (www.press.uchicago.edu/Misc/Chicago/757463.html); "Textual Editing as
Feminist Practice: Or, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf Part II" in Representing Modernist Texts: Editing as Interpretation, ed. George Bornstein.
University of Michigan Press, 1991; "The Authority of Anger: Three Guineas as Case Study." Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, 16:2
(Winter 1991): 340-370; and Virginia Woolf's Reading Notebooks. Princeton University Press, 1983.
Cecil Woolf is the nephew of Leonard Woolf by Leonard’s youngest brother, Philip. He was 14 by the time his Aunt Virginia committed suicide in
1941 and had paid several visits to his uncle and aunt in the country and also in London, where he would stay at Tavistock Square. Following in the
tradition of independent presses like the Hogarth Press, Cecil Woolf has run his own independent publishing house since 1960. Cecil Woolf Books have
published, amongst many publications, the Bloomsbury Heritage monographs, which celebrate the life, works and times of the members of the
Bloomsbury Group.

BLOOMSBURY WALKERS:
Jean Moorcroft Wilson

Birkbeck College, London and Cecil
Woolf Books

Robin Woolven

Kings College, University of London

Jean Moorcroft Wilson won an Exhibition to University of London, where she also gained her BA, MA and PhD. She started her career as Visiting
Lecturer in English at the University of Munich, Germany, 1970-72. Since then she has been a part-time lecturer at Birkbeck College, University of
London. She teaches regularly from the Dominican University of Chicago and has recently been invited to join the faculty of Florida State University’s
London Programme, where she is currently in charge of their Shakespeare course. Besides lecturing extensively in England, Dr Wilson has delivered
visiting lectures at, among other places: The Society of Fellows, University of Columbia; Vassar College; University of Washington at Pullman;
University of Clemson; The Tate Gallery, London; The National Portrait Gallery, London; The Imperial War Museum, London; various annual Virginia
Woolf conferences. She also works with her husband, Cecil Woolf, in their long-established, independent publishing house, Cecil Woolf Books, and is
General Editor of their Bloomsbury Heritage and Poets of the 1890s series. Dr Wilson’s publications include, with Cecil Woolf Books: Isaac
Rosenberg, Poet and Painter: a Biography (1975); I was an English Poet: a Biography of Sir William Watson (1981); Editor of Authors Take Sides on
the Falklands (1982); Charles Hamilton Sorley, a Biography (1985); Editor of The Collected Poems of Charles Hamilton Sorley (1985); Virginia Woolf,
Life and London: a Biography of Place (1987 and WW Norton, NY); Editor of The Collected Letters of Charles Hamilton Sorley (1990); Leonard
Woolf, Pivot or Outsider of Bloomsbury (1994); Virginia Woolf and Anti-Semitism (1995); Virginia Woolf’s War Trilogy (1996); and editor of The
Selected Poems of Isaac Rosenberg (2003). And with Duckworth Books: Siegfried Sassoon: the Making of a War Poet (1998) and Siegfried Sassoon:
the Journey from the Trenches (2003). Dr Wilson is also a regular contributor to the Daily Telegraph and other national broadsheets.
Dr Robin Woolven spent his first career flying as a navigator in the Royal Air Force and his second as a crown servant in central London. As a member
of the Council of the Camden History Society, he has contributed to several of that Society’s ‘street guides’, handbooks which describe the history, the
buildings and the former residents of the old Metropolitan Boroughs of Hampstead, Holborn and St Pancras. He admits he was responsible for the
chapter on the Bloomsbury Group in the relevant street guide and he is currently editing a book of maps drawn up 1939-1945 by the London County
Council recording the extent of bomb damage suffered by buildings across Inner London. He completed his PhD in 2001 at King’s College, London
where he is currently a research consultant in the International Policy Institute, researching the management of terrorist attacks in the UK.
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CONFERENCE COORDINATORS:
Name

Institutional Affiliation

Gina Potts

Birkbeck College, London

Lisa Shahriari

University of Essex

Biographical Details
Gina Potts is a part-time lecturer in the School of English and Humanities at Birkbeck College, London, and also works as an academic administrator
at the University of London. She teaches a range of subjects, including “Reading Woolf” for the MA–Modern Literatures in English programme and
“Women Writers and their Intellectual Contexts” for the BA-Humanities programme. Gina is completing her PhD on Virginia Woolf at Birkbeck
College, London, and her thesis, Nomadic Subjects: the writing of Virginia Woolf, examines Woolf’s anti-essentialist politics from a Deleuzean
perspective. She has been a member of the Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain’s Executive Council since Spring 2002 and has assisted on their
Fundraising Committee for the Virginia Woolf Memorial. Her research interests include Virginia Woolf, British Modernism, women’s writing and
feminism, and contemporary critical theory. Her forthcoming projects include work on the writing of Jeanette Winterson for her book Jeanette
Winterson with Northcote House Publishers.
Lisa Shahriari is a doctoral candidate in Literature at the University of Essex. Her thesis Degeneration, Deviance and Sexual Difference: Virginia
Woolf’s Feminist Politics considers Woolf’s responses to social and scientific theories in the construction of sexual difference. Lisa’s research interests
include Virginia Woolf, women’s writing, suffrage plays, British Modernism, and feminist theory.

SPEAKERS, CHAIRPERSONS, DELEGATES AND OTHERS IN ATTENDANCE:
Name
Genevieve

Abravanel

Institutional Affiliation

Name

Duke University

Linda

Bierds

Institutional Affiliation
University of Washington

Sarah

Ailwood

University of Wollongong

Antonio

Bivar

Independent

Meg

Albrinck

Lakeland College

Virginia

Blain

Macquarie University

Ben

Alexander

New York Public Library and Queen's College CUNY

Cheryl

Bock

Duke University

Tuzyline Jita

Allan

Baruch College CUNY

Anna

Bogen

University of Sussex

Judith

Allen

University of Pennsylvania

Susan

Bourque

Independent

Carolyn

Allen

University of Washington

David

Bradshaw

Oxford University

Christina

Alt

Lincoln College, Oxford

Tony

Bradshaw

Bloomsbury Workshop

Anne

Andersson

Abo Akademi University

Robert

Brandeis

Victoria University, Toronto

Isabel M

Andres

University of Granada

Julia

Briggs

De Montford University, Leicester

Liz

Appel

University of Cambridge

Grace

Brockington

Wolfson College, Oxford

Marie

Askham

Anglia Polytechnic University

Joyce

Bumann

Duke University

Russell T

Baker, Jr

Independent

Anna

Burrells

University of Birmingham

Ann

Banfield

University of California, Berkeley

Carolyn

Burrus

Duke University

Annemarie

Bantzinger

Independent

Michael

Caines

Times Literary Supplement (TLS)

Stephen

Barkway

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Rychard

Carrington

Anglia Polytechnic University

Gilly

Barnard

Snowbooks, Ltd

Courtney

Carter

Hood College

Rebecca

Beasley

Birkbeck College, London

Theresa

Carter

Metropolitan State College of Denver

Nicola

Beauman

Persephone Books

Pamela

Caughie

Loyola University, Chicago
City University of New York

Gillian

Beer

Clare Hall, Cambridge

Mary Ann

Caws

Adrienne

Bell

Duke University

Sally

Chalmers

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Suzanne

Bellamy

Independent Scholar

Wayne

Chapman

Clemson University

Shivaun

Berg

Duke University

Winnie

Cheney

Duke University

Elfi

Bettinger

University of Hanover, Germany

Maria

Chiancola Glade

University of Rhode Island
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Name

Institutional Affiliation

Name

Myung-Hee

Chung

Kookmin University in Seoul, Korea

Edith

Institutional Affiliation

Judith

Clarke

University of Maine at Augusta

Sabine

French

Duke University

Stuart

Clarke

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Joanne

Frye

College of Wooster

Irene

Coates

Independent

Cori

Gabbard

City College, CUNY

Krystyna

Colburn

University of Massachusetts

Wendy

Gan

University of Hong Kong

Lisa L

Coleman

Southern Oklahoma State University

Gretchen Holbrook

Gerzina

Barnard College, Columbia University

Emma

Cooke

Independent

Diane

Gillespie

Washington State University

Patricia

Cramer

University of Connecticut

Monica

Girard

University of Nancy

Sara

Crangle

University of Cambridge

Jane

Goldman

University of Dundee

Melba

Cuddy-Keane

University of Toronto

Bill

Goldstein

Graduate Centre, CUNY

Claire

Cusick

Duke University

Crauford D.

Goodwin

Duke University

Kristin

Czarnecki

University of Cincinnati

Lyndall

Gordon

Oxford University

Andrea

Darch

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Elizabeth Wilson

Gordon

University of Alberta

Frampton

Birkbeck College, London

Marijane

Datson

Skyline College

Jeremy

Greenwood

Wood Lea Press

Beth Rigel

Daugherty

Otterbein College

Elena

Gualtieri

University of Sussex

Jane

De Gay

Trinity and All Saints

Brian

Hacker

Hacker Books

Terry

De Hay

Southern Oregon University

Brenda

Hacker

Hacker Books

Marion

Dell

Open University

Sarah M.

Hall

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Margaret

Dennis

Duke University

Evelyn

Haller

Doane College

Madelyn

Detloff

Miami University, Ohio

Leslie K.

Hankins

Cornell College

Maria

Di Battista

Princeton University

Carol

Hansen

City College of San Francisco and College of San Mateo

Elizabeth

Dickens

Fordham University

Julia

Hardy

Independent

Jay

Dickson

Reed College

Els

Harmsen

Independent

Ralph

Drake

Independent

Michael

Harris

Central College

Jean

Dubino

Plymouth State College

Benjamin

Harvey

Mississippi State University

Lois

Dusza

Independent

Md. Mahmudul

Hasan

University of Portsmouth

Lauren

Elkin

Graduate Centre, CUNY

David

Hass

Independent

Steve

Ellis

University of Birmingham

Beverly

Hegre

Independent

Mary Lou

Emery

University of Iowa

Brenda

Helt

University of Minnesota - Twin Cities

Elizabeth

Evans

University of Wisconsin-Madison/University of Warwick

Cheryl

Heneveld

Independent

Steve

Farrar

Times Higher Education (THES)

Suzette

Henke

University of Louisville

Steve

Ferebee

North Carolina Wesleyan College

Duncan

Heyes

British Library

Anne

Fernald

DePauw University

Katherine

Hill-Miller

Long Island University

Maria Aline

Ferreira

University of Avelfo, Portugal

Elizabeth

Hirsh

University of South Florida

Elizabeth

Foley

SUNY, Stony Brook

Ruth

Hoberman

Eastern Illinois University

Elizabeth

Fox

M.I.T.

Christine

Hodgson

Birkbeck College, London
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Name
Kathryn

Holland

Institutional Affiliation

Name

Oxford University

Patricia

Institutional Affiliation
Lahrmer Ross

Independent

Stasia

Honnold

Lewis & Clark College

Kathryn

Laing

NUI, Galway

Louise

Hornby

University of California, Berkeley

Lynn

Langmade

University of California, Davis

Lili

Hsieh

Duke University

Patricia

Laurence

Brooklyn College, CUNY

Amy

Hume

Ohio University

Kirsten

Law

Sheffield Hallam University

Maggie

Humm

University of East London

Hermione

Lee

Oxford University

Edward

Hungerford

Southern Oregon University

Gui-Woo

Lee

Seoul Women's University

Dianne

Hunter

Trinity College

Kim

Leggett

Palgrave Macmillan, Ltd.

Constance

Hunting

University of Maine

Karen

Levenback

Virginia Woolf Miscellany

Mark

Hussey

Pace University

Marjorie

Lightfoot

Arizona State University

Karen

Jackson

University of Maine, Augusta

Naomi

Lightman

Birkbeck College

Sally

Jacobsen

Northern Kentucky University

Hsiu-ling

Lin

National Taiwan Normal University

Meg

Jensen

Fordham University

Laura

Lojo-Rodriguez

University of Santiago Dz Compstela

Myung Hoe

Jin

ChungJu National University

Imogen

Long

Leeds University

Syliva

Johnson

Duke University

Gillian

Lowe

Suffolk University

Judith L

Johnston

Rider University

Ana Gabriela

Macedo

Universidade do Minho, Portugal

Glenis M

Jones

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Nancy

Macknight

University of Maine

Rebecca

Jones

Cambridge University Press

Marisa

Magnani

Independent

Maia

Joseph

University of British Columbia

Vanessa

Manhire

Rutgers University

Masumichi

Kanaya

Doshisha University

Janet

Manson

Clemson University

Sydney Janet

Kaplan

University of Washington

Laura

Marcus

University of Sussex

Kathryn

Kasch

Independent

Caroline

Marie

Paris IV-Sorbonne

Andrew K

Kennedy

Clare Hall, Cambridge

Rebecca

Marsh

California State University

Rosalind

Kenworthy

Independent

Lindsay

Martin

Independent

Bohee

Kim

Pukyong National University, Korea

Katy

Masuga

University of Washington

Jung

Kim

Catholic University of Korea

Charlotte

Maxwell

University of Edinburgh Press

Yun-Jung

Kim

Koomin University in Seoul, Korea

Mark

McBeth

City University of New York

Mary

Klayder

University of Kansas

John

McCoy

Independent

Glynnis

Koch

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Eleanor

McNees

University of Denver

Randi

Koppen

University of Bergen

Andrew

McNeillie

Oxford University Press

Leena

Kore Schroder

University of Nottingham

Erin

Menut

University of Utah
Kingston University

Sei

Kosugi

Osaka University, Japan

John

Mepham

Kimberly

Koza Harris

Central College

Gulay

Michaels

Independent

Dina Amlund

Kristensen

University of Copenhagen

Lynne

Michalek

Independent

Karen

Kukil

Smith College

Robert

Miller

Plymouth State University

Michael

Lackey

SUNY, Brockport

Nancy K.

Miller

Graduate Centre, CUNY
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Name

Institutional Affiliation

Name

Jean

Mills

Hunter College, CUNY

Steven

Putzel

Penn State University

Institutional Affiliation

Makiko

Minow-Pinkney

Bolton Institute of Higher Education

Megan

Quigley

Yale University

J. Lawrence

Mitchell

Texas A & M University

Rebecca

Rainof

Princeton University

Kyoko

Miyabe

University of Cambridge

Marilyn

Rait

University of Kingston Upon Thames

Wendy

Moffat

Independent

Suzanne

Raitt

College of William & Mary

Helen

Morland

Independent

Christopher

Reed

Lake Forest College

Tessa

Morland

Independent

Ravit Deborah

Reichman

Brown University

Toshiro

Nakajima

Konan University

Jane

Renouf

Independent

Vara

Neverow

Southern Connecticut State University

Christine

Reynier

University of Montpellier3-France

Lynne

Newland

Independent

Muriel

Roll

Duke University

Hilary

Newman

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Victoria

Rosner

Texas A & M University

Claire

Nicholson

Independent

Patricia

Ross

Independent

Jamie

Noyd

Union Institute and University

Diana

Royer

Miami University, Hamilton
American University

Sonja

Nygaard

University of Bergen

Roberta

Rubenstein

Jin Sook

Oh

Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea

Jane

Rud Pedersen

University of Copenhagen

Sybil

Oldfield

University of Sussex

Sara

Ruddick

New School University

Michael

Orr Paterson

Independent

Carol

Samson

University of Denver

Hee Hin

Park

Seoul National University

Catherine

Sandbach-Dahlstrom

Stockholm University

Sowon

Park

Cambridge University

Sonita

Sarker

Macalester College

Merry

Pawlowski

California State University, Bakersfield

Ruth

Saxton

Mills College

Nancy L.

Paxton

Northern Arizona University

David

Schiller

Horace Mann School

Michael

Payne

Bucknell University

Stephanie

Schoen

Smith College

Elizabeth

Pedersen

University of Wollongong

Marilyn

Schwinn Smith

Five Colleges, Inc., Amherst, MA

Stephen

Pelton

Stephen Pelton Dance Theater

Bonnie Kime

Scott

San Diego State University

Diane

Petrus

Duke University

Jim

Scott

University of Calgary/Red Deer College

George

Piggford

University of Notre Dame

Susan

Sellers

St Andrews University

Jane

Pinchin

Colgate University

Urmila

Seshagiri

University of Tennessee

Malcolm

Pines

Institute of Group Analysis, London

Lisa

Shahriari

University of Essex

Mary

Pinkerton

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

Drew Patrick

Shannon

University of Cincinnati

Liedeke

Plate

University of Nijmegan

Patricia

Shaw

Independent

Rebecca

Poal

International Virginia Woolf Society

Gillian

Shenfield

University of Syndey

Sarah

Pogell

University of Wisconsin

Morag

Shiach

Queen Mary College, London

Tammy

Poggo

RAU South Africa

Jacqueline

Shin

Princeton University

Cynthia

Port

University of Pennsylvania

Kay

Shipton

Independent

Robert

Potts

Poetry Review and Times Literary Supplement (TLS)

Kathleen

Shuken

Virginia Woolf Society

Mary Beth

Pringle

Wright State University

Sylvia Bailey

Shurbutt

Shepherd College
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Name

Institutional Affiliation

Name

Brenda

Silver

Dartmouth College

Kimberley

VanHoosier-Carey

Centenary College of Louisiana

Institutional Affiliation

Kathryn

Simpson

University of Birmingham

Adriana

Varga

Indiana University

Janfarie

Skinner

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Sara

Villa

Universita degli Studi di Milano

Jocelyn

Slovak

Columbia University

Gina

Potts

Birkbeck College, London

Angela

Smith

University of Stirling

Shey

Walder

Andrew

Smyth

Plymouth State University

Sharon

Walls

Independent

Anna

Snaith

King's College, London

Carol

Watts

Birkbeck College, London

Elisa Kay

Sparks

Clemson University

Caroline

Webb

University of Newcastle, Australia

Angeliki

Spiropoulou

Independent

Ruth

Webb

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Karyn

Sproles

James Madison University

Susan

Wegener

Independent Scholar and Virginia Woolf Miscellany

Emma

Stansfield

Oxford University Press

Deborah

Wegener

Independent

Peter

Stansky

Stanford University

Louise

Westling

University of Oregon

Jim

Stewart

University of Dundee

Jen

Whitehead

University of East Anglia

Kelly

Sultzbach

University of Oregon

Michael

Whitworth

University of Wales-Bangor

Tara

Surry

University of Western Australia

Christopher

Wiley

Royal Holloway College, London

Emma

Sutton

University of St Andrews

Sheila

Wilkinson

Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain

Judith

Taber

Independent

Jean Moorcroft

Wilson

Birkbeck College, London and Cecil Woolf Books

Julie Anne

Taddeo

University of California, Berkeley

Elizabeth

Winkelmann

Royal Holloway College, London

Maichiko

Takizawa

Independent

Gina

Wisker

Anglia Polytechnic University

Oriana

Tassinari

Independent

Jenny

Thompson

Institute of English Studies

Rebecca
Cecil

Wisor
Woolf

City University of New York
Cecil Woolf Books

Joanne Campbell

Tidwell

Auburn University

Robin

Woolven

Kings College London

Elizabeth

Tyler

Independent

Grace

Yang

Yale University

Young

Anglia Polytechnic University

Independent

Anna

Upchurch

Duke University

Tory

Aranzazu

Usandizaga

University of Barcelona

Maria Candida

Zamith-Silva

Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Porto

Zimring

Lewis & Clark College, Portland

Cigdem

Usekes

Western Connecticut State University

Rishona

Masami

Usui

Doshisha University

Marilyn

Zucker

SUNY Stony Brook

Wim

Van Mierlo

Institute of English Studies

Helen

Zumas

University of Massachusetts

Julie

Vandivere

Bloomsburg University

Alex

Zwerdling

University of California

Note: This list is correct at time of printing on 14 June 2004.
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Back To Bloomsbury Book Bags
Back to Bloomsbury Conference Book Bags are available at the Conference Registration and
Information Table next to reception on the ground floor.

These canvas book bags are a ‘landscape’ shape measuring 48cm x 38cm, providing plenty of
room for books, file folders and notebooks. They have long handles (66cm) allowing easy
over the shoulder carrying for heavier loads.

Cost only £12.99

Limited availability so please purchase early to avoid disappointment.
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List of Stalls and Advertisers
STALLS
The following organisations have stalls set up in the Crush Hall during the days of the conference.
Please visit them to find out about their work and to see the different books on offer, including some
new editions and titles by speakers at the conference.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloomsbury Workshop
Cambridge University Press
Cecil Woolf Books
Hacker Books
International Virginia Woolf Society
Oxford University Press
Palgrave Macmillan Ltd.
Persephone Books
Snowbooks Ltd.
University of Edinburgh Press
Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain
Wood Lea Press

ADVERTISERS
The following organisations have placed flyers in your delegate pack:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blackwell Publishing
The Bloomsbury Theatre
Cecil Woolf Books
Charleston Trust
Continuum Books
Duckworth Publishers
Eurospan Group
Fortune Green Books
Hesperus Press
International Virginia Woolf Society
Northcote House Publishers
Paris Press
Persephone Books
Snowbooks Ltd.
The Times Literary Supplement
University of Chicago Press
University of Edinburgh Press
Virginia Woolf Society of Great Britain
Yale University Press
York Harbor Books
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Evaluation Form
Your views on this conference are helpful in planning future conferences. We would therefore be grateful
if you would complete this evaluation form. You may attach additional sheets if required. Please send the
completed form to: Mark Hussey by email: mhussey@pace.edu*; or fax: (USA)212-346-1754; or post:
English Department, Pace University, One Pace Plaza, New York, NY 10038 USA.
*This form is available electronically via email or the conference website: www.sas.ac.uk/ies/conferences/virginiawoolf.htm
THANK YOU!
1. How did you hear about the conference?
____ Direct mailing or emailing
____ Via a colleague
____ Poster in your place of work

____ The internet
____ Email discussion lists (please state) _________________________
____ Another source (please state): ______________________________

2. Can you suggest other forms of publicity?

3. Is this your first experience of the annual Conference on Virginia Woolf?

4. Please indicate the days you attended:
____
____
____
____
____

Tuesday 22 June (pre-conference Monks House excursion)
Wednesday 23 June
Thursday 24 June
Friday 25 June
Saturday 26 June

5. Were the directions, local information and other instructions available to you complete and helpful?

6. Were the services provided (meals, rooms, snacks, etc.) adequate and appropriate?

7. What did you think about the following aspects of the Conference?
Subjects coverage:

Depth of papers presented:

____ Areas covered were too diverse

____ Too general

____ Good coverage of most areas

____ Good balance between general and specialist subjects

____ Some areas were not sufficiently represented
(Please specify)___________________________

____ Too specialist

Number of papers presented:
____ Too many

Length of papers presented:
____ Too long

____ About right

____ About right

____ Not enough

____ Too short

continued…
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continued…

8. Please comment on specific events: welcome address; keynote and plenary sessions; roundtable
discussions; parallel panels; poetry reading; performances; welcome reception; banquet; walking
tours; pre-conference Monks House excursion.

9. Was the conference schedule feasible?

10. Are you considering organizing a panel or submitting a paper for next year’s conference?
If so, please state:
Name(s):
Address(es)
Email(s):
Telephone number(s):
Topic:
Format:
Formal Presentation Roundtable Discussion
Performance
Workshop
Other (please describe)

11. Are you interested in hosting the conference at your institution? If so, please indicate what year, your
name, address and email.

12. Do you have any suggestions for themes at future conferences?

13. What is your preferred time of year for attending conferences?

14. Please feel free to add any comments on any other aspects of the Bloomsbury conference. You may
attach and additional sheet if necessary. Evaluations will be shared with the IES, Conference Steering
Committee and with organizers of the 2004 and 2005 conferences on Virginia Woolf.
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Leonard and Virginia’s London Library:
Mapping London’s Tides, Rivers, and Statues

Elisa Kay Sparks
Clemson University
June 2004
Return to the essay

WSU Library
Special Collections
-Æ

(Leonard’s Voltaire.
Three Shelves
in
Brown Leather
with Labels in Orange)

Return to the essay

Return to the essay

Augustus J. Hare, Walks in

London
6th ed. 1894
Vol. I
Inscription:
“AVS from GHD
Jan 25th 1896”

Return to the essay

Augustus J. Hare, Walks in London

6th ed. 1894
Statue of Charles I at
Charing Cross:
“The noblest statue in
London”

Return to the essay

Augustus J. Hare,

Walks in London
6th ed. 1894
One feature however of old
London is annihilated:–all
the smaller brooks and rivers
which fed the Thames are
buried and lost to view.

Nicholas Barton, Lost Rivers of London (1962;
2000)

The Eye Bourne, the Old
Bourne, and the Wall Brook,
though they still burrow
below the town, seem to
have left nothing but their
names.
Even the Fleet, of which
there are so many
unflattering descriptions in
the poets of the last century,
is entirely arched over, and it
is difficult to believe that
there can ever have been a
time when Londoners
saw ten or twelve ships at
once sialing
up to Holborn Bridge. .

Return to the essay

Wilfred Whitten, London in Song.

1898

Return to the essay

Wilfred Whitten, London in

Song.
1898

Return to the essay

Wilfred Whitten, London in Song.

1898

Return to the essay

Wilfred Whitten, London in Song.
Endpapers

Return to the essay

E. V. Lucas, London Revisited
4th ed. London: Metheun, 1920.
First Published 1916
Reviewed by VW in
TLS. Nov. 1916.
Signed: H.T. Bell,
Christmas, 1925

Return to the essay

“Nebraska Man” by Amedee

Forestier Illustrated London News

Return to the essay

E. V. Lucas, London Revisited
Endpapers:
•

“a portion of
an ingenious
poster
designed by
Mr.
MacDonald
Gill for the
Metropolitan
District
Railway
Company.”

Return to the essay

E. V. Lucas,

London Revisited
Endpapers:
West End

Return to the essay

William Page. London: Its Origin and Early Development.
1923

Return to the essay

The Waterbearer, Guilford Place ca. 1870 (anon)

Return to the essay

Duke of Cambridge and Cenotaph in Whitehall

Return to the essay

The Tybourne and Fleet Rivers
Mapped on the Mrs. Dalloway Walks

Return to the essay

Osbert Sitwell and Nina Hamnett.

The People’s Album of London Statues. 1928

Return to the essay

Carlyle’s House

Return to the essay

The Four Lost Rivers of London:
Westbourne, Tybourne, Fleet, Walbrook
(as described in Kent’s Encyclopedia of London, 1932)

Return to the essay

